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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

HE

Author ventures to hope that, on com'
Edition of " Sacred and
paring this Third
"
the two preceding, it
with
Art
Legendary
will be found greatly improved, and rendered more worthy of the kind approbation and symThe whole
pathy with which it has been received.
has been carefully revised the references to the pictures and other works of Art corrected from the latest
authorities, and many new examples have been added.
;

In a work so multifarious in its nature, and compristhere
ing so many hundred subjects and references,
may remain some errors and omissions, but they have
not occurred from want of care and I must not omit
to express due thanks for the observations and corrections which have been forwarded to me from time to
time, and which have been in this Edition •carefully
;

attended

to.

A.J.
January, 1857.

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.
(1848.)

on

tin'

Ills book was began six yean apo, in 1842.
It has since been often laid
aside, and again
In this long interval,
resumed.
many useand delightful works have been written
5ffJ ful
same Bubject, bat BtUI the particular ground

bad chosen remained unoccupied
and, amid many
difficulties, and the consciousness of many deficiencies,
I was encouraged t<>
proceed, partly by the pleasure
took in a ta>k so congenial,
paitlj by the conviction
that Bach s work has long been wanted bj those who
are not contented with a mere mannal of reference, or
a mere catalogue of names.
This i»»>k is intended
I

;

I

—

not

to

onlj

be

consolted, but to be read,
It has been written

found worth reading.

—

it'

for

it be
those

who an-, like myself, unlearned; yet less, certainly,
with tin- idea nt Instructing, than from a w i-h t0 share
with others those pleasurable associations, those ever
new and ever various aspects "i character and sentiment, as exhibited in Art, which have been a soarce
of such vivid enjoyment t" myself.
This

utmost

limit id' ni\ ambition
and,
am at least
cannot escape criticism,
anxious that there should be no mistake as to purp
and intention.
I
hope it will he clearly understood
that I have taken throughout tin- Mthetic and not the

knowing

Is

tin'

thai

I

:

1

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

ix

religious view of those productions of Art which, in as
informed with a true and earnest feeling,

far as they are

and steeped in that beauty which emanates from genius
inspired by faith, may cease to he Religion, but cannot
and as poetry only I have concease to be Poetry
;

sidered them.

The

difficulty of selection and compression has been
all
difficulties
there is not a chap-

the greatest of

my

;

hook which might not have been more
easily extended to a volume than compressed into
a few pages.
Every reader, however, who is interter

in

this

ested in the subject, may supply the omissions, follow
out the suggestions, and enjoy the pleasure of discover-

ing new exceptions, new analogies, for himself. With
regard to the arrangement, I am afraid it will be found
liable to objections
but it is the best that, after long
consideration and many changes, I could fix upon.
It is not formal, nor technical, like that of a
catalogue
or a calendar, but intended to lead the fancy naturally
;

from subject

to subject as one opened upon another,
with just sufficient order to keep the mind unperplexed
and the attention unfatigued amid a great diversity of
objects, scenes, stories,

and characters.

The authorities for the legends have been the Tjeqenda
Aurea of Voragine, in the old French and English
translations the Flos Sanctorum of Ribadeneira, in the
old French translation the Perfetto Legendario, editions
of Rome and Venice the Legende delle Sante
Vergini,
;

;

;

Florence and Venice

;

work of Baillet, Les
volumes, most useful for

the large

Vies des Saints, in thirty-two

and Alban Butler's Lives of
All these have been consulted for such
particulars of circumstance and character as might
illustrate the various representations, and then compressed into a narrative as clear as I could render it
Where one authority only has been followed, it is
the historical authorities
the

;

Saints.

usually placed in the margin.

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

x

The

tinlegends of the Scriptural
primitive Fathers.

First Part contains

personages and

-

1 1

1

*

The Becond Part contains those sainted personages
who lived, or are supposed to have lived, in the flrsl
a^r e- of Christianity, and whose real history, founded
on fact <>r tradition, 1ms Keen so disguised bj poetical
embroidery, thai they have in sonic sort the air of
ideal beings,
As could not undertake tu go through
the whole calendar, nor yet to make my hook a catalogue of pictures and Btatues, I have confined myself
to the saints mosl interesting and
important, and
(with very few exceptions) to those works of art of
which I could speak from my own knowledge,
I

The legends of the monastic orders, and the history
of the Franciscans and Dominicans, considered merely
in their connection with the revival and
development
of the Pine Arts in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuthe characries, open so wide a range of speculation,

—

teristics of these religious enthusiasts of both 80X61 are
so lull nf interest and beaut] as artistic conceptions,

as
psychological and philosophical studies so excould not, in conscience, compress
traordinary, that

and

I

them

into a lew

in itself, entitled,

pages;
••

iii,\

form a volume complete
the Monastic Orders."

Legends of

of prints, including those works
'I'm collect a
portfolio
of art which arc cited under each head as examples,

with a selection from the hundreds of others which are
with
not cited, and arrange them in the same order,

—

reference, not to schools, or St] ICS, OT dales, but to subwould he an amusing, and 1 think not
ject merely,

—

It could not he done in the
occupation.
the
right spirit without leading the mind for beyond
mere pleasure of comparison and criticism, to •• thoughts

a

profitless,

more elevate and reasonings high
and terrestrial, a- shadowed forth
ami the hand of man

"

of things celestial
form bj the wit

mi
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INTRODUCTION.
Of the Origin and General Significance of

I.

the Legends represented

in

Art.

E

cannot look round a picture gallery, we
cannot turn over a portfolio of prints after
the old masters, nor even the modern engravings which pour upon us daily, from
Paris, Munich, or Berlin, without perceiving how many
of the most celehrated productions of Art, more parto us from the
ticularly those which have descended
early Italian and German schools, represent incidents
and characters taken from the once popular legends of
This form of " Hero- Worship"
the Catholic Church.

has hecome, since the Reformation, strange to us,

— as

removed from our sympathies and associations as
it were antecedent to the fall of Babylon and related

far
if

to the religion of Zoroaster, instead of being left but
two or three centuries behind us and closely connected
with the faith of our forefathers and the history of civilization

and Christianity.

Of

late years,

with a grow-

ing passion for the works of Art of the Middle Ages,
there has arisen among us a desire to comprehend the
state of feeling which produced them, and the legends

—

a desire
on which they are founded
and to bring to some surer critical test,
representations which have become familiar without
To enable us to do this, we must
beins intelligible.

and

traditions

;

to understand,

pause for a

moment
i

at

the outset

;

and, before

we

LEGENDARY

2

ART.

plunge into the midst of things, ssceod to higher
ground, and command a fiur wider range of illustration
than has yet been attempted, in order *> take cognizance
of principles and results which, if nol new, must be
contemplated in a new relation t<> each Other.

The Legendary Art of the Middle Ages sprang oat
of the legendary literature of the preceding ages.
For
three centuries at least this literature, the only literature
which existed at the time, formed the sole mental and

The
moral nourishment of the peaplt of Europe.
romances of Chivalry, which long afterwards succeeded,
were confined to particular classes, and left no impress
on Art, beyond the miniature illuminations of a few
This legendary literature, on the conmanuscripts.
trary, which had worked itself into the life of the people,
became,

the antique mythology, as a living soul
the loveliest forms of Art, still vivid

like

diffused through

and rivifying, even when the old faith in its mystical
And it is a mistake
significance was lost or forgotten.
to suppose that these legends had their sole origin in
the brains of dreaming monk.-.
The wildest of them
had some basis of truth to rest cm, and the forms which
they gradually assumed were but the necessary result
of the age which produced them.
They became the
intense expression of

that

inner

life,

which

revolted

against the desolation and emptiness of the outward
of those crushed and outraged sympathies
existence
;

which cried aloud for rest, and refuge, and solace, and
It
will be said, "In the
could nowhere find them.
But where was that
purer doctrine of the Gospel."
The Gospel was not then the heritage
to be found
of the poor: Christ, as a comforter, walked not among
men.
Hi- own blessed teaching was inaccessible
I

•

cept to the learned:

rare manuscript
it was
perverted and sophisticated bj the passions and
the blindness of those lew to whom it u*is accessible.

The

it

waashutupin

hitter disputes in the early Church relative to the
nature of the Godhead, the subtle distinctions and in-

INTRODUCTION.
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comprehensible arguments of the theologians, the dread
entertained by the predominant church of any heterodox
opinions concerning the divinity of the Redeemer, had
conspired to remove Him, in his personal character
of Teacher and Saviour, far away from the hearts of
the benighted and miserable people,
far, far away into
all

—

regions speculative, mysterious, spiritual, whither they
could not, dared not, follow Him.
In this state of
things, as it has been remarked by a distinguished
" Christ became the
writer,
object of a remoter, a more
awful adoration.
The mind began, therefore, to seek
out, or eagerly to seize, some other more material beings
in closer alliance with human sympathies."
And the

same author, after tracing in vivid and beautiful language the dangerous but natural consequences of this
"
feeling, thus sums up the result
During the perilous
and gloomy days of persecution, the reverence for those
who endured martyrdom for the religion of Christ had
grown up out of the best feelings of man's improved
nature.
Reverence gradually grew into veneration,
and although the more rigid theworship, adoration
ology maintained a marked distinction between the
honor shown to the martyrs and that addressed to the
Redeemer and the Supreme Being, the line was too
fine and invisible not to be
transgressed by excited
:

:

popular feeliDg."*

"We

live," says the poet, "through admiration,
Out of these vital aspirations
not
hope, and love."
indeed always " well or wisely placed," but never, as
in the heathen mythology, degraded to vicious and

—

—

arose and spread the universal
contemptible objects
passion for the traditional histories of the saints and
martyrs,
personages endeared and sanctified in all
hearts, partly as examples of the loftiest virtue,
:

—

partly
as benign intercessors between suffering
humanity and
that Deity who, in every other light than as a God of
*

Milman, History of Christianity,

III. 540.

LEG1
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ART.

/'l A'}'

Vengeance, had been veiled from their eyes by the perof schoolmen and fanatics, till He had receded

versities

beyond

Of
t

lii^

their reach, almosl

beyond

their

comprehension.

the prevalence and of the incalculable influence of
legendary literature from the Beventfa to the tenth

century, that

An

w:is

the period when Modern
existence, we have a most
Guizot's " Histoire de In Civilisa-

about

just

is,

struggling

Btriking picture in
tion."
"As after

into

tin'
siege of Troy (says this philosophical and eloquent writer) there were found, in every
city if Greece, men who collected the traditions anil
adventures of heroes, ami sung them for tin' recreation
<

i>C

the people,

till

these

recitals

Bion, a national poetry
speak, tin- traditions of

;

so,

at

became
the

what may

a national pas
time of which we
be called the heroic

ages of Christianity had the same interest for the nations of Europe.
There were men who made it their
business to colled them, to transcribe them, to read or
recite them aloud, lor the edification and delight of the

And

people.

this

was

the only literature, properly so

called, of that time."
.

we go hack to the tnil/t, ulir histories "f the
and heroism of the early martyrs, we shall
enough there, both of the wonderful ami the affectto justify the credulity ami enthusiasm of the un-

Now,

if

Bufferings
find

ing,
lettered

who saw no

people,
not believe in one

reason why tiny should
In
miracle B8 well a- in another.

nniversall} diffused legends, we may recognize
the means, at least one of the mean.-, by which a mer-

these
ciful

laws,

Providence, working through its own immutable
had provided against the ntter depravation, al-

most extinction, of

society.

Of

the

"Dark Ages,"

emphatically so called, the period to which I allude
was perhaps the darkest j it was "of Night's black
At a time when men wen given
arch the key-torn."
to tin- direst evils that can afflict humanity,

—

time
misery; at
when the ever] daj incidents of life were a violation of
at a time when all
all the moral instinct* of mankind
ignorance,

idleness,

wickedness,

,

INTRODUCTION.
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firings seemed abandoned to a blind chance, or the
when there was no repose, no refirutal law of force
when the powerful inflicted,
uge, no safety anywhere
and the weak endured, whatever we can conceive of
most revolting and intolerable when slavery was recwhen men fled
ognized by law throughout Europe
to cloisters, to shut themselves from oppression, and
women to shield themselves from outrage when the
manners were harsh, the language gross ; when all the
I

;

;

;

;

;

softer social sentiments, as pity, reverence, tenderness,
found no resting-place in the actual relations of life ;

for the higher ranks there was only the fierce excitement of war, and on the humbler classes lay the
weary, dreary monotony of a stagnant existence, poor
in pleasures of every kind, without aim, without hope ;
then
wondrous reaction of the ineffaceable instincts of

when

—

—

arose a literature which
good implanted within us
reversed the outward order of things, which asserted
and kept alive in the hearts of men those pure principles
of Christianity which were outraged in their daily actions
a literature in which peace was represented as
better than war, and sufferance more dignified than rewhich exhibited poverty and toil as honorsistance
which held up
able, and charity as the first of virtues
to imitation and emulation, self-sacrifice in the cause
a
of good and contempt of death for conscience' sake
literature, in which the tenderness, the chastity, the
heroism of woman, played a conspicuous part which
!

;

;

;

:

;

distinctly protested against slavery,
against impurity in word and deed

;

against violence,
which refreshed

the fevered and darkened spirit with images of moral
revealed bright glimpses of a better
beauty and truth
;

"the wicked cease from troubling," and
brought down the angels of God with shining wings
and bearing crowns of glory, to do battle with the

land, where

demons of darkness, to catch the fleeting soul of the
triumphant martyr, and carry it at once into a paradise
of eternal blessedness and peace !
Now the Legendary Art of the three centuries whicfe
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romprise the revival of learning was, ns I have said,
the reflection of this literature, of this teaching.
Considered in this point <>(' view, can we ca.-ih overrate it*

and importance

interest

!

When, after the long period of ilarkness which followed upon the decline of the Etonian Empire, the Fine
Arts began to revive, the first, and for several ages the
only, impress they received was that of the religions
time.
>|>irit of the
Painting, Sculpture, Music, and
Architecture, as they emerged One after another from
the " formless void," were- pressed into the service of
the Church.
Hut it is a mistake t<> Buppose that in
adroitly adapting the

reviving Arts to her purposes, in

that magnificent spirit of calculation which at all times
characterized her, the Church from the beginning se-

the use that was to l)C
on the contrary, edicts and
councils repressing the popular extravagances in this
respect, and denouncing those apocryphal versions of
.sacred events and tradition.- which had become the deBui vain were council- and id
light of the people.
lected

made

BUbjeCtS, or dictated

the

We

of them.

find,

1

to he BO checked.
The Church
found herself obliged to accept and mould to her own
ObjeCtB the eXOtiC elements she could Hot eradicate

the tide

was tOO BtrOUg

She absorbed, bo to speak, the evils and errors -he could
not expel.
There seems to have been at this time a
sort of compromise between the popular legends, with
mixture of northern and

their wild

all

stitions,

The

first

lined,

the

anil

('hutch

object to which reviving Art was
render the Christian places of Worship •
<

great

WBS

I"

theatre of instruction and
to

to

attract

classical super-

legends properly so called.

and

to

interest

improvement for the people,
them bj representations of

events, and personages, alreadj so familiar at
require no explanation, appealing at once to their

intelligence
tiful

and

and their sympathies

shapes (beautiful
feelings

and

;

embodying

in

bean

least in their eyes) associations
their rarj
ories deep-rooted

at

mem

m
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no

in

hearts,
Blight degree,
the progress of civilization, the development of mind.
creations
of
ancient
Art
look as
these
we
cannot
Upon
those

did for

whom

hilate the centuries

we cannot annithey were created
which lie between us and them we
;

;

cannot, in simplicity of heart, forget the artist in the
image he has placed before us, nor supply what may

be deficient in his work, through a reverentially excited
arc critical, not credulous.
no longer
fancy.

We

We

and there
accept this polytheistic form of Christianity
is little danger, I suppose, of our falling again into the
;

strange excesses of superstition to which it led. But if
we have not much sympathy with modern imitations
of Mediaeval Art, still less should we sympathize with
that narrow puritanical jealousy which holds the monuments of a real and earnest faith in contempt. All

God has permitted once to exist in the past should
be considered as the possession of the present
sacred
for example or warning, and held as the foundation on
that

;

which to build up what is better and purer. It should
seem an established fact, that all revolutions in religion,
in government, and in art, which begin in the spirit of
scorn, and in a sweeping destruction of the antecedent
condition, only tend to a reaction.
ancestors chopped off the heads of

Our puritanical
Madonnas and

Saints, and paid vagabonds to smash the storied windows of our cathedrals
now, are these rejected and
outraged shapes of beauty coming back to us, or are we
not rather going back to them f
As a Protestant, I
might fear lest in doing so we confound the eternal
;

—

of Christianity with ths mutable forms in which
has deigned to speak to the hearts of men, forms
which must of necessity vary with the degree of social
civilization, and bear the impress of the feelings and
fashions of the age which produced them
but I must
also feel that we ought to comprehend, and to hold in
due reverence, that which has once been consecrated to
holiest aims, which has shown us what a
magnificent
use has been made of Art, and how it may still be

spirit
it

;
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good and gloriotu purposes,

if,

while

we

re

Bpect these time-consecrated images sod types, we do
not allow then to fetter us. but trust in the progressive

of Christianity t<> furnish us with new impersonations of the good, new combinations of the beautiful.
s|iirit

I

hate the destructive as

revere the progressive spirit

I

We

muBl laugh it any one were to try and persuade u>
that the bud was guided along his blazing path by • a
fair-haired god who touched a golden lyre"
but shall
we therefore cease to adore in die Apollo Belvedere the
majestic Bymbol of light, the most divine impersonation
So of the cornof intellectual power and heauty ?
:

—

sponding Christian Bymbols:
may thai time never
come, when weshall look npto the effigy of the winged
and radiant angel trampling down the brute-fiend, with
out a glow of faith in the perpetual Bupremacj and hnal

triumph of good over

evil

!

It is about a hundred
years since the passion, or the
fashion, for collecting works of Art, began to be generally diffused among the rich and the noble of this land
;

and

it

is

amusing

to look

hack and

to consider the per-

versions and affectations of the would-be eonnoissenrship
the very small stock of ideas on
during this period

—

;

—

the false
which people set up a pretension to taste,
notions, the mixture of pedantry and ignorance, which
everywhere prevailed. The publication of Richardson's
book, and sir .Joshua Reynolds's Discourses, had tins
that they, to a certain degree, diffused
advantage,
more elevated idea of Art as Aft, and that they placed
In those
eonnoissenrship on a Utter and truer ha.-is.
day- we had Inquiries into the Principles of TaStO,
Treatises on the Snblime and Beautiful, Anecdotes of
and we abounded in Antiquarian Essays on
Painting
disputed Pictures and mutilated Statues: but then, and
up to a late period, any inquiry into the true spirit and

—

;

significance of

works of An,

as connected with the bia

tory of Religion and Civilization, would have appeared
cm«.- should have
ridiculous
or perl

IXTH0UUCT10N.
had another cry of "

9

No Popery," and

acts of Par-

liament forbidding the importation of Saints and MaIt was fortunate, perhaps, that connoisseurs
donnas.
meddled not with such high matters. They talked vol"
"
hands," and
masters," and
ubly and harmlessly of
"
of " draperies," of " tints," of " handschools,"
"
of " fine heads," " fine compositions
of the
ling,"
''
"
grace of Raphael," and of the
Correggiosity of

—

—

;

Correggio."

The very manner

in

which the names of

the painters were pedantically used, instead of the name
of the subject, is indicative of this factitious feeling;

whether such a picwas a genuine " Raphael " ? such another a genuine "Titian"?
The spirit of the work
whether
that was genuine
how far it was influenced by the
faith and the condition of the age which produced it
whether the conception was properly characteristic, and
of what it was characteristic
of the subject f or of the
school ? or of the time 1
whether the treatment corresponded to the idea within our own souls, or was
the only question at issue was,

ture

—

;

;

—

—

modified by the individuality of the artist, or by received conventionalisms of all kinds 1
these were
questions which had not then occurred to any one ; and
I am not sure that we are much wiser even now
yet,

—

:

setting aside all higher considerations, how can we do
common justice to the artist, unless we can bring his

and how can we do this, unwhat was intended as to
One result of our
incident, expression, character 1
ignorance has been the admiration wasted on the flimsy
mannerists of the later ages of Art men who apparently
had no definite intention in anything they did, except a
dashing outline, or a delicate finish, or a striking and

work

less

to the test of truth

we know what

1

to look for,

;

attractive

management of

color.

It is curious, this general ignorance with
regard to
the subjects of Mediaeval Art, more particularly now that
it has become a
find
reigning fashion among us.

We

no such ignorance with regard to the subjects of Clas-
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heeausc the association- connected with them

Do we licar
form a pari of every liberal education.
any one Bay, in looking at Annihal Coracci's picture in
••
tin' National Gallery,
Which is Silenus, and which is
'"
Who ever confounds a Venus with a Mi
Apollo
or would enduro
nervo, or a Vestal with an Amazon
an ondraped Juno, or a beardless Jupiter
Even the
gardener in Zeluco knew Neptune by bis "Cork," and
We arc indeed bo accusVulcan by his " lame leg."
tomed, in visiting the churches and the galleries abroad,
and the collections at home, to the predominance of
sacred subjects, that it has become a mere matter of
coarse, and excites no particular interest and attention.
We have beard it all accounted tor by the foci that the
Church and churchmen were the first, and lor a long
;

!

art.
In every sacred edifice,
every public or private collection enriched from
the plunder of sacred edifice.-., we look for the usual

time the only, patrons of

and

in

and

proportion of
miracles,

fictitious

martyrdoms
— for melancholy
the predominance of Madonnas

M

and

hut
and St. Jeromes
whj
igdalenes, St. Catherinethese should predominate, why certain events and characters from the Old and the New Testament Bbonld be
:

continually

personages,

and the

We

repeated, and others comparatively negthe predilection lor certain legendary

whence

lected;

«1m> seemed

rarity of others;

have

learned,

to

In-

— of thismultiplied
ue know

perhaps,

after

to

infinity,

nothing.

running through

half the galleries and churches in Europe, to distinguish
a tew of the attributes and characteristic figures which
neet ii- at every turn, yet without any char idea of

The
meaning, derivation, or relative propriety.
palm of victory, We know, designates the martyr tritheir

umphant
:

to

itv

We so tar emulate' the critical
death.
ill
of the gardener in Zeluco that we have learned

distinguish

St.

Laurence

by his gridiron,

anil

St.

loss
We are no)
by her wheel.
ognize the Magdalene's "loose hair and hind eye,"
BVOT when without her skull and her vase of ointment

lerine

at a

to

•
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We

learn to know St. Francis
by his brown habit and
shaven crown and wasted, ardent features
but how do
we distinguish him from St. Anthony, or St. Dominick?
;

As

for St. George and the
dragon,
George of the Louvre,
Raphael's,

—

— from
— who

the

St.

sits

his

horse with the elegant tranquillity of one assured of
down to him " who swings on a sign-post
at mine hostess's door,"
he is our familiar acquaintance.
But who is that lovely being in the first blush
of youth, who, bearing aloft the symbolic cross, stands
celestial aid,

—

with one foot on the vanquished dragon

copy

And who
Raphael."
holding her palm-branch,

after

ture

crouches at her feet
at

we

Vienna."

" That

!

Are we

try to look wiser,

satisfied

?

'?

" That

is

a

that majestic creawhile the unicorn

is

the

is

famous Moretto

— not in the

least

!

but

and pass on.

In the old times the painters of these
legendary scenes
and subjects could always reckon securely on certain
associations and certain sympathies in the minds of
the spectators.
We have outgrown these associations,
we repudiate these sympathies. We have taken these
works from their consecrated localities, in which they
once held each their dedicated place, and we have
hung
them in our drawing-rooms and our dressing-rooms,
over our pianos and our side-boards,
and now what
do they say to us f
That Magdalene, weeping amid
her hair, who once spoke comfort to the soul of the

—

fallen

sinner,

— that
—

Sebastian,

arrow-pierced, whose

upward, ardent glance spoke of courage and hope to the
that poor tortured slave, to whose
tyrant-ridden serf,
aid St. Mark comes
can
sweeping down from above,
they speak to lis of nothing save flowing lines and correct drawing and gorgeous color ? must we be told that
one is a Titian, the other a Guido, the third a
Tintoret,
before we dare to melt in compassion or admiration ?

—

—

or the

moment we

nification

pity

?

and

refer to their

influence,

This, as

it

must

it

ancient religious sigbe with disdain or with

appears to me,

is

to take not

a

ra-

II'.

i2

I
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rionnl, bat rather a most irral "u .11:1] as will as n most
irreverent, view of the qaestion; it is to confine the

pleasure and improvement to bo derived from works of
Art within very narrow bounds
ii
is to seal
up a fountain "f th«' richest
n-v, ami to Bhut out a thousand
;

|

ennobling ami inspiring thoughts.

Happily their is a
growing appreciation of these Larger principles of criticism as applied to the Btudy of Art.

People look at the
and have an
awakening BUSpicion that there is more in them than
more than mere connoisseur-hip can
meets the eye,

which

pictures

hang round

their walls,

—

ami that they have another, a deeper, siginterpret
nificance than has been dreamed of by picture dealers
;

and picture

even picture

critics.

im Distinction to bb dbawh between
Devotional aitd raa EIibtobicai Bub

<>i

II.

collectors, or

tiii.

IM
.\

i

I

-.

when entering on a subject Boboundlest ami
wo are at a Loss for Mime leading classi-

first,

diversified,

fication

which

in

representations,

ami

Which

BIBTOBN

\

i

I

It

a-

appears
far

resolve

imagination,

classes,

ami

shall he distinct

being mechanical.

shall

call

to

intelligible, without
me, thai all sacred

as they appeal to
themselves into

the

sentimenl

two great
DEVOTIONAL and tin

.

Devotional pictures are those which portray the obof our veneration w ith reference only to their sacred
character, whether standing singly or in company with
jects

other-.

or
\

They

place before us

no action or event,

real

supposed.
They are neither portrait nor history.
rroup of sacred personages, where no action is repre-

sented,

i<

called in Italian

word

conversazione,

there

i-

which

communion,

with peculiar propriety.
exhibit to us sacred p' n
!

./

converaaziotu ":

signifies
being here, a-

a

society
ii

in

appean

the

which
to

me,

All subjects, then, which
alone or in groupa.
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in the character of superior beings,

must be con-

sidered as devotionally treated.
But a sacred subject, without losing wholly
ious import, becomes historical the moment
sents

any

its religit

repre-

story, incident, or action, real or imagined.

All pictures which exhibit the events of Scripture story,
those which express the actions, miracles, and marand to this
tyrdoms of saints, come under this class
distinction I must call the attention of the reader, requesting that it may be borne in mind throughout this
all

;

work.

We

must

also recollect that a story, action, or fact
so represented as to become a symbol expressive
of an abstract idea and some Scriptural and some leg-

may be

:

endary subjects may be devotional or historical, according to the sentiment conveyed for example, the Crucifixion and the Last Supper may be so represented as
either to exhibit an event or to express a symbol of
The raising of Lazarus exhibits, in
our Redemption.
the catacombs, a mystical emblem of the general resur;

in the grand picture by Sebastian del Piombo,
;
in our National Gallery, it is a scene from the life of
our Saviour.
Among the legendary subjects, the pen-

rection

ance of the Magdalene, and St. Martin dividing his
cloak, may be merely incidents, or they may be symbolical, the first of penitence, the latter of charity, in

And, again, there are some subwhich, though expressing a scene or an action,
are wholly mystical and devotional in their import
as the vision of St. Augustine and the marriage of St.
the general sense.

jects

;

Catherine.
the grandest of the devotional subjects, we
reckon those compositions which represent the
whole celestial hierarchy the divine personages of the

Among

may

;

Trinity, the angels and archangels, and the beatified
" Paraspirits of the just. Such is the subject called the
diso," so often met with in pictures and ecclesiastical
ilecoration,

where Christ

is

enthroned in glory

:

such
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the Coronation of the Virgin, that ancient

also

is

and

symbol of the triumph of Religion <>r the
Church; the Adoration of the Lamb; and the Last
The order of preJudgment, from the Apocalypse.
cedence in these sacred assemblages was earl} settled
by ecclesiastical authority, and was almost at ahsolute
First alter the
as that of a modern code of honor.
Trinity, the Virgin .Mary, as Regina Angelorum, and
popular

John

St.

the Baptist: then, in order, the Evangelists;
Patriarchs; die Prophets; the Apostles; the Fa-

the

the Bishops; the Martyrs; the Hermits; the
Virgins; the Monks, Nuns, ami Confessors.
As examples, may cite the Paradise of Angelico,
in the Florence Academy; the Coronation of the Vir-

there;

I

by Hans Qemling, in the Walleretein collection,
which contains not lees than fifty-two figures, all indi-

gin

vidualized with their proper attributes ; and which, it it
were possible, should be considered in contrast n ith the

The Flemish

Coronation by Angelico.
to have carried

his

intense

painter seems

impression of earthly and

individual

life into the regions of heaven; the Italian,
through a purer inspiration, seems to have brought all
In the AdoraParadise down before as upon earth.

of the Lamb by Van Eyck, there are not fewer
than two hundred figures.
For the Last Judgment,
the grand compositions of Orcagna in the Campo
tion

Sann>,
—
and
<

— of
the

may
Where the

'hapel,

some reason
favorite

Bignorelli and Angelico at Orvieco,
of Michael Angelo in the Si-tine

Luca
firesco

consulted.

!><•

ii-ual

far

it
;

saint, as

we

order

i~

varied, there

is

generally

for instance, in the exaltation of i
sometimes find St. Dominick and

and
Francis by the ride of St. Peter and St. Paul
union;.' the miniatures of that extraordinary MS., the
Hortus Deliciarum, now at Strasbourg, painted for a
••
I'aiadi-o" in which the
in abbess, there is a
St

painter,
to

Imt,

angels

either

has

l>y

placed

her

command

the

virgins

or

in

compliment

immediately

alter

the
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representation of the Virgin and Child with
mints grouped around them, is a devotional subject
familiar to us from

its

constant recurrence.

also

It

frequently happens that the tutelary saint of the locality, or the patron saint of the votary, is represented as
seated on a raised throne in the centre

and other saints,
though under every other circumstance taking a superior rank, become here accessaries, and are placed on
each side or lower down in the picture
for example,
where St. Augustine is enthroned, and St. Peter and
St. Paul stand on each side, as in a picture by B. Vivarini,* or where St. Barbara is enthroned, and Mary
Magdalene and St. Catherine stand on each side, as in
a picture by Matteo di Siena.t
In such pictures, the votary or donor is often introduced kneeling at the feet of his patron, either alone or
;

:

his wife and other members of his
and, to express the excess of his humility, he
is sometimes so diminutive in
proportion to the colossal object of his veneration, as to be almost lost to

accompanied by
family

:

we have frequent examples of this naivete of sentiment in the old mosaics and votive altar-pieces
for
instance, in a beautiful old fresco at Assisi, where the
Magdalene, a majestic figure about six feet high, holds
out her hand in benediction to a little Franciscan friar
about a foot in height but it was abandoned as barbarous in the later schools of Art, and the votary, when
sight

;

;

:

retained, appears of the natural size

;

as in the

Madonna

Donatore of Raphael,! where Sigismond Conti is
almost the finest and most striking part of that inestidel

mable picture
by Holbein. §

:

and

in the

Madonna of

the

Meyer family

When

a bishop is introduced into a group of saints
kneeling, while all the others are standing, he may be
supposed to be the Donatore or Divoto, the person who

When he is standing, he is one
presents the picture.
of the bishop-patrons or bishop-martyrs, of whom there
* Venice
*

Siena

;

;

SS. Giovanni e Paolo.

San Dominico.

J:

Rome

§

Dresden Gal.

;

Vatican.
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some hundreds, and who are more difficult to
criminate than any other pictured .stints.
arc

dib-

Ami this leads mc to the Bubject of the so-called m;
ocAronisnis in devotional BubjectB, where personages who
lived at different and distant periods of time are found
grouped together.

It

is

curious to Bnd the

the last century treating with pity
result "I ignorance or a barbarous

and most

noblest

spiritual

critics

"i

ami ridicule, as the
unformed taste, the
<>t'

conceptions

poetic art.

Even Sir -Joshua Reynolds had bo little idea of the true
object and feeling of such representations, that he thinks
it

necessary to apologize for the error of the painter, or

the mistaken piety of his employer.
ber that the personages here brought

We

must remem-

together

in their

no more to our earth, but to
for them there is no longer time
heaven and eternity
or place
they are here assembled together in the perimmortal content
petual "communion of saints,"
poraries in that kingdom where the Angel of the Apoc
alypse proclaimed "that there Bhonld be time no
sacred

character belong
:

—

;

longer."

Such groups are sometimes arranged with an

BltleSS

solemnity, all the personages standing and looking
SomeBtraight out of the picture at the worshipper.
times there is a touch of dramatic sentiment, which,

without interfering with the solemn devotional feeling,
a> in
li-ht^ up the whole w ith the charm of a purpose
i

Correggioat Parma, where

Jerome

presents his
translation of the Scriptures to the infant Christ, while
an angel turns the leaves, and Mary Magdalene, symthe

bol oi

St.

redemption and reconciliation,

I"

ads

to kiss the

Saviour.

(

»ur ancestors of the

middle ages were not particular

strong line <>t demarcation between
the classical, Jewish, and Christian periods of history,
that we do.
Tiny saw only Christendom everywhere;
in

drawing

that

they regarded the past onlj

In relation to

Christianitj
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Hence we fiud in the early ecclesiastical monuments
and edifices such a strange assemblage of pagan, Scriptural, and Christian worthies
as, Hector of Troy,
Alexander the Great, King David, Judas Maccabeus,
King Arthur, St. George, Godfrey of Boulogne, Lu;

cretia, Virginia,

in

the Cross of

Judith, St. Elizabeth, St. Bridget (as
In the curious Manual
Nuremberg).

of Greek Art, published by Didron, we find the Greek
philosophers and poets entering into a scheme of ecclesiastical decoration, as in the carved stalls in the Cathedral of Ulm, where Solon, Apollonius, Plutarch, Plato,
Sophocles, are represented, holding each a scroll, on
which is inscribed a passage from their works, interpreted into

an allusion

to the

coming of Christ

:

and

I

have seen a picture of the Nativity in which the sibyls
are. dancing hand-in-hand around the cradle of the newborn Saviour.
'Phis may appear profane to some, but
the comprehension of the whole universe within the
pale of Christianity strikes
catholic, as well as in the

me

most

as being in the

most

poetical, spirit.

It is in devotional subjects that we commonly find
those anthropomorphic representations of the Divinity
which shock devout people and which no excuse or
argument can render endurable to those who see in them
;

only ignorant irreverence, or intentional profaneness.
It might be pleaded that the profaneness is not intentional
that emblems and forms are, in the imitative
that only
arts, what figures of speech are in language
through a figure of speech can any attempt be made to
;

;

place the idea of

Almighty Power before

us.

Familiar

expressions, consecrated by Scripture usage, represent
the Deity as reposing, waking, stretching forth his

hand, sitting on a throne; as pleased, angry, vengeful,
and the ancient painters, speaking the language proper to their art, appear to have turned these
emblematical words into emblematical pictures.
I forbear to say more on this point, because I have taken
throughout the poetical and not the religious view of
repentant

;

2
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is
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an objection which must be

left,

as a

matter of feeling, to the amount of candor and knowledge in the critical reader.
In the sacred subjects, properly called

historical,

we moat

be careful to distinguish between those which
are Scriptural, representing scenes from the Old or New
Testament) and those which are /.<</"»/""/

Of

the

for the present,

tirst,

will be
rally treated hereafter.
The historical Bnbjects from

I

<l<>

not speak, as they

the lives of the saints

M

consist principally of Miradet and
artyrdom?.
In the first, it is worth remarking that we have

no

pictured miracle which is OOl imitated from the Old or
the New Testament (unless it be an obvious emblem,
There is no
as where the Saint carries his own head).

power related of any saint which is
some .Meat Scriptural personage. The

act of supernatural

not recorded of

was to represent the favorite patron a> s eopj of
the great universal type of beneficence, Christ oub
Ki.ih I.MKK.
And they were not Satisfied that the nhut should
aemblance should be in character only
object

;

emulate the power of Christ ill hi.- visihlc actions. We
must remember thai the common people of the middle
ages did not, and could not, distinguish between miracles accredited by the testimony of Scripture, and those
which were fabrications, or at least exaggerations. All
miracles

related

as

divine

interpositions

were to them

[fa more extended
equally possible, equally credible,
knowledge Of the natural laws renders us in these da\ s
less

it
also shows u> thai many things wire
under particular conditions, which wen- long

Credulous,

possible,

deemed supernatural.
\\v t'md
ral

in

saint-

the legendary pictures
i-

that the birth of

announced by an angel, or

in a

dream,

Koch,

&c

They

itories of St. Catherine, St.

exhibit precocious piety and wisdom, as in the stop, of
Nicholas, who also calms s tempest! and guides ths
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storm-tossed vessel safe to land.
They walk on the
water, as in the stories of St. Raymond and St. Hyacinth
or a river divides, to let them pass, as in the
;

story of St. Alhan. Saints are fed and comforted miracor resist
ulously, or delivered from prison by angels
" Three Children."
The multiplication
fire, like the
;

of bread, and the transformation of water into wine,
are standing miracles. But those which most
frequently
occur in pictures, are the healing of the sick, the lame,
the blind
the casting out of demons, the restoration
of the dead, or some other manifestation of
compassion;

ate

and beneficent power.

Some of the pictured legends are partly Scriptural,
others are
partly historical, as the story of St. Peter
clearly religious apologues founded on fact or tradition,
as those of St. Mary of Egypt and St.
;
;

Christopher

and purely allegorical, as the
St. Sophia
(i.e. Heavenly Wisdom,
celestial progeny, St. Faith, St.
Hope,
all martyred
by the blind and cruel
The names sound as if borrowed from the
pagans.
and it is curious to find Bunyan's
Pilgrim's Progress

others

are obviously

Greek story of
20*IA) and her
and St. Charity,

;

allegorical legend, the favorite picture-book of the" peoand
ple, appearing just at the time when the

legends

pictures

of the saints

horror, and supplyiug

became objects of puritanical
their place in the popular
imagi-

nation.

Martyrdoms are only too common they present to
us Christianity under its most mystical
the
aspect,
deification of suffering ; but to render these
representations effective, they should be pathetic without
being
:

terrible,

—

they should speak to us
" Of
melancholy fear subdued by faith,
Of blessed consolations in distress " ;

but not of the horrid cruelty of man towards man.
It
has been well remarked by my friend M. Rio (to whose

charming and eloquent exposition of Christian Art I
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with ever-new delight), that the early painters of
Western Christendom avoided these Bubjects, and thai

refer

in ecclesiastical

their prevalence

decoration marked the

decline of religious feeling, and the degeneracy of Art
lint this remark does nol apply to Byzantine
tor
we find from the exact description of a picture of the

An

;

of St Euphemia (both the picture and the
description dating from the third century), that such representations were then common, and were appealed to

martyrdom

manner

the .-amc

in

as

now,

t<>

excite the feelings of

the people.

The martyrdoms generally met with
St.

Peter and

those of

are

Paul, St. Stephen Protomartyr, St.
These we
Laurence, St. Catherine, and St. Sebastian.
('mil
Where
everywhere, in nil countries and localities.
the

patron

St.

the church

«>t'

martyrdom

holds

a

or chapel

conspicuous

is

a martyr, hi>
over
often

place,

the hiyh altar, ami accompanied by all the moving
circumstances which can excite the pitj or horror
or enthusiasm of the pious votaries; but in the best

examples we

find the saint preparing for his death,
so that
Buffering the tnrmciit> actually inflicted
the mind is elevated by the sentiment of his courage,
not disturbed and disgusted by the spectacle of his

HOl

;

III.

<

»i

W/,,,,11,

commonly grouped

a

belong to particular

In,

PaTKOM SAINTS,

OSBTAIS

together in

Countriet,

Warla of Art, or
Cities,

or

Local-

ill. s.

W'nii. i. Mich assemblages of holj persons as an
found grouped together in devotional pictures are to be
i' d
as quite independent of chronology we shall
liml that the selection has been neither
capricious n'>r
arbitrary, and, with a little consideration, we shall dis;

.

.

the leading idea in the

mind of

tin- SftiSt,

—

thai.
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which was intended to be conveyed to the
and which was much more intelligible in former times than it is now.
Sometiines we find certain saints placed in companionship, because they are the joint patrons and protectors of the city or locality for which the picture was
at

least,

mind of

the spectator,

Thus in the Bologna pictures we constantly
painted.
find the bishop St. Petronius, St. Eloy, St. Domiuick,
and the warrior St. Proculus ; while in the Venetian
pictures we have perpetual St. Marks, St. Georges,
St. Catherines.

and

Or, secondly, they are connected by kindred powers
attributes.
Thus we find St. Sebastian, the patron
against pestilence, in company with St. Roch, who ministered to the sick of the plague.
Thus St. Catherine

and

and

St. Jerome, the two patrons of school
theology, are
often found in companionship.
Where St. Catherine
and St. Barbara are found together, the first figures as
patroness of the ecclesiastical, and the second of tho

—

or they represent respectively the
military, power,
contemplative and the active life.
Or, thirdly, they are combined in the fancy by some
as St. Augustine and St. Stephen
same picture, because St. Augustine
dedicated some of his most eloquent works to the glory
inevitable association

;

are often in the

of the martyr.
Or they were friends on earth, for which reason St.
Cyprian and St. Cornelius are placed together.

Or

same spot whence St.
Laurence have become almost insepaSt. Vincent and St. Laurence are placed

their relics repose in the

Stephen and
rable.

;

St.

When

in a

lovely composition of Parmigiano,
reading out of the same book) it is because of the similarity of their fate, and that the popular
tradition supposed them to be brothers.

together

(as

where they

A
more
tain

sit

point of

more general importance, and capable of

definite explanation, is the predominance of cersacred personages in particular schools of Art

LEGENDARY ART.
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Cosmo and

St.

St.

ally recurring in the

In the Lombard
the Medici family.
pictures
is often found without hi> compeers,
not

Niihts nt
St.

for instance, are perpetaFlorentine pictures as the patron

Damian,

—

Ambrose

of the Church, bul as bishop of Milan.
In
the Siena pictures, we maj look for the nun St. Catheas doctor

rine

of

Siena,

and

St Ansano,

the

of the

apostle

And in the
holding his banner and palm.
Augustine chapels and churches, St. Augustine figures,
mil as doctor of the Church, bul as patriarch of the
Sienese,

(

>rder.

A bishop-martyr, holding hi> palm, and not other
wise designated either by name or attribute, would he
in one of Perugino's pictures, St. Ercolano or St.

—

iu

Costanzo;

Romulo

;

it'

a Florentine picture, St.
the picture were painted in

Donate or St.
the March of

Ancona, it would probably be St. Apollinaris of Ka\etma; at Naples it would be St. Januarius; at Paris,
or in n picture painted for a
there arc

many

German

prints,

French church, of which
and in

it
would be St. Denis
Italy,
St. Boniface or St. Lambert.

in

not further multiply examples.
which
[f the locality from

the

picture

;

1

need

caine will

sometimes determine the name- of the penonagi

-

will often explain the j>urpersonages represented
of the picture.
There is in
pose ami intended situation
Lord Ashburton's gallery a noble group representing

the

St. Martha, and Man
together St. Peter, St. Leonard.
Such a combination points it oul at once
Magdalene.

a- intended for a charitable institution, and, on inquiry,
we tind that it was painted lor the chapel of a brother-

redeem prisoners, to ransom lis
ami to convert the sinner to
r,
Many such interesting ami instructive

hood associated

work

to

tor

repentance.

to

the

|

of the fol«
analogies will he pointed out in the course
lowing pages, ami the observer of work- of art will
er others for himself.

1

add here,

in

ami
alphabetical order, those countriei
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of which the patron saints are distinguished
in works of Art.*
localities

Ancona:

St.

Cyriacus, Bishop

St.

Donato, Bishop.

;

and his mother Anna,

Martyr.

Ahezzo:
Asti,

Novara, and

through the

all

cities

of

Piedmont

and the north of Italy, we find the Warrior, St. Maurice,
and his companions St. Secundus, St. Alexander, and the
other Martyrs of the Theban Legion.

Augsburg:
Austria:

I

St. Ulrich,

Bishop; St. Afra, Martyr.
Leopold, St. Stephen, St. Maximilian, St.

St.

Coloman.

Bamberg:

St.

Henry and

Cunegunda, Emperor and

St.

Empress.

Barcelona:

St. Eulalia,

Martyr.

(In

Spanish pic-

tures only.)

Bavaria:

St.

Bergamo:
Bohemia:

St.

laus,

King

St.

Ludmilla, Queen

St.

;

George, Martyr.
Alexander, Warrior; St. Grata, Widow.
John Nepomuck, Priest; St. Wences;

St. Vitus,

young Mar-

tyr; St. Procopius, Hermit.

Bologna:
St.

St. Petronius,
Bishop; St. Dominic, Friar;
Proculus, Warrior Martyr; St. Eloy (Eligio), Bishop

and Smith.
Brescia:

Faustinus and Jovita;

St.

St. Julia, St. Afra,

Martyrs-

Bruges:

St.

Burgundy
Cologne
tyr

;

St.

:

John the

Baptist.

St.

Andrew, Apostle.
The Three Kings St. Ursula, Virgin Mar:

;

Gereon, Warrior Martyr.

Como: St. Abbondio, Bishop.
Cortona: St. Margaret, Nun and Penitent.
Cremona: St. Omobuono, Secular Habit.

Ferrara
St.
*
in

:

St.

Geminiano, Bishop

;

St.

George, Martyr ;

Barbara, Martyr.

The Saints who do not appear in these volumes will be found
the " Legends of the Monastic Orders."
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St BomolO, Bishop.
St. John the
osi k<
Baptist; St. Zenobio, St. Antonino, Bishops} St Reparata, Virgin Martyr ; St. Coemo
and Damian (the Apothecary Saints, especial patrons of
I'll
I

:

i

i

:

the Medici family)
Warrior.

St.

;

Verdiana,

A'«»

St.

.

Miniato,

lia.MK:

St. Michael,
Angel; St. Dionysius (Denis),
Genevieve, Virgin; St. Martin, liisttop.
tii \i.\: St.
George, St. Laurence, Martyrs.
Ghent; St Bavon, Prince and Hermit
1.1:1 KOBL)
St.
Hugh the ':irt!iu-i:ui.

St.

Bishop;

(

:

Ireland: St
l.i

Zita,

I

•

St.

\:

Patrick, Bishop; St. Bridget Attn

Martin, Bishop

St FrediaOO,

}

J'riist; St.

Virgin.

LlEGE:

Hun Is man

Hubert, Bisliop and

St.

;

St.

Lambert,

Bishop.

Madrid: St. Isidore, Laborer; St. Dominick, I
(Patron of the Escurial, St Laurence).
Mabti \: St. Andrew; St. Barbara; St. George, and
St. Longinns, Warrior Bamts.
Mabbi

ii

i

Ml >>IN

\

Milan:
Bins

and

-

i

and

:

all

Pboi

Martha;

St.

Jen;

i

n«

i

:

St.

Lazaros;

St.

Mary

Marn-lla.

St Agatha, Martyr.
Anibr
Bishop and Doctor;
Protasins, Martyrs; St. Maurice,

St.

St.

St.

,

St.

<.

St.

\'i<-t. >r,

Warriors.

Modkka;

St.

Gemlnlano, Bishop.

(In

pictures of the

Correggio school.
Naples: St. Jannarius, Martyr.
N"\ m:\: st. Gandeneio, Bishop,
)

Ndrbmburo: St. Laurence, Martyr St. Sebald,
prim and Hermit. (The latter an important person in
tures and print*, of the Albert Dflrer -eh. ml.)
i

Padua:
Paris:
St.

St.
St.

Anthony of Padua,
Q<

.

Virgin

\

I'll-

pic-

Friar.
St.

Germain, la&hop:

HIppolitnS, Martijr.

Parma: Bt John,
Bernard,

Monkl

St.

It.;

St.

Thomai

the

Hilary (Ilario), Bishaj,

Apostle;

St.
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Perugia St. Ercolano and St. Costanzo, Bishops.
Piacenza: St. Justina, Martyr ; St. Antoninus, War:

rior

(Theban Legion).

Piedmont and Savoy:

St. John, B.
St. Maurice and
George, Warriors ; St. Amadeus, King.
Pisa: St. Ranieri, Hermit; St. Torpe\ Warrior; St.
Ephesus and St. Potita, Warriors. (These only in the
;

St.

ancient Pisan school.)

Ravenna:
Rimini:

St.

Apollinaris, Bishop.

Martyr. (A young saint, popular
through the north and down the east coast of Italy.)
Seville: St. Leander, Bishop ; St. Justina, St. Rufina,
Sisters and Martyrs.
(These are only found in Spanish
St. Julian,

all

pictures.)

Sicily:
lermo);

Martyr; St. Rosalia, Recluse (PaAgatha (Messina), St. Lucia (Syracuse),

St. Vitus,

St.

'

Martyrs.

Siena:

Nun ;

St.

St.

Bernardino, Friar.

Thuringia and
of Hungary;

Toledo:
tyr.

Catherine of Siena,

St.

Ansano, Martyr;

St.

all

that part of

St. Ildefonso,
in

(Only

Saxony

:

St.

Elizabeth

Boniface, Bishop.

Bishop

;

and

St.

Leocadia,

Mar-

Spanish pictures.)

Treviso: St. Liberale, Warrior.
Turin: St. John the Baptist; St. Maurice, Warrior.
Umbria All through this region and the eastern coast
:

of Italy, very important in respect to art, the favorite
Saints are: St. Nicholas, Bishop; St. Francis of Assisi,
Friar ; St. Clara, Nun ; St. Julian, Martyr ; and St
Catherine, Virgin Martyr.

Valencia:
Venice,
Warriors

St.

St.

Vincent, Martyr.
Mark, Apostle ; St. George,

St.

Nicholas, Bishop

;

tina, Virgin

;

St.

Martyrs.
St. Eusebius, Bishop;

Vercelli:
rior

St.

Theodore,

Catherine, St. ChrisSt.

Thronestus, War-

(Theban Legion).

Verona

:

St.

Zeno, Bishop

Euphemia, Martyr.

;

St.

Fenno, Martyr

;

St
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Votive Piotubbs

arc thoee which have been dedi-

cated in certain religious edifices, in fulfilment of vows
either .-is the expression of thanksgiving for blessings
which hare been vouchsafed, or propitiative against
;

The far greater number of
commemorate an escape from danger,
death; and more especially, some visitation

calamities u> be averted.
these

pictures

Bickness,

of the plague, that terrible and frequent Bconrge of the
middle ages. The significance of such pictures is gen(•rally indicated by the presence of St. Sebastian or St
Kuril, the patrons against the plague; or St. Cosmo
and St. Damian, the healing and medical saints; acthe patron saints of the eountrj or localbe a public act of devotion
or, if dedicated
by private or individual piety, the donor kneels, preIn general, though
sented by his own patron saint.

companied by
ity,

if it

;

not always, •this expressive group is arranged in attendance on the enthroned Madonna and her divine
Such
Son, as the universal protectors from all evil.
pictures arc among the most interesting and remarkable of the works of Sacred Art which remain to as,
and have often a pathetic and poetical beauty, and an
historical significance, which it is a chief purpose of

these volumes to interpret and illustrate.

Of certain Emblems and Attributes,

IN".

To know
neral
saint,

is

something of the attributes and emblems of

application,

as

well

absolutely necessary

as
;

proper to each

those
but

it

will

also greatly

and the memory t<> underttand their
«ill add a
For this reason
origin and significance.
assist

the fancy

I

few word., of explanation.

The Glort, Nimbus, or Aurboli
all

— the

and used generally
holy personages —is of pagan origin.

attribute of sanctity,

Christian

to distinguish
I

INTRODUCTION.
the luminous nebula

2?

xxiii. 205}

(Homer,
supposed to
emanate from, and surround, the Divine Essence, which
stood " a shade in midst of its own brightness."
Images of the gods were decorated with a crown of rays,
or with stars
and when the Roman emperors assumed
the honors due to divinity, they appeared in public
crowned with golden radii.
The colossal statue of
Nero wore a circle of rays, imitating the glory of the
sun.
This ornament became customary and not only
77.

;

;

the
the

first

Cresars, but the Christian emperors, adopted
and it became at length so
;

same divine insignia

common

that we find it on some medals, round the
heads of the consuls of the later empire.
Considered
in the East as the attribute of power only, whether good
or evil, we find, wherever early Art has been developed
under Byzantine influences, the nimbus thus applied.

Satan, in many Greek, Saxon, and French miniatures,
from the ninth to the thirteenth century, wears a glory.
In a psalter of the twelfth century, the Beast of the
Apocalypse with seven heads has six heads surrounded

by the nimbus
is

;

the seventh,

wounded and drooping,

without the sign of power.

But

in

Western Art the associations with

this attri-

bute were not merely those of dignity, but of someIt was for a long time
thing divine and consecrated.

avoided in the Christian representations as being appropriated by false gods or heathen pride ; and when
first adopted does not seem clear.* The earliest example cited is a gem of St. Martin, of the early part of
the sixth century, in which the glory round his head
seems to represent his apotheosis and in all instances
it is evidently intended to represent divine
glory and
;

beatitude.

The glory round the head is properly the nimbus or
The oblong glory surrounding the whole

aureole.

person, called in Latin the vesica piscis, and in Italian
* " Avant le 5me siecle le nimbe Chretien ne se voit
pas sur
Monuments aut/ientiques."
Didbox, IconograDhie, p. 101.

—

les
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mmdorla (almond), from

the

its

i*

form,

confined

to

figures of Christ and tine Virgin, <>r saints who arc in
the act of ascending into heaven.
When used to distinguish one of the three divine persona of the Trinity

the glory

is

often cruciform or triangular.

The square

nimbus designates a person living at the time the work
In the frescos of
was executed.
at Assisi the
are in some instances distinallegorical personagi
<

guished by

tin-

hexagonal nimbus.

circular.

is

it

From

the

the

form

nimbus had

the

Prom

head.*

; i<

twelfth

the

was a broad golden band

to

fifth

>t t<

>

In other instai

the twelfth

century

disc or plate over
the fifteenth century, it
round, or rather behind, the
"t'

a

-

1 1

1

«

to

head, composed of circle within circle, often adorned
with precious Btones, and sometimes having the name
saint inscribed within it.
From the fifteenth
century it WBS a bright fillet OVCT the head, and in the
In picBnteenth centurj it disappeared altogether.

of the

tures the glory

is

always golden, the color id' light
:_:la->
have seen glories >>i

miniatures and Btained

I

in
;

vi-

rion.- colors, ivd, bine, <>r j^reen.t

The Fish was the earliest, the most universal, of the
Christian emblems, partrj as the gymbol of water and
which e\|in>s

ter*

"f

ru

A metal

hstened on lbs head
circle, like a round plate,
tatuei placed in the open sir, to defend then from the
the ancient gloi lee are very like ti

it.

ptab

baptism, and also because the five Greek lettin- w<ud Fish form the
anagram of

rite id'

tlic>

-.

but

'I" ii"i iliink

l

i

f

m

they are derived from them.
.1

mi'

gloiit

application of the

tie-

i

Ion

til.-

Horttu De/icfarwn, painted

tie-

celestial

mart]
''i.-

in

Imong
1180,

illcai,

thi

bnl

am

not

minlatnri

U a repreeentatton o(

irhich the virgins, the apostles, the
ireax tin- golden nimbus; the prophets
the saints win.
patriarchs, tie- white "r silver nimbus

paradise,

in

;

temptation, the red nimbus, those who were married
the nimbus amm, while tie- beatified penitents ban n
of a rello*. —
white, nomcwhol ahaded.
Dn>aO>, Iranutjra/ifiit
I,

i

<hr»tnnnc,

—

r

p. 168.
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the

of Jesus Christ.

as a general

fish

In

this

29

we

sense

symbol of the Christian

find the

faith

upon

the sarcophagi of the early Christians
on the tombs
of the martyrs in the catacombs 011 rings, coins, lamps,
and other utensils ; and as an ornament in early Chris;

;

tian architecture.

the

It is

usually a dolphin, which

among

Pagans had

also a sacred significance.
" Follow
me,
passage in the Gospel,

The
make ye

and

I will

men," is supposed to have originated
symbol and I may observe here, that

fishers of

the use of this

;

the fish placed in the hands of St. Peter has probably
a double or treble signification, alluding to his former

occupation as a fisherman, his conversion to Christianity, and his vocation as a Christian apostle, i. e. a
fisher of men, in the sense used by Christ
and in the
;

same sense we find it given as an attribute to bishops
wno were famous for converting and baptizing, as StZeno of Verona, and Gregory of Tours.

The Cross.

— About the tenth century the Fish
— symbol of our redemption,
— became
and univerthe
dis-

appeared, and the Cross
from the apostolic times
sal

emblem of

in the

sole

the Christian faith.

hand of a

saint

is

The

cross placed
(1 ), the

usually the Latin cross

form ascribed to the cross on which our Saviour suffered. Other crosses are used as emblems or ornaments,
but still having the same signification
as the Greek
cross (2), in which the arms are all of the same length ;
;

W
Andrew

the transverse cross, on which St.

is

supposed
have suffered, in this form (3) the Egyptian cross,
sometimes placed in the hands of St. Philip the apostle,
and it was also the form of the crutch of St Anthony,

to

;
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and embroidered on
ta

w

cross,

cross

the

"ii

his

cope or robe,

— hence

it

is

There is also the Maland various ornamental crosses. The double

St Anthony's

called

ART.

cross (4).

top of a

borne by the Pope only
by the ircck hishops.

staff,
;

instead of the crosier,

is

the Btaffwith a Bingle cross,

(

At

first

gold nr

the cross \\a< a sign only. When formed of
wounds of Christ were signified

silver, tin' five

by a ruby or carbuncle at each extremity, and one in
It was not till the sixth
century that the

the centre.
cross

became a Cbucifix, no longer an emblem,

an imag\

l>ut

.

The Lamb, in Christian Art, is the peculiar symbol
in
of the Redeemer a- the Bacrifice without blemish
this sense it i- Lfiveu as an attribute to John the Baptist
:

The lamb

is

also

meekness,

modesty

Agnes, of

whom

de pudeur,
oil

il

oil

il

the general
;

in

this

emblem of

Bense

is

it

innocence,
given to St.
•

Maseillon said so beautifully,
Pen
n'y a pus dc religion
pcude religion,
;

n'y a pas de pndeur."

The Pblioak, tearing open her breast to feed her
young with her own blood, was an early Bymbol of out
redemption through Christ.
>r both
of these emblems are frequently found
the lamb at the foot,
ancienl crosses and crucifixes

One
in

<

;

the pelican at the top, of the cross

The Dbagoh

is

the

emblem

<>f

sin in general,

and

of the sin of idolatry in particular; and the dragon slain
or vanquished

the p< r
by the power of the
myth, which, varied in a thousand
•

petually recurring

ways, we find running through all the old Christian
not subject t" misapprehension in the ear
legends
times; but, as the cloud of ignorance darkened and
:

It
deepened, the symbol was translated into s fact
ha.-, been
suggested that the dragon, which is to u^ I
phantasm and an allegory, which in the middle ag i was

INTRODUCTION.
the visible shape of the

demon adversary of all

3I

and

truth

goodness, might have been, as regards form, originally
a fact: for wherever we have dragon
legends, whether
the scene be laid in Asia, Africa, or
the im-

Europe,
puted circumstances and the form are little varied.
The dragons introduced into early painting and
sculpture so invariably represent a
gigantic winged crocodile,
that it is presumed there must have been some common
origin for the type chosen as if by common consent ;
that this common
type may have been some fossil
remains of the Saurian species, or even some far-off
dim tradition of one of these tremendous
reptiles sur-

and

viving in Heaven knows what vast desolate morass or
inlaud lake, and spreading horror and devastation

along
head of one of
the Sauri was for a long time
preserved as the head of
the identical dragon subdued
by St. Martha and St.
Jerome relates that he had himself beheld at
Tyre the
bones of the sea monster to which Andromeda had
been exposed,
probably some fossil remains which in
the popular imagination were thus accounted for. Professor Owen told me that the head of a
dragon in one
of the legendary pictures he had seen in
Italy closely
resembled in form that of the Demotherium
Giganteum.
These observations have reference
only to the
its

shores.

At Aix, a huge

fossilized

;

—

adopted when

and shape.
the serpent,

mankind.

type

the old Scripture
allegory took form
is the same as
e. personified sin, the
of
spiritual

The dragon of Holy Writ
i.

enemy

"
Scriptural phrase of the "jaws of hell
is literally rendered in the ancient works of art by the huge
of
a
jaws
dragon, wide open and emitting flames, into
which the souls of sinners are tumbled
In
headlong.

The

pictures, sin

is also
typified by a serpent or snake
in
form it is placed under the feet of the
Madonna,
sometimes with an apple in its mouth
but
;

this

;
sometimes,
only in late pictures, of the seventeenth century, winding its green, scaly length round and round a globe,
significant of the subjugation of the whole earth to the

(il-.SDARY ART.

/./

;

power of
I

rabject

taken

from

Only bear
ular

On

delivered by the Kedeemer.

till

macb more

have

slmll

t<>

say

pictures of the (all of man.
the Apocalypse
for the

tin-

I'!'

sin

when

this

treating

ami the subjects

present we
the various significations of the popmyth, which may Bhadow forth the eoni

:

mind

in

Dragon

(»rr sin, as in the legends Of St. Michael ami
Margaret; it over paganism, as in the legends of
St. Sylvester and St.
etimes a destroyGeorge; or
ing flood, as in the legend Of St. Martha, where tllO

quest
Si.

inundation of the Rhone i> figured by a dragon emerging from the waters ami spreading around death ami
like the Python of the Grecian
pestilence,
myth.

—

The

I.

ion, as an ancient Christian Bymbol,

is

of

frc-

recurrence, more particularly in architectural
decoration.
Antiquaries are nol agreed a- to the exact
meaning attached to the mystical lions placed in the

quent

porches of ><> many old Lombard churches; sometimes
with an animal, soimiimo with a man, in their paws.
But we find that the lion was an ancient symbol of the

Redeemer,
the
to

the Lion

••

resurrection

an Oriental

in three

days

occurs

in the

either

sense

fable,
its

of the tribe of

sire licked

may

frequent ornament

in

it

into

The

lion

also

win)

desert

;

a-

did
in

In this sense

it

In

typifies

the

solitude

pillars

—

the

in

trout, or

wilderness;

is

the legends

Mary of Egypt,

life.

placed near St. Jerome ami othci
penance, or lived as hermits in the

in this sense,

saints

also of

probably have been adopted a- a
the church utensils, and in \-t<-\v-

decoration, supporting
carved thrones, &C.

and,

:

the cathedral at
BoUTgeS.

Biastical

the

"

Redeemer; because, according
the lion'.- cub was horn dead, and

windows of
it

Judah

of the

<>(

St.

Paul

the

hermit, St.

Onofrio,
Further, the lion as an
attribute denoted death in the amphitheatre, and with
Signification i- placed near certain mart\r-. a-- St
l

latins

fortitude

St.

ami St. Euphemia,
The
ami resolution, was placed

lion, a- the type- of
at tin feet >>( those
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martyrs

who had
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suffered with singular courage, as St.

Adrian and

St. Natalia.*
other wild beasts, as wolves and bears, are
placed at the feet of a saint attired as abbot or bishop,
it
signifies that he cleared waste land, cut down forests,

When

and substituted Christian culture and civilization for
paganism and the lawless hunter's life such is the significance in pictures of St. Magnus, St. Florentius, and
St. Germain of Auxerre.
:

The Hart

Hind was

also an emblem of double
was a type of solitude and of purity
of life, and was also a type of piety and religious as" Like
piration, adopted from the forty-second Psalm,
signification.

or

It

as the hart panteth after the water-brooks, so
panteth
"
soul for thee, O God

my

!

When

the original

meaning of the lion, the hart, and
other emblems, was no longer present to the popular
mind, legends were invented to account for them and
that which had been a symbol, became an incident, or
;

—

an

historical attribute,
as in the stories of the lion
healed by St. Jerome, or digging the grave of St.
Paul the miraculous stag which appeared to St. Eu;

stace

and

St.

of St. Giles

;

Hubert the wounded doe
and the hind which spoke
;

in the legeud
to St. Julian.

The Peacock, the bird of Juno, was an ancient
pagan symbol, signifying the apotheosis of an empress,
as we find from many of the old Roman coins and
medals.
The early Christians, accustomed to this inadopted it as a general emblem of the
mortal exchanged for the immortal existence; and,
with this signification, we find the peacock with outterpretation,

spread train on the walls and ceilings of catacombs, the
tombs of the martyrs, and many of the sarcophagi,
*

In the example of

St.

Jerome, a lion may have originally
way of study or of duty in alluman saith, There is a lion ia the

typified any hinderance in the
sion to the text, " The slothful

way."

Prov. xxvi. 13.
3

;
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ilown to the fourth and

modern times

thai the

fifth centuries.
It is
only in
peacock baa become the emblem

of worldly pride.

The Crown, as introduced in Christian Art, is
It
an emblem or an attribute.
has been the
emblem from all antiquity of rictory, and of recomeither

In tin.- mumBUperior power or virtue.
image are used in Scripture in many
for example, •• Eenceforth there i> laid up

pense due

In

word and

the

passages

:

the

me

a crown of glory."
And in this sense, ai the
recompense of those who had fought the ^
fight to
the end, and conquered, the crown became the especial
In very ancient
Bymbol of the glory of martyrdom.
pictures, a hand is seen coming nut of heaven holding
for

1

a wreath or circle!
dt

afterwards

;

it

is

an angel

who

de-

crown, which is sometimes a '<iK.net
and jewels, sometimes a wreath of palm or

scends with
gold

the

general only the female martyrs wear the
crown of glorj
martyrs of the other sea
hold the crown in their hand.-, or it
borne by an
Hence we maj presume that the crown, which
angeL
among the .lews was the especial ornament of a bride,
In

myrtle.

symbolical

,

i.-

—

one dedicated
signified the bride or Bpouse of Christ
and in this sense, down to
to virginity for his sake
the present time, the CrOWn is placed On the head of u
;

nun

at

old

pictures

crown

moment

the

in

of consecration.
of female martyrs we

this

bride and

Therefore

maj

double sense, as signifying

the

in the

interpret
at

the

once the

martyr.

necessar] also t" distinguish between the
n/mbcl and the attribute: thus, where St. Cecilia and
St. Barbara wear the crown, it is the symbol of their

Bui

it

martyrdom; when

glorious
tola

is

war

the

crown,

martyrdom and

the

it

i>

Catherine and Bt
onee as ti"' symbol of

St.
at

attribute

l

of their

royal

i

rani

prim

The
it

i-

i

rown

placed mi

is

also the

the

head

symbol
ni

tin-

"i

When
sovereignty
it
a a- Qt»

Virgin,
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of Heaven, and also
allegory.
Bat the

crown

when worn by a

as
also

is

"

the

saint or

an

Spouse

attribute,
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"

of Scripture

and frequently,

placed at his

feet, signifies

was royal or of princely birth: as in the pictures of Louis of France, St. William, St. Elizabeth,
St. Helena, and many others.
The crowns in the Italian pictures are generally a
wreath, or a simple circle of gold and jewels, or a corBut in the old Geronet radiated with a few points.
man pictures the crown is often of most magnificent
that he

workmanship, blazing with jewels.
I have seen a real silver crown placed on the figures
of certain popular saints, but as a votive tribute, not an
emblem.

The Sword

As

a symbol

is

also either a

symbol or an

attribute.

signifies generally martyrdom by any
violent death, and, in this sense, is given to many saints

who

it

did not die by the sword.
As an attribute it sigdeath suffered, and that the martyr

nifies the particular

in

whose hand or

ed

:

whose

feet it is placed was beheadgiven to St. Paul, St. Catherine,
and many others. It is given also to the warrior -martyrs, as the attribute of their military profession. Other
symbols of martyrdom are the Axe, the Lance, and

the

in this sense

at

it is

Club.

Arrows, which
tina,

and

are attributes, St. Ursula, St. Chris-

St. Sebastian.

The Poniard, given

to St. Lucia.

The Caldron, given
and

to St.

John the Evangelist

St. Cecilia.

The Pincers and Shears,
ijatha.
Agatha

The Wheels,

St. Catherine.

St.

Apollonia and St

LEGENDARY
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Vw.v. ami Fi.wii.s arc skmu-i inn'> an emblem of mar
tyrdom and punishment, an<l sometimes of religious
fervor.

A Bell

was supposed

demons, and
St.

for this

to

reason

hare power to exorcise
given to the haunted

is

Antony.
Tin' Sin.

1. 1.

The Ski

i. i.,

signifies pilgrimage.

penance.

The Anvil,
to St.

as an attribute of martyrdom, belongs
Adrian only.

The Palm, the ancient classical symbol of victory
and triumph, was early assumed by the Christians as
the universal symbol of martyrdom, and for this adaptation of a pagan ornament they found warrant in
" And after this I
Rev. vii.
beheld, and,
multitude stood before the throne clothed
with white robes and with palms in their hand.he said to me, These are they which came out

Scripture

lo, a

'.',

:

great

i

of great tribulation."
Hence in pictures of martyrdoms an angel descends with the palm hence it is figured on the tombs "t early martyrs, and placed in the
bands <>f those who Buffered in the cause of truth, as
expressing their final victory over tin- powers of sin and
;

death.

"The
\\

The palm
-i/e

Sfiisii.il

varies

of a palm

in the early

pictures.

think with raTCNOCC "f

1 1

k

p.ilin

hich Uie chaste votary wields."
in

form from n small leaf

branch, almosl a

Italian

tree.

pictures, very

In the Siena pictures

It is
depending from it.
only
palm, with a total disregard

original signification,
the feet of the saint

is

it

It

larj_'e

i-

"•>*}

in the

to the

-mall

Spanish

has a hunch of dates

in late

the
pictures thai

sacredness of its
placed on the ground, or under
to

the
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or banner, is also the symbol of
over sin, death, and idolavictory, the spiritual victory
It is borne by our Saviour after his resurrection,
try.
and is placed in the hands of St. George, St. Maurice,
and other military saints in the hands of some victorious martyrs, as St. Julian, St. Ansano, and of those
also in the
the Gospel among intidels
who

The Standard,

;

preached
hands of St. Ursula and

saints, I believe,

The Olive,

as the

Reparata, the only female

bear this attribute.

well-known emblem of peace and

figured on the tombs of the early marsometimes with, sometimes without, the dove.
olive is borne as the attribute of peace by the

reconciliation,

tyrs

who

;

St.

;

The

is

angel Gabriel, by St. Agnes, and by St. Pantalcon
sometimes also by the angels in a Nativity, who announce " peace on earth."
;

The Dove iu Christian Art is the emblem of the
Holy Ghost and, besides its introduction into various
subjects from the New Testament, as the Annunciation,
;

Baptism, the Pentecost, it is placed near certain
who are supposed to have been particularly inSt. Hilaspired, as St. Gregory, St. Thomas Aquinas,
the

saints

rius,

and

others.

is also a symbol of simplicity and purity
uf heart, and as such it is introduced into pictures of
female saints, and especially of the Madonna and

The dove

Child.
in this sense it is
It is also the emblem of the soul
seen issuing from the lips of dying martyrs, and is
found in pictures of St. Eulalia of Merida, and St
;

Scholastica, the sister of St. Benedict.

The Lilt

another symbol of purity, of very genWe find it in pictures of the Virgin, and particularly in pictures of the Annunciation.
It is placed significantly in the hand of St. Joseph, the
is

eral application.

husband of the Virgin Mary,

his staff,

according to the
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legend, haying pnt forth

merely, to

St.

Dominick, and

The I'mcokv

;

St.

Catherine

St.

particular purity of

in

lilies

Francis,

it is
given, as an emblem
Anthony of Padua, St.

<>f

Siena, u> express the

their, lives.

i.-

another ancient symbol of purity,
it
could never be captured

allusion to the Gable thai

it
in mind and life
has
consequence the emblem peculiarly offemale
chastity, but in Christian An is appropriate only to
the Virgin Diary and St. Justine.

except

by a virgin Btainless

become

in

The Ki.vmim. IIi.mm
love

;

expresses fervenl pietj and

early pictures it is given t<> St. Augustine,
merely in allusion to a famous passage in his Confessions; lnit in the Inter schools of Art it has become a
in

:

in
general and rather vulgar emblem of spiritual love
this Bense it is given t<> St. Theresa; St Maria Maddalena de' Pazzi, a Florentine nun; and Borne of the
:

.(•-nit .saints.

The Book

in the hands of the Evangelists and the
an attribute, and repreaents the Gospel. In
the hand of St. Stephen it is the Old Testament; in
the band of any other saint it may be the Gospel, but
it
may also be an emblem only, signifying that the saint

Apostles

is

was famous
Bense

in

Church,

A

St.

Chi

that he

r<

thai

lie

Thomas Aquinas, and
ii

placed

in the

was the founder of

this sense St.

a-

fur his learning <>r his writings; it has this
>>i
St. Catherine, the Doctors of the

pictures

Beniy

<d'

Bonaventura.
a saint signifies

particular church
bears the cathedra] of Bamberg
i

was the protector and

St Petronius

bands

St

bears

i

first

;

;

in

or,

bUhop of the church,

1
of Bologna.
must except the single instance of St Jerome; the
church in his hands signifies no particular edifice, but
in a
general sense, the Catholic Church, of which he
v.. i- the
great support and one oftbe primitive Gtthi

the

cathedral
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to render the symbol more expressive, rays of light are
seen proceeding from the portal.

The Scourge
signifies the

the hand of St.
inflicted

upon

Faith

it

saint, or at his feet,

upon himself; but

signifies

in

the penance he

others.

or Sacramental Cup, with the Host,

given to

it is

;

with the Serpent,

The Ship.

inflicted

Ambrose,

The Chalice,
signifies

hand of a

in the

penances he

is

St.

Barbara.

The Cup,

the attribute of St. John.

— The Ark

of Noah, floating safe

amid

things else were overwhelmed,
was an obvious symbol of the Church of Christ. SubSt. Ambrose likens
sequently the Ark became a ship.

the Deluge, in which

all

Church of God to a ship, and the Cross to the
mast set in the midst of it. " Arbor qucedam in navi est

the

crux

The Bark of

in ecclesia."

St.

Peter tossed in the

storm, and by the Redeemer guided safe to land, was
These mingled assoalso considered as symbolical.
ciations combined to give to the emblem of the ship a
sacred significance. Every one who has been at Rome
will remember the famous mosaic of the ship tossed

by the storms, and assailed by demons, called The
Navicella, which was executed by Giotto for the old
Basilica of St. Peter's, and is now under the Portico,
I believe that in the
opposite to the principal door.
pictures of St. Nicholas and St. Ursula the ship had
originally a sacred and symbolical significance, and
that the legends were afterwards invented or modified
to explain the

emblem,

The Anchor
firmness, hope,

is

as in so

many

other instances.

the Christian symbol of immovable
and in this sense we find

and patience

;

very frequently in the catacombs, and on the ancient
It was given to several of the early
Christian gems.
saints as a symbol. Subsequently a legend was invented
to account for the symbol, turning it into an attribute,

it
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was tin- case with the lion nml the stag.
ample to St. Clement the anchoi was first given as
the Bymbol of bis constancy in Christian hope, and
thence we find, Bnbseqnentlj invented, the Btory <>i' his
being thrown into the Bea with the anchoi round his
<>n the vane of the church <>t' St. Clemenl in
neck.
•he Strand, the anchor, the parish device, was anciently
and as in tin English fancy no anchor can be
placed
well separated from a ship, they have lately placed a
the original signification of
ship on the other side,
the anchor, as applied to St Clement the martyr, being
:

;

—

unknown

or forgotten.

The Lamp, Lahtbrh, or Taper

is

the old

emblem
"

" Let

and
your light so shine before men
it
In the first sense we find this
also signifies wisdom.
attribute in the hand of St. Gudula, St. Genevl&ve of
while the lamp in the hand of
Paris, and St. Bridget
St. Lucia signifies celestial tight or wisdom.
of piety

:

;

;

Flowers and Fruits,

often

so

beautifully intro-

works of art, may be merely
Crivelli, and some of the Venetian and
Lombard painters, were fond of rich festoons of fruit,
and backgrounds of foliage and roses.
Bat in Mime
duced into
ornamental

ecclesiastical

;

Roses are
instances they have a definite significance.
symbolical in pictures of the Madonna, who is the
*
• Ron
The wreath of roses on the brow
of Sharon."
of St. Cecilia, the rosea and fruits borne by St Dorothea, are explained by the legends.
The apple was the received emblem of the Fall of

Man and

original

donna and

Child,

sin.

Placed

either

in

in

the

pictures of the Ma
Infant

hand of the

Christ, or presented bj an angel, it signified Redemption
The pomegranate,
from the consequences of the Fall.
bursting open, and the' seeds visible, was an emblem <>(
Winn an apple
the future,
of hope in immortality.
a pear, or a pomegranate is placed in the hand of St

—
•

|

nit " Legends of the

Madonna**
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Catherine as the mystical Sposa of Christ, which continually occurs, particularly in the German pictures, the
" The
allusion is to be taken in the Scriptural sense
:

fruit

of the Spirit

V.

is

love, joy, peace."

Of the Significance of Colors.

In very early Art we find colors used in a symbolical
or mystic sense, and, until the ancient principles and
traditions were wholly worn out of memory or set aside
later painters, certain colors were appropriate to
certain subjects and personages, and could not arbitraIn the old specimens of
rily be applied or misapplied.

by the

stained glass

attended

to.

we find
Thus
:

these significations scrupulously

—

White, represented by the diamond or silver, was
emblem of light, religious purity, innocence, virOur Saviour wears white
ginity, faith, joy, and life.
the

after his resurrection.

In the judge

it

indicated integ-

in the woman, chastity.
rity in the rich man, humility
It was the color consecrated to the
Virgin, who,
;

;

however, never wears white except in pictures of the
Assumption.

Red,

the ruby, signified

Spirit, heat; or the creative

fire,

divine love, the

Holy

power, and royalty.

White
and red roses expressed love and innocence, or love and
wisdom, as in the garland with which the angel crowns
St. Cecilia.
In a bad sense, red signified blood, war,
Red and black combined
hatred, and punishment.
were the colors of purgatory and the Devi'

Blue, or the sapphire, expressed heaven, the firmament, truth, constancy, fidelity. Christ and the Virgin
wear the red tunic and the blue mantle, as signifying
The same colors
heavenly love and heavenly truth.*
*

In the Spanish schools the color of our Saviour's mantle

generally a deep rich violet.

is
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were given
ence,

— that

later

in

John the evangelist, with this itl*«rbe wore the blue tunic and tin rod mantle

tn St.

<

t

1

;

the

pictures

eolors

soim-tiim 18

are

ami

red

green.

or gold, was the symbol of the Bun; of the
God] initiation, or marriage; faith, or
St Joseph, the bnsband of the Virgin,

Yellow,
Iness of
g
fruitfulness.

In

wear.- yellow.

pictures of the

St.

apostles,

Peter

wears a yellow mantle over a blue tunic.
In a bad
in
.sense, yellow signifies inconstancy, jealousy, deceit
this sense it is given to the traitor Judas, who is
gen;

erally habited in dirty yellow.
<

1

1:1

I

v

the emerald,

is

the color of Spring

;

of hope,

particularly hope in immortality; and of victory, as
the Color of the palm and the laurel.

VlOLBT,

the amethyst, signified love and truth
Hence it is the color often

passion and Buffering.
In

by the martyrs.
his resurrection,

is

:

or,

worn

instances our Saviour, alter

BOme

habited in a violet instead of a blue

The Virgin also wears violet after the cruciMary Magdalene, who as patron saint wean

mantle
fixion.

the red robe, a* penitent wears violet and blue, the
In the devotional
Colon of sorrow and of constancy.
representation of her by Timoteo della Yitc,* she
wears red and green, the colors of love and hope

(invv, the color of ashes, signified mourning, humilhence adopted as the di
and innocence accused
of the Franciscans (the Graj Friars); but it has since
been changed for a dark rustj brown
;

ity,

Bi

k

\<

the

MSS

Prince
.

the

earth, darkness, mourning,
and was appropriate to
death
In some old
Darkness.
illuminated

expressed

wickedn

ition,

of

Jesus,

in

the

;

Temptation,

•

Bologna

wean

Qalli ry.

black

ro
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anil black together signified purity

mourning or humiliation

;

and
hence adopted by the Doof

life,

minicans and the Carmelites.

The mystical application of
more particularly attended to

attributes

and colors was

in that class of subjects
I have distinguished as devotional.
In the sacred historical pictures we find that the attributes are
usually

omitted as superfluous, and characteristic
propriety of
color often sacrificed to the general effect.

These introductory observations and explanations
found illustrated in a variety of forms as we
proceed and readers will be led to make comparisons,
and discover analogies and exceptions, for themselves.
I must stop here
yet one word more.
All the productions of Art, from the time it has been
directed and developed by Christian influences,
may be
1. The
regarded under three different aspects.
purely
religious aspect, which belongs to one mode of faith ;
2. The
3. The
poetical aspect, which belongs to all
artistic, which is the individual point of view, and has
reference only to the action of the intellect on the means
and material employed.
There is pleasure, intense
pleasure, merely in the consideration of Art as Art ;
in the faculties of comparison and nice discrimination, brought to bear on objects of beauty
in the exercise of a cultivated and refined taste on the
productions
of mind in any form whatever.
But a threefold, or
rather a thousand-fold, pleasure is theirs who to a sense
of the poetical unite a
sympathy with the spiritual in
Art, and who combine with delicacy of perception, and
technical knowledge, more elevated sources of
pleasure,
will be

;

;

—

—

;

;

more

variety of association, habits of more excursive
Let none imagine, however, that, in
thought.
placing
before the uninitiated these
I

unpretending volumes,

assume any such superiority as is here
Like
implied.
a child that has
sprung on a little way before its playmates, and caught a glimpse through an opening porta\

I I
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Borne varied Eden within, nil gay with Qowers, and
musical with birds, and haunted by divine Bhapes which
ami. after <>ne raptnrone Burvey,
beckon onward
back ami catches ita companions bj tin- hand ami hurries them forwards to share the new-found pleasure, the
rot unexplored region of delight
even so it is with
iif

mm

;

me

:

—

I open.

;

I

am

on the

outside, nut the inside, of the door

PART
r

I.

" Ye too must

fly bcforo a ch.isinp hand,
AtiRels anil saints in every hamlet mourned !
it
Ati
the old Idolatry be spurned.
Let not your radiant shapes desert the land
Her adoration
not your demand,
Tin- fond heart proffered it,
the servile heart]
And therefore are ye mmmoned to depart ;
Mii'tiiiel, and tli"u Si. George, irhoee Bamlng brand
The Dragon quelled and rallanl Margaret,
V boee rival sword a like op|
ml
And rapt Cecilia, seraph-hauul< d i|Ueen
and wee ping Magdalene,
(If harmony
Who in the penitential dei rtmel
"
Gales sweet as those that »ur Kden blew
'

m

—

—

!

i

-

;

!

WORDtSWOKTH.

'"loan just remember,' anyi a theologian of the last century,
'when the women tir-t, taught me to say mj prayers,
used to
oi a
venerable old man. ol a composed, benign
' -nance, with his Own
hair, clad in a morning gown "I B
And
grave-colored flowered damask, sitting in an elbow-chair.'
be proi
Is to say that, in looking back to these beginnings, he
is in no
way disturb d at the grossneai ol
The Image dins shaped bj the Imagination ol the child was. In
truth, merely
example of the rarioui formi and a
title.
to divers states and seasons, and orders and
the
mind, whether Infant or adult, whlcb represent the
ral approximations such minds al Mich
I

have an Idea

I

•

i

I

make to the completeness ol faith. These Imperfect Ideas
should beheld to be reconciled and comprehended In that comand the nearest! approximation
pleteness, not rejected by it
which the greatest of human mind-, can accomplish Is surelj to
Inregarded as much nearer to the Imperfection ..i an Infai
noti.,n
The gown of (lower, d
than to the ftiln.-s of truth
damask and the elbow-chalr may disappear; the anthropomor"l
to
the divine incarnation
childhood
may jtivc place
phism
of ti
Person in after-years t and we may coos to conof the Deity as Hilton did when bis epni,. i. ».r. most
tiveiv

;

abstract

:

—

make

Boi

the

nv

Pmsxxcb.'

after all, these ar. but different grades Of imperfection In
and il (In re he | dev. .liter love 00
the [..run of doctrinal faith
tared in his Imagination as a
the part of the child for s
'
venerable old man, than In the pi
poet for the
faith i.
the efficacy of religious
Presence,' the child's
" Notes
nit
truth in it than the p'» t'i and philosopher's."
on
(/
Iatlob, p. no.)
lint

;

8omn

-

.

OF ANGELS AND ARCHANGELS.

The Angels.

HERE

is

something so very attractive and

poetical, as well as soothing to our helpless
finite nature, in all the superstitions con-

nected with the popular notion of Angels,
at their prevalence in the early
Those nations who acknowledged
ages of the world.
one Almighty Creator, and repudiated with horror the
that

we cannot wonder

idea of a plurality of Gods, were the most willing to
accept, the most enthusiastic in accepting, these objects
of an intermediate homage and gladly placed between
their humanity and the awful supremacy of an unseen
God the ministering spirits who were the agents of his
;

will,
bliss,

the witnesses of his glory, the partakers of his
and who in their preternatural attributes of love

and knowledge filled up that vast space iu the created
universe which intervened between mortal man and the
infinite, omnipotent Lord of All.

The belief in these superior beings, dating from immemorial antiquity, interwoven as it should seem with
our very nature, and authorized by a variety of passages in Scripture, has descended to our time. Although
the bodily forms assigned to them are allowed to be
impossible, and merely allegorical, although their supposed functions as rulers of the stars and elements have

long been set aside by a knowledge of the natural
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laws,

the coexistence of

many orders of beings
nature to ourselves, benignly interested in

still

Bnperior in

our welfare, and contending for u> against the powers
of evil, remains an article of faith.
Perhaps the belief itself, and the feeling it excites in the tender and
contemplative mind, were never more beautifully
pressed than by our nun Spenser.
i

" And

is

there care in heaven?

And

there love

is

In heavenly spirits to these creatures bast

That

in. iy

compassion

—

ol

t

h<ir evils

,

move?

There is
else much more wretched were the case
But O th* exceeding grace
Of men than beast!
Of highest God thai loves his creatures so,
and all bis works with mercy doth embi
That blessed angels he sends to and fro
To serve to wicked man, to serve his wicked foe !
:

'

"How

oft

do they their

And come

How

silver

bowers leave,

to succor us that SUOCOf

want

'.

do they with golden pinions cleave
The tlittin;.' .-ki''s, like Hying pursuivant,
"ft

And

Bends, t.i aid us militant
they watch* and duly ward,
their bright squadrons round about us plant,

Anil

all f'.r

lost foul

They

(i

:

tor us light,

why

lore, and nothing ft* reward
"'
should heavenlj Sod to nun have such regard
'

expressed or unexpresst d, lurking at
very core of all hearts, which renders the usual repmentations of angels, Bpite of all incongruities of form,
so pleasing to the fancy
we overlook the anatomical
solecisms, and become mindful only of thai emblematical significance which through its humanity connects it
with u*. and through its supernatural appendages onTt is this feeling,

tin-

:

>

ni'i-ts

iis

with heaven.

Mm

it
inecessary to give s brief summary of the
Scriptural and theological authorities, relative to the nature and functions of angels, before we can judge of
the manner in which these ideas have been attended to

nnd carried otrt d the
arc rep resented n the

artistic similitudes.
<

>M Testament,

—

Tims angels
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As

beings of a higher nature than men, and gifted
with superior intelligence and righteousness.*
2. As a host of attendants surrounding the throne of
1.

God, aud as a kind of
3.

As messengers

to earth

:

celestial court or council. t

of His will conveyed from heaven

or as sent to guide, to correct, to instruct, to

reprove, to console.
4.
5.

As protecting the pious.
As punishing by command

wicked and disobedient.f
6. As having the form of men
7. As wielding a sword.

;

of the Most High the

as eating

and drinking.

As having power to slay. §
do not recollect any instance in which angels are
represented in Scripture as instigated by human passions
they are merely the agents of the mercy or the
wrath of the Almighty.
After the period of the captivity, the Jewish ideas
concerning angels were considerably extended and
modified by an admixture of the Chaldaic belief, and
8.

I

;

of the doctrines taught by Zoroaster.
It is then that
we first hear of good and bad angels, and of a fallen
||

angel or impersonation of evil, busy in working misalso of archanchief on earth and counteracting good
gels, who are alluded to by name and of guardian angels, assigned to nations and individuals and these for;

;

;

eign ideas concerning the spiritual world, accepted and
promulgated by the Jewish doctors, pervade the whole
of the

New

familiar to

Testament, in which angels are far more
us as agents,

more frequently alluded

to,

and more distinctly brought before us, than in the Old
For example they are represented,
Testament.
:

* 2

Sam. xiv.

—

17.

Gen. xxxii. 1, 2 ; Ps. ciii. 21; 1 Kings xxii. 19 ; Job i. 6.
Exod. xiv. 19 ; Num. xx. 16 ; Gen. xxi. 17
% Gen. xxii. 11
Judg. xiii. 3 ; 2 Kings i. 3 ; Ps. xxxiv. 7 ; Judith xiii. 20.
§ 2 Sam. xxiv. 16 ; 2 Kings xix. 35 ; Gen. xviii 8 ; Num. xxii.
31 \ 1 Chron. xxi. 16 ; Gen. xix. 13.
Calmet.
1

;

||

4

;

5
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o
1.

As

2.

As Baperior

Mil'.

countli

human wants ami

to all

\- the

weaknesses.

deputed messengers of rod.
4. They rejoice over the
repentani .-inner.
lake deep interest in the mission of Christ.
<

who pray

They are present with those
the souls of the jnsl t<> heaven.
5.

6.

minister

They

on

Christ

t<>

they hear

ami

earth,

present at his second coming.*
In the Gospel of St. John, which

;

They

will

he

is

usually regarded
<>l' the doctrines of Christ, angels ate only three times mentioned,
ami in none of these instances does the word angel tall
from the li|» of Christ
On the other hand, the writ-

and mo8l correcl exposition

as the fulle-t

Paul, who was deeply versed in nil the
learning and philosophy of the JewB, abound in allusions to angels, and, according to the nana! interpretation of certain passages he Bhows them divided into
ings of St.

Beveral

and

Luke, who was the friend and

St.

classes.l

some say

disciple of St. Paul,

his convert,

is

more

di-

on the BubjeCl of angels than any of
other Evangelists, and his allusions to them much

rect
tin'

explicit

more frequent
'I'he
worship of angels, which the Jews brought from
Chaldea, was early introduced into the Christian
In the fourth century the council of LaodiChurch.
published a decree against places of worship dedicated to angels under names which the Church did not
Hut neither warning nor council seems to
recognize.
have had power to modify die popular creed, counts

uanced

ai

it

was by high authority.

unanimous

are
evil.

as

They hold

tt.xsvl.Mi Heb.
n
Lake
\:
Peter
Lake svL
I.

I

K.;m

U

.

ivi. 87, \.\i

I

\ii.
.

;

::-,
lei

Beb,

r.
i.

Met. ndi. :',o
10 el pmuim

n

;

i

Oor.

8]

viii.

M

|

the Fathers

i

i.

i

Ail

the existence of angels
and
g
\ cniiore
that it is
the allotted ta-k
to

OoL

i.

16

,

Bphl

i.

-1

xi.

;

\

Lake
Luke

i

kt. 10

10) kUtt. L

1

ft)
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of good angels to defend us against evil angels, and to
carry on a daily and hourly combat against our spiritual foes
they teach that the good angels are worthy
of all reverence as the ministers of God and as the prothat their intercession is to
tectors of the human race
be invoked, and their perpetual, invisible presence to be
:

;

regarded as an incitement to good and a preventive to
evil.

This, however, was not enough.
Taking for their
foundation a few Scripture texts, and in particular the
classification of St. Paul, the imaginative theologians
of the middle ages ran into all kinds of extravagant
subtleties regarding the being, the nature,
tions of the different orders of angels.
,

and the funcExcept

as far

as they have been taken as authorities in Art, I shall
set aside these fanciful disquisitions, of which a mere
abstract
it is

would

sufficient

ans divide the

For our present purpose
mind that the great theologiangelic hosts into three hierarchies, and
fill

volumes.

to bear in

these again into nine choirs, three in each hierarchy :
according to Dionysius the Areopagite, in the following
2. DominaSeraphim, Cherubim, Thrones.
3. Princedoms, Archangels,
Powers.
The order of these denominations is not the
Angels.
same in all authorities according to the Greek formula,

order:
tions,

1.

Virtues,

:

Bernard, and the Legenda Aurea, the Cherubim
precede the Seraphim, and in the hymn of St. Ambrose
To Thee, Chervtrim
they have also the precedence,
and Seraphim continually do cry, &c. but the authority
of St. Dionysius seems to be admitted as paramount,
for according to the legend he was the convert and intimate friend of St. Paul, and St. Paul, who had been
transported to the seventh heaven, had made him acquainted with all he had there beheld.
St.

—

;

" Desire

In Dionysius so intensely wrought
That he, as I have done, ranged them, and named
Their orders, marshalled in his thought ;
For he had learned

....
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Both

AND

/>

NDARY

Gl

1.1

and much
rltOBM

tins

ART.

beside "f these <mr nri>s
t"

Heaven's myiteries."

Dantk, Par. BJ

The

first

three choire receive

from God, and transmil
illuminate the third
the created universe
a- councillors;

;

-

1 1 1*

1-

glory immediately
the second

the BecoDd;

to

it

1

the third arc

and man.

in relation i"

placed

The

Hierarchy are

first

the Becond, as governors.
are absorbed

the third, as

,

The Seraphim

ministers.

in

perpetual

and adoration immediately round the throne of
God. The Cherubim know and worship. The Thrones
MMain the seat of the Most High. The Dominations,
Virtues, Powers, are the Regents of stars and elements.
The three last orders, Princedoms, Archangels, and
Angels, are tin- protectors of the i_Tcat Monarchies on
earth, and the executors of the will of God throughout
love

the

1

1

n

i

\

.

rse.

The term

angels is properly applied to all these cebut it belongs especially to the two last
beings
orders who are brought into immediate communication
lestial

with

;

the

human

rare.

The word

origin, signifies a messenger, or
In this sense, the
qf tidings.

"The

great

Angel of the

will

angel, Greek in
" Mi
literallj

its

more

Greeks

of

God

entitle

"

and

;

Christ
I

have

seen Greek representations of Christ with wings to his
John the Baptist i> also an angel in this
Bhoulders.
sense; likewise the Evangelists; all of whom, im I
Shall

Show

hereafter, hear, as celestial

in<

-

ihc

angel-wings.
In ancient pictures and illuminations which exhibit
the glorification of the Trinity, Christ, <>r the Virgin,
the hieran hie* of angels are represented in circle,
mound them, orb within orb. This i> called a glory

of angels.

In pictures,

it

i-

seldom complete: instead

of nine circles, the painters content themselves with one
'The innermost circles, the B<
or two circles only.

phim and the Cherubim, me in general represented at
heads merely, with two or four or six «inu-. and of a
sometimes with variegated
bright-red or Una color;

ANGELS.
wings, green, yellow, violet, &c.
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This emblem

—

in-

tended to shadow forth to human comprehension a
pure spirit glowing with love and intelligence, in which
all that is bodily is put away, and only the head, the
scat of soul, and wings, the attribute of spirit and swiftWhen first adopted
is of Greek origin.
ness, retained
I do not know, but I have met with it in Greek MSS.

—

of the ninth century.
the faces were

Down

head was afterwards adopted
addition to love

to the eleventh

human, but not
and

childish

to express

;

century

the infant

innocence in

intelligence.

Such was the expressive and poetical symbol which
degenerated in the later periods of Art into those little
fat baby heads, with curly hair, and small wings under
the chin, which the more they resemble nature in color,

and

feature,

detail, the

more absurd they become,

the

meaning being wholly lost or perverted.
In painting, where a glory of angels is placed round

original

the Divine Being or the glorified Virgin, those forming
the innermost circle are, or ought to be, of a glowing
red, the color of tire, that

of love

is,

;

the next circle

is

painted blue, the color of the firmament, or light, that
Now as the word seraph is derived
is, of knowledge.
from a Hebrew root signifying love, and the word
cherub from a Hebrew root signifying to know, should
not this distinction fix the proper place and name of
the

first

since
that

two orders

?

It

is

admitted that the

God than those which
we cannot know that which we do not first

which

love

are nearer to

Love and Knowledge, "

spirits

know,
love

;

two halves of a divided
union the perfection of the
the

world," constitute in their
angelic nature; but the Seraphim, according to the
derivation of their name, should love most their whole
being is fused, as it were, in a glow of adoration ;
therefore they should take the precedence, and their
The Cherubim, " the lords of
proper color is red.
;

those that know,"
blue.

come

next, and are to be painted
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Thus it Bhould seein that, in considering the religious
pictures of the early ages of Art, we have i>> get rid of
certain associations as to color and form, derived from
the phraseology of later poets and
••

die reprcsentati<

Seraphim," and the
blue depth of Seraphs' eyes," are not ti> bethought
The Seraof any more than "smiling Cherubim."
the
phim, where distinguished by color, arc nfl
Cherubim, blue: the proper character, where character
later

nt'

painters.

Blue-eyed

•«

;

attended

is

to,

in

is,

Seraph, adoration

the

So Milton:

Cherub, contemplation.
"

—

;

the

in

\\ i!h

tli. e
bring
on gulden » m^,
The Cherub, Contemplation."

Him who loan
remember

[

Fiesole, in
ots

bis

a

little

Triptyca, a

which one of the
favorite

Bubject,

lateral

genuine work of

compartments

souls

the

of

the

rep-

blet

into Paradise.
They arc moving from the
lower part of the picture towardi the top, along an ascent paved with flowers, all in white garments and
At one side, low down, stands
crowned \\ith roses.

received

blue Cherub

draper] spangled with golden
encourage the bleated group.
Above are the gates of heaven. Christ welcomes t"
his kingdom the beatified spirit, and on each side
Btands a Seraph all i>f a glowing red, in Bpangled
The figures are m>t lure merel] heads and
drapery.
>tar.-,

robed

who seems

in

to

wings, nit full length, having all that Boft, peculiar gi
u hich belongs t<> the painti
In a
loronation of the Virgin,1 a glorj of Seraphim
I

<

newuj

*

t" obaervi hen, thai in
I
know not whether it be
ire not represented as Angela,
early Art iha tools of thi
t"
thii order o( iplritaal bi
nor regarded
belonging
rsrv oonunon notion thai we an to
believe it la
though
from the dead with the angeUo attribute! is well as the ai

u

I

nature.

for
.

t

Pa

Now

«

tlii*

belief

rrant In Beriptore, ni

I

terpi

Id the Collection "f

Prlnoi

Wallersteln at Kanalngtoa
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Here the angelic beover-arches the principal group.
ings are wholly of a bright-red color
they are human
to the waist, with hands clasped in devotion the bodies
:

:

and arms covered with plumage, but the forms termi
In the same colall uniformly red.
nating in wings
lection is a small Greek picture of Christ receiving the
soul of the Virgin
over his head hovers a large,
and on each side a Serfiery-red, six-winged Seraph
aph with hair and face and limbs of glowing red, and
Vasari mentions an Adoration
with white draperies.
of the Magi by Liberale of Verona, in which a group
;

;

;

of angels, all of a red color, stand as a celestial guard
round the Virgin and her divine Infant.*
The distinction of hue in the red and blue angels we

towards the end of the fifteenth
Cherubim with blue, red, green, and variegated wings we find in the pictures of Perugino and other
find wholly omitted

century.

masters in the beginning of the sixteenth century, also
in early pictures of Raphael.
Liberale di Verona has
given us, in a Madonna picture, Cherub heads without
wings, and of a blue color, emerging from golden

And in Raphael's Madonna di San Sisto the
whole background is formed of Cherubim and Seraphim of a uniform delicate bluish tinge, as if composed
of air, and melting away into an abyss of golden glory,

clouds.

the principal figures standing relieved against this flood
beautiful
of living love and light
So are the Cher-

—

!

ubim with many-colored wings which float in the firmament in Perugino's Coronation of the Virgin but none
;

of these can be regarded as so theologically correct as
the fiery-red and bright-blue Seraphim and Cherubim,
of which are formed the hierarchies and glories which
in the early pictures, the stained glass, the
painted sculpture, and the illuminated MSS. from the
tenth to the sixteenth century.

figure

The next five choirs of angels, the Thrones, Dominations, Princedoms, Virtues, Powers, though classed
and described with great exactitude by the theologians,
*

Vasari, p. 648, Fl. edit.
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have do! been very accurately discriminated in Art Iv
himic examples the Thrones have green wings, a fiery
The Domiaureole, and bear a throne in their hands.

and Powers, sometimes bear
surmounted by a cross.
The Prinaccording to the Greek formula, should beat

nations, Virtues,

ami a

1 <

>

1

sceptre

j:

1

cipalities,

The Archangels arc figured as warBword with the point upwards. The
In
angels arc robed as deacons, and carry a wand.
one nf the ancient freSCOS in the Cathedral at >rvirto
a branch of

lily.

riors,

and carry

there

is

a

<

a complete hierarchy of angels, mi arranged as
tn
symbolize the Trinity, each of the nine choirs being
composed of three angels, bul the Seraphim only are

distinguished by their red color ami priority of place.
In the south poreli of the Cathedral of
hartres, each
of the nine order, is represented by two angels: in
other instances, one angel only represents tin- order to
which he belongs, and in
represent the whole
When', however, we meet with groups or
hierarchy.*
rows of angels, as in the Greek mosaics ami the earliest
(

-

frescos, all

alike,

with the

all

tiara,

the lone

BCeptre-

wands, and the orb of sovereignty,
believe tl
represent the rower.- ami Princedoms of Heaven.

like

to

I

The Archangels
distinct

we shall see presently, have
names and attributes assigned to

alone, as

individual

them.

The angels, generally, have the human form; are
winged; ami are endowed with immutable happiness
ami perpetual youth, because thej an- ever in the pi
ence

of

* I

tmw

rd

ba

let

Him
in
In

with

whom

tic palace of

tie-

rap

|

tie-

Principalities, a
t

Obi rubun,

Biabop

bunch

i

v ra

"f

the

nine

Ich

mi elegant little
each repre-

'ie>ir-<,

-

lirxt

:

change and no

i

alabaster, exhibiting
i

il

tht

'ra-

(the
k

,

tie'

Thrones, a throne

of nil

attributes are nol elearlj madi

the

The

i

oat

The

iit-nr

-

hav<

I

ornamented with painting and gliding, now partially worn
and the style
It
rly part "f the Blteenth
I

century.

mpartnwnta
I

'11111

off,

ap.

alta*
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are direct emanations of the beauty of
the Eternal mind, therefore beautiful
created, theretime.

They

;

not eternal, but created perfect, and immortal in
their perfection: they are always supposed to be masfore,

culine

by

;

perhaps for the reason so beautifully assigned
de Stael, " because the union of power

Madame

with purity

(la

force avec la purete') constitutes all that

we mortals can imagine

There

of perfection."

is

no

sucn thing as an old angel, and therefore there ought
to be no such thing as an infant angel.
The introduction of infant angels seems to have arisen from the cus-

tom of representing the regenerate souls of men as
new-born infants, and perhaps also from the words of
" I
our Saviour, when speaking of children
say unto
:

you, their angels do always behold the face of

Father which

my

heaven."
Such representations,
religiously and poetically treated as spirits of
love, intelligence, and innocence, are of exquisite beauty, and have a significance which charms and elevates
the fancy
but from this, the true and religious conception, the Italian putti and puttini, and the rosy, chubby
babies of the Flemish school, are equally remote.
In early Art, the angels in the bloom of adolescence
is

in

when

;

are always

amply draped at first, in the classical tunic
and pallium afterwards in long linen vestments with
the alba and stole, as levites or deacons
or as princes,
with embroidered robes and sandals, and jewelled
crowns or fillets.
Such figures are common in the
The expression, in
Byzantine mosaics and pictures.
these early representations, is usually calm and impassive.
Angels partially draped in loose, fluttering, meretricious attire, poised in attitudes upon clouds, or with
features animated by human passion, or limbs strained
by human effort, are the innovations of more modern
Art.
White is, or ought to be, the prevailing color in
angelic draperies, but red and blue of various shades
are more frequent
green often occurs and in the
;

;

;

;

Venetian pictures,

;

yellow,

robes are not unfrequent.

or rather saffron-colored,
In the best examples of

5
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though varied, are tender and 4eldark, heavj colon and violent contrasts of
On the contrary, in the early Gercolor are avoided.
man school the angels have rich, heavy, voluminous
and vivid colon, often
draperies of the most intense
Flight, in such
jewelled and embroidered with gold
seems as difficult as it would be to swim in
Italian Art the tints,
all

icate;

garments,
coronation robes.
linBut, whatever be the treatment as to character,
ateaments, or dress, wings are almost invariable the
As emblematical appendtribute of the angelic form.
not merely significant <>f the character
time immemorial,
mBBgengen, for, fr
and Egyptian symbol of
wings have been the Oriental
as of Bwiftness; of the spiritual and
power, as weU
aerial, in contradistinction to the human and the earth-

are
ages, these

of

eele.-tial

Thus, with the Egyptians, the winged globe siga bird,
power and eternity, that is, the Godhead
with a human head, signified the bouI; and nondescript
in the Egyptian
creatures, with wings, abound not only
and hieroglyphics, but also in the Chaldaic
paintings
and Babylonian remains, in the Lycian and Nineveh
of the Gnosmarbles, and <>n the gems and other relics
ly,

;

oified

1
have seen on the Gnostic gems figures \\itli
four wings, two springing from the shonlden and two
ruins
The
from the loins.
figure, from the

tics.

portentous
of Nineveh, is similarly construco d
and
In Etruscan Art all their divinities are winged;
where Venus is represented "itli wings, as in man] of
(and by Correggio in imitation of
the

antique gems
are not, as Borne have supthem),* these brilliant wings
of the rnmsttoriness, but of the
posed, emblematical
the essential divinitj of beauty.
might, the majesty, and
In Bcriptore, the flnt mention of Cherubim with wii
of the Lsraelites from
is immediately after the departure
od
Bezaleel, the fint artist whose
.

.

.

.

|

I

name

is

tra

to
•

recorded

have been,

As

in

the world's

like

in the i>iclurc in

the

history,

greatest

and who anof modern

artists

our Nations! Uulk-ry, No.

1"
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and painter, probably
derived his figures of Cherubim with outstretched
wings, guarding the mercy-scat, from those Egyptian
works of art with which the Israelites must have been
Clement of Alexandria is so aware of
familiarized.
times, at once architect, sculptor,

he supposes the Egyptians
which is obviously
How far the Cherubim, which
the reverse of the truth.
of the present day, refigure in the Biblical pictures
semble the carved Cherubim of Bezalcel we cannot
forms are
tell, but probably the idea and the leading
the.

to

relative similitude, that

have borrowed from the

the

same

;

for the ark,

Israelites,

we know, was

carried into Pal-

original Cherubim were the pattern of
those which adorned the temple of Solomon, and these,
again, were the prototype after which the imagery of
estine; these

the second temple was fashioned.
Although in Scripture the shape under which the celestial ministers appeared to man is nowhere described, except in the
visions of the prophets (Dan. x. 5), and there with a
sort of dreamy, incoherent splendor, rendering it most
perilous to clothe the image placed before the fancy in
definite

still

forms,

the idea of wings, as the angelic

in many places distinctly, and
occasionally with a picturesque vividness which inspires
and assists the artist. For instance, in Daniel, ch. vii.,
"
"they had wings like a fowl." In Ezekiel, ch. i., their

appeudages,

is

conveyed

wings were stretched upward when they flew when
" I heard the
they stood, they let down their wings."
noise of their wings as the noise of great waters." And
in Zechariah, ch. v., "I looked, and behold there came
out two women, and the wind was in their wings, for
they had wings like the wings of a stork." And Isaiah,
ch. vi., in the description of the Seraphim, " Each one
had six wings with twain he covered his face, and
with twain he covered his feet, and with twain he did
;

;

fly."

By

out in a

the early artists this description was followed
manner more conscientious and reverential

than poetical.
They were content with a symbol.

But mark how
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same

Milton, more 'hiring, could paint from the
•

nal

—
"

A

aeraph Winged

\\ lth regal

like

Skirt- d

;i

ninps he wore to shade

fix

;

Hit lineament! divine
shoulder broad,

ornament

the pair the

.

came mantling
•.

the middle

-t:irry cone his w:iist,
id

li:

origi-

thighs with

Ami colon

o'er his breast

p:iir

and round

downj

dipped In heaven the third his (bet
Bhadowed from either heel witli feathered mail.
;

Sky-tinctured grain.'"

have Bometimes thought that Milton,
tion,- of
angels, was not indebted merelj
1

of

t!ir

old

in his descripto tin- notions

and embel-

theological writers, interpreted

by his own fancy
may he not, in his wander
ings through [taly,have beheld with kindling sympathy
some of those glorious creations of Italian Art, which,
when 1 saw them, made me break out into his own
lished

divim-

:

Lm-iiM^o its the only lit iitti'rance
in words
But, to return

those forms

!

—

to

express

1-

:

it

make

not

si

the wings, the feathered appends
of the angelic form, as like as possible to real wings,
the win-- of storks, or the wings of swans, or herons,
to

—

Some modern painters,
borrowed for the occasion
anxious to make wings look " natural," have done this
'

;

Delarocbe, for instance,

in

St

his

Cecilia.

Infinitely

more beautiful and consistent are the nondescript wings
which the early painters gave their angels
large,
:

—

—

when

the glorious creature i- represented
to the ground
it
rest, they droop from the shoulders
with long, slender leather-, eyed sometimes like the
peacock's train, bedropped with gold like the pheasant'i

so large, that

;

breast,

tinted

"colon dipped

with
in

asm*
heaven,"

and

—

mo],

thej

t

are

ami

crimson,

reallj

angel-

wings, not bird-wii

Orcagna's angels

the

in

Campo Santo are, in this
Their extremities are

respect, peculiarly poetical.
and in a few of the old Italian
win-- instead of limbs
;

and German painten of the

fifteenth

century we find
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angels whose extremities are formed of light, waving
folds of pale rose-colored or azure drapery, or of a sort
of vapory cloud, or, in some instances, of flames.

The cherubim and seraphim which surround the similJehovah when he appears to Moses in the

itude of

burning bush,* are an example of the sublime and
which may be given to this kind
of treatment.
They have heads ami human features

poetical significance

marvellous

for

intelligence

end

their wings, their limbs,

and beauty
in

lambent

" celestial Ardors
bright," which

without shape.
Dante's angels have

seem

their

;

fires;

hair,

they are

have being

to

of dramatic reality, less of
human presence, than
are wondrous creatures.
Some of
them have the quaint, fantastic picturcsqueness of old
for instance,
Italian Art and the Albert Durer school
those in the Purgatorio, with their wings of a bright
"
verde come fogreen, and their green draperies,
gliette," kept in a perpetual state of undulation by the
breeze created by the fanning of their wings, with
features too dazzling to be distinguished

and

the aggrandized
Milton's.
They

less

idealized

;

:

" Ben discerneva

Ma

nelle facce

Come

And

the

—

in lor la testa bionda,

1'

occhio

si

virtu ch' a troppo

si

smarria
confonda."

t

in a furnace, with an air
" fresh as the first breath
wings,

Shape glowing red as

from the fanning of its
of wind iu a May morning, and fragrant as all its
That these and other passages scattered
flowers."
through the Purgatorio and the Paradiso assisted the
fancy of the earlier painters in portraying their angelic
Glories and winged Beatitudes, I have little doubt but,
;

—

on the other hand, the sublime angel in the Inferno,
he who comes speeding over the waters with vast pinions
•

like sails, sweeping the evil spirits in heaps before him,
" like
frogs before a serpent," and with a touch of his
*

Vatican

t

v.

Purg.

:

Raphael's fresco.
c. viii.

;

Par.

c.

xxxi.

;

Purg.

c.

xxiv
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wand iwlring

the gates of the city of Dia fly opeii
countenance Bolemn and majestic, and
quite nnmindfdl of his worshipper, as one occupied by
thi> is
higher marten, taming and Boaring away,
ni i«- in the Bentiment
of the grand old Greek and
i|
[talian mosaics, which preceded Dante by some centhen, with

;

b

—

turies.*

Bui besides being the winged messengers of >< ><1 to
the deputed regents of the Btars, the ruler.- of the
elements, and the dispensers <>f the fate of nations,
angels have another function in which we love to
They are the choristers of heaven.
template them.
<

man,

Theirs is the privilege
which goes u|) from
universe <>l Buns and

sound

that hymn of praise
boundless and harmoni
Btars and worlds and rejoicing
t<>

this

creatures, towards the God
is the music of the spheres,

who

—

"They

sing,

they tunc divine

and singing

in their

glory

named

instruments,

earth's harmonies,

created

—

them:

move

theirs

"

after

;

those

or

"The harp, the solemn pipe
And dulcimer, all organtop,
All

sounds on

fret

by string or golden wire,
Ami willi songs

And

choral symphonies, day without night,
Circk in* tiirnih- rejoicing."

There is nothing more beautiful, more attractive, in
Art than the representations of angels in tin- character.
Sometimes they form a chorus round the glorified
:<>ur, when, after his Borrow and sacrifice <>n earth,
he take, hi.- throne in heaven
or, when the crown is
;

*

The Cherubim

in the

ding on a white

"f the painted

apper Ughti

windows at

and at

Cirencester, are represented each
wheel with eight ipoki
have -i\

try,

I

win.

\
white
hen, of a rich yellow color.
\ end
forehead, and both arms and legs .ir
with ihorl plumage. The extremltlea are human and bare,
u
thi Cherubim hold a book
at Coventry, a acroU,

.Mm, i-

tie

i

i

;
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placed on the head of the Maternal Virgin in glory,
pour forth their triumphant song, and sound their silver clarions on high
sometimes they stand or kneel
before the Madonna and Child, or sit upon the steps of
:

—

with such sweet, earnest faces
her throne, singing
or playing on their golden lutes, or piping celestial
symphonies or they bend in a choir from the opening
heavens above, and welcome, with triumphant songs,
or join in St.
the liberated soul of the saint or martyr
Cecilia's Hymn of praise
but whatever the scene, in
!

;

;

:

and similar representations, they appear in their
natural place and vocation, and harmonize enchantingly
with all oar feelings and fancies relative to these angelic
these

beings,

Most

made up
beautiful

of love and music.
examples of this treatment occur both

and sculpture aud no one who has
wandered through churches and galleries, with feeling
and observation awake, can fail to remember such. It
struck me as characteristic of the Venetian school, that
the love of music seemed to combine with the sense
of harmony in color
nowhere have I seen musical
and
angels so frequently and so beautifully introduced
whereas the angelic choirs of Fiesole, Ghirlandajo, and
Raphael, seem to be playing as an act of homage for
the delight of the Divine Personages, those of Vivarini
and Bellini and Palma appear as if enchanted by their
own music and both together are united in the grand
and beautiful angels of Melozzo da F01T1, particularly
in one who is bending over a lute, and another who,
with a triumphant and ecstatic expression, strikes the
in early painting

;

;

:

;

cymbals.*
forth their

Compare the cherubic host who are pouring
hymns of triumph, blowing their uplifted

trumpets, and touching immortal harps and viols in
"
Angelico's
Coronation," t or in Signorelli's " Paradiso," \ with those lovely Venetian choristers, the piping
boys, myrtle-crowned,

who

are

hymning

*

In the sacristy of the Vatican.
% In the Cathedral at Orvieto.

t

Bellini's

In the Louvre.

Ma-
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/.'

donna,* or those who are touching the late to the pr:
and glory of St. Ambrose in Vivarini's mosl beautiful
picture;
point

The

will

_\'>u

ct'

feel

immediately

the

distinction

in

Bentiment.

procession of chanting angels which once surthe organ in the I>u
Florence is a

monnted

I

example of musical angels applied to the j>urwas well to remove this
pose of decoration.
Perhaps
exquisite work of art t<> a place of safety, where it can
be admired and Btudied as a work of art; bnt the removal has taken from it the appropriate expression.
when the tones <>t the organ bnrsl
How the] Bing
forth, we might have fancied we heard their divine
perfect

ii

!

—

The exquisite
through the stream of sound
bronze choristers round the high altar of St Antonio in Padua are another example
Florentine in
voices

!

little

;

elegance of form, Venetian
their u« d aweet Bong

Bentiment, intent upon

in

!

There
pathies

third

function ascribed to these angelic
brings them even Dearer to our symthey are the deputed guardians of the just and
is

a

which

natures,
:

St. Raphael, whose Btorj
shall presently
The Jews
the prince of the guardian angels.
held that the angels deputed to Lot were his guardian

innocent
relate,

I

is

The

angels.t

fathers of the Christian

Church taught

that every human being, (nun the hour of bis birth to
that of his death, is accompanied bj an angel appointed

The Mahometans give to each of
watch over him.
and an evil angel
a ;
but the early Christians

t<>

ti-

1

|

supposed oi to be attended each by a good angel only,
who undertakes that office, not merely from duty to
and inn of obedience and great humility, but as
Nl
towards his
inspired by exceeding charity al "' '"
human charge. It would require the tongues of angels
themselves to recite all thai weowe to these benign and
i,

'

rigilant guardians.
•

[nth* Trari

They watch

al Paolo*.

t

bj

Qsa.

the

cradle of the

xvtti., xlviii.

)•;
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new-born babe, and spread their
the tottering steps of infancy.
difficult

and thorny, and

celestial

wings round

If the path of

life

be

work us shame

evil spirits

they bear the voice of our
complaining, of our supplication, of our repentance, up
to the foot of God's throne, and bring us back in re-

and woe, they sustain us

;

turn a pitying benediction, to strengthen and to cheer.
When passion and temptation strive for the mastery,
when we conquer, they
they encourage us to resist
crown us when we falter and fail, they compassionate
and grieve over us when we are obstinate in polluting
our own souls, and perverted not only in act, but in
:

;

;

—

and woe to them that are so left
they leave us,
But the good angel does not quit his charge until his
protection is despised, rejected, and utterly repudiated.
wonderful their
Wonderful the ferv.or of their love,
who endure from day to day
meekness and patience,
will,

!

—

—

the spectacle of the unveiled

human

miserable weaknesses and vanities,

its

heart with all

its

inordinate desires

Constant to us in death, they
selfish purposes
contend against the powers of darkness for the emancipated spirit
they even visit the suffering sinner in
purgatory
they keep alive in the tormented spirit
faith and hope, and remind him that the term of ex-

and

!

:

;

So Dante (Purg., c. viii.)
piation will end at last.
represents the souls in purgatory as comforted in their
misery; and (which has always seemed to me a touch
of sublime truth and tenderness) as rejoicing over those
who were on earth conspicuous for the very virtues
When at length
wherein themselves were deficient.
the repentant soul is sufficiently purified, the guardian
angel bears it to the bosom of the Saviour.
The earlier painters and sculptors did not, apparently,

make

the

same use of guardian angels that we
Modern Art. Poetical

so often meet with in works of

allegories of angels guiding the steps of childhood, extending a shield over innocence, watching by a sick-bed,

do not, I think, occur before the seventeenth century
The ancient masat least I have not met with such.

;
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ten, who really believed in the personal agency of our
angelic guardians, beheld them with awe and reverence,
and reserved their presence for great and solemn occs
Bions.

Tin.'

Christ

<>r

who

angel

the Virgin,

\\

presents
ln>

the

crowns

St.

pious rotary to
Cecilia and St.

Valerian after their conquest over human weakni
"
••
with Hi.L'ht precipitant
angel who cleaves the air
to break the implements of torture, or to extend
tlic

-

t

palm

to the

dying martyr,

1

1

«

over pain; the
their arm.- the bouIb of

victorious

angels who assist and carry in
the just
arc. in these and all Bimilar examples, representations of guardian angels.
;

Such, then, are the

three

great

functions

of thf

an-

Messengers, Choristers, and
Hut angels, without reference to their inGuardians.
with regard onlj t>>
dividuality or their ministry,
their Bpeciea ami their form, a.- the most beautiful and
the most elevated of created essences, as intermediate
are introduced into all
between heaven ami earth,
works nt art which have a sirred purpose or character,
host:

angelic

thej

—

—

ami must be considered, m>t merely as decorative

act

but as a kind of presence, as attendant wittiest
ami, like the chorus iii the Greek tragedies, looking on

sories,

where they are m>t actors. In architectural decoration,
the cherubim with which Solomon adorned his temple
have been the authority and example (I Kings vi. 2.'S).
Within the oracle he made two cherubims, each ten
cubits high, and with wings Ave cubits in length, [the
•

angels

in the

old

i

Christian cburchi

i

on

i

ai

h side

<>!

the

altar correspond with these cherubim,] and he overlaid the cherubims with gold, and carved all the walls

of the boose with carved Bgures of cherubims, and be
made doors of olive-tree, and he carved on them figures
of cherubims."
So, in Christian an and architecture,
angels, with their beautiful cinctured head- and OUt-

wings and Bowing draperies, till up every
The instances an- -•> numerous thai they will
space.
nr t" everj one who ha.- given a thought t" the sob
stretched
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of angels in Henry the
may
feet.
Seventh's Chapel, merely as an example at hand, and
which ran he referred to at any moment; also the
angels round the choir of Lincoln Cathedral, of which
there arc fine casts in the Crystal Palace at Sydenham
and in some of the old churches in Saxony which
for
clearly exhibit the influence of Byzantine Art,
I

frieze

;

—

—

instance, at Freyberg, Merseburg, Naumburg,
angels
with outspread wings fill up the spandrils of the arches

along the nave.
But, in the best ages of Art, angels were not merely
employed as decorative accessories they had their appropriate place and a solemn significance as a part of
that theological system which the edifice, as a whole,
;

represented.

As a celestial host surrounding the throne of the
or of
or of Christ, as redeemer or as judge
Trinity
the Virgin in glory
or the throned Madonna and
Child
their place is immediately next to the Divine
;

;

;

;

Personages, and before the Evangelists.
In what is called a Liturgy of angels, they figure in
procession on each side of the choir, so as to have the
appearance of approaching the altar they wear the
stole and alba as deacons, and bear the implements of
the mass. In the Cathedral of Rheims there is a range
:

of colossal angels as a grand procession along the vaults
of the nave, who appear as approaching the altar
these bear not only the gospel, the missal, the sacra:

mental cup, the ewer, the taper, the

cross,

&c, but

also

the attributes of sovereignty celestial and terrestrial:
one carries the sun, another the moon, a third the
kingly sceptre, a fourth the globe, a fifth the sword
;

and all these, as they approach the sanctuary, they
6eem about to place at the feet of Christ, who stands
Statues of angels
there as priest and king in glory.
in an attitude of worship on each side of the altar,
as

the

— or

adoring the sacrifice,
instruments of Christ's

if

nails,

the spear, the

bearing in triumph

passion,

crown of thorns,

the

cross,

— or

the

carrying
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—

axe inure common, and mnBl
not merely as decoration, bat as a presold

tapers,

l>c

in

regarded
the high

solemnity.
In the Cathedral of Auxerre may be Been an
attending <m the triumphant coming of Christ; and,

which

most singular, they, as well as Christ, are on

is

horseback.
an
Bubjecta from Scripture history,
merely as attendants and spectators, but as

When,

iii

figure not

aecessaxj to the
the divine wrath

personages
ministers

<>f

action, they arc cither
of the divine mere]

«>r

;

of help and good counagents of destruction or agents
As all these instances belong to the historical
sel.
scenes of the Old or the New Testament, they will be
Bhall confine myself here
considered separately, and
tn a few remarks on the introduction and treatment of
1

angels

some

in

subjects of peculiar interest

" the
from
expulsion of Adam and Eve
not said that an angel was the immeof the divine wrath, but it is so represented
have
In themosl ancient treatment
Art.

In relating

Paradise,"
diate
in

-

: i

-_r

«

works

1 1

is

ii

1

<>('

I

met with,* a majestic armed angel drives forth the dewith six wings Btandsas guard
linquents, and a cherub
found the same motif in the sculpbefore the gate.
tures on the facade of the Duomo at Orvieto, by NicIn another instance, an ancient Saxon
colb Pisano.
I

is represented, hot a- driving them
them.
Bat these
closing the door againsl
of treatment, which
exceptions to the usual mode
seldom varies the angel is not represented in wrath,

miniature, the angel
forth, but

;

calm, and stretches forth a sword, which is often
the text) a waving, lambent flame.
(literally rendering

hut

1

remember an instance in which the preternatural
wheel
"turning every way," baa the form of a

sword,

if flami

An

angel

wrath

in the.
•

ii

expressly introduced

story of

Ms

Balaam,

10th oratory, Parti

in

Blbl

minister of

as

which

I

have seen no

Nntionale.
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•

deviation from the obvious prosaic treatment, rendering
the text literally, " and the ass saw the angel of the
Lord standing in the way, and his sword drawn in his

hand."
" The

destroying angel, leaning from heaven, pre*
to choose,
I have found this subject
war, pestilence, or famine."
beautifully executed in several MSS., for instance, in
"
also in
the " Heures d'Aune de
B6QtS to

David three arrows, from which

Bretagne

and
"

;

—

pictures

in prints.

The destroying angel

sent to chastise the arrogance

David is beheld standing between heaven and earth
with his sword stretched over Jerusalem to destroy it."
of

Of

this sublime vision I have never seen any but the
none of the great masters
meanest representations
have treated it perhaps Rembrandt might have given
us the terrible and glorious angel standing like a shadow
in the midst of his own intense irradiation, David fallen
on his face, and the sons of Oman hiding themselves
by their rude threshing-floor, with that wild mixture of
the familiar and the unearthly in which he alone has
;

;

succeeded.
" The chastisement of Heliodorus " has
given occasion to the sublimest composition in which human

genius ever attempted to embody the conception of the
St.
Raphael's fresco in the Vatican.
supernatural,
Michael, the protecting angel of the Hebrew nation, is
supposed to have been the minister of divine wrath on

—

but Raphael, in omitting the wings, and
exaggeration or alteration of the human figure, has
shown how unnecessary it was for him to have recourse
to the prodigious and impossible in form, in order to
The unearthly
give the supernatural in sentiment.
the weapon in his
warrior and his unearthly steed,
hand, which is not a sword to pierce, nor a club to
strike, but a sort of mace, of which, as it seems, a touch
would annihilate the two attendant spirits, who come
gliding above the marble floor, with their hair streaming
this occasion

;

all

—

;

back with the rapidity of their aerial motion,

— are in
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the very Bpiril of Dante, and, as conceptions of super

bnmao power,

in

Buperior to anything

which Art has bequeathed

pictured form

to as.

In calling t<> mind the various representationB of the
one
angels of the Apocalypse lei loose for destruction,
for a warning voice!"
is
tempted t<> exclaim,
When tlic Muse of Milton quailed, and fell ten ti< >u-

"0

t

Band fathom deep into
i'i>

is

human

nil

invention
in

attempted

!

pictures,

Milton

like those of

Bi

in

what could be expected
In general, where this Bubjecl
os,

l

we iin<l the angels animated,
war of heaven, with " Ben e

the

desire of battle," breathing vengeance, wrath,

So Allien

Durer,

in

those

w

lerful

and fury.

Boenea

<>f

Ins

"Apocalypse," has exhibited them; but some of the
early Italians Bhow them merelj impassive, conquering

The
almost without effort, punishing without anger.
immediate instruments of the wrath of God in the day
angels, but devils or demons,
with every
generally represented by the old painters
a
possible exaggeration of hideousness, and as taking

of judgment are not

The
and grotesque delight in their task.
are fallen angels, their deformity a consequence
of their fall.
Tims, in some very ancient represenhorrible

demons

tations of the expulsion of Lucifer and his rebel hi
the degradation of the form increases with their dis-

Those who are uppermost arc
tance from heaven.*
they bear the aureole, the wings, and the
angels

still

;

tunic; they have not yet lost all their original brightthose below them begin to assume the bestial
Deal
the fingers become talons, the beads become
form
:

:

horned; and
gulf of

at

bell, the

the liimii

i

touch the confines of the
is Been
complete, from

but, as thej

transformation

angel, into the abominable and monstrous

and tasks. This
gradual transformation, a.- they descend into the gulf
ut -in, has a striking allegorical significance which can
devil, with serpent tail, claws, bristles,

;j.e

•

the reader.

In

a

Greek

MS. 13th century BrerUir

Ms.
-

of the ninth

[Mb.
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century,* bearing singular traces of antique classical art
in the conception and attributes of the figures, I found
both angels and demons treated in a style quite peculiar
and poetical. The angels are here gigantic, majestic,
Jove-like figures, with great wings.
The demons are

winged figures, but painted of a
dusky gray color (it may originally have been black).
In one scene, where Julian the Apostate goes to seek
also majestic graceful

the heathen divinities, they are thus represented, that is,
as black ant/els ; showing that the painter had here

assumed the
fallen

devils or

demons

to be the

discrowned and

gods of the antique world.

These are a few of the most striking instances of
angels employed as ministers of wrath.
ministers of divine grace and mercy,

—

Angels, as

" Of alt those acts which
Deity supreme,
Doth ease its heart of love in,"

—

much more frequently.
The ancient heresy, that God made

occur

use of the agency
of angels in the creation of the world, and of mankind,
I must notice here, because it has found its way into

Art for example, in an old miniature which represents
an angel having before him a lump of clay, a kind of
ebauche of humanity, which he appears to be moulding
;

with his hands, while the Almighty stands by directing
the work.f
This idea, absurd as it may appear, is not
perhaps more absurd than the notion of those who
would represent the Great First Cause as always busied
in fashioning or altering the forms in his visible creaa potter or any other mechanic. But as we

tion, like

at present with the Scriptural, not the
legendary subjects, I return to the Old Testament.
The first time that we read of an angel sent as a messenger of mercy, it is for the comfort of poor Hagar ;

are occupied

*
t

Paris, Bibl. Nat., No. 510. G. MS.
in the legend of Prometheus.

As

(Plato, Protag., p. 320.)

AND

8A< Ri D

z

when he found
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her weeping by the spring

<>f

wntor

in

the wilderness, because her mistress had afflicted her:
and again, when Bhe was cast forth and her boy fainted
for thirst.

know a

In the representation of these
subjects, I do
in which the usual angelic

Bingle instance
form lias not been adhered
Tit .t

In the sacrifice of Isaac,
to.
angel of the Lord calls to Abraham oui of
This Bubje i. as the received type of tinheaven."
sacrifice of the Son of God, was one of the earliest in

" the

Christian

We

An.

find

on the Barcophagi of the

it

third and fourth centuries; but inoneofthe latest only
have I Been a p
introduced as Btaying the hand
i

of

Abraham, and

;his

painting, the angel

sword

the

<>ut

personage

is

without wings.

is

sometimes

In

of taking
hand, which expresses the

of Abraham's

in the

acl

nature of his message or he lays one hand on his arm,
and with the other points t<> the rum which was t<> re:

place the sacrifice,

<>r

brings the

ram

in

his

arms

to the

whatever the action, the form of the angelii
messenger has never varied from the sixth century.
In the visit of the angels t" Abraham, there has been
It is m>t
a variety caused by the wording of the text.
saiil that three
angela visited Abraham, yel in most of
altar

;

but,

the ancient representations the three celestial guests arc
I
need hardly observe that these three
angels.

winged

angels arc assumed to be s figure <it' the Trinity, and
in Borne «ilil illuminations the
interpretation is not left
doubtful, the angels being characterized as the three
ions of the Trinity, wearing each the cruciform

nimbus:

two of them, young and beardless, stand
the third, representing the Father, has a heard,
before Him, Abraham is prostrated.
Beautiful

behind
and,
li>r

;

grace and simplicity

berti, in

me
tial

artists

winged group by <ihi
and move together
have given u> the celes-

men

Pre-eminent

is

the

which the three seem

More modern

visitants merely

as

to Btcp

in this
style

of conception are the pictures of Raphael and Murillo.
Raphael here, a-~ elsewhere, a true poet, has succeeded
in
conveying, with exquisite felicity, the sentiment of
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and of a mysterious
po\»«ff, of a heavenly presence,
The three youths, who stand linked tosigniricancc.
gether haud iu hand before the Patriarch, with such an
air of benign and superior grace, want no wings to
show us that they belong to the courts of heaven, and
have but just descended

to earth,

—

" So
lively shines
In them divine resemblance, and such grace
The hand that formed them on their shape hath poured

"
!

Murillo, on the contrary, gives us merely three
young men, travellers, and has set aside wholly
both the angelic and the mystic character of the visitants.*

The angels who descend and ascend the ladder in
Jacob's dream are in almost every instance represented
sometimes in
in the usual form
sometimes a few,t

—

—

;

sometimes as one only, who turns to
multitudes, J
bless the sleeper before he ascends § and the ladder is
sometimes a flight, or a series of flights, of steps ascend;

But here it is Remempyrean.
brandt who has shown himself the poet; the ladder is
a slanting stream of light the angels are mysterious,
bird-like, luminous forms, which emerge one after another from a dazzling fount of glory, and go floating
so like a dream made visible
In
up and down,
Middle-Age Art, this vision of Jacob occurs very rarely.
I shall have to return to it when treating of the subjects
from the Old Testament.
In the New Testament angels are much more frequently alluded to than in the Old more as a reality,
in fact, there is no important event
less as a vision
ing from earth

to the

;

—

!

—

;

;

throughout the Gospels and Acts in which angels do
not appear, either as immediate agents, or as visible and
* Sutherland
Gallery.
t As in Raphael's fresco in the Vatican.
\

now
§

As

in the picture

by

Allston, painted for

at Petworth.

As

in

a picture by F. Bol.

Lord Egremont, and
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in
where they are not distinctly
visibly present, they are assumed to be so inSt. Paul having said expressly thai
"their

and

.-''cues

lie

visibly,

is

ministry

continual."

It

is

therefore with undeniable

propriety that, in works of Art representing the incidents of the Gospels, angels Bhould figure as a
perpresence,

petual

made

nnder Buch

visible

CUStom and tradition hav(

forms as

:<(1.

I
pass over, for the present, the grandest, the must
important mission of an angel, the announcement
1
shall
brought by Gabriel to the blessed Virgin.
have to treat it tul \ hereafter.*
The angel who
1

Joseph in a dream, and the angel who
commands him to Bee into Egypt, was in both cases
to

appears

probably the same angel

above

who bailed Marj as blessed
we are not told so; and accordsome commentators it was the guardian angel

women;

all

ing to
of Joseph
aea

who appeared

of

described

but

the
as

Neti

direct

In these and other

him.

to

in

Testament,
agents, or

which angels are
as a chorus of

merelj

ministering attendants, they have the tuna! form, enhanced by as mnch beauty and benignitj and aerial
grace as the fancy of the artist could bestow on them.
In the Nativity they are seen hovering on high,
pouring forth their song of triumph

hands on which

their

there are three angels

their

song

they hold a scroll in

:

i>

written;

in

general

Bings, Gloria in exctisia
I'
i!
second, Et in terra /><//-.' the third, Hominibiu
bona voluntatis! but in some pictures the three angels
;

the

first

'

by a numerous choir, who raise the song
while others are seen
kneeling
round and adoring the l'n ine Infant.
The happiest, the most beautiful, instance I can re

are replaced

of triumph

in the Bkies,

member

of this particular treatment is the little chap
Riccardi Palace at Florence.
This chapel is in
the form of a Greek cro
and the frescos are thug
I

in the

lisposed

:

—

I'-gcndBof

tli<-

M;i'l<ituia"

ANGELS.
Altar.
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But how different from both is the ministry of the
sixteenth and
angels in Bome of the pictures of
seventeenth centuries, both German and [talianl
The
-

1 1

1

*

Virgin Afar; i.- washing her Divine infant
angels
dry the clothes, or |><>nr mn water
Joseph is planing
a board, and angels aasisl the [nfanl Saviour in sweep;

;

ing up
Child,

tlic

chips.

in

Prince

with

playing
fellow;
this

ii

In

the

vcr\

a

beautiful

Madonna and

little

Wallerstein's collection, an angel

Divine

infant,

idea, of

graceful

is

hi>

literally

which

I

is

pfay-

have Been hut

one instance.

In

the
In

Flight into Egypt, an angel often leads the
the Riposo, a Bubjecl rare before the fifteenth

century, angels offer frail and flowere, or bend down
the branches of the date-tree, that Joseph may gather
the fruit; or weave the choral dance, hand in hand,
for the delight of the Infant Christ, while others make
celestial music,
as in Vandyck's beautiful picture in

—

Lord Ashburton's
they

minister

spread

for

to

him a

Alter the

collection.

the

Saviour

table

of
"(',

in

Temptation,

the wilderness, ami

—
refreshment,
|.

itUl

f,H«| ,|ivinc,

f
Ambrosial fruit, fetched from the tree o(
and from the bunt "I lift ambrosial drink."
1 1

•

.

It is not said that
angels were visibly present at the
baptism of Christ; but it appears to me that they
ought not, therefore, to be supposed absent, and tlmt
there is a propriety in making them attendants on this

solemn occasion.

They

are not introduced in the very

examples, those in the catacombs and sarcophagi; m>r yet in the mosaics of Ravenna; because
angels were then rarel] figured, and instead of the

earliest

we have

sedge-crowned river god,
Greek formula, they
are required to be present " in an attitude of reaped ".
no mention is made of their holding the garments of
our 8aviour but it is certain thai in Byzantine Art,
and generally from the twelfth century, this has been

winged angel

representing the .Ionian.

;

the

In the

ANGELS.
the usual

mode of

tj

representing them.

According to
bethe Fathers, our Saviour had no guardian angel
cause he did not require one
notwithstanding the
;

:

sense usually given to

the text, "

He

shall give

his

angels charge concerning thee, lest at any time thou
dash thy foot against a stone," the angels, they affirm,
were not the guardians, hut the servants, of Christ
;

and hence, I presume, the custom of representing
them, not merely as present, hut as ministering to
him during the baptism. The gates of San Paolo
(tenth century) afford the most ancient example I
have met with of an angel holding the raiment of
there is only one angel.
Giotto introthe Saviour
duces two graceful angels kneeling on the bank of the
The angel in
river, and looking on with attention.
Raphael's composition bows his head, as if awe-struck
by the divine recognition of the majesty of the Redeemer and the reverent manner in which he holds
the vestment is very beautiful.
Other examples will
here suggest themselves to the reader, and I shall resume the subject when treating of the life of our Sav:

;

iour.

In one account of our Saviour's agony in the garden
"
it is
expressly said that an angel
ap"
peared unto him out of heaven, strengthening him
therefore, where this awful and pathetic subject has
been attempted in Art, there is propriety in introduof Gethsemane,

;

cing a visible angel.
Notwithstanding the latitude thus
allowed to the imagination, or perhaps for that very
reason, the greatest and the most intelligent painters
have here fallen into strange errors, both in conception
in taste.
For instance, is it not a manifest impropriety to take the Scripture phrase in a literal sense,
and place a cup in the hand of the angel ? Is not the

and

word cup here, as elsewhere, used as a metaphor, signifying the destiny awarded by Divine will, as Christ
had said before, " Ye shall drink of my cup," and as

we

say,

"
" his
cup overflowed with blessings

1

The
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-s

who does

angel, therefore,

announce

to

him

knew

enp of bitterness, but t"
him, should not bear the cup

full well,

the

present

comfort

the scourge,

cross,

from heaven to
nor to
strengthen and

not bend

decree he

-

1 1 »»

;

— Mill

crown of thorns,

the

a~

lees

the

in

man;

the

earth,

pictures.

Where our Saviour appears bowed

to

Bwooning with the anguish of thai
dread moment, and an angel is Been sustaining him,
there is a true feeling of the real meaning of Scripis
often
effect
in even in Buch examples
ture
half

prostrate,

1

I.

;

spoiled

more

1 1 «

Bcene at once
Thus a painter
and mure palpable.
remarkable for the purity of his taste and

by an
mystical

equally

to

attempt

render the

deep religious feeling, Niccolb Poussin, has represented
<>t
an
Christ, in his agony, supported in the arms
child-angels, very much like
angel, while a crowd
with the instruments of the
Cupids, appear before him
>('

•

ten or twelve bear a huge cross; others hold
Passion
the Bcourge, the crown of thorns, the nails, the sponge,
the spear, and exhibit them before him, as if these were
;

the images, these the terrors, which could overwhelm
with tear and anguish even the human nature of such

a

I

:

(as
little

—

•
i

1

*
!

1

Beems

It

to

introduced, to
Raphael has done

angel

is

figure

in

the air

occasion was worthy
hie

me

\

the

accessory

one of his early pictun
.-in<<- the
help the meaning
angelic intervention, in a vtei1«Bolace, divine sympathy, it

in

t<>

<>('

when

also a mistake,

make him merelj an
:

Bhape, bringing »1
should be represented under a form the m<>>t mighty
but
and the most benign that Art could compass j
I
can recollect no instance in which
has it been bo
It" it be said mat t<>
the failure has not been complete.
render the angelic comforter bo superior t>> the sorrowt<> detract from
ing and prostrate Redeemer would be
/A- dignity as the principal personage of the scene,
think
and thus violate one of th<- Brit rules of Art,
i

i 1

—

'

1

UHUV bu* by SU.Ua. Then
\t

another, similar,

1

Loam

LO
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differently,
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it

would

—

I

think

it
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could do so only in unskilful

Represented as it ought to be, and might be,
infinitely enhance the idea of that unimagina-

anguish which, as we are told, was compounded of
and sorrows of all humanity laid upon
Him. It was not the pang of the Mortal, hut the Immortal, which required the presence of a ministering
spirit sent down from heaven to sustain him.
In the Crucifixion, angels are seen lamenting,
wringIn the
ing their hands, averting or hiding their faces.
old Greek crucifixions, one angel hears the sun, another the moon, on each side of the cross
ble

the iniquities

:

—

" Dim sadness did not
spare,

That time,

celestial visages."

Michael Angelo gives us two unwinged colossal-looking angel heads, which peer out of heaven in the background of his Crucifixion in a manner truly supernatural, as if

in

they sympathized in the consummation, but

awe rather than

in grief.

Angels also receive in golden cups the blood which
flows from the wounds of our Saviour.
This is a representation which has the authority of some of the most
distinguished aud most spiritual among the old paintbut

my

is to
taste particularly unpleasing and
unpoetical. Raphael, in an early picture, the only crucifixion he ever painted, thus introduces the
angels ;
and this form of the angelic ministry is a
mystical ver-

ers,

it

sion of the sacrifice of the

Redeemer not uncommon

in

and German pictures of the sixteenth
century.
As the Scriptural and legendary scenes in which
angels form the poetical machinery will be discussed
Italian

hereafter in detail as
separate subjects, I shall conclude
these general and
preliminary remarks with a few words
on the characteristic style in which the
principal painters have set forth the
forms and attributes.

angelic

It

appears that, previous to the end of the fourth
century, there were religious scruples which forbade
the representation of
angels, arising perhaps from the
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caused in the early Church by the worship
paid td these supernatural beings, and bo strongly opWe do not find on
posed by the primitive teachers.
scandal

any of

Christian

tin-

relics

<>t'

the

three cental

first

the catacombs, nor on
vases or the sarcophagi, any figure which could be supposed ti> repre<
M'ni what we call an angel.
>n one of the latesl bu

neither in

-

1 1

cophagi, we find
classical

winged
ornament only.*

1

»

winged figures, bat evidently the
genii, used in the classical manner as
In the Becond council of Nice, John

little

Thessalonica maintained that angels have the human
and the Jewish docform, and maj be bo represented
tors Mad previously decided that God consulted his

ut'

;

angels when he

image," and

said,

that

••

Let

as

make man

after our

we may Buppose

consequently

the

angels to be Like men, or, in the words of the prophet,
"like onto the similitude of the Bons <>t men." t (Dan
x.

16.)

But

it
is evident
that, in the first attempt at angelic
effigy, it was deemed necessary, in giving the human
Bhape, tu render it as saperhuman, as imposing, as

possible: colossal proportions, might} overshadowing
wings, kingly attributes, these we find in the earliest
the
figures of angels which I believe exist,in the church of Bants
Agats at Ravenna (a. i>. 400).

on a throne (as in the early sarcophin one hand, and with the
left
An angel Btands on each
they have large wings, and bear a silver wand.
the long sceptre of the Grecian kings
they are robed
in classical
drapery, bat wear the Bhort palliam (the
Christ

i-

seated

he holds the Gospel
gives the benediction.
:

:

;

succinct for flight"); their feet are sandalled,
prepared for a journey, and their hair bound bj a

<garb
fillet.

Except

in

the

resemble the figures
the ancient

of

wings and short palliam, they
Grecian kings and priests in

bas-reliefs.

This was the truly majestic idea of as angelic pre*
•
I

impini,

p. 131. a. D. 394.

t

Greek MS.

A.

D 867.
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ence (in contradistinction to the angelic emblem), which,
well or ill executed, prevailed during the first ten cenIn the MS.* already referred to as containing
turies.
such magnificent examples of this Godlike form and
most of the others
hearing, one group less ruined than

The drawing is
Jacob wrestling with the angel.
The
wonderful for the period, that of Charlemagne.
is

mighty Being grasps the puny mortal, who was per"He touched the
mitted for a while to resist him
hollow of Jacob's thigh, and it was out of joint,"
!

—

—

The drapery
as significant as possible.
the fillet binding the hair, the
of the angel is white
sandals, and the wings, of purple and gold.
From the eleventh to the thirteenth century the
the action

is

;

forms of the angels became, like all things in the then
degraded state of Byzantine Art, merely conventional.

They are attired either in the imperial or the sacerdotal
vestments, as already described, and are richly ornamented, tasteless and stiff large without grandeur, and
1

,

in general

ill

drawn.

On the revival of Art, we find the Byzantine idea
The angels in Ciof angels everywhere prevailing.
"
mabue's famous " Virgin and Child enthroned
are
grand creatures, rather stern but this arose, I think,
;

The colossal
express beauty.
angels at Assisi (a.d. 1270), solemn sceptred kingly
forms, all alike in action and attitude, appeared to me
magnificent.
In the angels of Giotto (a.d. 1310) we see the commencement of a softer grace and a purer taste, further
Benozzo Gozzoli
developed by some of his scholars.
from

his

inability

to

and Orcagna have left in the Campo Santo examples of
the most graceful and fanciful treatment. Of Benozzo's
angels in the Riccardi palace I have spoken at length.
His master Angelico (worthy the name !) never reached
the same power of expressing the rapturous rejoicing
of celestial beings, but his conception of the angelic
*

6

Paris, Bib. Nat., No. 510.
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nature remains

unapproached, unapproachable

(a.

i>.

only hi-, for it was the gentle, passionli
refined nature of the recluse which Btamped itself there.
143u)

it

;

is

much

Angelico's angels are unearthly, nol bo
in sentiment
and superhuman, doI

as

in form
power, but

in

.

in purity.
In other hands, any imitation of his soft
ethereal ejaee Would hei.nue leehle anil illsipiil.
With

falling round their
many-colored wings, they Beem not

their long robes

and drooping

feet,
t • >

or u> walk,

fly

along, "smooth Bliding without Btep."
love db, onl) love us,
for
Blessed, blessed creatures
we dare doi task your soft, serene Beatitude by asking
to

luit

float

—

I

you to help u>
There is more sympathj with humanity
!

angels

look

they

:

ib

if

in

Fmncia's

they could weep, as well as

love and Bing.

Must heautit'ul are the groups of adoring angels by
Francesco Granacci,* so serenely tender, yet with a
tonch of grave earnestness which gives them a character
have the air of guardian angels, who hs
apart
y
discharged their trust, and to whom the Supreme utter"
ance has voiced forth, " Servant of God, well done
The angels of Botticelli are often BthT, and those of
have
Ghirlandajo sometimes fantastic; but in both
met with angeUc countenances and forms which, for intense ami happy expression, can never be forgotten.
1 1

.

1 1

!

I

One
i

however, thai thej used human
fa< e looks through the «</»/'/ face
more apparent in Maiitc-na anil Filippo

has the feeling,

lets,

Tin-

is

— the
.-till

portrait

As we might have expected From

the character
of I'i'a Filippo, his angels want refinement
thej have
a boyish look, with their crisp curled hair, and their
them are magnificent rotbold beauty
yet some of
Lippi.

:

;

that sort of angel beings
their own.
Andrea del

fault in

a

less

degree

:

supposed

to

have

rolition "i

Sarto's angels have the same
thej have, if not a bold, yet

self-willed boyish expression.
*

in

wiiik*

id.t..

.in

toademyal noracm
enthroMd M«H«nn»

they most bavs formed the atda
Child

.u,,|
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Pcrugino's angels convey the idea of an unalterable
sweetness
those of his earlier time have much natural
In early
grace, those of his later time arc mannered.
:

Venetian Art the angels arc charming they arc happy,
beings, with a touch of that voluptuous
sentiment afterwards the characteristic of the Venetian
:

affectionate

school.

contemporary German school, angels are
a very extraordinary and original style.
One cannot say that they are earthly, or commonIn the

treated

in

still less are
they beautiful or divine but they
have great simplicity, earnestness, and energy of action.
They appear to me conceived in the Old Testament
spirit, with their grand, stiff, massive draperies, their

place,

;

"
jewelled and golden glories, their wings
eyed like the
peacock, speckled like the pard," their intense expression, and the sort of personal and passionate interest

This is the character
they throw into their ministry.
of Albert Durcr's angels especially
those of Martin
;

Schoen and Lucas v. Leyden are of a gentler spirit.
Leonai'do da Vinci's angels do not quite please me,
" methinks
elegant, refined, and lovely as they are
they smile too much."
By his scholar Luini there are
some angels in the gallery of the Brera, swinging censers and playing on musical instruments, which, with
the peculiar character of the Milanese school, combine
:

—

the grace of a purer, loftier nature.
Correggio's angels are grand and lovely, but they
are like children enlarged and sublimated, not like
where they smile
spirits taking the form of children
" con una
it is
truly, as Annibal Caracci expresses it,
all

:

naturalezza e simplicita che innamora e
sforza a ridere con
"
loro
but the smile in many of Correggio's angel
;

heads has something sublime and spiritual, as well as
»imple

—
—

and

natural.

And

Titian's angels impress me in a similar manner
I mean those in the
glorious Assumption at Venice
with their childish forms and features, but with an
from
the face of " our

expression caught

beholding
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Father that

heaven

in

is

remember Btanding
those

lovel)

came over me

"
it

:

before this

is

glorified

infancy.

I

contemplating

picture,

spirits one after another, until a thrill
like that which I felt when Mendelssohn

played the organ, and 1 became music while I listened.
The lace of one ofthose angels is to the lace of a child
just what that of the Virgin in the same picture is comis
it
pared with the fairest of the daughters of earth
:

nut

here superiority
and love, kneaded, as

have thought

I

it

<>f
it

beauty, but mind and music
were, into form and color.

singular,

and somewhat unaccount-

able, that among the earliest examples of undraped boyhe who on one.
angels arc those of E fa Bartolomco,

—

occasion, at the

of

fire

all

command

of Sa\ onarola,

made

a holl-

the undressed figures he could lav his hands-

on.

Hut Raphael, excelling in all things, is here excel
his angels combine, in a higher
above all
degi
than any other, the various faculties and attributes in
which the fains lows to clothe these pure, immortal,
lent

;

The angels of Giotto, of Benozzo,
not female, feminine
those of I'ilippo
of Andrea Mantegna, masculine; hut you

beatified creatures.

of I'iisole, arc,

if

;

Lippi, and
cannot say of those of Raphael that thej arc masculine
or feminine.
The idea of sex is whollj lost in the
In Ins
blending of powi r, intelligence, and grace.
earlier pictures grace is tin- predominant characteristic,
his Coronation
as in the dancing and Binging angels
of the
In his later pictures the sentiment ill

m

Virgin.*

is more spiritual, more
example of grand and poetical

Ins

ministering angels

dignified.

As

a

feeling,

perfect

I

"
Regents of the Planets," in the
theangels as
The cupola represents in a circle
Capella Chigiana/f
the creation of the solar system, according to the theo
and ast ronomical (or rather astrological) notions
logical

may

cite

—

a hundred years before "the
which then prevailed,
In the centre is the
tarry Galileo ami his we
•

o

\ stii
illery ni tha

.it.

M

irti it

I

Popol

B
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;
around, in eight compartments, we have,
the angel of the celestial sphere, who seems to he
" Let there be
listening to the divine mandate,
lights

Creator

first,

in

the firmament of heaven

order,

the

sides a

grand colossal winged

"

;

then follow,

in their

the

Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars,
The name of each planet is exJupiter, and Saturn.
its
pressed by
mythological representative; the Sun
by Apollo, the Moon by Diana and over each preSun,

:

spirit seated or reclining

on a portion of the zodiac as on a throne. The union
of the theological and the mythological attributes is in
the classical taste of the time, and quite Miltonic* In
Raphael's child-angels, the expression of power and
intelligence, as well as innocence, is (mite wonderful ;
for instance, look at the two
angel-boys in the Dresden
Madonna di San Sisto, and the
or celestial

angels,

genii, who bear
to Noah.t

No

action

of

angel

who

along the Almighty when he appears
one has expressed like Raphael the

The
except perhaps Rembrandt.
descends to crown Santa Felicita cleaves
the air with the action of a swallow J and the
angel
in Rembrandt's Tobit soars like a lark with
upward
flight,

;

motion, spurning the earth.

Michael Angelo rarely gave wings to his angels ; I
scarcely recollect an instance, except the angel in the

Annunciation and his exaggerated human forms, his
colossal creatures, in which the idea of
power is conveyed through attitude and muscular action, are, to
:

my

worse than unpleasing.
My admiration for this
wonderful man is so profound that I can afford to
say
this.
His angels are superhuman, but hardly angelic
taste,

:

*

The mosaics

dome of the Chigi chapel are so ill lighted
observe them in detail, but they have latelybeen rendered cheaply accessible in the fine set of engravings
by
Gruuer, an artist who in our day has revived the pure and correct
and
execution
of
Marc Antonio.
design
elegant
t As in the fresco in the Vatican.
\ See the engraving under this title by Marc Antonio ; it is

that

it is

in the

difficult to

prop

erly St. Cecilia,

and not

St. Felicite.
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Raphael's angels we 'l" nol feel the want
>k
feel while
ilz
at those of Michael
"
"
with which
Angelo that Dot even the sail-broad vans
Satan labored through tin' Barging abyss of chaos
could Buffice to lift those Titanic forms from earth, and

nnd while

in

of wings,

u

1< ><

»'

i

1

in mid-air.
The group of angels over
Judgment, flinging their mighty limbs about,
and those that Burround the descending figure of ChriBt
max be referred to
in tin conversion of St. Paul,

them

sustain

the Last

1

The angels, blowing
puff and .-train like bo many troopers.
there may be power, great
Surely this is not angelic
imaginative ami artistic power, exhibited in the con-

here as characteristic examples.
their trumpets,

:

ception of form, hut iti the beings themselves there is
more of effort than of power
Berenity, tranquillity,
:

beatitude, ethereal purity, spiritual grace, are out of the

question.
'1'hc-

in

their

later followers of hi-

human tonus

ami became,
ami BensuaL

to

BCl

1,

in their

angelic as

their great

caricatured

master,

an offensive degree, forced, extravagant,

When we come

to the

n\

under

ival of a better taste

the influence of the Caracci, we And tin- angels of that
school a- far removed from the early Christian types as

were

They have often great
elegance, but hear the same relation to the' religious and ethereal types of the early
painters thai the angels of Tasso hear to those of fonts.
Turn, for instance, to the commencement of the Gi
their apostles

beauty,

and martyrs.

consummate

I

nualemmt Liberata, where the angel is deputed to carry
The
,o Godfrey the behest of the Supreme Being.
ami poetically brought
picture of the angel is distinctly
h>- take- to himself a form between
before us
boyhood
ml- an- rowneil with beams
hi- waving
ami youth
of light; he put- on a pair of wings of silver tipped
with gold, with which he cleaves tin- air, tin- clouds,
he alight* on Mount I.ehanon, ami pi
the -kiehimself on hi- balanced wings,
;

<

i

,

;

—
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adeguate penne."

exactly the angel which figures in the best
he is supremely
pictures of the Caracci and Guide-

This

is

:

and nothing more.
I must not here venture on minute criticism, as regards distinctive character in the crowds of painters
It would
which sprung out of the eclectic school.
but one or two general remarks will
carry us too far
lead the reader's fancy along the path I would wish
him to pursue. I would say, therefore, that the angels
of Ludovico have more of sentimeut, those of Annibal
more of power, those of Guido more of grace and of
Guido it may be said that he excels them all in the
expression of adoration and humility see, for instance,
the adoring seraphs in Lord Ellesmere's " Immaculate
The angels of Domenichino, Guercino,
Conception."
Domenichino's
and Albano are to me less pleasing.
I uever saw an angel in
angels are merely human.
one of Guercino 's pictures that had not, with the merely
elegant,

;

:

;

human character, a touch of vulgarity. As for Albano,
how are we to discriminate between his angels and his
nymphs, Apollos, and Cupids ? But for the occasion
and the appellation, it would be quite impossible to
distinguish the Loves that sport round Venus and
Adonis from the Cherubim, so called, that hover
above a Nativity or a Riposo and the little angels, in
his Crucifixion cry so like naughty little boys, that
one longs to put them in a corner.
This merely
heathen grace and merely human sentiment is the
and no beauty
general tendency of the whole school
of form or color can, to the feeling and religious mind,
redeem such gross violations of propriety.
As for
Poussin, of whom I think with due reverence, his
angels are often exquisitely beautiful and refined they
have a chastity and a moral grace which pleases at
;

;

:

first

view

lected

;

but here again the Scriptural type is negin obedience to the fashion of

and heathenized

If we compare the Cupids in his Rinaldo
and Armida with the angels which minister to the

the time.
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8

Virgin

and

I I

01

Lfi

1

AST.

Cherubim weeping

the

Child, or

D

\

in

.%

Deposition with the Amorini who arc lamenting over
Adonis, in what respect do they differ?
They are
the beautiful
evidently painted from the same models,

—

children of Titian and Fiaminf
Rubens gives us Btrong, well-buill youths, with redundant yellow hair; and chubby, naked babies, as
like flesh and blood, and as natural, as the life: and
those of

Vandyck

more

are

Murillo's

angelic.

elegant, without being mora
arc divine, through

child-angels

absolute beauty; the expression of innocence and beatitude was never more perfectly given; but in grandeur

and power they are

inferior

that should characterize

below Raphael.
Strange to say,
in tin-

tin-

Correggio, and,

in

all

nature, immeasurably

most poetical painter of angola

seventeenth century

Rembrandt

to

a diviner

is

that

inspired

Dutchman,

angels arc Scriptural, still
less classical; and beautiful they are not, certainly,
often the reverse; but it' they have not the Miltonic
dignity and
:i^

not

;

that

bis

—

grace, they arc at least as unearthly ami
any uf the angelic phantasms in Dante,

poetical as

— [inhuman,

unembodied

creatures,

compounded of

Urdu and darkness, "the Bomewhat between & though
and a thing," haunting the memory like apparitions.
For instance, look at his Jacob's Dream, at Dulwich;
or his etching of the Angela appearing in the Shepherds,
breaking through the night, scattering the gloom,

—

—

making our eyea ache with excess
(.'Infiii

gaze
I

he

iii

exceUii ringing through

"t
the
glory,
the fancy while we

!

have before observed that angels arc supposed to
with the feminine attributes of beauty

masculine,

and purity

;

tine painter,

hut in the seventeenth century the Florendi 8 Giovanni, scandalised Ins
introducing into a glory round the

Giovanni

contemporaries by
Virgin female angela (angelaae).
than once committed the -ami-

Ruhciis
fault

ha.-*

against

more

<•<.

;
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Ma-

astical canons and decorum
donna " aux Anges" in the Louvre. Such aberrations
of fancy are mere caprices of the painter, improprieties
;

for instance, in his

inadmissible in high art.
Of the sprawling, fluttering, half-naked angels of the
Pietro da Cortona and Bernini school, and the feeble

mannerists of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
what shall be said ? that they are worthy to illustrate
"
Moore's Loves of the Angels ? " non ragioniam di lor ;
the
of
seen
have
I
angels
no, nor even look at them
!

and Spanish painters more like operadancers, with artificial wings and gauze draperies,
Italian

later

dressed to figure in a ballet, than anything else I could

compare them to.
The most original, and,

in truth, the only

new and

which
original version of the Scripture idea of angels
I have met with, is that of William Blake, a poet

somewhat mad as we are told, if indeed his
madness were not rather "the telescope of truth," a sort
painter,

of poetical clairvoyance, bringing the unearthly nearer
His adoring angels float rather
to him than to others.
than fly, and, with their half-liquid draperies, seem about
and his rejoicing anto dissolve into light and love
:

gels

— behold them — sending up their voices with the

stars, that "singing, in their glory move!"
regards the treatment of angels in the more recent productions of art, the painters and sculptors have
generally adhered to received and known types in form
and in sentiment. The angels of the old Italians,

morning

As

Giotto and Frate Angelico, have been very well imiby Steinle and others of the German school the
Raffaelesque feeling has been in general aimed at by
Tenerani had the
the French and English painters.
tated

:

old mosaics in his mind when he conceived that magnificent colossal Angel of the Resurrection seated on a

tomb, and waiting for the signal to sound his trumpet,
which I saw in his atelier, prepared I believe for the
monument of the Duchess Lanti.*
* It

is

now

in the Lanti chapel in the

church of the Lateran.

N \CRI-

9°
1

pause

h AM)

here, for

I

Hierarchies, winged

Powers, till m_\
mid dazzled by
tuli<> ui'

into

<z"

may

:I

OAKY

Al:

I

becoming Bomewhal mazed
must leave tin:

is

1

contemplation.

;i

lead him,

words, "to

let's

In-

\

or look over a port*
picture-gallery,
engravings, anil mi pursue the theme, whither

reader to
lOever

fancj
t

I I i.l

bsve dwell upon these celestial
Splendors, Princedoms, Virtues,

and

thoughts

it

may

lead

him,

Hani-

in

beyond the reaches of

bis

>o„l!"*
*

Mr. Raskin remarks very truly, that

in early Christian nrt
certain conBdenee, in the way in which aageli trust
to their wings, very characteristic >>f a period of ix.w ami liinple
Modern science has taught as that a wing oaimol be
conoeptiao.

there

"a

is

toa shoulder; and

anatomically Joined

approach more ami
the contemplative

innr>' In

state

of

I

li>-

in

sciintilir.,

proportion as palntera
as distinguish'

mind, thej put

tin-

on more timidly, ami dwell with greati

hiiki'Is

human

r

(rings

il

"f

fruin

their

emphasis on the

form, with less upon the wings, until thi te last become a
Hut
decorative appendage, a mere tign "fan angeL
i

was a complete rrrutun-, m inui-li beway in which it would "r might oast
Itsell Into the air, and lean hither and thither on Its plumes, was
as naturally apprehended as tin- manner of Bight "f a oboogh at
Beno DanteH ilmple and moat exqolsite synonrme for
-lariin^.
'Bird "i Qod'j ami benoe also a variety and plotureaqueness in the expression of the movements of the heavenly hi> rarIn Giotto's time an angel
lieved in a- a bird, ami

tin-

i

i,

clni's

by

ti

which appear

painters, ni replaoed by the powers "f fciruthrowing naked limbs bate
p csrUuns,
"
the oherublc groups uf later times.

irller

shortening sad
In

II.

THE ARCHANGELS
" The Seven

Who

in God's presence, nearest to his throne,

Stand ready at command."

Milton.

A.VING

treated of the celestial

in general,

angels

we have now

who

Hierarchy

to consider those

in artistic representations

have

assumed an individual form and character.
These belong

to the order of Archangels, placed by
they take rank
Dionysius in the third Hierarchy
between the Princedoms and the Angels, and partake
of the nature of both, being, like the Princedoms,
Powers and, like the Angels, Ministers and Messen:

;

gers.

Frequent allusion is made in Scripture to the Seven
(Rev. viii.
Angels who stand in the presence of God.
Tobit xxii. 15.)
This was in
2, xv. 1, xvi. 1, &c.
;

accordance with the popular creed of the Jews, who
not only acknowledged the supremacy of the Seven
Spirits, but assigned to them distinct vocations and
distinct appellations, each terminating with the syllable
El,
I.

which

signifies

Michael

(i.

God.
e.

who

Thus we
is

like

have,

general of the host of heaven, and

Hebrew nation.
II. Gabriel

—

unto God), captainprotector of the

(i. e. God is my strength), guardian
of the celestial treasury, and preceptor of the patriarch
Joseph.
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Raphael

III.

dnctor of Tobil

I'kni

i\

li.

He was

Esdras.

V

(i.

'ii

(

\

u

el

i

the medicine of G<><1), the con

e.

thence the chief guardian angel.
e the light of God), who taught

;

(

also regent of the sun.
i.
e. one w ho sees < Sod

ded with Jacob, and who appeared

« bo «

'

).

to Christ

at

ree-

Qeth-

scmnm*.

(But, according to other authorities, this «;^
the angel Gabriel.
VI. Jophiel (i. c. tlic beauty of God), who was
|

the preceptor of the sons of Ts'oah, anil is the protector
all those who, with an humble heart, seek after

of

and the enemy of those who pursue vain knowlThus Jophiel was natnrallj considered as the
guardian of the tree of knowledge, and the same who
drove Adam and Eve from Paradise.
VII. Zadkiki. (i. & the righteousness of God), who
staved the hand of Abraham when about to sacrifice
his son.
(But, according to other authorities, this was
truth,

edge.

the archangel Michael.)

The Christian Church does not acknowledge these
neither in the East, where
Seven Angels by name
the worship of angels took deep rout, nor yei in the
Nor have
West, where it has been tacitly accepted.
met with ii-t as u series, by name, in anj ecclesiastical
work of art. though
have seen a set of old anony
mous prints in which they appear with distinct names
and attributes
Michael bears the sword and scales;
Gabriel, the lily;
Raphael, the pilgrim's stair and
:

I

1

ii

1

1

Oriel has a roll
gourd full of water, as a traveller.
he i^ the interpreter of judgments and
and n hook
sent to Esdras:
prophecies, and for this purpose was
" The
angel that was sent unto me, whose name was
(Esdras ii. 4.) And in
Uriel, gave me an answer."
:

Milton,
"

—

I'ri'-I,

fur

tl

f

tli"--

'

in.

I

In light of God's high throne, gloriously bright,
- lt. .it SOthentlO "ill
Tin- llrM :irt WODt
I •

i

[nterpretar throago highest heaven to i«rinu

According

to

an early Christian tradition,

"
it

was

tins
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and not Christ in person, who accompanied the
two disciples to Enmiaus.
Chamuel is represented
with a cup and a staff; Jophiel with a flaming sword.
Zadkiel hears the sacrificial knife which he took from
the hand of Abraham.
But the Seven Angels, without being distinguished
by name, are occasionally introduced into works of art.
For example, over the arch of the choir in San Michele, at Ravenna (a. d. 545), ou each side of the
throned Saviour are the Seven Angels blowing trum" And I saw the Seven Anpets like cow's horns
gels which stand before God, and to them were given
angel,

:

seven trumpets." (Rev. viii. 2, 6.) In representations
of the Crucifixion and in the Pieta, the Seven Angels
are often seen in attendance, bearing the instruments
of the Passion.
Michael bears the cross, for he is
" the Bannerer of heaven "
but I do not feel certain
of the particular avocations of the others.
;

In the Last

Judgment of Orcagna,

in

the

Campo

the Seven Angels are active and imThe angel who stands in the
portant personages.
centre of the picture, below the throne of Christ, ex-

Santo

at Pisa,

tends a scroll in each hand
on that in the right hand
inscribed " Come, ye blessed of my Father," and on
"
"
that in the left
from
accursed
;

is

hand,
me, ye
Depart
suppose to be Michael, the angel of judgment.
At his feet crouches an angel who seems to shrink
from the tremendous spectacle, and hides his face him
I suppose to be Raphael, the guardian angel of huThe attitude has always been admired,
manity.
Beneath are other
cowering with horror, yet sublime.
:

him

I

:

—

angels, who are engaged in separating the just
from the wicked, encouraging and sustaining the former, and driving the latter towards the demons who
are ready to snatch them into flames.
These Seven
Angels have the garb of princes and warriors, with
breastplates of gold, jewelled sword-belts and tiaras,
n^h mantles while the other angels who figure in the
same scene are plumed and bird-like, and hover above
five

;

Gearing the instruments of the Passion.
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Again we may

sec

the

Seven Angela

in

quite an-

other character, attending mi St. Thomas Aquinas, in
a picture by Taddeo Gaddi.*
Here, instead of the
instruments of the Passion, they bear the allegorical

which that famous Baint
one bears an olive< Peace; the Becond, a book, i. e. Knowlbranch,
edge; tlic third, a crown and Bceptre, i. e. Power; the
the fifth, a cross and
fourth, a church, i. e. Religion
attributes of those virtues for

and doctor

is

be reverenced

to

i

;

i.

Bhield,

hand,

i.

»•.

Faith

the

;

Bixth,

Piety and Charity

e.

Purity.
In genera]

it

may

flames of

fire

the seventh, a

;

be presumed

each

in
lily,

i.

e.

when Beven angels

figure together, or are distinguished from

a host

among

of angels by dress, Btature, or other attributes, thai th
represent "the Seven Holy Angels who Btand in the
Four only of these Beven Angels
presence of God."
are individualized by name. Michael, Gabriel, Raphael,

and

Uriel.

to

According

the Jewish

tradition,

these

four sustain the throne of the Almighty
thej have the
Greek epithet arch, or chief, assigned t<> them, from the
two texts of Scripture in which that title i- used
:

iv. 16; Judeix.); but on!]
the three first,
Scripture have a distinct personality, are raver
enoed in the Catholic Church as BaintB; and their
gracious beauty, and their divine prowess, and their

(l

These,

who

in

high behests t" mortal man, have
the most important

appear

in

<

Christian

and mosl

furnished

poetical

Bome of

subjects which

Art.

The earliest instance have met "i the Archangels inan i- in the old church
troduced by name into a work
The mosaic
d. 545).
of San Michele al Ravenna
I

<>!

i

in the

apse exhibits

<

Ihrisl

in

\

the

i

entre, bearing in one

tOM BS B trophy or Bceptre, and in the other
an open book "ii which are the words " Qui vidA bm
hi each Bide Btand Michael
videt et Patron meum."
their
and Gabriel, with vast win:."- and l<m- Bceptres
names are inscribed above, but without the SanctuM and
hand the

I

<

;

•

\

D

1842, Flort

H
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It appears, therefore, that at this
fithout the Glory.
of Saint,
time, the middle of the sixth century, the title
in use, had not been given to the Archangels.

though

in the ancient churches, the figure of Christ
in a circle or glory in the cen-

When,
or of the

Lamb

appears
of the roof; and around, or at the four corners,
four angels who sustain the circle with outspread arms,
or stand as watchers, with sceptres or lances in their
" who
hands, these I presume to be the four Archangels
sustain the throne of God."
Examples may be seen
tre

in

San Vitale

at

Ravenna

in Santa Prassede at

;

San Zeno,
and on the roof of the

in the chapel of

Rome

;

San Francesco d'Assisi.
So the four Archangels, stately colossal figures, winged
and armed and sceptred, stand over the arch of the

choir of

choir in the Cathedral of Monreale, at Palermo.*
So the four angels stand at the four corners of the
earth and hold the winds, heads with puffed cheeks and
dishevelled hair.t (Rev. vii. 1.)
But I have never seen Uriel represented by name,

In the picture of Uriel
or alone, in any sacred edifice.
"
Regent of the Sun,"
painted by Allston.t he is the
not a sacred or Scriptural
as described by Milton
On a shrine of carved ivory § I have seen
personage.
the four Archangels as keeping guard, two at each
;

end

;

the three

St. Gabriel, St.

ubin

;

and

first

named

are

Raphael

;

as usual, St. Michael,

the fourth

I have seen the

is

styled St. Cherinscribed over

same name

Adam

and Eve from
the head of the angel who expels
There is no authority for such an appelParadise.
lation applied individually ; but I find, in a famous
" La Penitence d'Adam,"
legend of the middle ages,
that the angel who guards the gates of Paradise is thus
"
Cherubin vit arriver
designated
*
T

:

Lorsque

l'Ange

Greek mosaic, A. D. 1174.
MS. of the Book of Revelation, fourteenth century.

College, Dublin.
Coll. of the Duke of Sutherland.
t
\ Hotel

de Cluny, 399.

Trinity
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The font Arch
Paradis," &c.
occur together, except in
>n
the other hand, devo-

• i t

angels, however, Beldom
architectural decoration.

<

pictures of the three Archangels named
canonical Scriptures are of frequent occurrence.
tional

the

in

They

arc often grouped together as patron Baints or protector they stand round the throne of Christ,
ing spirits
or below the glorified Virgin and Child, in an attitude
;

According to the Greek formula, the
combination represent the triple power, military, civil, and religious, of the celestial hierarchy
St. Michael
being habited as n warrior, Gabriel as a
[n a Greek picture
prince, and Raphael as a priest,
adoration.

lit'

three in

three Archangels

the

figure of the

kind ut throne the
here winded, n.s hcinf;

Bustain in a

youthful

Christ,

Himself tin BUpreme Angel
hands blessing the universe.

(ny-yfAo;),

and whit

luiili

The Archangel Raphael

has here the place of dignity as representing the Priestbut in Western art Michael takes precedence of
the two others, and is usually placed in the centre

hood

;

as Prince

dividually,

<>r

Chief:

we

with

St.
[l.i.i.

him, then, as considered

in-

begin.

Mo

m

\

i

i

lint Ban Mtchrin, Bsmmlohela.
Banctos Ulohul Angela*,
hr Monseignear Saint Michel
BepCtt.)

.•I.

people."

that standeth ibr the children of thy

tl

— Unit

xii. 1.

iin adequate language tbe
difficult to clothe
divine attributes with which painting and poetry have
Jews and Chris
invested this illustrious archangel
1

1

bans arc agreed in giving him the pre-eminence over
all cnatcd
All tin- might, the majesty, the
>|iiritradiance of Throne-. Domination
Princedoms, Vu
In him God put
in.-, Powen, arc centred in him.
forth

Hi-

strength

when

he

exalted

him chid oven
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when angels warred witli angels in
and in him God showed forth his glory
made him conqueror over the power of sin,

the celestial host,

heaven

;

when he

and " over the great dragon

that deceived the world."

To the origin of the worship paid to this great archthan allude, lest I stray wide
angel I dare not do more
and
readers too,
subject, and lose myself,
in labyrinths of Orientalism.
But, in considering the
artistic representations, it is interesting to call to mind
that the glorification of St. Michael may be traced back
Eastern dogma, the perpetual antagoto that
from

my

my

primitive

nism between the Spirit of Good and the Spirit of Evil,
mixed up with the Chaldaic belief in angels, and their
It was subsequent
influence over the destinies of man.
to the Captivity that the active Spirit of Good, under
of Michael, came to be regarded as the espethe veneration
nation
protector of the Hebrew
or rather repaid to him by the Jews was adopted,
tained, by the Oriental Christians, and, though supover the
pressed for a time, was revived and spread
West, where we find it popular, and almost universal,
from the eighth century.
the

name

cial

The

:

legends which have

grown out of a few mystical

texts of Scripture, amplified by the fanciful disquisitions
of the theological writers, place St. Michael before us
1. As captain of the heavin three great characters
2. As
of hell.
enly host, and conqueror of the powers
lord of souls, conductor and guardian of the spirits of
3. As patron saint and prince of the Church
the dead.
:

Militant.

Lucifer, possessed by the spirit of pride and
the Son
ingratitude, refused to fall down and worship
of Man, Michael was deputed to punish his insolence,

When

Then Michael
to cast him out from heaven.
chained the revolted angels in middle air, where they
are to remain till the day of judgment, being in the
and

mean time

and deperpetually tortured by hate, envy,
7

8A(
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whom thej had disdained,
above them they Bee the
heaven they have forfeited; and beneath them the redeemed Bonis continually rising from earth, and ascendspair

:

exalted

for they behold man.
as their Buperior
;

ing to the presence of God,

whence

thej are shut out

forever.
••
" if it be
asked
Now," says the
Legend,*
wherefore the books of Moses, in revealing the dis
obedience and the fell of man, are silent as to the
revolt and tall of the angels, In- reason is plain; and,
>l

<

<

I

t

in this

u-

God

lioth

his

to

wisdom.

a certain powerful lord hath

that

Bnppose

sal.-,

acini according
<>f

guilty

the crime.'

is

a

—

;

let

vas-

of treason, and one of

nobleman of pure and lofty
what doth
other a base-born churl
these

Fur,

two

lineage,
this

and the

lord'

He

bangs up the 'hurl in the market-place as a warning
and example t'> others;
but, for the nobleman, fearing the Bcandal that may arise among the people, and

—

perhaps also Mime insult t<> the officers of the law, the
!»• tried
secretly, and .-huts him op
judge causes him to
in

a

dungeon

and whin judgment

;

is

pronounced

him, he Bends to his prison, and puts him
death
and when one asketh after him, the
privily t<>
and nothing more.
He is dead':
answer is only,
Thus did lod in reaped to the rebel angels of old;
and their late wa.- not revealed until the redemption of
against

;

—

•

(

man was accomplished."
This passage from the old Italian legend is bo
curiously characteristic of the feudal spun of Chris
have ventured to in
tianity in the middle ages, that
I

sert

it

verbatim.

It

religion

did,

some degree,

in

much greater
degree did the ruling prejudice! of a barbarian age
Here, notwith
modify the popular idea.- of religion.
the equality
standing the primary doctrine of < hri-t,
modify the institutions of chivalry,

in

a

—

—

we have the distinction between
of all men before Sod,
noble and ihurl carried into the ?ery councils of
heaven.
<

•
r

it

perfetto

i

1059.
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But,

return to St. Michael

leader of his triumphant

and great

privileges.

"To

hosts,

To him

it
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on whom,

as the

God bestowed many
was given

bid sound th' archangel trumpet,"

and exalt the banner of the Cross in the day of judgment and to him likewise was assigned the reception
of the immortal spirits when released by death. It was
his task to weigh them in a balance (Dan. v. 27
Ps.
lxii. 9)
those whose good works exceeded their de;

;

:

merits,

those

he presented before the throne of

who were found wanting he gave up

God

;

hut

to be tor-

tured in purgatory, until their souls, from being " as
crimson, should become as white as snow." Therefore,
in the hour of death, he is to be invoked
by the faithful,
"
Michael, militce eaalestis siynifer, in adjutorium
saying,
"
nostrum veni, princeps et. propugnator !
Lastly, when it pleased the Almighty to select from
the nations of the earth one people to become

among

own, He appointed

peculiarly his

St.

Michael

to

be

" At
president and leader over that chosen people.*
that time shall Michael stand up, the great prince
which standeth for the children of thy people " (Dan.

and when the power of the Synagogue
and to be replaced by the power
of the Church, so that the Christians became the people
of God, then Michael, who had been the great prince
of the Hebrew people, became the prince and leader of
the Church militant in Christendom, and the guardian
of redeemed souls, against his old adversary the Prince
x. 13, xii. 1)

was supposed

of Hell.

:

to cease,

(Rev.

xii. 6, 7.)

*

The Gnostics taught that the universe was created by the
Seven Great Angels, who ranked next to the Eons, or direct
" And when a distribution was afterwards
emanations from God
made of things, the chief of the creating angels had the People of
the Jews particularly to his share
a doctrine which in the main
was received by many ancients." (See Lardner's History of the
Early Heresies.) I have alluded to the angel pictured as the agent
in creation, but the Seven creating Angels I have not met with in
art.
This was one of the Gnostic fancius condemned by the early
Church.
:

;

ioo

fl

\<

D

l:i

Tho worship
nated

i

A/'

paid

to

LEGl
St.

\ /-

i/.')

ART.

Michael, and which origi

Bnpposcd in have been adopted
by the Oriental Christians in consequence of a famous
apparition of the Archangel at Colossse, in Phrygia,
whirh caused him iii be held in especial honor bi the
people "(' that city, and perhaps occasioned tin' particular warning of St Paul addressed to the Colossians.
Bat although the worship of angels was considered
in the far

East,

is

the heresies of tho curly Church, we find ('onno Booner master of the empire, ami a bapChristian, than he dedicatee a church to the

among

Btantine
tized

Archangel Michael (by his Greek name Michaelion),
this church, one of the most magnificent in Con>
miracles, and the
stantinople, became renowned lor
parent and model of hundreds more throughout the
Bast
In tin- West, tin- honors paid to St. Michael are of
later date
that a church dedicated to him must have
existed in Home long before the year 500 seems clear,
because at that time it is mentioned as having fallen
into ruin.
Hut the Wot had its angelic apparitions
B8 "ell as the East, and St. Michael owes his widespread popularity in the middle ages to three famous
visions which arc thus recorded.
anil

i

t

:

In
lia

the

fifth

century,

in tin

(now Manfredonia), dwell

of Siponte, in
city
a man named

Apu-

QalgaiK)

rerj rich in cattle, sheep, and beat
and as they pastured oil the sides of the- mountain, it
happened that a hull strayed and came not home; then
the rich man took a multitude of servants and sought
the bull, and found him at the entrance Of a cave on
the very summit of the mountain, and, being wrath
hut
with the hull, the master Ordered him to he .slain
when the arrow was sent from the bow it returned to
the bosom of him who -cut it, and he fell dead on
the ground
then the mastei and his servants were
troubled, and they sent to inquire of the bishop what
The hir-hop, having fasti d and prayed
ih'iilld he done.

or Garganus,

;

:

three days, beheld

in

a

\ision

tin-

glorious Archangel
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Michael, who descended on the mountain, and told
him that the servant had hecn slain because he had
violated a spot peculiarly sacred to him, and he commanded that a church should he erected and sanctified
And when they entered the cavern
there to his honor.
one of
they found there three altars already erected,
them covered with a rich embroidered altar-cloth of
and a stream of limpid water
crimson and
gold,

which healed all diseases.
So the church was built, and the fame of the vision
of Monte Galgano, though for some time confined to
the south of Italy, spread throughout Europe, and
many pilgrimages were made to the spot on which the
angelic footsteps had alighted.
The second vision is much more imposing. When
Rome was nearly depopulated by a pestilence in the
springing from the rock,

sixth century, St. Gregory, afterwards Pope, advised
that a procession should be made through the streets
of the city, singing the service since called the Great
himself at the head of the faithHe
Litanies.

placed

and during three days they perambulated the city
and on the third day, when they had arrived opposite
to the mole of Hadrian, Gregory beheld the Archangel
Michael alight on the summit of that monument, and
Then Gregsheathe his sword bedropped with blood.
a church
ory knew that the plague was stayed, and
was there dedicated to the honor of the Archangel
and the Tomb of Hadrian has since been called the
;

ful,

:

Castle of Sant' Angelo to this day.
This, of all the recorded apparitions of St. Michael,
it is
is the only one which can be called poetical
evidently borrowed from the vision of the destroying
:

a
angel in Scripture. As early as the ninth century,
church or chapel dedicated to St. Michael was erected
on the summit of the huge monument, which at that
time must have preserved much of its antique magnifiThe church was entitled Ecclesia Sancti Angeli
cence.
usque ad Calos.
of this miracle

The bronze statue, which
now surmounts the Castle

in

memory

of St. An-
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S

A'/ /'

I'

gelo, was placed
XI V.. and is the
Bchaflelt.

I

critically,

can

'/

/./

then in
work of

\

i/'

)

i/.'/

times by

Benedict

Ver
Bappoae no one ever looked at this ^tai u«at least, for myself, 1 never could* nor

below criticism

<u-

D

recent

Flemish

a

remember now, whether,

1

above

—

V2J

!

;

as a

Bculptor,

work of art,
With its

it

perhaps both.

is

vast

wings, poised in air, as seen against the deep bine skicof \l
e, "i" lighted up by the golden Bunset, to me it
like
was ever like what it was intended to represent,

—

a

iaion.

\

A

third

Bishop
seems

lit'

tO

apparition was that accorded to Aubert,
This holy man
Avranchee (a. i>. 706).
have been desirous to attract to his imn

diocese a portion of that sanctity land perhaps other
advantages) which Monte Galgano derived from the

worship of
in

St.

Michael.

Normandy, stands

In

the

Gulf of Avranchee,

a lofty isolated

rock, inaccessible

from the land at high Water, and for BgeS pa.-t
hrated BS one of the BtTOngeSt fortresses and
prisons

in

In

France.

the

reign

I

stale

of Childebert

II.,

Bishop of Avranches, had a vision, in
which the Archangel Michael commanded him n> repair to this rock, then the terror of mariners, and erect
a church to his honor on the highest point, where a
hull would be found concealed, and it was to covet as
II
had trampled with his
much .-pace as the
fa:
St.

Aubert,

I

he also discovered

•

1

i

the

bishop a wellspring of pure
uaier, which had before been unknown. As the bishop
treated this command a- a dream, the Archangel ap
ami at
peared to him a second and a third time
length, in impress it on his waking memory, he touched
hi- head with his thlllnh, and made
mark Or hole in
to

;

-i

which he carried to the grave.
This time
the bishop obeyed, and a small church was buill on
his

skull,

the spot

indicated;

afterwards

replaced

by the

nt

Abbey Church, which was begun by Richard,
l>ukc of Normandy, in 966, and finished bj William
the Conqueror.
The povertj of invention shown in
this legend, which i> little more than a repetition "i

niflcenl
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very disappointing to the

is

fancy, considering the celebrity of Mont-Saint-Michel
as a place of pilgrimage, and as one of the most pic-

turesque objects in European scenery, with its niassivo
towers, which have braved the tempests of a thousand
years, rising from the summit of the peak, and the sea
weltering round
the

It failed not, however, in
its base.
The worship of St. Michael
anticipated.
popular in France from the ninth century ; the

effect

became

Archangel was selected as patron saint of France, and
of the military order instituted in his honor by Louis
XI. in 1469.
The worship paid to St. Michael as
patron saint of Normandy naturally extended itself to
England after the Norman conquest, and churches
dedicated to this archangel abound in all the towns
and cities along the southern and eastern shores of
our island

we

;

also

have a Mount

St.

Michael on

the coast of Cornwall, in situation and in name reAt this day
sembling that on the coast of France.
there are few cities in Christendom which do not

contain a church or churches dedicated to St. Michael,
some of them of great antiquity.
I must not omit that St. Michael is considered as
the angel of good counsel
that " Le vrai office de
:

Monseigneur Saint Michel est de faire grandes revelations aux homines en has, en leur donnant moult saints
conseils," and in particular, " sur le bon nourissement
que le pere et la mere donnent a leurs enfans." * It
"
"
is to be regretted that
Monseigneur Saint Michel
should be found rather remiss in this pait of his angelic functions.

We

shall

now

see

how

far these various traditions

and popular notions concerning

St.

Michael have been

carried out in Art.

In

representations of St. Michael, the leading
ill
He is young
expressed, is the same.
and beautiful, but " severe in youthful beauty," as one
all

idea, well or

*

Le Livre des Angeles

il

Dicu, MS. Paris Bibl. Nat.
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wiio carriea on a perpetual contest with the
In the earlier works of art he is robed

powen

evil.

with ample many-colored wings, and
iceptre or the lance

Bormounted by

:i

conquered by spiritual might alone.

in

bean merely
cross, as

Bui

in

of

white,
tho

one who
the later

representations, those colored by the Bpirit of chivalry,
he is the angelic Paladin, armed in s dazzling coat of
He has a
mail, with sword and spear and shield.

open brow, long fair hair Boating on his shoulsometimes bound \<\ a jewelled tiara; sometimes,
hut not "tun, shaded by a helmet
Prom bis shoulders Bpring two resplendent wings.
Thus we Bee him
Btanding by the throne of the Madonna, or worshipping
at the feet <>!' the Divine Infant
an exquisite allegCT]
of spiritual and intellectual
power protecting purity
ami adoring innocence.
There i- a most beautiful little figure by Angelico,
of St. Michael Btanding in bis character of archangi
and patron of the Church Militant, "as the winged
saint"; no demon, no attribute except the lance ami
The attitude i> tranquilly elegant, ami the
Bhield.
armor i- of a dark crimson ami gold, the wings ate
of rainbow tints, vivid ami delicate; a Same of lam
hern lire rests on the blOW,
But the single devotiona] Bguree of St. Michael
asually represent him as combining the tun -nat
characters of captain of the heavenly host ami conlofty

der.-,

:

I

queror of the powers of hell,
ting bis foot on Lucifer, either

lie

Btands armed,

the half-human or
dragon form, ami is about to transfix him with his
him down in the infernal ah;
lance-, nr tn chain
Smh, however varied in the attitude, expression, and
accessories, i- the most frequent and popular represen
in

the

tatioii

nt

i

over

M

the
Michael, when placed before US,
received emblem of the final
rictory of

8t.

universally

evil.

In those churches of Christendom which have not
been defaced by a blind destructive seal, this image
meets a
turn
ii
iu in the porch an
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in gorgeous colors from
wreathed into the capitals of col-

upon us

shines

the window, or it is
umns, or it stands in

holy heroic beauty over the
so in harmony with our
inmost being, that we rather feel its presence than obIt is the visible, palpable reflection of that
serve it.
altar.

It

is

its

common and

so

great truth stamped into our very souls, and shadowed
the final triforth in every form of ancient belief,

—

of the spiritual over the animal and earthly part
This is the secret of its perpetual repeof our nature.
tition, and this the secret of the untired complacency

umph

we regard

with which

it

;

for even in the

most

ineffi-

cient attempts at expression, we have always the leading motif distinct and true, the winged virtue is always

and the bestial vice is always prosbelow and if to this primal moral significance be
added all the charm of poetry, grace, animated movement, which human genius has lavished on this ev..rblessed, ever-welcome symbol, then, as we look up at
" not
it, we are
only touched, but wakened and inspired," and the whole delighted imagination glows
victorious above,

trate

:

with faith and hope, and grateful, triumphant sympathy,

— so

at least I have

others have

felt

it

felt,

and

I

must

believe that

too.

In the earliest representations of this subject, we see
the simplest form of the allegory, literally rendering
the words of Scripture, " The dragon shalt thou tramHere there is no risk
ple under foot." (Ps. xci. 13.)

The
of a divided interest or a misdirected sympathy.
demon, grovelling under the feet of the victorious
is not the star-bright apostate who drew after
it is the bestial
the third part of heaven
malignot the emblem of resistance, but the
nant reptile

spirit,

him

:

emblem of

—

;

not of the sin that aspires, which, in
sin
no sin aspires
a contradiction in terms
but of the sin which degrades and brutities, as all sin
In the later representations, where the demon
does.
takes the half-human shape, however hideous and de;

fact, is

formed, the allegory

;

may

—

;

—

so be brought nearer to us,
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and rendered more

human

with thai

much

l>nt

terrible

lace,

even by a horrid sympathy
in
despite and agonj

grinning

of the beanty

"i

the Scriptural

metaphor

.

is

lost.*

The
arc

><>

them

representations of St Michael and the dragon
multifarious that
can only Belecl a few among
I

examples of the

as

The Bymbol,

as Buch,

with the Gnostics and
ples arc

to

found

be

treatment
have originated

different styles of
is

supposed

to

Arians, and the earliest examthe ancient churches <»n the

in

western coast of Italy, and the old Lombard churches.
have never Been it in the <>l<l Mosaics of the sixth

I

century, but in the contemporar} Bculpture frequently.
It would
be difficult to point to the most ancient ex-

ample, Buch

the confusion of dates as regards dedialterations
but 1 remember a

is

restorations,

cations,

in

ctimng

;

white marble

the porch of the Cathedral
the seventh century), which maj be

ultima (about
regarded as an example

hi

(

"ii

hi

this primitive

Btyleof treat

incut.

be remembered by the traveller
antique bas-relief on the facade
ni' that
extraordinary old church the San Michele at
Pavia; not the figure in the porch, which is modern,
In the Menologium Grecum
but that winch is above.
ii a St. Michael Mainline W itil a
long BCeptre, a majestic

Another instance

in

Italy,

tin-

will

Btrange

kneeling angels adore him, and

colossal figure, while

the
*

demons crouch under
Arnold

l>r.

lniiii;ui

i'

*
•-

his G

tome characteristic remark! on

ii.ii

>ii

human

;

hnlf-

the

be object* to the SUltonlo representation

tit

Dtlng

him

i

ii

narllj c.i lome Image of irhal hi good, aa wall as
i>
The inH.fi, the
bad, f'>r do man ii entirely evil
Hebonis,
laU, eren all awful in thli waj ai string j on an Image

man,
t »

jron

i

ii.it

,

and so Mephlstophllea, ami
altogether disgusting
the utterly contemptible and hateful character of the LiUle Master
in Blntram, are tar more true than the Pai tdJai
Um. w Lf/i
;

—

»-..i
•

li.

\

ttii

mi

UBfi

No

L618, A

n

vj
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Michael, attired in a long

loose robe anil floating mantle, tramples on the demon ;
he has thrown down the shield, and with his lance in

both hands, but without
angelic

and even with a calm,

effort,

prepares

dignity,

to

transfix

his

adversary.

The demon has not
figure is singularly elegant.
here the usual form of a dragon, but is a horrible nonThe

descript reptile, with multitudinous flexile claws, like
those of a crab, stretched out to seize and entangle the

—

unwary;
In an old

for

an emblematical

figure, very significant.

by Guariente di Padova* the angel
Martin Schoen's figure, but the attitude

fresco

is

draped as

is

far less elegant.

in

Sometimes the dragon has a small head

at the

end

I .recollect an
instead of the forked sting.
instauce of St. Michael transfixing the laige head, while

of his

tail,

a smaller angel, also armed, transfixes the other head.t
This is an attempt to render literally the description in
" For their
the Apocalypse
power is in their mouth
and in their tails for their tails were like unto serpents,
and had heads, and with them they do hurt." (Rev. ix.
In a most elegant figure of St. Michael, from the
19.)
choir of the San Giovanni, at Malta, I found the demon
thus characterized, with a tail ending in the serpent
:

:

head.

In an old Siena picture \ St. Michael is seated on a
in one hand a sword, in the other the orb of
under his feet lies the dragon mangled
sovereignty
and bleeding a bad picture, but curious for the sinthrone

:

;

:

gular treatment.
In the sixteenth century these figures of St. Michael

become

less

ideal

and

angelic,

and more and more

In a beautiful altar-piece
chivalrous and picturesque.
by Andrea del Sarto, now in the Florence Academy,
there is a fine martial figure of the Archangel, which,
but for the wings, might be mistaken for a St. George
*
t

J

A. D. 1365.

Eremitani.

Greek Apocalypse MS.
Siena Acad.

Padua.
Paris Bibl. Nat.

;
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I

predella underneath, on a -mall scale, be
the demon.
The peculiarity lure is,
that the demon,
thongfa vanquished, makes a vain
Btrnggle, and has Beused hold of the bell of the angel,
who, with nplifted Bword, ami an action <>f infinite
in

the

a conqueror of

grace ami dignity, looks superior down, as one assured
of victory.
«tll

Raphael has given us three figures of 8t Michael,
different, ami one of them taking rank with his

masterpieces.

The

first is an
early production, painted when he
youth of nineteen or twenty, ami now in the
Louvre.
St. Michael, armed with a Bhield on which -

was

a

;i

mi

cross, In- sword raised to Btrike, stands with one
on a monster; other horrible little monsters, like
in the
figures in a dream, are around him
background
are Been the hypocrites and thieves a- described
by
Dante
the first, in melancholy
procession, weighed
toot

:

;

down

with

leaden cowls;

and,
St.

city.
It

is

the

in

Michael

i-

a curious and

the

other-,

tormented

I'V

distance, the flaming, dolorous
here the vanquisher of the Vi

fantastic, rather than poetical, little

picture.

The second
in

by Raphael,
I

the

and he

r

kil)'_

picture, also in the Lonvre, was painted
the maturity of hi- talent, lor Francis,

had

-c|,-ct.d

left

St

France, and of that

was grand ma
St. Michael

to

him the choice
the

o!

the sllhjeet,

patron of
knightly Order of which ihe king
Michael,

military

—

not Btanding, hut hovering on his
poised wings, and grasping hi- lame- in both hands
sets one foot lightly on the shoulder of the demon, who,

—

it
wen-, ami trie- to lift hi-,
on hi- conqueror with one last gaifl
of malignant rage and de-pair
The archangel look*
down upon him with a hrow calm atal -crioii* in hit
in his
beautiful face i- neither vengeance nor disdain,
lei of
attitude, no efibrt; hi- form, a
youthful e;race
and maji
lothed in a brilliani panoply of gold

prostrate, writhe- up, as

head and turn

it

;

—

i
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silver

;

an azure scarf

floats

on

109
his shoulders

;

his

his
wide-spread wings are of purple, blue, and gold
and floats outward on each side of
light hair is raised,
his head, as if from the swiftness of his downward
;

The

motion.
to

earth emits flames,

and seems opening

The form

swallow up the adversary.
human, but vulgar in its

of the

demon

proportions, and of a
he has the horns and
swarthy red, as if fire-scathed
the serpent-tail
but, from the attitude into which he
is thrown, the monstrous form is so fore-shortened that
is

;

;

it

does not disgust, and the majestic figure of the archfills the eye
fills up nearly the whole space

angel
fills

the soul

— with

—

—

its

victorious beauty.

That Milton had seen this picture, and that when
his sight was quenched the "winged saint" revisited
him in his darkness, who can doubt ?

—

"Over

his lucid

arms

A

military vest of purple flowed
Livelier than Meliboean, or the grain

Of Sarra worn by kings and heroes old
In time of truce.

By
As

in

his side,

a glittering zodiac, hung the sword,

Satan's dire dread, and in his

A

hand the spear."

designed by Raphael, exists
The angel here wears a helonly as an engraving.*
he stands in an attitude
met, and is classically draped
one hand
of repose, his foot on the neck of the demon
rests on the pummel of his sword, the other holds the
third

St.

Michael,

;

;

lance.

seems agreed

a work of

art, there is only
Capuccini at Rome)
the
which can be compared with that of Raphael
moment chosen is the same the treatment nearly the
same the sentiment quite different.

It

the St. Michael of

that, as

Guido

(in the

;

;

;

Here the angel, standing, yet scarcely touching the
ground, poised on his outspread wings, sets his left foot
on the head of his adversary in one hand he brandishes
;

*

By Marco

di

Ravenna.

Bartsch, xiv. 106.
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,,o

a word,
which he
tomless
justly

;

oihcr he holds the end of a chain, with
abonl to bind down the demon in thr botThe attitude has been criticised, and
]>it.
in the
i-

the grace is Bomewhat mannered, verging on
bat Forsyth is too severe when he talks

the theatrical;
of the " air of
i-

a dancing-master "

we do not think about

certain,

at Raphael's St. Michael
bat
thing thai strikes us
;

;

head redeems

all

is

it

;

in

one thing, however,
attitude when we look
:

Guido's, it is tin- firal
look farther, the

when we

Bingulartj

beautiful,

and

in the

blending of the masculine and feminine graces, in the
serene purity of the brow, and the (low of the -olden
a Blight, very Blight,
hair, there i> something divine
The
expression of Bcorn is in the air of the head.
fiend is the worst part of the picture; it is not a fiend,
but a degraded prosaic human ruffian
we laugh with
:

;

incredulous contempt at

down from heaven

the

idea of an

angel called

In
overcome Buch a wretch.
Raphael the fiend is human. Kill the head ha- the godlike ugliness and malignity of a satyr; Guido's fiend
iIt
appears to me that there is
only stupid and base.
the same / ind of difference
just the Bame difference
between the angel of Raphael and the angel of Guido
as between the description in Tasso and the description
in Milton
let
In Tasso we
any one compare them.
to

—

—

;

are Btruck by the picturesque elegance of the description
as a piece of art. the melody of the verse, the admirable

choice of the expressions, as
Imt somewhat artificial and
phael and
divine."

Milton we

in

Guido

the finished,

bj

In Ragrace.
see only the vision of a " shape

Btudied

One of the most beautiful figures of St. Michael J
coronation of the Virgin by
ever miu occurs in
Moretto, and i> touched bj his peculiar sentiment of
serious tenderness.*
In devotional pictures such figures of St Michael
are Bometimes grouped poetically w ith other personal
a a most beautiful picture b) [nnocenza da [mola,1
•
i

Maria dans Grade,

t

HH

i

m
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where the archangel tramples on the demon
St Paul
Btanding on one side and St. Benedict on the other,
both of whom had striven with the fiend and had overcome him the Madonna and Child arc seen in a glory
;

:

above.

And again in a picture by Mabuse,* where St.
Michael, as patron, sets his foot on the black, grinning
fiend, and looks down on a kneeling votary, while the
votary, with his head turned away, appears to be worshipping, not the protecting angel, but the Madonna,
to whom St. Michael presents him.
Such votive pictures are not uncommon, and have a peculiar grace
Hen. the archangel bears the vicand significance.
In
torious banner of the cross
he has conquered.
;

—

some instances he holds in his hand the head of the
Dragon, and in all instances it is, or ought to be, the
head of the Dragon which is transfixed " Thou shalt
:

bruise his head."

Those representations in which St. Michael is not
conqueror, but combatant, in which the moment is one
of transition, are less frequent
it is then anaetion, not
an emblem, and the composition is historical rather than
" when
It is the strife with Lucifer
symbolical.
Michael and his angels fought against the dragon, and
;

;

the dragon fought and his angels, and the great dragon
was cast out." (Rev. xii. 7.)
In churches and chapels

dedicated to St. Michael, or to "the Holy Angels," this
as in a famous fresco
appropriate subject often occurs
;

by Spinello d'Arezzo,

at Arezzo.t

In the middle of

the composition, Michael, armed with sword and shield,
is seen combating the dragon with seven heads, as dethe Apocalypse.
Above and around are
At the top of the picture is
angels also armed.
seen an empty throne, the throne which Lucifer had
" set in the north " below is seen
Lucifer, falling with

scribed in

many

;

his angels
*
t

over the parapet of heaven. (Isaiah xiv.

13.)

Boisseree Gallery.
A. D. 1400. Engraved in Lusinio's " Early Florentine Mas-

ters."
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The painter tasked his skill to render the transformation
of the spirits of light into Bpirits of darkness as fearful
as hideons as possible
and, being a man of a
nervous temperament, the continual dwelling on these
horrors began at length to trouble hi* brain.
Be
fancied that Lucifer appeared t<> him in a dream, demanding by what authority he had portrayed him
miller an aspect bo revolting 1
the painter awoke in

and

;

—

horror, was Beized with delirious fever, and bo died.
In his combat with the
dragon, Michael is sometimes

represented alone, and sometimes as assisted bj the two
other archangels, Gabriel and Raphael as in the fresco
by Signorelli, at Orvieto, where one of the angels,
whom we may suppose t" be Raphael, look* down on
:

the falling
<it'

demons with an

air of

melancholy, almost

pitv.

In a

picture by

has

chael

Marco Oggione (Milan, Brera) Mi-

precipitated

the

demon

into

the

gulf,

and

hovers above, while Raphael and Gabriel Btand below
on each Bide, looking on
all are clothed in voluminous
loose white draperies, more like priests than warriors;
hut it is n line picture.
;

In the large Rubens-r
at
Munich there are two
The
pictures of Michael Bubduing the revolted angels.
large one, in which .Michael i> the principal figure, ii

uol agreeable.
Rubens could oot
the earth to conceive ami
ly above

ami heroic ami beautiful

in

lift

himself sufficient-

embody

the spiritual

one divine form

;

his St.

composition, when
till the whole
space,
At the
of artistic invention.

The smaller
vulgar.
the fallen, or rather falling, angels
Michael

i-

a

is

most wonderful

effort

lummit of

the picture stands St. Michael, the shield in
"lie hand, in the other the forked
lightnings of Divine

wrath

and from above the rebel hosl tumble headlong
ruin and combustion hurled," ami with
Buch affright and amazement in every face, sued a
•in

;

hideous

downward movement
dizzy horror while we
Rubens should

in
every limb, that we recoil in
look upon it
iIt
tlrious that
have introd
fcmali reprobate spiri

I
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he intended his picture as an allegory, merely
its :
the conquest of the spiritual over the sensual, he is exbut if he meant to figure the vision in the
cusable
Apocalypse, it is a deviation from the proper Scriptural
treatment, which is inexcusable. This picture remains,
however, as a whole, a perfect miracle of art the fault
if

;

:

inclined to applaud as we do at some
astonishing tour de force; such at least was my own
feeling, and this is not the feeling appropriate to the
is,

we

that

feel

Though this famous picture is entitled the
Fall of the Angels, I have some doubts as to whether
whether he did
this was the intention of the painter
subject.

:

not

mean

Angel
dition

to express the fall of sinners, flung by the
of judgment into the abyss of wrath and per-

?

those devotional pictures which exhibit St. Michael as Lord of souls, he is winged and unarmed, and
In each scale sits a little naked
holds the balance.
"In

one of these ia
representing a human soul
usually represented with hands joined as in thankfulhe is the beato, the elected the other is in an
ness,
figure,

;

—

attitude of horror,

— he

;

the rejected, the reprobate ;
and often, but not necessarily, the idea is completed by
the introduction of a demon, who is grasping at the
is

descending scale, either with his talons, or with the
long two-prouged hook, such as is given to Pluto in
the antique sculpture.
Sometimes St. Michael is thus represented singly;

sometimes very beautifully in Madonna pictures, as in
a picture by Leonardo da Vinci (a. d. 1498), where St.
Michael, a graceful angelic figure, with light flowing
hair, kneels before the Madonna, and presents the balance to the Infant, who seems to welcome the pious
little

soul

who

sits

in the

uppermost

I have seen this idea varied.

scale.

St.

Michael stands

instead
majestic with the balance poised in his hands
of a human figure in either scale, there arc weights on
:

;

one side

is

seen a

shivering souls, as
8

company of
if

five

or six

waiting for their

little

doom

;

naked
on the

ii
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ntlicr Beveral demons, one of whom with his hook is
With or without
palling down the ascending Bcale.*
the balance, St. Michael figures as Kuril of Bonis when
introduced into pictures of the Assumption or the

Glorification of the Virgin.
To understand the whole
beauty and propriety of such representations, we must
remember that, according to one of the legends <>t' the
death of the Virgin, her spirit was consigned t<> tin••are of St. Michael until it was
permitted to reanimata
the Bpotless form, and with it ascend to heaven.
In one or two instances only, 1 have Been St. Michael

without wings.
In general, an armed figure
upwinged
and Btanding on a dragon, we may presume to be a St.
but
where
the
balance
is introduced, it leaves
George;
do doubt of the personality,
it is a St. Michael.
Oc-

—

the

casionally

two characters

— the

—protecting

Angel

of li^ht and the Angel of judgment
are united, and
we Bee St. Michael, with the dragon under his feel and
This was a favorite and apthe balance in bis hand.

on tombs and chapels dedicated to the
propriate Bubjecl
such is the beautiful bas-relief on the tomb of

dead

;

Henry VII. in Westminster Abbey
In Bome representations of the
instead

Michael,

lasl

banner and

of the

judgment,

cross,

St.

bears the

as in the very curious bas relief on the facade
St. Michael
of the church of St. Trophime at Aries.
here has a balance bo large that it is almost as high a>
Bcales

:

a soul
himself; it is no! a nun- emblem, bul a fad
in each scale, and a thud is rising up; the angel
In another part of
hold- out one hand to a--i>t him.
the same bas-relief St. Michael is seen carrying a hu;

sits

man

sold

bringing
l.

'

it

(represented as a little naked figure) and
In a celebrated
to St. Peter and St. Paul.
by some authors to John
Justus of Ghent, St. Michael

Judgment, attributed

Van Eyck, by

others

to

Hi^'h up, in the centre, sit;, the
grandly introduced.
Saviour, with the severe expression of the judge. Al
him hover four angels with the instruments of the 1'us-

i-

ARCHANGELS.
sion,

—

"5

ami below him throe others sounding trumpets,

I suppose the seven pre-eminent angels: the Virgin
St. John the Baptist on each side, and then the

and

" In the lower
Apostles ranged in the usual manner.
half of the picture stands St. Michael, clad in golden
armor, so bright as to reflect in the most complete manner all the surrounding objects.
His figure is slender
and elegant, but colossal as compared to the rest. He
seems to be bending earnestly forward, a splendid purple mantle falls from his shoulders to the ground, and
his large wings are composed of glittering peacock's
feathers.
He holds the balance the scale with the
good rests on earth, but that with the souls which are
found wanting mounts into air.
demon stands ready
;

A

receive them, and towards this scale St. Michael
points with the end of a black staff winch he holds in
to

his right hand."
This picture, which is a chef-d'oeuvre
of the early German school, is now iu the church of
St.

Mary

at Dantzig.

The historical subjects in which St. Michael is introduced exhibit him as prince of the Hebrew nation, and
"After the
belong properly to the Old Testament.*
confusion of tongues, and the scattering of the people,
which occurred on the building of the Tower of Babel,
To
every separate nation had an angel to direct it.
Michael was given in charge the people of the Lord.
The Hebrews being carried away captive into the land
of Assyria, Daniel prayed that they might be permitted to return when the seventy years of
captivity were
over; but the Angel of Persia opposed himself on this
occasion to the angels Michael and Gabriel. He wished
to retain the Jews in
captivity, because he was glad to
have, within the bounds of his jurisdiction, a people
who served the true God, and because he hoped that in
time the captive Jews would convert to the truth the
This
Assyrians and Persians committed to his care."
* St.
ii.

Ephreoi, Bib. Orient.,

p. 17.

torn.

i.

p. 78.

De Beausobre,

yol-

1
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rurious passage from one of the early Christian fathers,
representing the l'
angels as opposed to each other,
one of them as disputing the commands of <<"!. is
an instance of the confused ideas on the subject <>t' ani

11ml

which prevailed

gels

in the

prevail, 1 imagine, in

the

ancient Church, and which
minds of many even at this

day.

In the story of Hagar

in

the wilderness,

is

it

Michael

who descends to her aid. In the sacrifice of Isaac, it
is Michael who
It is Mistays the arm of Abraham.
chael who brings the plagues on Egypt, and he it is
who Leads the Israelites through the wilderness. It was
belief of the Jews,

tlic

and of some of the early

(

Ihristiaa

fathers, thai through his angel (not in person) God
spoke to Moses from the burning bush and delivered to

on MouM Sinai
and that the angel so
was Michael.
It i~ Michael who combatB with Lucifer lor the
body
of Moses.
(Jude \. 9.)
According to one interpre-

him

the law

;

delegated

passage of Scripture, the demon
wished to enter ami to possess the form of Moses, in

tation of this curious

bj personating their leader;
Michael contended for the body,
it
in an unknown
place, lest the
Jews shoiihl fall into the sin of paying divine honors to
their legislator.
This is a tine picturesque Bubjecl the
rocky desert, the body of Moses dead on the earth, the
contest of the good ami e\il angel confronting each

the .leu.-

oriler to deceive

others Bay, thai
that he might bury
hut

:

other,

— these

arc

grand

the fresco by

I..

materials

I

must

It

have

—

remember

hut one instance,
in the
Signorelli, in the Sistine Chapel

been rarely treated, for

I

Vatican.
It

i>

Michael who intercepts

Balaam

*

when on

his

people of Israel, and puts blcssii
waj
a subject often to
into bis mouth instead of curses
id, but a- a fact rather than a \ i.-ioii.
to curse

the

:

It

i-

Michael

by Jericho:

who

Btands before Joshua

"And Joshua
•

in Iron,

m mod

said

in

unto him.

Qreo., p

101.

the plain

An

thou
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our adversaries 1 And he said, Nay but
as captain of the host of the Lord am I now come.
And Joshua fell on his face to the earth, and did worunto him, What saith my lord unto his
ship, and said
servant ? And the captain of the Lord's host said unto
for us, or for

;

Joshua, Loose thy shoe from off thy foot for the place
whereon thou standest is holy."
(Joshua v. 13-15.)
In the Greek MS.
This subject is very uncommon.
a magnificent example,
already alluded to, I met with
half-ruined
magnificent in point of sentiment, though
and effaced the God-like bearing of the armed angel,
is here as fine as
looking down on the prostrate Joshua,
;

—

;

possible.

Michael

It is

who

appears to Gideon.* It is Michael
It is Michael who exterminates

who

chastises David.t

the

army

Sennacherib

of

a

;

subject magnificently
that on this occa-

(Some suppose
painted by Rubens.
sion God made use of the ministry of an evil angel.J)
It is Michael who descends to deliver the Three

The Three
Children from the burning fiery furnace.
Children in the furnace is a subject which appears very
as a symearly in the catacombs and on the sarcophagi

—

so early, that it is described
bol of the redemption
by Tertullian § but in almost all the examples given
where there is a fourth, it
there are three figures only
;

;

:

of course, the protecting angel, but he is without
wings.
Michael seizes the prophet Habakkuk by the hair of

is,

||

the head, and carries him to Babylon to the den of
This apocryphal
lions, that he may feed Daniel.H
*

Judges

vi. 11.

t

2

Sam. xxiv.

16.

De

Oratione, cap. xii.
On the early Christian sarcophagi, as I
Bottari, Tab. xxii.
have already observed, there are no winged angels. In the oftrepeated subject of the "Three Children in the burning fiery
X

Calmet.

§

||

furnace," the fourth figure, when introduced, may represent a son
i. e. an angel; or the Son of God, i. e. Christ, as it hag
•f God,
been interpreted in both senses.

—

V Bel and the Dragon,

26.

n8
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I have Been it
Babject occurs on several sarcophagi.*
also iii illuminated MSS., but cannot at tins moment

it.
It occurs in a series of late Flemish
prints
of which there are good impressioni
Hemskirk,
the British Mimhiii.

refer

iii

—

after
in

is not named in the
legends of the Madonna, as we shall

The Archangel Michael
bnt in the
pels
Bee hereafter, he
;

I

plays a verj important part, being
deputed by Christ to announce t'> his mother her apFor the presproaching end, and to receive her bouI,
ent I will only remark, that "hen, in accordance with
this very ancient legend, an angel is represented kneeling before the Madonna, and holding in his hand a

palm Bun
i-

Dot

uted by Btars, or a lighted taper, this angel
announcing the conception of Christ,

Gabriel,

supposed, but

as

is
usually
death.t

The

of

legend

fresco, in the

I
saw in a large
Florence, bj a painter of
bo had a Btate, that I could

Monte Galgano

Santa Croce

the Giotto school

Michael, as the angel of

at

but in
nut a hull 01) the top of a mountain, and a
Mi the opposite
man shooting with a bow and arrow.
wall i- the combat of Michael with the dragon,
very

only

;

make

<

—

.spirited,

and

in

much

guish the apparition
from the apparition

which a

hull

better

<>t

preservation.

To

distin-

Michael on Monte Galgano
Mont St. Michel, in both Of

St.

on
and a bishop are principal

necessary to observe, that,
the sea is always introduced

in
at

figures,

named

it

is

the

last

tin-

base of the picture,

Bubject,

most common in Italian, and
In the French
the hitter in French works of art.
stained glass of the thirteenth and fourteenth eeiitin
St. Michael is a rery popular subject, either with the
dragon, or the scales, or both.
Lately, in removing the whitewash from the
wall of the nave of Preston Church, near Brighton,

and

that

the former

18

;

i

i

it.'-

Madonna.
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was discovered the outline of a group of figures, representing St Michael, fully draped, and with large wings,
bearing the balance; in each scale a

human

soul.

The

containing the beato is assisted by a figure fully
draped, hut so ruined that it is not possible to Bay
whether it represents the Virgin or the guardian saint
of the person who caused the fresco to be painted.
I
am told that in the old churches of Cornwall, and of
the towns on the south coast, which had frequent intercourse with France, effigies of St. Michael occur freOn the old
quently, both in painting and sculpture.
English coin, thence called an angel, we have the figure
of St. Michael, who was one of the patron saints of
scale

our
I

Norman kings.
must now trust

to the reader to contemplate the

figures of St. Michael, so frequent and so varied in
Art, with reference to these suggestions; and leaving
for the present this radiant Spirit, this bright similitude
of a primal and universal faith, we turn to his angelic

companions.
St. Gabriel.
Lat. Sanctus Gabriel. Ital. San Gabriello, San Gabriele, L' Angelo Annunziatore. Fr. St. Gabriel.

"I

am Gabriel, that

stand in the presence of God."

— Lute

i.

19.

In those passages of Scripture where the Angel Gabriel is mentioned by name, he is
brought before us in
the character of a Messenger only, and always on imIn the Old Testament he is sent to
portant occasions.
Daniel to announce the return of the Jews from captivity, and to explain the vision which prefigures the
destinies of mighty empires.
His contest with the
Angel of the kingdom of Persia, when St. Michael
comes to his assistance, would be a splendid subject in
fit hands
I do not know that it has ever been painted.
In the New Testament the mission of Gabriel is
yet
more sublime he first appears to the high-priest Zach;

:
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—

mid foretells the hirth of .Toll n [lie Baptist,
a
Bubjecl which belongs especially to the life of thai saint.
Six months later, Gabriel is sent to annomiee the ap-

arias,

pearance of the Redeemer of mankind.*
In the Jewish tradition, Gabriel is the
guardian of
the celestial treasury.
Hence,
presume, .Milton baa
made bim chief guardian of Paradise:
1

"

—

Betwixt these rocky pillars Qabrli
Chief "f the
guards, awaiting night."

tH"

Angel who announced the birth of Christ, hi*
has been venerated as the Angel who presides over
child-birth.
He foretells the birth of Samson, and, in
the apocrypha] legends, he foretells to Joachim the

As

the

In

birth of the Virgin.

Mahomet

portance.
tea.her and

the

selected

East, he
him as

is

of greal

im-

immediate

his

and he became the great protecthence between Michael, the
protector of the .lews and christians, and Gabriel, the
protector of the Moslem, there is supposed to exial no
inspire)-,

blamiam

of

ing angel

:

—

rather the reverse.
friendly feeling,
In the New Testament, Gabriel is a

much more

im-

portant personage than Michael
yet 1 have never met
with anj picture in which he figures Bingrj as an object
;

In devotional pictures he figures as the
of worship.
" Becondo Era
second of the three Archangels,
or in his peculiar charjirimi." a- TaSSO BtyleS him

—

i

;

acter as the divine

or a sceptre
"

A\
*

M

l

"The

Dounced

messenger of grace, "/' Angela <musually hear.-, in one hand u lily

He then

mmaatore."

in the

;

\i:i \.

I

.1: v

other a scroll on which
l

l

\

n

stone on which itood

i"

i!

i

is

"
l

v

\

tin'

Virgin

!

Angel Qabrlel whan he aa>
the

ahturcb "f tic
|

in

'

Dinanzl a

ii

lei la

Maria gratia pltna
sue

uli

dUfa

DaITC. Par.

"i

the

ting in the

Roma.

Paradl* he sings forerer the famous salutation

i

y

v<

rated

i

inscribed,

t

t
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The subject called the Annunciation is one of tho
most frequent and most important, as it is one of the
most beautiful, in the whole range of Christian Art.
It

however, to the history of the Virgin,
have occasion to treat it at length
yet

belongs,

where I

shall

;

Angel Gabriel here assumes, by direct Scriptural
and as the
testimony, a distinct name and personality,
to a subject so often
dignity and significance proper
unworthily and perversely treated depend very much
on the character and deportment given to the celestial
as the

messenger, I shall make a few observations in this
of the angel, only
place with respect to the treatment
reserving the theme in its general bearing for future
consideration.

In the early representations of the Annunciation it
treated as a religious mystery, and with a solemn
simplicity and purity of feeling, which is very striking
and graceful in itself, as well as in harmony with the
is

peculiar

manner of the

The

divine revelation.

6cene

generally a porch or portico of a temple-like building the Virgin stands (she is very seldom seated, and
the angel stands bethen on a kind of raised throne)
fore her, at some distance
very often, she is within
is

;

;

:

Gabriel is a majestic
he is without.
generally robed in white, wearing the tunic
and pallium a Vantique, his flowing hair bound by a
the

portico

;

being,

jewelled tiara, with large many-colored wings, and
bearing the sceptre of sovereignty in the left hand,
while the right is extended in the act of benediction as
" Hail
thou that art highly fawell as salutation
"
He is
Blessed art thou among women
vored
the attitude of the Virgin, with
the principal figure
her drapery drawn over her head, her eyes drooping,
:

!

!

!

:

and her hands folded on her bosom, is always expresSo Dante
sive of the utmost submission and humility.
introduces the image of the lowly Virgin receiving the
angel as an illustration of the virtue of Humility
:

" Ed avea in atto impressa esta
"
Ecce aucilla Dei
'

'

'

—

favella

—
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mid Flaxman has admirably embodied

this idea, both
angel with outspread arms, and the kneelSometimes the angel Boats in, with liis
Virgin.
arms crossed over his bosom, but .-till with the air of a
in the lofty

Bupcrior being, as in the beautiful figure by Lorenzo
Monaco, in the Florence tallery.
<

two figures are not always in the same picture
it was a
very general custom "to place the Virgin and
the Angel, the " Annunziata
and the " Angelo annunziatore," one on each side of the altar, the place
Tlic

;

of

tin:

Virgin being usually to the righl of

tin-

specta-

sometimes the figures are half-length: sometimes,
when placed in the Bame picture, they are in two sepator;

rate compartments, a pillar, or
e other ornament,
as in many old
running up tin- picture between them
altar-pieces, where the two figures arc placed above or
on each Bide of the Nativity, or the Baptism, or the
other scene ft
the life
Marriage at Cana, or b
and miracles of our Saviour.
This Bubject does nol
the earliest instance
have
appear on the sarcophagi
mel with i> in the mosaic series over tin' arch in front
of the choir in the church of Santa Maria Maggiore, at
Here we have
Rome, executed in the fifth century.
two successive moments represented together.
In the
lir.-t the
angel i- sent on hi> mission, and appear- Dying
down from heaven the earliest instance
have seen
In the .second
of an angel in the act of flight
group
the Virgin appears seated on a throne
two an
.-

;

1

;

I

;

j

-tand behind

her, Bupposed to represent her guardian
impels, and the angel Gabriel stand.- in front with one
hand extended.
The dresses an- classical, and then
not u trace of the media \al
feeling, or Style, in the
whole composition.
In the Greek picture-, the Angel and the
Virgin
both -tand; and in the Annunciation of Cimabue the
k formula is
adhered to.
have seen picstrictlj
ture, .,f the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, in which
•

I

i-

little

a princely ambassador,

angels bearing np

hi.-

with

mantle behind:

in

tin-

a

-j

pic-
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turc in the collection of Prince Wallcrstein, one meek
and beautiful angel bears up the rich robes of the majestic archangel, like a page in the train of a sovereign
But from the beginning of the fourteenth cenprince.

tury we perceive a change of feeling, as well as a change
the veneration paid to the Virgin demanded
of style
She becomes not merely the prinanother treatment.
:

she is the " Recipal person, but the superior being
gina angelorum," aud the angel bows to her, or kneels
Thus in the famous altarbefore her, as to a queen.*
he bears a sceptre,
piece at Cologne, the angel kneels
and also a sealed roll, as if he were a celestial ambassador delivering his credentials about the same period
we sometimes see the angel merely with his hands
folded over his breast, and his head inclined, delivering
his message as if to a superior being.
I cannot decide at what period the lily first replaced
the sceptre in the hand of the angel, not merely as the
emblem of parity, but as the symbol of the Virgin
from the verse in the Canticles usually applied to her
" I am the rose of
Sharon, and the lily of the valley."
lily is often placed in a vase near the Virgin, or
;

;

:

:

A

of all the attributes
foreground of the picture
placed in the hand of the angel, the lily is the most
in the

usual,

:

and the most expressive.

painters of Siena, who often displayed a new
original sentiment in the treatment of a subject,
have represented the angel Gabriel as the announcer

The

and

"
he kneels before the Virgin,
of " peace on earth
;
crowned with olive, and bearing a branch of olive in
" When an
* See the Ursuline Manual.
angel anciently appeared to the. patriarchs or prophets, he was received with due
honor as being exalted above them, both by nature and grace ;
but when an archangel visited Mary, he was struck with her superior dignity and pre-eminence, and, approaching, saluted her with
admiration and respect. Though accustomed to the lustre of the
highest heavenly spirits, yet he was dazzled and amazed at the
dignity and spiritual glory of her whom he came to salute Mother
of God, while the attention of the whole heavenly court was with
rapture fixed upon her."
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Then
hand, as in a picture by Taddeo Bartoli.
also b beautiful St. Gabriel by Martin Schbn, stand-

his
ii

and crowned with

ing,

•

in-

I.'

So Dante:

olive.

—

ohe venne in t«rr;i ."l ,1. creto
it' anni
lagrimata pace."

1

Delia

m

Another passage in Dante which the painl
have had before them >ln>\% ^ as the Madonna
iiml the

angel as adoring

:

to

as queen,

—

"Qua! e quel angel ehe oon taut" puocu
Qoarda aegll oechl la im-tra regina
[nnamorato si ohe par 'i> fttooof"
"
Ed egtl a me,
Baldena e leggladrla
Qu mi eaaer pnote in angelo ed in alma

—

i

Tutta
Tt

is

in

in lot,

<•

this

srckiiiL'

i'

die

si v.. I. in

baldena

<

sin

"

!

in

l<<i</iti(lii<i

a mis,

have forgotten all
the spiritual dignity of the Angel Messenger.
Where the angel hears a lighted taper, which the
gense that

tjvkcn

Virgin extends
ing, hears

in

later

the

painters

hand to take from him or, kneelhand a palni-hraiu h. surmounted hy

Iter

;

his

seven or twelve star-, the subject represented is nut the
announcement of the birth of the Saviour, but die
death of the Virgin, a part of her legendary history
then the
which is rarely treated ami easily mistaken
;

announcing angel
In

i.

hi

German

habited

Is

The

scene

in
i>

Gabriel, hut Michael.*
Art, the angel in the Annunciation
is

not

richly embroidered.
mi of the Virgin
ami

garments

priestly

often

the

l.<

<lr<

>«

;

announcing angel enters ami kneels at the
threshold of the door, the Boly Ghost enters at the
1
window.
have teen examples in which Gabriel,
entering at a door behind the Virgin, unfolds his offiIh ha- no lily, or BCeptre, and
cial "Ave Maria."
while

the

she

is
apparently
seeing him.t
*

an

Tip- Aiiiniiii iati'.n

character

conscious of

ami

tip

Death

bis

presence without

"f the Virgin,

and the

aniKwinrtng angel in Ih.iIi subjects, are fully
ami Illustrated in tic " I' ;'' nd* "I tli.' Ma.li.inia."
As iii a v.ry cure. us print by " Lt tiniveur da 1400" aud
t
there are other instances.
i

I

"f the

I

;
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But

we

in the representations of the sixteenth century
find neither the solemnity of the early Italian nor

and this dithe naivete of the early German school
vine subject becomes more and more materialized and
;

familiarized, until losing

its

spiritual character,

it

strikes

One cannot

say that the
angel is invariably deficient in dignity or the Virgin
In the Venetian school and the Bologna
in grace.
school we find occasionally very beautiful Annunciabut in general the half-draped fluttering angels
tions
and the girlish-looking Virgins are nothing less than

us as shockingly prosaic.

;

and in the attempt to vary the sentiment,
the naturalisti have here run the risk of being much too
natural.
offensive

;

In the Cathedral at Orvieto, the Annunciation is represented in front of the choir by two colossal statues

by Francesco Mochi to the right is the angel Gabriel,
poised on a marble cloud, in an attitude so fantastic
on the
that he looks as if he were going to dance
:

;

other side stands the Virgin, conceived in a spirit how
different
she has started
yet not less mistaken
!

—

;

from her throne with one hand she grasps it, with
the other she seems to guard her person against the
intruder
majesty at once, and fear, a look of insulted
"
dignity, are in the air and attitude,
par che minacci
but I thought of Mrs. Side tenia nel tempo istesso,"
dons while I looked, not of the Virgin Mary.
This fault of sentiment I saw reversed, but equally
;

:

—

—

—

the extreme, in another example,
a beautiful
The Virgin seated on the side of her bed
miniature.*

in

sinks back alarmed, almost fainting

the angel in a
robe of crimson, with a white tunic, stands before her,
;

away and grasping his sceptre in his hand,
with a proud commanding air, like 'a magnificent surly
a Jupiter who had received a repulse.
god,
I "pass over other instances conceived in a taste even
more blamable,
Gabriels like smirking, winged lord
half turning

—

—

*

Chanta Royales, Paris Bibl. Nat., MS. No. 6989.
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chamberlains

and Virgins, half prim, half voluptuous,

— the Banctity and
;

high solemnity of the evenl utterly

Lei this Buffice for the present

lost.

the reader to his

own

1

may now

leave

Raphael-

St.
iMt. Sanctus Raphael.
Hi

:

and discrimination.

feeling

Hal. Ban RaffiuUo. Fr. Saint Kaphacl.
Der Hi lllge EtafaeL

r.

-

I
am ELafhabl, one of the Beven Holy Aageli irhldi p
the prayers of the Saints, ami irhteh go In and out before the
On."
Tobit xii. 15.
glory of the

—

Hon

havb already alluded to the established belief, that
every individual man, nay, every created being, bath a
Woe
guardian angel deputed to watch over him:
unto n>, if, by our negligence or our mIC will, we ofiend
I

—

him on whose vigilance we depend for belp and salBut the prince of guardian spirits, the guarvation
dian angel of all humanity, is Raphael; and in tins
!

according to the earrj Christians, be appeared to the shepherds by night "with good tidings
of great joy, which Bhall be lor all people." It is, however, from the beautiful Hebrew romance of Tobil that
character,

his attributes are

gathered

he

:

is

the

protector of the

young and innocent, ami he watches over the pilgrim
The character imputed to bint in
and the wayfarer.
the Jewish traditions has
! >

y Milton:

Adam

:

—

Raphael
"

Kapha*
To travel
I

.

The
-

the

ii

And
out
lii--.

;

retained

and amplified
God to warn

affable arch;.

unable iplrlt that deigned

Tool

irtth

been

the angel .-em bj

is

i

•

a turn

"'.

ddi

-i

"

the character ofthe angel
preserved throughsympathy with the human race, bis benignity,

hi>

eloquence, his mild and social convene.

Adam

maid

i-<

blesses

him

:

—

So when
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to part,

Go, heavenly guest, ethereal messenger,
Sent from whose sovereign goodness 1 adore
Gentle to me and affable hath been

!

condescension, and shall be honored ever
With grateful memory. Thou to mankind
Be good and friendly still, and oft return "

Thy

!

This character of benignity is stamped on all the best
representations of Raphael, which, however, are not
common they occur principally in the chapels dedicated to the holy guardian angels
but there are also
churches and chapels dedicated to him singly.
The devotional figures of Raphael exhibit him in
" his habit fit for
the dress of a
or
:

;

traveller,
pilgrim
speed succinct," sandals on his feet, his hair bound with
a fillet or diadem, the staff in his hand, and sometimes
a bottle of water or a wallet (panetiere) slung to his
belt.
In the figure by Murillo, one of the most beautiful pictures in

the Leuchtenberg Gallery, Raphael is
guardian and guide of the votary who appears
a bishop who probably bore the same name.*
below,
Sometimes, as guardian spirit, he has a sword the
most beautiful example I could cite of this treatment is
the figure in the Breviary of Anne of Bretagne (a. d.
he wears a pale-green tunic bordered with gold,
1500)
and wings of a deep rose color he has a casket or
wallet slung over his shoulder by a golden belt
in
one hand he holds a sword, and the other is raised with
a warning gesture his countenance, beautiful and be" Take heed."
More comnign as possible, yet says,
monly, however, he carries a small casket, box, or vase,
"
charm
the
supposed to contain the "

the

—

:

;

;

;

;

against

fishy

evil spirits.

(Tobit

vi. 6, 7.)

Raphael, in his character of guardian angel, is generally represented as leading the youthful Tobias.
When, in order to mark the difference between the
celestial

and the mortal being, Tobit

* Mr.
"
Stirling entitles this picture
Bishop at his prayers."

is

figured so small

an angel appearing

to a
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as to Io<»k like a child, and

when

wean

the angel

lils

Bpirit-wings, and is not disguised, the whole Bubject
becomes idealized: it is do longer an historical action,
but a devotional allegory; and Tobias with liis fish

the

represents

There

believer,

by

life-pilgrimage
<>f 'li\

ine

mere]

guarded
the

and

angi

.

a Bmall side chapel in the church of Saint

is

Enphemia,

the

Christian,

guided through his
monitor and minister

Verona, dedicated

at

t<>

St.

Raphael.

The

walls are painted with frescos from the Btorj of Tobit
and over the altar is thai masterpiece of Carotto, rep-

;

resenting the three archangels as three graceful spiritlike
The altar being dedicated
figures without wings.
to Raphael, he is lure the principal figure
he alone
;

has the glory encircling his head, and takes precedence
of the others
he Btands in the centre leading Tobias,
and looking down on him with an air of such saintly
and benign protection, thai one fids inclined to sin or
;

sing in the words of the litany,
lescentium pudicitisB defensor,

<

more

"Sancte Raphael, ado"
Even
pro nobis

>rn

!

who

stands on the right,
with one hand gathering up the folds of Ids crimson
robe, the other leaning on bis great two handed sword;
hut such a head, such a eountenanee looking out Upotl
di\ ine

is

the St. Michael

— so earnest,

—

we recognize
powerful, and serious!
Lord of Souls, the Angel of Judgment
To the
left of Raphael stands Gabriel, the Angel of
Redemption; he holds the lily, and looks up to heaven adoring:
us

the

this

is

the least expressive of the three heads, bnl still
and, on the whole, the picture left a Btron

beautiful

;

impression on
the glorious
its

my mind than any had seen at Venice,
The coloring iu
Assumption excepted.
I

glowing depth

tells

that

us.

this

like

is

thai

\. d.
1495),
limbs of the angels w<

young (about
famous

was

Is

Vasari
Giorgione.
when Carotto

criticised

Then
The drawing, however,

not the

••

it

!><

il

i

art

because the

lender; to which Carotto,

for his repartees, replied,

the better 1"

ceded,

<d'

picture, painted

of the picture.

they will

fly

tnusl be <<<n-
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earliest picture of Titian which remains to us
a St. Raphael leading Tobias * beautiful, but not
equal, certainly, to that of Carotto.
Raphael, as wc
is

;

might naturally suppose, painted his guardian angel
and patron saint con amore : t we have by him two St.
Raphaels the first, a little figure executed when he
was a boy in the studio of his master Perugino, is now
on one side of an altar-piece in the Certosa at Pavia.
Later in life, aud in one of his finest works, he has in;

troduced his patron saint with infinite beauty of feeling:
Madonna della Pesce.J the Virgin sits upon her
the angel
throne, with the Infant Christ in her arms
Raphael presents Tobias, who is not here a youth, but

in the

;

a child

;

while the Infaut Christ turns

away from

the

wise, bearded old doctor, who is intently studying his
great book, to welcome the angel and his charge. The
head of the angel, looking up in the face of the Ma-

donna, is in truth sublime it would be impossible to
determine whether it belongs to a masculine or a femibut none could doubt that it is a divine
nine being
being, filled with fervent, enthusiastic, adoring love.
The fish in the hand of Tobias has given its name to
the picture
and I may as well observe that in the de:

;

;

votional pictures, where the fish
expressing Christian baptism, it

merely an attribute,
usually very small
in the story it is a sort of monster, which sprang out
of the river and would have devoured him.
is
is

:

All the subjects in which the Archangel Raphael is
to the history of Tobit.
The scenes

an actor belong

—

—

of this beautiful Scriptural legend
I must call it so
have been popular subjects of Art, particularly in the

and have been admirably treated by some
Dutch and Flemish painters the combination of the picturesque and poetical with the homely
aud domestic recommended it particularly to RemTobias dragging the fish
brandt and his school.

later schools,

of the best

*
t

J

In the church of S. Marziale, Venice,
Passavant's Rafael, vol. ii. p. 6. 150.

Madrid Gallery.
9

:

1

3
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ashore, while the angel stands by, i-; :\ tino pictaresqae
landscape subject which baa been often repeated. The
Bpirited little sketch by Salvator,' in which the figure
of the guardian angel is admirable fin" power and animated grace j the twilight effect by Rembrandt; t
another by Domenichino; three by Claude; maybe
cited :i> examples.
In t-ni
pictures, as it has been rightlj observed, the
be is disguised as tlio
angel ought not to have wings
li

:

friendly traveller. The dog, which ought to be omitted
in the devotional pictures, is here a
part of the story,
:unl figures

with great propriety.

Rembrandt painted

the parting of Tobias and liis
parents four times; Tobias led by the angel, four
timrs
Tobias healing his father, once; the departure
of the angel, twice.
Of this last Bubject, the picture
:

in tlic

Louvre may

1«'

pronounced

01

his finest;

f

—

miraculous for true and spirited expression, and for the
action of the Boaring angel, who parts the clouds and
strikes through the air hke n Btrong Bwimmer through
the

waves of the

The

sea.

Btory of Tobit, as

Beries

:i

represented,

very frequently

of subjects, has been

always

the

in

gain and

nave to
picturesque style of tin- later schools.
return to it hereafter; here I have merely alluded to
the devotional treatment, in order to direct attention to
I

the proper character of the

And

thus

1 1 :

1 1

1

Archangel Raphael.

we have shown
"

how

Ii'.iy

Ohnrch

represent with human countenance
Qabriel tod Mirii.ii l, and iiim who made
I>oili

— Dim,

•

1.

oi

Par.

1

}.

(

In our National

(ialli'ry.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES ON ANGELS.
In a picture by Gentile da Fabriano (Berlin Gallery, 11"0),
the Virgin and Child are enthroned, and on each side of the throne
is a tree, on the branches of which are little red Seraphim winged
and perched like birds, singing and making music. I remember
also a little Dutch print of a lliposo (u. "Legends of the Madonna"), in which five little angels are perched on the trees
above, singing and playing for the solace of the divine Infant.
Thus we have Dante's idea of the Uccelli di Dio reproduced in a
more familiar form.
1.

2. In the Convent of Sant-Angelo at Bologna, Camillo Procaccino painted the " Acts of the Holy Angels " in the following order:
1. The Fall of the Dragon.
2. The Angels drive Adam and Eve
from Paradise. 3. The three Angels visit Abraham. 4. The An5. The Angel wrestles with
gel stays the arm of Abraham.
Jacob. 6. The Angels visit Jacob in a Dream. V. The Angel
delivers the three Children in the burning fiery Furnace.
8. The
Angel slays the Host of Sennacherib. 9. The Angel protects
Tobit. 10. The Punishment of Heliodorus.
11. The Annuncia-

tion to

Mary.

It will

strictly Scriptural.

be remarked that

all

these subjects are

THE FOUR EVANGELISTS.
" M.ittlif w wrotf fur
the Hebrews Mark, for the Italians Luke,
t the Qreeka fur ill, the ^-r.-at herald John."
Gregory A<»;

f

;

—

;

tianxen.

jjINCE on tin- Four Evangelists, as the witee and interpreters of a revealed religion,
tin' whole Christian Church
may be >aiil to
real as upon four majestic pillars, we <-.-imi<pt,
be surprised that representations of them ^mulil abound,
and iluit tlnir effigies Bhould have been introduced into
places <>(' worship from very early times.
Generally, wefind them represented together, grouped,
or in a series; sometimes in their collective character,

Christian

as the Four

Witnesses; sometimes

character, each

As

patron.

n<>

n^

an

inspired

in

their

individual

or

beneficent

teacher,

authentic resemblances of these sacred

personages bave ever been

known or even supposed

to

representations bave always been either
In the symbol, the aim was to
bolical it ideal.

exist,

-H'li

embody, under some emblematical

•
i

1 1 1 ; i

l:

<

.

the spiritual

Mini portrait, the artist, left t" his own
conception, borrowed from Scripture some leading trait
(when Scripture afforded any authority for such), and
adding, with what bucccbs hi- -kill could attain, nil that
lii-i
imagination could conceive, as expressive of digmission;

in !!»•

—

the look "commercing
nity Mini persuasive eloquence,
wiili the .4.H-," the
commanding form, the reverend
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—

he put the book or the pen
face, the ample draperies,
into his hand, and thus the writer and the teacher of
the truth was placed before us.
The earliest type under which the Four Evangelists
arc figured

an emblem of the simplest kind four
the four angles of a Greek cross, or

is

:

scrolls placed in

four books (the Gospels), represented allegorically those

The secoud type
or promulgated them.
the four rivers which had
chosen was more poetical,
their source in Paradise
representations of this kind,
in which the Saviour, figured as a lamb holding the
cross, or in his human form, with a lamb near him,

who wrote

—

:

stands on an eminence, from which gush four rivers or
fountains, are to be met with in the catacombs, on ancient sarcophagi preserved among the Christian relics
in the Vatican, and in several old churches constructed

between the second and the

fifth century.
in the
period the four mysterious creatures
vision of Ezekiel (ch. i. 5) were first adopted as significant symbols of the Four Evangelists does not
seem clear. The Jewish doctors interpreted them as

At what

—

Michael, Raphael,
figuring the Four Archangels,
and afterwards applied them as emGabriel, Uriel
blems of the Four Great Prophets,
Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Ezekiel, and Daniel. By the early Oriental Christians,
the whole of the Old Testament, the transwho

—

;

typified
fer of the emblem to the

vious and easy

;

Four Evangelists seems obwe find it alluded to as early as the
The four "Beasts" of corresponding

second century.
form in the Revelation (chap. iv. 7), which stood round
the throne of the Lamb, were likewise thus interpreted ;
but it was not till the fifth century that we find these
symbols assuming a visible form, and introduced into
works of art. In the seventh century they had become
almost universal, as distinctive attributes.
to the
general application of the Four Creatures
is of much earlier date than the separate and individual application of each symbol, which
that propounded by St
has varied at different times

The

Four Evangelists

',

i
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3

in bis commentary on Ezekiel, has since his timr
Tims, then, i. To St. Matthew
prevailed universally.
was given the Chbbi n, <>r human semblance, because lie

Jerome,

begins his

<

lospel with the

human

generation of

Ihrist

<

;

according to others, because in his Gospel the human
nature of the Saviour is more insisted on than the
In the most aUcienl mosaics, the type is hudivine.
man, not angelic, for the head is thai of a man with a
or,

beard.

2.

.Mark

St.

has the Lion, because he has

Bel

or, according to
dignity of Christ
others, because he begins with the mission of the Bap

the

forth

—

royal

j

—

voia of am crying in tin wilderness"
which
or according to a third interprefigured by the lion
tation, the lion was allotted to St. Mark because there
ti.-t

"ili'

is

:

was, in the middle ages, a popular belief that the young
of the lion was born dead, and after three 'lays was

awakened

to

vitality

by the breath of

its

some

sire;

authors, however, represent the lion as vivifying his
In either
young not by his breath, but by his roar.
case the application is the same; the revival of the

was considered as symbolical of the resurand Mark was common!) called the "historian
of the resurrection."
Another commentator obsei
that Mark begins his Gospel with "roaring"; "the
voice dt' one crying in the wilderness"; and ends it

young

lion

rection,

fearfully with b curse,

be

damned"; and

—"

that,

He

then

that

believeth not shall

fore, hi>

appropriate

attri-

:t.
the most terrible of beasts, the lion.*
Luke
has the Ox, because he has dwell on the priesthood of
-t.
John
Christ, the ox being the emblem of sacrifice,

bute

is

which is the Bymbol of the highest inhas the Baoi
soared upwards to the contemplaspiration, because he
tion of the divine nature of the Saviour.
1

Bui

the

.

order

in

symbols are placed,
iels

the

according

Four Beasts as

which,
is

to

theological Art, these
as the order of the

same

the canon,

Rupertus considers

typical of the Incarnation,

Hon. the Resurrection, and
*

in

not the

Hu|Mrtu», Cuminuiitar. in

tl»

Apo

Ascension;
I

th<-

P

an

idea

Mirk wj.

in.
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upon by Dnrandus, who

adds, that

previously dwelt
the man and the liou are placed on the right, because
the incarnation and the resurrection are the joy of the
whole earth whilst the ox is on the left, because
;

was a trouble to the apostles and the
above the ox, as suggestive of our Lord's up-

Christ's sacrifice

eagle

is

;

ward flight into heaven.
According to others, the
At the
proper order in the ascending scale is thus
:

to the right, the lion ;
lowest point on the left, the ox
and above all, the angel. So
above the ox, the eagle
in Raphael's Vision of Ezekicl, the angel gazes into
the face of the Holy One, the others form his throne.
;

;

I have dwelt on these fanciful interpretations and
disquisitions, because the symbols of the Evangelists
meet us at every turn ; in the mosaics of the old Italian

churches, in the decorative sculpture of our old cathedrals, in the Gothic stained glass, in the ancient pictures

and miniatures, on the carved and chased covers of
old books everywhere, in short, where enters the idea
of their divine mission,
and where is it not ? The

—

;

profound thought, as well as the vivid imagination, exercised in some of these early works of art, is beginning
to be appreciated
and we should lose the half of what
;

and

significant and venerable in these apparently arbitrary and fanciful symbols, if we merely
seized the general intention, and not the relative and
is

poetical

appropriate meaning of each.
I will only add (for I have restricted myself to the
consideration of the mysteries of faith only so far as
they are carried into the forms of Art), that these sym-

Four Evangelists were in their combination
held to be symbolical of the Redeemer, in the fourfold
character then universally assigned to him, as man, as
bols of the

king, as high-priest,
Latin verse
:

"

—

and as God

;

according to this

Dominum signant animalia Christum,
Est Homo nascendo, vitulusqne sacer moriendo,
Et Leo surgendo, coelos aquilaque petendo ;
Nee minus hos scribas animalia et ipsa figurant."

Quatuor hasc
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This would again niter the received order of tlio
symbols, and place the angelic or human semblance
lower than the rest
bat I have never Been them bo
placed, at least I can recoiled do Instance.
A Greek mosaic, existing in the Convent of Vatopedi, on Mount Athos, exhibits an attempt to reduce
:

to

form the wild and Bublime imagery
del:

ol

the prophet

Evangelists, or rather the Gospels, are
represented as the tetramorph, or four-faced creature,
with wings full of eyes, and borne on wheels of living
the

flame.

The Tetramorph,

i.

c.

the union of the four

attri-

butes of the Evangelists, in one figure, is in Greek Art
a mysterious thing.
The
always angelic or winged,
Tetramorph in Western Art has in some instances be-

—

come monstrous,

In a
instead of mystic and poetical.
miniature of the Hortua Ddiaarum, we find the new
Law, or Christianity, represented its a woman crowned

and seated on an animal which, with the body of a
and
horse, has the lour heads of the mystic creatures
of the lour feet, one is human
One hoofed, lor the ox
unone clawed like an eagle's and one like a Lion'l
In some other
derneath is inscribed Animal Ecclesice.
examples, the Church, or the new Law, is seated in a
triumphal ear drawn by the eagle, the lion, and the ox,
while the angel holds the reins and drives as charioteer.
;

;

;

;

I

The early images of the Evangelical symbol arc
uniformly represented with wings, tor the same reason
that wings were given to the angels,
they were an-

—

gels, i.
earliest

e.

bringers of good tidings

example

to

which

I

can

:

tor instance, in the

refer, a

rude fragment

terracotta, found in the catacombs,
which represents a lamb with a glory holding a cro
on the right, an angel in a sacerdotal garment

of a

bas-relief in

Matthew), on the

left

the winged

ox (St Luke), each

holding a hook.
in the

most ancient Christian churches we

find these

lymbols perpetually recurring, generally in or over tliu
u
recess at the east end (the
tribune), when
i
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And as the image of Christ, as the
Redeemer, either under the semblance of the lamb, or
in his human likeness, as a grand, calm, solemn figure
enthroned, and in the act of benediction, forms invariastands the altar.

—

almost as invariably the
principal object;
Evangelists are either at the four corners, or ranged in
a line above or below, or they arc over the arch in front
Sometimes they are the heads only of
of the tribune.
bly the

the mystic creatures, on an azure ground, studded with
or the half figure
stars, floating as iu a firmament
:

the genii in an arabesque;
or the creature is given at full length and entire, with
four wings, holding the book, and looking much like a

ends in a leafy

scroll, like

figure in heraldry.

The next step was the combination of the emblem
with the human form, i. e. the head of the lion, ox, or
There is a figure
eagle set upon the figure of a man.
of St. John standing with the head of an eagle, holding
the Gospel. There is another rudely engraved in Hunter's work, with the eagle's head, wings upon the shoulI remember another of St. John
ders, and a scroll.
seated, writing, with the head and clawed feet of an
eagle, and the body and hands of a man. Such figures
as a series I have seen in ornaments, and frequently in
illuminated MSS., but seldom in churches, and never
of a large size.
very striking and comparatively
modern example of this peculiar treatment occurs in
a bas-relief on the door of the College of St. Stephen

A

St. Lawrence, at Castiglione, in which the Four
Evangelists are represented as half-length human figures, amply draped and holding the Gospels, each with

and

and large outspread wings. The
bronze bas-reliefs of the Evangelists on each side of
the choir of St. Antonio, at Padua, are similar in form,
and very fine, both in conception and workmanship.
In a series of full-length figures from the first compartment of the Life of Christ by Angelico da Fiesole
(Fl. Acad.), the figures stand round a mystic circle,
must remember,
alternately with the prophets.
the emblematic head

We
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ART.

grotesque such Sguret
more annatoral
than the angelic representations with which we arc bo

however monstrous and

thai

may appear

are doi

the eye, they

to

we

—

them beauty only,
not considwith the wings of birds arc as
merely
emblematical and impossible as men with animal heads.
familiar that

ering that
It

Bee to

men

and leads the mind

is

interesting,
tions, to remark

that

t<>

many

specula-

Babylonish captivity must
have familiarized the Israelite.- with the combination
of the human and animal attributes in the same
figure.
The gigantic bas-reliefs from Nineveh show us winged
hulls with human heads, and the human form with tho
eagle's bead and wings.
In a few later
examples the only symbolical attribute
the

retained

is a
There is a curious set of
pair of wings.
Evangelists, of a minute size, and exquisitely engraved
by Ian- lieliam
thej are habited in the old German
I

:

fashion

;

each has his hunk,

emblem, and

his

in

addi-

tion the expressive wings.

he-e animal-symbols, whether alone or in combinawith the human forms, were
perfectly intelligible
to the people, sanctified in their
eyes bj tradition, by
'I

tion

custom, and

All
by the most solemn associations.
imitation of nature was, by the best
painters,
carefully avoided. In this respect how tine i> Raphael's
on of K/.ekiel
how BUblime ami how true in feeldirect

!

ing and conception

where the

Messiah comes Boating
by the Four Creatures,
mysterious,
spiritual, wonderful beings, animal- iu form, hut in all
else unearthly, and the winged <>x not less divine than
the winged angel I 4
Whereas in the later time.-, when
the artist piqued himself
upon the imitation of nal
I

—

along, upborne

and venerable significance was whollj lost
striking instance of this mistaken style "i treat*

the mystic

As a
•

the

Then
i

Ij

a small and
i

mped
by
Titti

hnantlfiil

picture

Vienna, representing
in

.t

|ue

thi

manner, trhleh
picture, which

IlapbaePi celebrated

palace at lloreooa.

by Glnlto Romano in
emblemi of the Pont
i

i.

in

the
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turn to the famous group of the Fout
or
Evangelists by Rubens,* grand, colossal, standing,
rather moving figures, each with his emblem, if emblems they can be called which are almost as full of
the ox so like life we expect
reality as nature itself:
him to bellow at us the magnificent lion flourishing
his tail, and looking at St. Mark as if about to roar at

mcnt, wc may

—

;

him

!

— and herein

lies

the mistake of the great painter,

and mysterious emblem, he has
this being one of
substituted the creatures themselves
the instances, not unfrequent in Art, in which the literal
truth becomes a manifest falsehood.
that, for the religious

:

In ecclesiastical decoration the Four Evangelists are
sometimes grouped significantly with the Four Greater
thus representing the connection between
Prophets
I met with a curious inthe new and the old Law.
;

The five great
stance in the Cathedral of Chartres.
windows over the south door may be said to contain a
succinct system of theology, according to the belief of
here the Virgin, i. e. the Church
on one side
or Religion, occupies the central window
is Jeremiah, carrying on his shoulders St. Luke, and
on the other side, EzeIsaiah carrying St. Matthew
thus reprekiel bears St. John, and Daniel St. Mark
senting the New Testament resting on the Old.

the thirteenth century

:

;

;

;

In ecclesiastical decoration, and particularly in the
stained glass, they are often found in combination with
the Four Doctors, the Evangelists being considered as
or
witnesses, the Doctors as interpreters, of the truth
:

Four Greater Prophets,

as a series with the
Sibyls,
gelists
If,

the

and the Four Doctors of the Church, the

Four
Evan-

taking the third place.

as late as the sixteenth century,

we

find the

Evan-

gelists still expressed by the mystic emblems (as in the
fine bronzes in the choir of Sant Antonio at Padua), as

early as the sixth we have in the Greek MSS. and mosaics the Evangelists as venerable men, and promulgators of a revelation as in San Vitale at Ravenna (a. d.
;

*

Grosvenor Gallery.
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of the choir, nearesl the altar, we
and Jeremiah ; then follow the
Evangelists, two on each m<Ic, all alike, all classically
draped in white tonics, each holding an open book, on
547)

:

on

«:nli side

find the prophets Isaiah

which

is

••

inscribed

Secundum Marcum,"

"

Secundum

and above each the animal symbol
or attribute, large, full length, and grandly designed.
lirn ecclesiastical decoration, the usual and apIn
Four Evangelists is immedipropriate situation of

Johannem," &c.

;

i

-

1 1

ately

miller the

1

«

dome, Dearest

to

-

1 1

1

«

Saviour, after the

angels, or alter the prophetB, where either are introI
will mention here a few examples celebrated
duced.

Art
premising that among the works
Leonardo, of Michael Angelo, and Raphael, we find
do representations of the Four Evangelists; which is
ular, considering thai such fignres entered necessa-

in the history of

;

<pf

.

I

every Bcheme of theological decorative art.
Bj Cimabue (a. i>. 1270), larger than life, on the
vault of the choir in San Francesco d' Assisi.
I'.\
\. d.
Giotto
1390), iii the choir of Sant* Apollinare, at Ravenna: seated, and each accompanied l»y
<me of the doctors of the church.
By Angelico \- i>. 1390), round the dome of the
all seated,
chapel of San Niccolb, in the Vatican
rily into

i

<

;

each with his emblem.

By Masaccio (v. d. 1420), round the dome of tho
adchapel of the Passion in San Clements, at Rome
mirable for simple grandeur.
By Perugino (a. d. 1490), on the dome of the chapel
del Cambio, at Perugia; the heads admirable.
;

By Correggio (a. i>. l">-'ui, immediately nnder the
cupola of San Giovanni, in four lunettes, magnificent
Cathedral of Parma, each
ires: and again in
seated in glory, with one of the doctors of the Ihurch.
-

t

J

>«

<

By Domenichino, two
the church of St.

Andna

D.

dells

1620).

Valle,

at

Those
Rome,

in

finest works, and celebrated in the liisof art: they are grand figures. The emblematical
animals uru here combined with the personages in a

considered
lorj

li ii~
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and tho
most studied and picturesque
angels which sport around them, playing with the
mane of St. Mark's lion, or the pallet and pencils
but we
of St. Luke, are like beautiful "Amoretti,"

manner

the

;

—

hardly think of angels.
is

The

Grotta-Ferrata

series at

inferior.

The Four Evangelists by Valentin

(a. d. 1632), in

Louvre, had once great celebrity, and have been
often engraved
they appear to me signal examples
of all that should be avoided in character and sentiment.
St. Matthew, for example, is an old beggar ;
the model for the attendant angel is a little French
" a
qui Valentin a commande' de sortir un bras
gamin,
de la manche de sa chemise, que de l'autre main il
the

;

soutient gauchement."
Le Sueur (a. d. 1655)

has represented the Four
the Holy Ghost
Evangelists seated at a table writing
descends upon them in the form of a dove.
;

the end of the seventeenth century, we find
Evangelists in which the emblems are altogether omitted, and the personages distinguished by
their situation, or by their names inscribed under or
but we miss those antique Scriptural atover them
tributes which placed them before us as beings foreshadowed in the prophecies uttered of old ; they have

Towards

sets of the

:

become mere men.
This must

Evangelists considered as a
but it will be
interesting to pause for a moment, and take a rapid
retrospective view of the progress, from first to last, in
the expression of an idea through form.
First, we have the mere fact ; the four scrolls, or
series

and

in

suffice for the

their collective character

;

the four books.

Next, the idea
from on high, to

;

the four rivers of salvation flowing
the whole earth.

fertilize

Thirdly, the prophetic

Symbol

M" fourfold aspect.

Next, the Christian Symbol

;

;

the

winged cherub

"
the four " beasts
in

the Apocalypse, with or without the angel-wings.

i
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Then

the combination of the emblematical animal with

human form.
Then t!i«' human personages, each of venerable or
inspired aspect, as becomes the teacher and witi
and each attended by the Scriptural emblem
no
an emblem, but an attribute
marking his in<li\ idual vocation and character.
Ami, lastly, the emblem and attribute l><nn disthe

we have

carded,
1,

i.

the

human

EL

being only, holding his
doctrine of Christ.

his version of the

e.

St.
r.'it

—

—

i

Mattheus.

M

v

i

i

in w

Ual. Ban Matteo

Qer.

St.

Slatth&tu.

.

/'<

Saint kfattUen

Bi pt. 21.

in w
St. M \
among the Apostles takes the seventh
or eighth place, but as an Evangelist he always stands
lirst, because liis Gospel was the earliest written.
Very
i

little is

i

certainly

cnrring but once

known concerning him, his nam'
in di> own
Gospel, and in the other

Gospels only incidentally with reference to two events.
He was s Hebrew by birth; by profession a )nil>lican, or tax-gatherer, in the service of the Romans,
nn office very lucrative, but particularly odious in the
it
His original name was Levi
of his countrymen.
It i^ recorded in few words, that as he sat at the
receipt
of custom by the lake of Gennesareth, Jesns, in passing
unto him, " Follow me," ami lie,
by, saw him, and said
hi
and further, that he made a
left all ami followed
feast in Ins hon-e. at which many publicans ami sinm rsat clown with the Lord ami bis disciples, to tin- great
uMumnt ami seamlal of the Jews. So fel the
the traditional and legendary history
ird

—

:

1 1

;

;

Matthew

It i> related in
the
is
equally seamy.
Legendario, that, after the dispersion of the
apostles, he travelled into Egypl and Ethiopia, preaching the Gospel ; and having arrived in the capital of
Ethiopia, he lodged in tin- house of the eunuch win
lit'

/

'•

Si.

••

ST. MATTIIF.W.

HJ

had been baptized by Philip, and who entertained him
with great honor.
There were two terrible magicians
at that time in Ethiopia,

who by

their diabolical spells

and incantations kept all the people in subjection,
afflicting them at the same time with strange and terrible diseases
but St. Matthew overcame them, and
;

having baptized the people, they were delivered forever from the malignant influence of these enchanters.

Ami

further,

it

is

related that St.

Matthew

raised the

son of the King of Egypt from the dead, and healed
his daughter of the leprosy.
The princess, whose
name was Iphigenia, he placed at the head of a community of virgins dedicated to the service of God and
a certain wicked heathen king, having threatened to
:

from her asylum, was struck by leprosy, and
St. Matthew remained
by fire.
Egypt and Ethiopia, and it is
said that he perished in the ninetieth year of our era,
under Doinitian but the manner of his death is uncertain
according to the Greek legend he died in
peace, but according to the tradition of the Western
Church he suffered martyrdom either by the sword or
tear her

his palace destroyed
twenty-three years in

;

;

the spear.

Few churches are dedicated to St. Matthew. I am
not aware that he is the patron saint of any country,
trade, or profession, unless it be that of tax-gatherer or
exciseman and this is perhaps the reason that, except
where he figures as one of the series of Evangelists or
Apostles, he is so seldom represented alone, or in devotional pictures.
In a large altar-piece, the " San
Matteo " of Annibal Caracci,* he is standing before
the throne of the Madonna, as a pendant to John the
but such
Baptist, and gives his name to the picture
;

:

When he is portrayed as
examples are uncommon.
an evangelist, he holds a book or a pen
and the
angel, his proper attribute and attendant, stands by,
;

pointing up to heaven, or dictating or he holds the
In his character of
inkhoru, or he supports the book.
;

*

Dresden Gallery, No. 828.

,
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apostle, St. Matthew frequently holds a purse
bag, as significant of his former vocation.

Neither are pictures from

The

rence.

his

life

money-

of frequent occur-

incident, entitled

principal

<>r

the

"Calling

has

been occasionally, but not often,
The motif is simple, ami not easily
treated in painting.
St. Matthew is seated at a kiml of desk
mistaken.
various personages
with money before him
bring
tribute; on one side is seen Christ, with one or two
of Matthew,"

;

of his

and Andrew;

Peter

generally

disciples,

Matthew

St.

looking towards him with an expression of awe-struck attention, or he is rising bom
his seat, a^ in the act to follow: the mere acce
ies
and number of the personages vary with the period of
either

is

the composition,

The

1.

which

oldest

and the

lias

taste of the painter.

instance

earliest

1

come down

can
to as,

cite,
i>

in

probably the
a Greek

MS.

St. Matthew sits with both
century.*
bands on a heap of gold, lying on a table before him:
lie looks round at Christ, who is a little behind.
2. St. Matthew i> abont lo rise to follow the Sav-

ninth

of the

iour;

by Matteo

Ser (amino of Perugia, "ho hai
in a small composition^

ili

represented his patron saint
the

In

:s.

there

i-

Bubjoct,

Charles

at Buckingham Palace,
interesting picture of this

Queen's Gallery

a very curious and

by Mabuse, which once belonged to Kin;;
and is quaintly described in the old cata-

I.,

logue of his pictures as

"a

altar-piece, npon a thick
St. Matthew out of the

custom-house; which picture

very old, defaced, curious
hoard, where Christ is calling

Queen Elizabeth's days, in tin' taking of
Tainted upon a
nl
CaluS Mains (Cadis), in Spain.
-

got

in

I

a gilded arched frame, like an altar piece containing
ten big figures, less than half so big as the life, and
iii

;

some twenty-two

Given to tho
afar off less figures.
there i> a rich architectural

In the foreground

from which

porch,

i

>

\

I'

I

.

i

St.

v

Matthew

.'.10.

,pl

Jl

is

i>siiiue.

in

ha
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leaving his money-bags behind ; and in the background
is seen the lake of Genncsareth and
This
shipping.
picture was among the booty taken in Essex's expedition against Cadiz in 1596, and probably stolen from

some church.
4. In the Vienna Gallery I found three
pictures of
the same subject, all by Hemessen, very quaint and
curious.

At Dresden the same subject in the Venetian
by Pordenone.
6. By Ludovico Caracci, a grand scenic
picture,
painted for the Mendicanti in Bologna.
7. In a chapel of the church of San
Luigi de' Fran5.

style

cesi, at

there are three pictures by Caravaggio
Over the altar is the

Rome,

from the

life

of St. Matthew.

saint writing his Gospel
he looks up at the attendant
angel, who is behind, with outspread wings, and in the
act of dictating.
On the left is the calling of St. Matthew the saint, who has been counting
rises
;

money,

;

with one hand on his breast, and turns to follow the
Saviour an old man, with spectacles on his nose, examines with curiosity the personage whose summons
has had such a miraculous effect
a boy is slyly ap:

:

money which

propriating the

down.
who,

The

third picture

is

the apostle has thrown
the martyrdom of the saint,

in the sacerdotal habit,

lies

extended on a block,

while a half-naked executioner raises the sword, and
several spectators shrink back with horror.
There is
nothing dignified or poetical in these representations ;
and though painted with all that power of effect which
characterized Caravaggio, then at the height of his reputation, they have also his coarseness of feeling and
execution the priests were (not without reason) dis:

satisfied

;

and

it

required

all

the influence of his patron,

Cardinal Giustiniani, to induce them to retain the pictures in the church where we now see them;
here
we sympathize with the priests, rather than with the

—

artist

and

his patron.

The Feast which
10

St.

Matthew made

for

our Saviour

i
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nml

his disciples

for

subject of one of Paul Vero-

tin-

is

gorgeous banquet Bcenee

nese's

tin-

Paul

Venice.

at

the end wall

;

that

which

It

now

is

in the

of one of the great

lie

painted

John and

of the Convent of St.

refectorj

Academy,

St.

filling

np

rooms, from ride

t'>

and Beeming to let in light and air through the
lofty marble porticos, which give us such a magnificent
idea of the Bplendor which Burronnded Levi before he

Bide,

liii

tn follow Jesus.

all

the representations of the death of St. Mat
thew, except those of tin' Greek or Byzantine school,
Tin.' Greek artists
he dies by the Bword.
uniformly
In all

exhibit

him as dying

in

bed

the censer beside his

San Paolo

at

"I

fir

San Mat ten

are bo

They

:

Rome.

the legendary life of St. Matthew are
The most remarkable arc the frescos in the

Pictures
vrrv ran'.

chapel

peace, while an angel swii
as mi the ancient >t
v of

much

represented, only

Ravenna, attributed

at

ruined

three

that, of the

— his

to <lii>tti>.

eight
his

vocation,

Bubjects

preaching

ami healing tin' rick in Ethiopia, ami the baptism of
In the Bed.
can be made out
the k iilt and queen
ford missal at Paris I found a miniature, representing
St. .Matthew "healing the sun ami daughter of
King

—

i

Egyptus of
i6

the

leprosy"

j

but,

;i»

u subject of art,

lib

not popular.

M
l.nl

S:lii

llfi/.

\l.K.

M;ir.-'.

\.

Si.

m

m;k

Apostles: his
the ascension.

ed
Peter,

the
in

Bt.

tfttN

68.

was not one of the twelve
apparently u«<k place after
was the companion and assistant of

conversion

He

Gentiles.

the

li.

the Evangelist

whom be preached the Gospel
According to the traditions reChurch he was converted by St.
d
attended him
favoriti

Paul and Barnabas, with

among

/•>.

Bvangelllta.

Roman

and became

his
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Aquileia, where they converted and baptized
the people on the shores of the Adriatic, and thence to
Rome. While there he wrote his Gospel for the use of
the Roman converts,
some say from the dictation
first

to

—

of the apostle.

He

afterwards, by
Peter, went to preach the Gospel in

command
Egypt

;

of St.

and

after

preaching in Lybia and Thebais for twelve years, he
founded the church of Alexandria,
subsequently one of
the most celebrated of all the
early Christian churches.
The ire of the heathen being stirred up
against him
because of his miracles, they reviled him as a
magician,
the
feast
of
their god Serapis, seized 111111
and, during
while in the act of worship, bound him, and

dragged

him along the streets and highways, and over
stony
and rocky places, till he perished
miserably; at the
same time a dreadful tempest of hail and
lightning fell
upon his murderers, by which they were dispersed and
The Christians of Alexandria buried his
destroyed.
mangled remains, and his sepulchre was regarded with
great reverence for several centuries. About 815, a. d.,
some Venetian merchants trading to Alexandria carried

—

off the relics

(literally stole them,
"convey the wise
and they were deposited in the
city of Venice, where the stately church of St. Mark was built
over them.
Since that time, St. Mark has been honored as the patron saint of Venice, and his
legendary
history has supplied the Venetian painters with many
beautiful and picturesque
subjects.
it

call

!

")

When St. Mark is represented as one of the four
Evangelists, either singly or grouped with the others,
he is almost invariably
accompanied by the lion, winged
or unwinged, but
which distingenerally winged,
guishes him from St. Jerome, who is also accompanied
by the lion, but unwinged, as we shall see hereafter.

—

In devotional representations. St. Mark often wears
the habit of bishop, as first
bishop of Alexandria. He
is thus
represented in the colossal mosaic over the
principal door of St.
*

Mark's

at

Venice * in the

pontiff-

Designed by Titian, and executed by F. Zuccati.
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tah of a Greek l>isliop, no mitro, short gray hair and
beard
one hand raited in benediction, the other hold<
;

in*;
<

the Gospel.
if the
innumerable

pictnres

figures as patron of Venice,

I

in

which

can afford

to

St.

Murk

give a few

examples only.
1.
He is seated on a throne; an open
A. Busati.
book in one hand, bearing inscribed the Venetian
motto ("la Leggenda de' Veruli") Pax tibi, Marce,

Evangelist a KB US
him a

fij_'-tree,

behind
the other hand blessing
J
with leaves and no fruit
probably in
:

;

allusion to the text, rh. xi. IS, which

On

Mark.

his

ripht

stands

St.

is

peculiar to St.

Andrew bearing a

cross; on the left St. Bernardino of Siena; behind
him the apple-tree which "brought death into the
This votive picture, from its
world and all OUT woe."

mystical accessories and the introduction of St. Bernardino, was probably painted for the Franciscans (i Frari)
It is now in the Academy there.
of Venice.
2. St. Mark On a lofty throne holds his Gospel in his
feet the tour saints who :ire protectors
sickness and pestilence, Si. Sebastian, 8t. Koch,
Daiuian: a splendid picture, in
St. Cosmo, and St.

at his

hand;

iiiist

Titian's early manner.* .'1. St. Mark plants the standAnd 4. " San Marco eh.'
ard of Venice, by Bonifaxio.
the
aseista all' coscrizdone maritima" ti. e
enlisting

mariners for the service of the state), by <i.
both curious instances of the manner in
which the Venetians mixed up their patron saint with

of the
del

all

Mom.

their

the

political

military

transactions.

5.

St.

k

the

presents

pictures,

common

in

the Venetian school, in which St.

introduces either the

magnifloo
*

and

Doge Leonardo Dona io the Virgin j
most remarkable of a numerous class of votive

Mark

It is

to

the

Doge

or

some general or

Virgin.1

so like OiorgioDe In M-ntim* -nt ami color that

it

has been

attributed to him.
t

It. -ii.

M(h the

Paolo at Venice.

monument of Niro|o(»r«ini In the SS. Giovanni-*A very remarkable and beautiful picture of
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the devotional pictures of St. Mark, one of
famous is that of Fra Bartolomeo, in the Pal-

Among
the

most

He is represented as a man in the prime of
with bushy hair, and a short reddish beard, throned
in a niche, and holding in one hand the Gospel, in the
the lion is omitted.
The Frate painted
other a pen
this picture for his own convent of San Marco at Florence.
It is much lauded and celebrated, but the attilazzo Pitti.
life,

;

tude appeared to

me

rather forced,

and the

features

rather

commonplace.
The legend which describes St. Mark as the disciple
and amanuensis of St. Peter has given occasion for
those votive pictures in which they are represented to1. In the
gether.
treasury of St. Mark's is preserved
a golden reliquary of a square form, containing, it is
said, a fragment of the original Gospel in the handthe chased cover represents St.
writing of St. Mark
Peter on a throne, and before him kneels the Evange2. And again, in an
list, writing from his dictation.
;

ancient Greek Evangelarium,* St. Mark is seated, waiting St. Peter stands before him with his hand raised
;

In a beautiful picture by Angelico da
is in a pulpit preaching to the Romans and Mark, seated, is taking down his words in
a book. 4. St. Peter and St. Mark standing together,
the former holding a book, the latter a pen, with an
inkhorn suspended from his girdle, by Bellini J and,
5. a similar one by Bonvicino,
very beautiful. § Such
as dictating.

3.

Fiesole,t St. Peter
;

—

pictures are extremely interesting,

;

showing the opinion

generally entertained of the origin of St. Mark's Gos-

pel
Historical

Mark abound

pictures from the legendary life of St.
in the Venetian school, but are not often

found out of Venice.
this class is in the Berlin Gallery (No. 316).
and holding his Gospel open on his knees,

St.
is

Mark, enthroned

instructing three of

Procuradori di San Marco, who kneel before him
rich crimson dresses and listen reverently.
the

*

t

Venice Ducal Palace.
Venice Acad.

t

Fl. Gal.

^ Brera,

Milan,

in their

i

S
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o
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at
Alexandria, l>Y
composition with numerous ii^ uiv-. i> mi roan] accounts extremely curious.
liail
'I'lic
been at Constantinople, transpainter, who
ferred to Alexandria tin Oriental scenery ami costume

St.

tin-

]>mi<liini:

<

Josjul

Bellini,* a very large

Gcniil

r

1

bad become acquainted.
The church
of St. Euphemia at Alexandria, in the background, has
the air of a Turkish mosque; a croud of persons, men
and women, in the costume ofthe Turks, surround the
saint, who is standing on a kind of pedestal or platform, ascended by a flight of Bteps, from which lie ad*
dresses his audience with great fervor.
Gentil Bellini
with which

In-

painted this picture for the Bcuola
Venice.
It

through

the

who

wounded

hail

San Marco,

at

one day St. Mark, in his prof
of Alexandria, saw a poor cobbler,
his hand severely with his awl, so as

that

related

is

di

eitv

his bread.
incapacitated from gaining
healed the wound; and the cobbler, whose

to he

St.

Mark

name was

•Anianns, being converted and properly instructed, hecame a zealous Christian, and succeeded St. Mark as
This miraculous cure of St.
bishop of Alexandria.

Anianns, and his subsequent baptism, are represented
two pictures hy Maiisttcti.t In the Berlin Qallerj is
the cure of St. Anianns, hv Cima da ConeglianOj a
The cure and
with many figures.
targe composition

in

baptism of St. Anianns, represented

as

a

very aged

man, form the subjects of two line bae n liefa on the
facade ofthe School of St. .Mail., bj Tullio Lomhardo,
a.i>. 1502.
St. Mark, he [s
dragged through
enraged populace, who haul him
a
overwhelm-, the
a
from
above
storm
along by
rope;
idolaters.
The subject is thus represented bj Angelico

In tin-

the

Martyrdom of

streets

the

by

da Fiesole.t
'

I
I

t

A.

j

n

l>.

Mil. in.

1500.

Scuuladi

8.

Marco, Venice.
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A famous

legend of St. Mark, which has been the
subject of several pictures, can only be worthily given
in the language of the old Venetian chronicle.
There

something perfectly charming in the picturesque
and matter-of-fact detail with which this wild
and wonderful story is related and if you, reader,
have ever stood on the steps of the Piazzetta and
looked over to San Giorgio, or San Niecolo, when the
waves of the Laguue were foaming and driving up to
is

na\vete

;

your feet, and storm-clouds stooping and lowering
seemed to touch the very domes and campanile around,
then you will have the whole scene as a
reality before
you.

On
derful

the 25th of February, 1340, there fell out a
for during three
thing in this land

won-

days the

;

waters rose continually, and in the night there was
fearful rain and tempest, such as had never been heard
of.
So great was the storm that the waters rose three
cubits higher than had ever been known in Venice
and an old fisherman, being in his little boat in the
;

canal of St. Mark, reached with difficulty the Riva di
San Marco, and there he fastened his boat, and waited
the ceasing of the storm.
And it is related that, at the

time this storm was at the highest, there came an unknown man, and besought him that he would row him
over to Sau Giorgio Maggiore, promising to pay him
well
and the fisherman replied, How is it possible to
'

;

San Giorgio

we

sink by the way '
But
the man only besought him the more that he should set
forth.
So, seeing that it was the will of God, he arose
and rowed over to San Giorgio Maggiore and the man
landed there, and desired the boatman to wait. In a
short while he returned with a
young man and they

go

to

?

shall

!

;

;

said,

(

Now row

towards San Niccolb di Lido.'
And
'
How can one possibly go so far

the fisherman said,
'

they said, Row boldly, for it
and thou shalt be well paid.'
And he went; and it appeared to him as if the waters
were smooth.
Being arrived at' San Niccolb di Lido,
with one oar

?

And

shall be possible to thee,

'

i

5
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men landed, and returned with a third, and,
having entered into the boat, they commanded the fisherman that he should row beyond the two castles. And
the two

Being come to the open
approaching, with Boch terrific speed
to
over the waters, an enormous
fly

the tempest raged continually.
sea, they beheld
that it appeared

galley full of

demons

(as

and Marco Sabellino
cle)

the .said haj'k

:

is

it

written in the Chronicles,
this mira-

makes mention of

al.-o

approached the

overwhelm

castles to

Venice, and to destroy it utterly; anon the sea. which
had hitherto been tamultnons, became calm and these
three men, having made the sign of the cross, exorcised
;

the demons, and com
nded tlicm to depart, and imThen these
mediately the galley or the ship vanished.

men commanded

three

the fisherman to land them, the

San Niccolo di Lido, the other
Blaggiore, and the third at Saji Marco.

one

at

had landed

the

San Giorgio

at

And when

lie

third, the

fisherman, notwithstanding
the miracle he hail witnessed, desired that be would pay
him; and he replied, 'Thou art right; go now to the
Doge, and to the Procurator!- of St. Mark, and tell

them what thou bast seen, for Venice would haw- been
am St.
Overwhelmed had it not been for OS three.
Mark the Evangelist, the protector of this city; the
I

other

is

thou

hrave knight

the

ilid-t

Nicholas.

take

Up

Bay

to

at

the

St.

the

George

l.ldo

i>

Doge and
and

J

and he

whom

the holy bishop St.
to the Procuratori*

them likewise

that

that

they

this

tempest arose because of a certain BchoolmaatBT

dwelling

tire

at

to

pay you

San

Police,

Devil, and afterwards

enuati replied,
believe me.'

'

If

I

;

"ho

hanged

should

tell

tell

did

sell

hlS

himself.'

them

Then Bt Mark took

soul

And

this,

to

the

the fish-

they will not

ring which
WBS worth live ducats
and he said, 'Show them tin.-, and tell them when they
look 111 the sanctuary they will not find it' and therc•

on

hi--

finger,

which

off a

riiiLT

;

i

*

Tin-

ury of

I'mruratori
Mark.

Bt.

ha<l the

charge of the church and the trea»
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The next morning, the said
upon he disappeared.
fisherman presented himself before the Doge, and related all he had seen the night before, and showed him
And the Procuratori having sent
the ring for a sign.
for the ring, and sought in the usual place, found it
not
by reason of which miracle the fisherman was
;

and a solemn procession was ordained, giving
God, and to the relics of the three holy
saints, who rest in our land, and who delivered us from
The ring was given to Signor
this great danger.
Marco Loredano and to Signor Andrea Dandolo the
paid,

thanks to

who placed it in the sanctuary and,
moreover, a perpetual provision was made for the aged
fisherman above mentioned."*
This legend is the subject of two celebrated pictures.
Procuratori,

The

first

A ship,

;

attributed to Giorgione,t represents the storm.

manned by demons, is seen towering over the
waves the demons appear to be seized with consternation
some fling themselves headlong over the side of
:

;

their vessel, others are clinging to the rigging, others

on the masts, which flame with fire, and the glare is
More in front are
seen over the murky sky and sea.
two barks, one rowed by four satyr-like demons, splendid figures, admirably painted, literally glowing as if
sit

In the
they were red-hot, and full of fierce animation.
other bark are seen the three saints, St. Mark, St. Nichseaolas, and St. George, rowed by the fisherman
;

monsters are sporting amid the waves, demons bestride
them the city of Venice is just visible in the far-oft"
The whole picture is full of vigor and poetic
distance.
the fiery glow of color and the romantic style
feeling
and it has been adof Giorgione suited the subject
;

;

;

mh'ably restored.
The second picture is by Paris Bordone,J and represents the fisherman presenting the miraculous ring of
It is like a grand
St. Mark to the Doge Gradenigo.
piece of scenic decoration : we have before us a mag*
t

Sanuto, Vite de' Duci Veneti.
Acad. Venice.

J Ibid.

i
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marble

nifiocnt

perspective
aits

steps,

hnll,

with columns and

in

buildings

to the right, on the summit of a flight of
the Doge in council; the poor fisherman,
;

The numerascending the Bteps, holds forth the ring.
ous figures, tin' rivid color, the luxuriant architecture,
remind us of Paul Veronese, with, however, more delicacy, both in color and execution.

A

Christian slave, in the service of a certain nobleof Provence, disobeyeil the commands of his lord,
ami persisted in paying his devotions at the shrine of
<»n his return
St. Mark, which was at some distance.

man

As it was
home, he was condemned to the torture.
about to be inflicted, the saint himself descended from
heaven to ai<l his votary; the instruments of torture
were broken or blunted, the oppressor and his execuThis legend is the rabjecl of a
tioners confounded.
celebrated picture by Tintoretto,* of which Mr. Rogers
hail the original sketch.
The slave lies on the ground
amid a crowd of BpeCtatOTS, who look on, animated by
all the various emotions of sympathy, rage, terror; a

woman

with a child

In front,

been admired for the

in

her arms, bai always

vivacity of her attitude
executioner holds up the broken
life-like

The
and expression.
St. Mark, with a headlong movement,
implements
Beemi to rush down from heaven in haste to save hit*
;

Worshipper
wonderful

;

;

harmony,

is,

the dramatic grouping
the
in

coloring,

in

Mr. Ko^ers's

its

in

this

picture

is

gorgeous depth and

.sketch, liner

than

in

the

picture.
In

of St.

St.

from the
-

Mark's,

Venice, wo find the whole history

at

Mark on

the vault of the Cappella
Baptistery), in a series of verj

of the twelfth century.

The

/en (opening
curious mo-

translation

of the

body of St. Mark; tin' carrying off the relies from
Alexandria; their arrival in Venice; the grand religare
ious Ceremonies which took place on their arrival
;

*

A

<xj.
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also represented in the mosaics over the portico of St.

We

Mark's, executed chiefly between 1650 and 1680.
have the same legend in two compositions of Tintoin the first, the remains of St. Mark are taken
retto *
in
forcibly from the tomb by the Venetian mariners
the other, they are borne away to sea in a night-storm,
while in the air is seen hovering a bright transparent
:

;

—

the soul of the saint
form,
Venice.

St.
Lat. Sanctus Luca.

flitting

with his body to

Luke.

Hal. San Luca.

Fr. Saint Luc.

Of the real history of St. Luke we know
He was not an apostle and, like St. Mark,
;

have been converted

Oct. 18.

very little.
appears to
He was a

after the Ascension.
beloved disciple of St. Paul, whom he accompanied to
Rome, and remained with his master and teacher till
It is related, that, after the martyrdom of
the last.

St. Peter and St. Paul, he preached the Gospel in
but whether he died a natural
Greece and Egypt
death, or suffered martyrdom, does not seem clear.
;

The Greek traditions represent him as dying in peace,
and his death was thus figured on the ancient doors of
San Paolo at Rome. Others affirm that he was crucified at Patras with St. Andrew.
There is some ground for the supposition that Luke
was a physician. (Col. iv. 14.) But the pretty legend
which makes him a painter, and represents him as
painting the portrait of the Virgin Mary, is unsupIt is of Greek
ported by any of the earlier traditions.
origin, still universally received by the Greek Church,

which considers painting a

religious art,

and numbers

calendar of saints a long list of painters, as well
" Les
as poets, musicians, and physicians.
Grecs,"
" semblent avoir canonise des Chretiens
Didron,
says
uniquement parcequ'ils s'occupaient de soulager le corps
in

its

*

Venice, Ducal Palace.
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In the west of Europe, the
du dc charmer l'esprit."
lie
legend which represents St. Luke us a painter can
traced no higher than the tenth century; the Greek
and a rude drawing of the
painters introduced it
Virgin discovered in die catacombs, with an inscrip;

it
was "one of seven painted by
Luea," confirmed the popular belief thai St. Luke the
Thus originated the fame of
Evangelist was meant.
innumerable Virgins of peculiar sanctity, all attributed
to his hand, and regarded with extreme veneration.
Such ancient pictures arc generally of Greek work-

tion purporting that

In the legend
manship, and of a black complexion.*
of St. Luke we are assured that he carried with him
everywhere two portraits, painted by himself; one of
and that by
our Saviour, and one of the Virgin
mean- of these lie converted many of the heathen, for
;

not only did they perform great miracles, hut all who
looked on these brighl and benign faces, which bore a

resemblance

striking

miration and
painted

many

.seif

repeating

by

to

each other, were moved

devotion.
portrait.-,

this

to ad-

It is also said, that St.

Luke

of the Virgin, delighting him-

and in the
imago
Via Lata, at Lome, they

gracious

church of Santa Maria,

in

;

show a little chapel in which, " as it hath heen
handed down from the first ayes, St. Luke the l'.\:m

etill

• The liUle black
Virgin Of till tfonM delta Unanlia. MB! !'•"U>Kna, I saw carried in grand uroceaaloa through ilie streets of
thai city, in Mi>. 1-iT.
The following Inserlptkm Is engraved on
a tablet in the church "f Ban Domenlco end
il
Boom
11
Here si tin- high altar li preferred that Image "f the
i

i

« huh. t" mg delineated bj
eolon sad f>nn divinely.

Med Mar>,

1,1.

icoetred

which

Iti

Bt.

G regory

mppuant, purified
the angel mi ttengi
Adrian,

tic

Sreal (according

Rome) sod
r

oommandlDg

of

tht

Lake

^t

Thh
t"

i*

Onsen

ol

Heaven

Evangelist,

Image with
as a

slog dlepeUed,

pi

peaoe, frnm the tnmmit

the

tin-

that

-

"(

tic

to rejoice,

i

restored

a Virgin in the \ra Oosll pretendi to the
health t" tin- city."
sum.- honori both theae an- blaok ami ugly, while thai in <i
Hai
In
a inedloo i» of anoommoii dlgnttj and beaatj
i

"
I

I

gendl nf Ihe Mailouna."

ST.

LUKE.

i

S?

wrote, and painted the effigy of the Virginmother of God."
On the strength of this tradition, St. Luke has been
gelist

chosen as the patron saint of painters. Academies of
under his particular protection
their
chapels are dedicated to him, and over the altar we see
art are placed

him

in his

;

charming and pious avocation, that of paint-

ing portraits of the Blessed Virgin for the consolation
of the faithful.
The devotional figures of St. Luke, in his character
of evangelist, represent him iu general with his Gospel
and his attendant ox, winged or un winged, as already
described
but in Greek Art, and in those schools of
Art which have been particularly under the Byzantine
;

influence (as the early Venetian),

we

see St.

Luke

as

evangelist, young and beardless, holding the portrait of
the Virgin as his attribute in one hand, and his Gospel

A

in the other.
gelist

and painter
*

beautiful figure of St. Luke as evanis in the famous " Heures d'Anne de

Bretagne."
In an engraving by Lucas v. Leyden, executed as it
should seem in honor of his patron saint, St. Luke is
seated on the back of his ox, writing the Gospel ; he
wears a hood like an old professor, rests his book
against the horns of the animal, and his inkstand is
suspended on the bough of a tree. But separate devotional figures of him as patron are as rare as those of

Matthew.

St.

St.

Luke painting

the Virgin has been a frequent

favorite subject.
The most famous of all is a picture in the Academy of St. Luke, at Rome, ascribed

and

St. Luke, kueeling on a footstool
busied painting the Virgin with the
child in her arms, who appears to him out of heaven,
sustained by clouds
behind St. Luke stands Raphael
Another of the same subject, a
himself looking on.

to

Here

Raphael.

before

an

easel, is

:

very small and beautiful picture, also ascribed to RaIn neither of
phael, is in the Grosvenor Gallery.
*

MS.

a. d. 1500, Paris, Bib.

Imp.

i
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these

the

is

pictures

treatment

wanting
and execution.
There
great

painter,

worthy of that

quite

his delicacy both of sentiment
m<»t curious and quaint
is a

Munich

Gallery, attributed to Van
Virgin, Beated under a rich Gothic
canopy, holds on her lap the Infant Christ, in a most
BtifF attitude ; St. Luke, kneeling en (inc knee, is taking
the

example in
Eyck: here

the

There is another, similar in Btyle, by
Vienna Gallery.
Carlo Maratti represents St. Luke as presenting to the Virgin the picture
St. Luke
he has painted of her.
painting the Madonna and Child, while an angel is grinding his colors,
her

likeness.

Aldegraef,

1

the

in

remember

in

the

Aguado

Gallery

a late Spanish

;

picture.*

St. John.
Johanni

/..;/

Ital.

i.

Or.

st.

John Xheologos,

Ban Giovanni E

Op

St.

Matthew,

it

I

Qir, Der HeOige Johau.

Jehan.

St.

Ivc.

Mark, ami

Dh

or the

Jean; Ueaain

•-!",

a. d. 90.

St.

Luke, so

little

certainly known that we hare no data on which to
found an individual portrait; therefore any representa-

is

tion of

them

as venerable

and inspired teachers

suffice!

fancy; but it is quite otherwise with St. John,
and the most
the most distinguished of the Evan
beloved of the disciples of our Lord. Of him sufficient
to the

i>

known

to

convey a

distinct impression of hi> personal

character, and an idea of what his personal appearance
may have been, supposing this outward semblance to

have harmonized with the inward being.
lie was the SOU of the flshl rrnan Zel.edec, ami, with
his brother .lam.-, among the first followers of the Sa\

-

called "the disciple whom
" emphatically
a preference which he merited, not 01 ly
Jesus loved
from the extreme puritj of in- lite and char* >• • '-t
iour.

He

is

;

from his devoted and affectionate nature.

Eleappsa*^

ST.

JO UN.

,

S9

have neen at all times the constant companion of his
divine Lord
and his life, while the Saviour was on
In all the memorable cirearth, inseparable from His.
cumstances recorded in the Gospel he was a party, or
to

;

He witnessed the glory of the transhe leaned on the bosom of Jesus at the last
supper; he stood by the cross in the hour of agony;
he laid the body of his crucified Master in the sepulchre.
After the death of the Virgin Mother, who had
been confided to his care, he went about Judaea, preachHo then travelled into
ing the Gospel with St. Peter.
Asia Minor, where he founded the Seven Churches, and
at least present.

figaration

;

resided

principally at Ephesus.
During the persecution of the Christians under Domitiau, St. John was

Rome ; and, according to a tradition
generally received in the Roman Church, he was cast
into a caldron of boiling oil, but was miraculously
" came out of it as out of a
preserved, and
refreshing
bath."
He was then accused of magic, and exiled to
sent in fetters to

the island of Patmos, in the -ZEgean Sea, where he is
said to have written his Revelations.
After the death

Emperor Domitian he was released, and returned
church at Ephesus and for the use of the Christians there he is said to have written his Gospel, at the
few years afterwards he died in that
age of ninety.
All the incidents here
city, being nearly a century old.
touched upon occur frequently as subjects of art, but
most of them belong properly to the life of Christ.
of the
to his

;

A

The

personal character of St. John, at once attrac-

and picturesque, has rendered him popular as a
patron saint, and devotional pictures of him are far
more numerous than of any of the other Evangelists.
tive

He is represented in one of his three characters 1.
as evangelist ; 2. as apostle ; 3. as prophet ; or the
three are combined in one figure.
:

1.

Of

the

early

eagle

symbol, I

have spoken at

length.

In Greek Art, whether as apostle or evangelist, St
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always an aged man with white hair, ami ft
venerable beard descending to hi* breast
and by the
earlier Latin painters, where he
figures as evangelist

John

is

;

only, do) as apostle, this type has hern adhered t<> bat
tlif Inter
painters Bet it aside, and St John the Evangelist, Dearly u century old, has all thr uttrihiites of the
;

He

youthful apostle.

i-

beardless, with

light

curling

ami eyes gazing upwards in a rapture <>f inspiration
he is sunn limes seated with his pen anil his hook,
sometimes standing; the attendant eagle always near
him, and frequently holding the pen or inkhorn in his
hair,

:

heak.

some of tin- old print- and pictures, whieh repreJohn as writing tin- Gospel, hi- eyes are turned

In

sent St.

on the Virgin With

the

Infant Christ in her arms,

who

underneath,
appear as a vision in the skie- above
or on his hook, is inscribed, "The Word was made
;

The
Besb," or some Other text of the same import.
eagle at his side baa sometimes the nimbus, or a crown
of stars,* and is then
perhaps intended to figure the
Holy (ihost.
remember an instance

1
in which the Devil, intent on
•
intercepting the message of reconcilemeni and
goodwill towards men," which was destined to destroy his

empire on earth, appears lieliind St. .John, and is <>\eranother, in winch he is
setting the ink upon the pages
;

away

Btealing

the inkhorn.

As one of

2.

the series of apostles, St.

John

is al-

ways, in Western Art, young, or in the prime of life;
with little or no heard
flowing or curling hair, generally of a pale brown or golden hue, to express the dot
icacj of his Dattlie; and in his eoniitenanec an expres;

sion of benignity and candor.
His drapery is, or ought
to be, red, with a hlne or
He hear- in his
green tunic.
hand the -a< ramrnlal enp, from whirl, a .-erprnt i- set n
to issue,

St

was

to

inenl

Isidore relate- that, at Borne, an attempt
poison St. .John in the enp of the -aerahe drank of the .-alia- and admini-tend it to tho

in. id..

•

An

Id the

MLmil

of

Henry

VIII., Bodleian. Oxford.

JOHN.

ST.

,6i

communicants without injury, the poison having by a
miracle issued from the cup in the form of a
serpent,
while the hired assassin fell down dead at his feet. According to another version of this story, the poisoned
cup was administered by order of the Emperor Domitiau.
According to a third version, Aristodemus, the
high-priest of Diana, at Ephesus, defied him to drink
of the poisoned chalice, as a test of the truth of his
mission.

St.

John drank unharmed,

Others say, and

dead.

this

— the

priest fell

seems the more probable

interpretation, that the cup in the hand of St. John alludes to the reply given by our Saviour, when the

mother of James and John requested for her sons the
" Ye shall drink indeed of
place of honor in heaven,
my cup." As in other instances, the legend was in-

—

vented to explain the symbol.
When the cup has the
consecrated wafer instead of the serpent, it signifies the
institution of the Eucharist.
Some of the old German representations of St. John
are of singular beauty
for example, one by Hans
Hemling, one by Isaac von Melon* standing figures ;
:

in the prime of youth, with
simple, graceful, majestic
a charming expression of devotion in the heads both
hold the sacramental cup with the serpent no eagle
;

:

;

John

;

here to be considered as the apostle only
when, with the cup, the eagle is placed by his
side, he is represented in the double character of apostle
therefore St.

is

:

and

evangelist.

In the early Siena school, and in some old illuminahave seen St. John carrying in his hand a radiant circle, inscribed " In primo est verbum," and within
the circle an eagle with outspread wings
but this is
tions, I

:

uncommon.
John as the prophet, the writer of the Revelausually an aged man, with a white flowing
beard, seated in a rocky desert ; the sea in the distance,
3.

St.

tions, is

*

Both among the fine lithographs of the Boisseree Gallery.
1 1
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or flowing round him, to represent the

island of Pat-

In the old frescos, and the
the eagle at his side.
illuminated MSS. of the Apocalypse, this is the usual

mos;

representation.

Borne examples of the ideal ami devotional figures
of St. John, as evangelist and prophet, will give an
idea of the variety of treatment in this favorite sul>-

—

:

jecl

Aneicnt Greek.

1.

St.

John, with the head of an

eagle and large wings, tin- figure fully draped, is soarin such representations the inscription
ing upwards,
usually, Quasi cupola <ts<-<iui<t <t avolabit, "Behold,
ho shall come up ami tl\ as tin eagle." (Jer. xlix. B2.)
Si. John as an
2.
Perngino.
aged man, with long
gray beard ami flowing hair, attended bj a Mark eagle,
luokinu' up at the Madonna in glory.*
St. .John, young and beautiful,
Raphael (').
mounted on the back of an eagle, ami soaring heavenin urn- hand he holds a tablet, in the other a
wards
This treatment, which resea ami land below.
pen
is

1

.'!.

:

:

call-

me

to

the antique Jupiter he.-tridiiiLr his eagle, appears
at onee too theatrical ami tOO commonplace for
1

Raphael
4.

the
••

John seated writing his Gospel;
is
pluming his wing: inscribed
'in- of the series
Dei patefecil aroma."
St.

Correggk).
eagle at

his

Altius cateris

feel

I

Duomo

of Evangelists in the

of Parma,

— wonderfully

beautiful.

Domenichino.

5.

young and
sustained

merly
than

in
tin'

St.

li.ant itul

in

,

by two angels

John, full length, life use;
an ecstasj of inspiration, and

the eagle
Giustiniani Gallery;]
St. John in Sant' Andrea.

at

—

;

the

hi-

feet

liner,

1

;

for-

think,
Another, half

length, a Bcroll in his hand, looking upwards '• one
whom the glory of the heavens had been opened
- e

you
•
t,

it

reflected

in

Ins

eyes,

Acad. l!"l"Kna.
I.

'. il.

— while
t

..f

Mr.

HUM.

t<>

—

;

love,

wonder,

Mu»6c, Marwill.

a.

JO [IX.

ST.
devotion,

beam from

^3
and parted

his beautiful face

:

lips

behind him hovers the attendant eagle, holding the pen
in his beak
near him is the chalice, with the serpent ;
so that here he is in his double character of
apostle
;

and evangelist.* Domenichino excelled in St. Johns,
Guido in Magdalencs perhaps the most beautiful

as

;

of

all is that in the Brera, at
Milan, where St. John
bends on one knee at the foot of the throne of the

Madonna and Child, his pen in one hand, the other
pressed to his bosom, and looking up to them with an
air of ecstatic inspiration.
Two little angels, or rather
amoretti, are in attendance

:

one has his arms round

the neck of the eagle, sporting with it
the other holds
up the cup and the serpent. Every detail is combut this is the
posed and painted to admiration
artistic and
picturesque, not the religious, version of
the subject.
;

;

St. John is frequently
represented with St. Peter,
because, after the ascension, they taught and acted in
concert.
In such pictures, the contrast between the
fiery resolve and sturdy, rugged grandeur which is
given to St. Peter, and the refinement, mildness, and
as
personal grace of St. John, produces a fine effect
:

Albert Diirer's picture,! where John is
holding
open the Gospel, and Peter apparently reading it
two grand and simple figures, filling the mind as we
As this picture was painted after
gaze upon them.
Albert Diirer became a Protestant, I have thought it
possible that he might have had some particular meaning in thus making Peter study the Gospel of John.
in

;

At

all events, Albert Diirer was
quite capable of such
an intention and, whether intended or not, the picture
may be, and has been, thus interpreted. The prophets
and the poets often say more than they intended, for
their light was for others more than for themselves
so
also the great painters,
the Raphaels and Albert Diu
and
rers,
prophets
poets in their way. When I have
;

—

—

*
t

Petersburg, Gal. of Prince Narishken.

Munich

Gal.

:

Eng. by Muller.
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critics ridiculed became they found
productions of a Shakespeare or a Raphael
the poet nr painter himself ever perceived <>r
tended," Buch ridicule baa appeared to me in the

heard certain
in tlic

more
than
"inhigh-

The true artist
degree presumptuous and absurd.
••
In giving
feels that lie is greater than he knows."
form or utterance to the bouI within him, does he account to himself for all the world of thoughts his work
will excite in the minds of others
Is its significance
to be circumscribed either by the intention and the
knowledge of the poet, or the comprehension of the
That is the characteristic of
age in which he lived

est

'

i

the second-rate, self-conscious poets or painters, whom
v.c read or
study because they reflect to ns a particular

—

a particular period,— bat not <>f the Homeaning,
—
mers and Shakespeares, the Raphaels and Albert
rers
to all times, to nil men, with a
they speak
suggestive significance, widening, deepening with every
successive generation; and to measure their depth of
meaning by their own intention, or by the comprehension of their own or any one generation, what is it but
to measure the star of heaven by its apparent magnian inch rule will do that
tude
In devotional
l.ut to return from tin* digression.
pictures we often see Si. John the Evangelist and St.
John the Baptist standing together; or on each side
There is a
of Christ, or of the Madonna and Child.
peculiar propriety and significance in this companion1 >

i

i

;

i

—

!

ship: both are, then, to be considered as prophets;
they were, besides, kinsmen, and bore the same name
and St. John the Evangelist was the disciple of John
;

Here,
Baptist before h«' was called by Christ
the contrast between the dark, emaciated, hairy
prophet of the wilderness, and the graceful dignity of

the

tin,

An example
the youthful apostle, has a striking effect.
hand is the bronse baa-relief on the tomb of Henry

at

VII.*
stand

Madonna
before

pictures, mi

which the two

her throne, occur freqm ntly,
•

W

..-Him in.

Abbey.

St. doling
I

remem
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in
also, a marble group of the Virgin and Child,
which the two St. Johns, as infants, are playing at her
*
other with his reed cross
feet, one with his eagle, the
As one who bore the most direct testimony to the
l>er,

John

Incarnation, St.
pictures,

often introduced into

is

and pictures of the Nativity

;

Madonna

but in the later

schools only. In these instances he points significantly
to the Child, and the sacramental cup and wafer is
cither in his hand or at his feet, or borne by an angel.
historical and dramatic subjects in which St
are very numerfigures as a principal personage
scenes belong properly to the
As the

The
John
ous.

Scriptural
of Christ, I shall confine myself here to some obthe manner in which St. John is introon
servations
In general he is
duced and treated in such pictures.
life

from the other apostles by his youth
and beauty, and flowing hair and by being placed
nearest to Christ as the most beloved of his disciples.
" The mother of James and John imploring from
our Saviour the highest place in heaven for her two
a picture by Bonifazio, in
sons" (Matt. xx. 21)
the Borghese Gallery, beautiful both in sentiment and
There is another example by Paul Veronese
color.
and another, by Tintoretto, was in the Coesvelt GalI must observe that, except in Venetian piclery.
tures, I have not met with this incident as a separate

to be distinguished

;

:

;

subject.

Iu the last supper, Peter is generally on the right
he leans his head
of Christ, and St. John on the left
down on the bosom of Christ (this is always the attitude in the oldest pictures) or he leans towards Christ,
:

;

who

hand upon

places his

his

shoulder, drawing

him

this is
towards him with an expression of tenderness
the action in the fresco by Raphael lately discovered at
:

Florence.
of

But

I

must reserve

the full consideration

subject for another place.
Where, instead of the last supper, our Saviour
this

*

Rome,

S.

Maria-sopra-Minerva.

is
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St. John
represented as administering the Eucharist,
his right hand, bearing the cup.
i- Been on
In the crucifixion, when treated as a religions rather
than an historical anbject, St. John stands mi the left

both in
Virgin on the ri.Lrbt
profonndesl grief and adoration minIn general the imtli/uf this sacred subject does
Cross, and the

of the

;

attitudes of the
gled.

but I remember examples in which St.
varv
is seen trampling a Jew under his feet
on the
other side the Virgin tramples on a veiled woman, signifying the old Law, the synagogue, as opposed t" the
not

;

John

;

Christian Church,

<>f

which the Virgin was the received

BymboL

When

action, not a myswith the women

tery,

the crucifixion is a scene
then St. John is beheld afar

who

followed their divine Master to Calvary.

<>r

off,

tinVirgin Man returning from the
he appears to be sustaining her Blow and
I have
only once met with this beau
tainting steps.
Munich
tit'ul
Bubject, in a picture by Zurbaran, in the

St.

John and

crucifixion

<

:

Jallerv.

descent from the Cross, St John is a chief
he generally sustain- the head of the Saviour,
and is distinguished by an expression of extreme sorIn the entombment he is somerow and tenderness.
time- one of the bearers, sometime- he follows lamentIll

the

actor;

In u print i>f the entombment after Amhca
M. interna, he i- not only weeping and wringing his
hand- as usual, but absolutely crying aloud with the
In pictures
most exaggerated expression of anguish.
in::.

of the descent of the Holy Ghost, St. John
conspicuous figure, and in the lore-round.

i.-

usually a
In the

sumption of the Virgin, he is also conspicuous, generin front, as the pendant to St. Peter, and gazing
upwards with ecstatic faith and devotion.

ally

Of

course there

is
great rariety
the later painters thought

in

these

represenof individual
character and significant propriety of arrangement than

tations

et

:

artistic

grouping
:i

;

l_v

less

therefore the above remarks

painter- only.

hi
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In the scenes taken from the Acts,
in

ways

companionship with

St.

John is ai
and becomes

St.

Peter,

the secondary figure.
St. John writing his Revelations in the Island of
Patmos is a subject which frequently occurs in MSS.
of the Apocalypse, and in the chapels dedicated to St.
The motif is generally the same in all we
John.
;

have a desert island, with the sea in the distance, or
St. John, seated on a rock or under
flowing round it
or he is looking up to
a tree, is in the act of writing
" Woman crowned with stars," or
heaven, where the
" the Woman
as in
fleeing from the dragon," appears
his vision.*
(Rev. xii.) Or he beholds St. Michael,
armed, cast down the dragon in human form he has
;

;

;

and book, and looks up at the Virgin, as in
a picture by Arabrogio Figiuo.t The eagle is always
in attendance as the symbol of inspiration in a general
the eagle

when represented with a diadem, or glory, as
some very early examples, it is a symbol of the
Holy Ghost, which, among the Jews, was figured by

sense

;

in

the eagle.

The subjects from the legendary life of St. John are
exceedingly interesting, but they are not easily recogsome are of
nized, and require particular attention ;
met with.
John instructing

frequent occurrence, others rarely
1.

Israel

v.

Meckenen.

St.

his

The scene is
(Acts iv. 37.)
disciples at Ephesus.
the interior of a Gothic church, the windows painted
with heraldic emblazonments

St.

:

John

is

seated ex-

pounding the Scriptures, and five disciples sit opposite
to him with coarse, ugly faces, but most intent, expressive countenances

;

in

the background, a large chest

of money.
2. Vatican, Chr. Mus.

full

St. John drinking from the
a man falls down dead at his feet,
several figures look on with awe and astonishment:
this is a frequent subject in the elder schools of art,

poisoned chalice

and

;

in the illuminated
* v. "

MSS.

of the Gospel and Apoc.

Legends of the Madonna."

t

Brera, Milan.
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bat I have never met with a raproaentatton
alypse
later than the beginning of the fourteenth
century.*
:

Clemeni of Alexandria, that when
Epbeaua, ami before he waa exiled to
Patmos, lie had taken to hia care a young man of
promising qualities of person ami mind.
During hia
absence he left him under the spiritual guidance of a
It

:\.

St.

is

related bj

John was

certain

at

a

but, after

bishop;

while, the youth t«»>k to
ne excess to anleader of a hand of

evil

courses, and, proceeding fr
other, he at length became the

robbers and assassins,

When

country.

went

to

who

Btruck terror into the whole

John returned
"
bishop and demanded

the

St.

to

the

Bphesus,

he

precious dethe priest did

At first
posit he had left in hi- hand-."
hut when St. John explained the
not understand him
allusion to his adopted Bon, he cast down his eves with
;

and

told of what had befallen.
garments, and wept with a
loud voice, and cried out, "Alas! alaal to what a
" And he called
trusted our brother I
guardian have
for a hone and rode towards the forest in which the

sorrow and shame,

Then

St.

John

rent

his

I

robbers Bojourned; and when the captain of the robben beheld his old master and instructor, he turned

and would have tied from hia presence
but St. John,
by the moat fervent entreaties, prevailed on him to
After some conference,
stop and listen to his word-.
the robber, utterly Bubdued, bunt into tear.- of penitence, imploring forgiveness; and while be -poke, he
hid beneath his robe hi> right hand, which had been
sullied with so many crimebut St John, foiling on
;

;

knee- before him, seized that blood-polluted hand,
and lie
and kissed it. ami bathed it with his tearremained with hi.- reconverted brother till he had, by
ins

;

encouraging word-

prayer- and
•

\\

And among the

church of

tl,

and
iinuiic

-

'v.i

'

and

affectionate

ex-

on great occasion! in the
the Cap in which Si John, tbs
mand ol DomiU in the mperor,

relic* exhibited
i>

BoO

i

i

poison without receiving any

being tasted bj his attendants,

on

tfai

injury

;

»hi.h afterwards
mi dead."

Instant thej

ST.
hortations, reconciled

JOHN:

i6<)

him with Heaven and with him-

self.

This beautiful legend is the subject of some old engravings, in which St. John is represented embracing
the robber, who is weeping on his neck, having flung
away his weapons. It has been, however, too rarely
I have never met with a picture of the subtreated
;

in picturesque capabilities :
ject ; and yet it abounds
the contrast of youth and age,
the forest background,

— bright armor,

—

flowing drapery, and the most strikcombined.
ing and affecting moral, are here all
4. Another very pretty apologue relating to St. John
is sometimes included in a series of subjects from his

Two young men, who had sold all their posseslife.
He, perceivsions to follow him, afterwards repented.
and
ing their thoughts, sent them to gather pebbles
these into money
fagots, and, on their return, changed

and ingots of gold, saying to them, " Take back your
riches and enjoy them on earth, as you regret having
"
This story is repreexchanged them for heaven
sented on one of the windows of the Cathedral at
The two young men stand before St. John,
Bourges.
with a heap of gold on one side, and a heap of stones
and fagots on the other.
5. When St. John had sojourned in the island of
Patmos a year and a day, he returned to his church at
and as he approached the city, being reEphesus
!

;

a funeral
ceived with great joy by the inhabitants, lo
and of those
procession came forth from the gates
"
who followed weeping he inquired " who was dead 1
Now when he heard that
said " Drusiana."
!

;

They
name he was

sad, for Drusiana had excelled in all
good works, and he had formerly dwelt in her house ;
and he ordered them to set down the bier, and having
prayed earnestly, God was pleased to restore Drusiana
she arose up, and the apostle went home with
to life
her and dwelt in her house.
;

This incident is the subject of a fine fresco, painted
by Filippo Lippi, on the left-hand wall of the Strozzi

i
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It has the Forcible
Chapel at Florence.
expression and
dramatic Bpirit of the painter, with thai characteriatic
want of elevated feeling in the countenances and in the
genera] treatment which is apparent in all bis works:
the group in one comer, of a child starting from a dog,
is admired for its truth
but, by disturbing the solemnity uf the marvellous scene, it repels like a falsehood.
;

There

6.

another beautiful and picturesque legend

is

relating to St. John, of which 1 have never seen any
but it may. possibly, have occasioned
representation
;

the frequent introduction of a partridge into the pictures
of sacred Bubjects, particularly in the Venetian School.
Si.

John had a tame partridge, which he cherished
and he amused himself with feeding and tend-

much

;

"

A

certain

huntsman, passing by with bis
was astonished to see the great apostle,
so venerable for his age and sanctity, engaged in such
an amusement.
The apostle asked him if he always
He answered, that would he the
kept his how bent
ing

it.

how and

arrow.-,

'

way

to

render

•

useless.

it

If,'

replied

St.

John, 'you
so do I

unbend your bow to prevent it- being useless,
thus unbend my mind for the same reason.'

7. The subject clilillcd ihe .MaitMilolu of St. .John
represents his immersion in a caldron of boiling oil,
by order of the Emperor Domitian.
According to the
received tradition, this event took place outside the

and on the spot stands the chapel
Latin gate at Home
of San Giovanni "/ Olio, commemorating his miraculous deliverance, which is painted in fresco on tin- walls.
one of a series ol the life
Ticsubject forms, of course,
;

of St. John, and is occasionally met with in old prints
and pictures
The treatment
but it is uncommon.
Mirer's famous w
in Albert
affords little rarietj
;

I

;

cut,

St.

John

executioner

from a

ladle

is

Bitting in
blowing the

on

il

tin-

a

pl.t

another

liir,

is

oil
;

pouring

one
oil

a indue, probably inseated on a throne to the hit.

saint'i

head

;

tended t'ir Domitian, is
and there are numerous spectators
this subject for

I

of boiling

the San Pietro

at

I

'ado van no painted

Venice;

i

Rubens, with

ST.

JOHN.
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horrible truth of detail, for the altar-piece of St.

John

at Malines.
It

St.

is

martyrdom in the boiling oil which gives
the right to bear the palm, with which he is

the

John

occasionally seen.
8. St. John, habited in priest's garments, descends
the steps of an altar into an open grave, in which he
until the
lays himself down, not in death, but in sleep,

"

being reserved alive w-ith Enoch
knew not death), to preach
This fanciful
asrainst the Antichrist in the last davs."
"
Peter, seelegend is founded on the following text
saith unto
loved
whom
Jesus
the
following,
ing
disciple
Jesus saith
Jesus, Lord, and what shall this man do ?
unto him, If I will that he tarry till I come, what is
Then went this saying abroad among
that to thee ?
the brethren that that disciple should not die."
(John

coming of Christ
and Elijah (who

;

also

:

xxi. 21, 22.)

The legend which supposes St. John reserved alive
has not been generally received in the Church, and as
It occurs
a subject of painting it is very uncommon.
in the

which

Menologium Grajcum,* where
John descends is, according

St.

"

the grave into
to the legend,

In
(in the form of a cross).
"fossa in cruris figuram
a series of the deaths of the apostles,t St. John is ascending from the grave for, according to the Greek
legend, St. John died without pain or change, and immediately rose again in bodily form, and ascended into
heaven to rejoin Christ and the Virgin.
In a small and very curious picture which I saw at
Rome,t forming part of a Predella, there is a tomb
something like the Xanthian tombs in form one end
St. John, with a long gray beard, is seen
is open
issuing from it, and, as he ascends, he is met by Christ,
;

:

;

and St. Paul, who are descending
while figures below look up with astonish-

the Virgin, St. Peter,

from above

;

* Vatican
t

MSS., tenth century
MSS., ninth century, Paris Nat Library.

t

Vatican, Christian

Museum

,
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mint.
On the ancienl doora of San Paolo he
in an open grave or sarcophagus.

is

lying

Of the miracles performed by John after his death,
two are singularly interesting in the history of art
both have been treated in sculpture.

;

9. When the Empress Galla Placidia was returning
from Constantinople to Ravenna with her two children
In her
\. i>.
425) Bhe encountered a terrible storm.
fear and anguish she vowed a vow to St. John the
Evangelist, and, being lauded in safety, she dedicated
When the edifice
to bis honor a magnificent church.
was finished, Bhe was extremely desirous of procuring
some relics of the Evangelist, wherewith to consecrate
(

lii>
but as it was not the manner of those
sanctuary
days to exhume, and buy and Bell, .-till less t<» steal, the
bodies of holy men ami martyrs, the desire of the pious
;

empress remained unsatisfied.
lated,

St.

John himself took

However, as
upon her

pity

it

;

is

for

re-

one

her in a
night, as she prayed earnestly, he appeared to
vision
ami when she threw herself at his feel to em;

brace ami ki." them, he disappeared, leaving one of Ins
slippers or sandals in her hand, which sandal was long
preserved.

The antique church of Galla Plaeidia still exists at
Ravenna, to keep alive, after the lapse of fourteen centuries, the memory ol her dream, and of the condescenNot much of the original
sion of the blessed apostle.
the superb mosaics have all disapbuilding i- left
few fragment.-, in which may he
peared, except a
traced the storm at sea, and Galla Plaeidia making
Over the principal porch, which is of white
her VOW.
marble, in the Lombard style, and richly and elegantly
;

ornamented, the- miracle of the ilipper is represented in
The lower comtwo bas-reUefe, one above the other.
partment, or lunette, represents a tabernacle, and withSt. John the Evangelist is Been offering
it
an altar
incense; on tin- other side is Barbation, the confessor
she. prostrate at tin- feet of the apostle.
of the

in

:

empress

;

ST. J OHS.
seems

to take off his sandal

:

1

on each

73

side are six hov-

In
ering angels bearing the implements of the mass.
is seen kneeling
him the sacred
sandal, while the evangelist stands on one side, and

the upper compartment, Galla Placidia
at the feet of Christ, and offering to

Barbation
older than

on

the

other.

These

bas-reliefs

are

not

century, and are in excellent
I should suppose, from the style of the

the twelfth

preservation
grouping, that they were copied, or imitated, from the
older mosaics, once in the iuterior of the church.
10. The other miracle has the rare interest of being
:

"
its origin and in its representation.
King
the Confessor had, after Christ and the Virgin
a special veneration for St. John the Evangelist.

English in

Edward
Mary,

One day, returning from his church at Westminster,
where he had been hearing mass in honor of the evangelist, he was accosted by a pilgrim, who asked of him
an alms for the love of God and St. John.
The king,
who was ever merciful to the poor, immediately drew
from his finger a ring, and, unknown to any one, delivered it to the beggar.
When the king had reigned
twenty-four years, it came to pass that two Englishmen, pilgrims, returning from the Holy Land to their
own country, were met by one in the habit of a pilgrim,
who asked of them concerning their country and being told they were of England, he said to them, When
ye shall have arrived in your own country, go to King
Edward, and salute him in my name say to him, that
I thank him for the alms which he bestowed on me in
a certain street in Westminster for there, on a certain
day, as I begged of him an alms, he bestowed on me
this ring, which till now I have preserved, and ye shall
carry it back to him, saying that in six months from
this time he shall quit the world, and come and remain
;

'

;

;

with

me
'

forever.'

Who

And

art thou,

the pilgrims, being astounded,

and where

'

is thy dwelling-place ?
he answered, saying, ' I am John the Evangelist.
Edward your king is my friend, and for the sanctity
of his life I hold him dear.
Go now, therefore, deliver

said,

And

i
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to

him

God

message and

this

that

may

ye

this

ri

r » <-r -

arrive safely in

and

I will

yow Own

pray

to

country.'

When St. John bad spoken thns, he delivered to them
the ring, and vanished out of their sight
The pilgrims,
praising and thanking the Lord for this glorious vision,
went "ti their jounny j ami being arrived in England,
they repaired to King Edward, and saluted him, and
delivered the ring and the message, relating all truly.
And the king received the news joyfully, and feasted

Then he set himself to pre)n the eve of
pare for his departure from this world.
the Nativity, in the year of our Lord L066, he fell sick,
and on the eve of the Epiphany following he died.
the messengers royally.

(

The

ring he gave to the Abbot of Westminster, to be
forever preserved among the relics there."*

According to one account,1 the pilgrims met the
king mar his palace at Waltham, at a place since
called

Havering.

The

King Edward

this story,

writer adds,
II.

"In

allusion

to

offered at his coronation

a

pound of gold made in the figure of a k
holding a
rini.'. and B mark of gold (8 OZ.) made liketo a pilgrim
These
putting forth his hand to receive the ring."
must have been two little statuettes of gold.
The legend of King Edward and St. John the Evangelist is represented, with other legends of the same
monarch, along the top of the screen of Edward the
i

1 1

<_r

It is in three
The
compartments.
King Edward bestowing the ring on St.
John in the disguise of a pilgrim
Westminster Abbey
i~ Been behind.
The second showB us the meeting of
he holds what
the pilgrims and St John in Palestine
In tin- third the pilgrims deliver the
DU a palm.

Confessor's chapel.
rep resents

first

;

;

ring

to

sculpture

K

i

Is

ungracefuL

1 1

l:

Edward, who

They

is

seated

at

table.

The

the figures disproportioned and
are supposed to be of the time of

very rude

;

Henry VI.
• Joli.'imiU
Itrnmpton Cronlcon, 055.
Dart'» Hist, of WtBtininsU r.
t

ST.

The same
of

i

7S

legend was painted on one of the windows

Romford church,

know

there I

JOHN.

in Essex, but

whether

it still

exists

not.*

Before I quit the subject of the Evangelists, it is
to observe that, in Greek Art, not only
the Four Evangelists, but the six writers of the Acts
and Epistles, are considered as a sacred series. In an
ancient and beautiful MS. of the Epistolce Canoniche,
presented by the Queen of Cyprus to Pope Innocent
VIII., they are thus represented, two and two to-

worth while

getlier
St.

:

—

Luke, with a very thoughtful, earnest, countenance, holds a scroll, on which is written in Greek the
commencement of the Acts, " The former treatise have
I made, O Thcophilus," &c.
and St. James, with a
long, very earnest, and refined face, holds a single roll.
St. Peter, with a broad, coarse, powerful physiognomy, strongly characterized, holds two rolls and St.
John, with a long and very refined face, gray hair and
;

;

beard, holds three rolls.
St. Jude, with a long white beard and very aquiline
St. Paul, bald in front, with long
nose, holds one roll.

brown

hair

rolls tied

and beard, and a

refined face, bears

many

up together.

All the figures are on a gold ground, about six
inches in height, very finely conceived, though, as is
usual in Byzantine art, formal and mechanical in ex-

They look

ecution.

like

small copies of very grand

The draperies are all classical ; a pale
originals.
violet or brown tunic and a white mantle, as in the old
mosaics
the

;

the rolls in their hands corresponding with

number of

* v.

Legend

their writings.

of St.

Monastic Orders."

Edward

the Confessor in the " Legends of the

THE TWELVE APOSTLES.

EXT
l

The

to those who recorded the word of God
were those called by Christ to the tusk of
diffusing his doctrine, and sent to preach the
kingdom of heaven "through all nations."

earliest

Twelve Apostles

representations of the

appear to have been, like those of the Poor Evangelists, purely emblematical
they were figured as twelve
:

sheep, with Christ in the midst, as the
<>r, moch
hearing a lamh in his arms
;

Good Shepherd
more frequently,

('hri.-t is himself the Lamb of God, raised on an eminence and crowned with a cruciform nimbus, and the
Install*
apostles were ranged on eaeh side, as sheep.
•

met with in the old Christian bas-reliefs.
In
the old Roman churches" we find this
representation
hilt little varied, and the Situation is alwa\- tin' .-aine.
In the centre is the lamh standing on an eminence, from
which flow the four rivers of Paradise on one side six
ibeep issuing from the city of Jerusalem, on the other
six sheep issuing from the city of Bethlehem, the whole
disposed in a line forming a boh of frieze, just below
The church
tin' decoration of the vault of the apsis.
are to be

;

M

of s.

have
Maggiore exhibits the only exception
there we find a
roii|i of -heep, entering, not
from, the gates of Jerusalem ami Bethlehem:

met with
i

—
'

1

1

i

1 1

j_r

Korae.

Cecilia.

I

r

'_

;

!-.

M

in Tra*U;\.r

B

!*»—Mil

S

(Vmciite.

8.
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in this case, however, the sheep may represent believers,
or disciples in general, not the twelve apostles.
Upon
the great crucifix in the apsis of San Clemente, at

Rome, are twelve doves, which appear to signify the
twelve apostles.
The next step was to represent the apostles as twelve
men all alike, each with a sheep, and Christ in the midwith a sheep, sometimes larger than the others.
on some of the sarcophagi.* Again, a
little later, we have them
represented as twelve venerable men, bearing tablets or scrolls in their hands, no
dle, also

We

find this

emblems to distinguish one from another, but their
names inscribed over or beside each. They are thus
represented in relief on several ancient sarcophagi now
in the Christian Museum in the Vatican, and in several
of the most ancient churches at Rome and Ravenna,
ranged on each side of the Saviour in the vault of the
apsis, or standing in a line beneath.

But while in the ancient Greek types, and the old
mosaics, the attributes are omitted, they adhere almost
invariably to a certain characteristic individual reprewhich in the later ages of painting was wholly
or at least neglected.
In these eldest types, St.
Peter has a broad face, white hair, and short white
beard
St. Paul, a long face, high bold forehead, dark
sentation,
lost,

;

hair and beard

;

St.

Andrew

is

aged, with flowing white

and beard St. John, St. Thomas, St. Philip,
young and beardless St. James Major and St. James
Minor, in the prime of life, short brown hair and
beard
both should bear a resemblance more or less to
hair

;

;

;

the

Saviour, but

St.

James Minor

particularly

:

St.

Jude, St. Simon, St, Matthias, aged, with
white hair.
The tablets or scrolls which they carry in
their hands bear, or are supposed to bear, the articles
of the Creed.
It is a tradition that, before the apostles

Matthew,

St.

dispersed to preach the Gospel in all lands, they assembled to compose the declaration of faith since called the
*

12

Bottari, Tab. xxviii.
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Apostles' Creed, and that each of them furnished one
of the twelve propositions contained in it, in the folSt. Peter: Credo in Deum Patrememlowing order:
<i term.
St. Andrew: Et in
nipotentem, creotorem ccdi
Jesum Christum Filium ejus unicum, Dominion nostrum.

—

James Major: Qui
Maria Virgint,

Bt.

oonceptua at dt

natUS ex

Pilato, crucifixus, mortuus
tcendit ad inferos, tafia

St. .John:
et

dii

Spiritu Sancto,
Pontio

J'ussiix sub

St. Philip:
eepultus.
resurrexii h mortuis.

/'<-

St.

James Minor: Ascendit ad ados, sedet ad dexteram Dei
St. Thomas: Ina\ venturus est jnPatris omnipotentis.
St. Bartholomew: Credo in
dicart vivos et mortuos.
St. Matthew
Sanctum Ecdesiam
Spiritum Sanctum.
St. Simon: ft
Catholicam; sanctorum communionem.
St. Matthias: Carnis resurrectiomissionan pecatorum,
:

St.

in in.

The
gin

Thaddens

Et vitam ceternam.
on the .shrine of the VirNan Michele at Florence exhibit a fine ex-

BtatneS Of
tin-

iii

ample of

this

:

tin-

a|>os|les

arrangement

In later times, the Apostles, instead of being disposed

a line, are grouped ronnd the Saviour in glory, or
as statues,
they form a circle of heads in medallions
they ornament the screen in front of the altar, or they
an- placed in a line on each side of the nave, Btanding
in

:

it.
Prom the sixth
pillars which Buppor)
became usual to distinguish each ol them by
a
particular emblem or attribute borrowed from some
circumstance of his life or death.
Thus, taking them

against the

century

it

—

according to the canon of the mass,
Peter bears the key- or a fish.
St. Paul, the .-word
sometimes two sword-.

in order,

St.

:

St.

Andrew, the transverse n
James Major, the pilgrim's

St.

John, the chalice with

St.

i

the eagle also

longs to him

:

bul

the eagle, a-

property onlj

Btaff.

the

in

serpent
1

bis

;

sometimes

have observed, becharacter of Evan-

gel'

Si
u

gpt

Thomas, a
.11

builder's rule

also, hut

more seldom,
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James Minor, a

St.

the staff or crosier, surmounted
or a small cross in his hand.

St. Philip,

cross

;

'79

club.

by a

Bartholomew, a large knife.
Matthew, a purse.
St. Simon, a saw.
St. Thaddeus (or Jude), a halberd or lance.
St. Matthias, a lance.
The origin and meaning of these attributes will be
meantime it must be borne in
explained presently
St.
St.

:

mind

although in sacred art the apostles are always twelve in number, they are not always the same
St. Jude is frequently omitted to make
personages.
that,

room

for St. Paul.
Sometimes, in the most ancient
churches (as in the Cathedral of Palermo), St. Simon
and St. Matthias are omitted, and the Evangelists St.

The ByzanSt. Luke figure in their places.
manual published by Didron omits James Minor,
Jude, and Matthias and inserts Paul, Luke, and Mark.
This was the arrangement on the bronze doors of San

Mark and
tine

;

Paolo-fuori-le-Mura at

Rome, executed by Byzantine
and now destroyed.

artists in the tenth century,

On

an ancient

pulpit, of beautiful

workmanship,

the Cathedral of Troyes, the arrangement
to the Greek formula.*
Thus,

—

is

in

according
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The

earliest instance of the

Apostles entering into a

scheme <>t' ecclesiastical decoration, as iiie consecrated
and delegated teachers of a revealed religion, 0CCUT8 in
the church of San Giovanni in Fonte at Ravenna.* In

dome

the centre of the

aented

quite in

is

the

the classical

Baptism of Christ,
style

;

the

reprefigure of the

Saviour being entirely andraped, and the Jordan, aigby an antique river god, sedge-crowned, and
bearing a linen napkin as though he were an attendant
at a hath.
Around, in a circle, in the manner of radii,
are the twelve apostles.
The order is,
Peter, Annitied

—

drew, James, John, Philip, Bartholomew, Simon, dude,
James Minor, Matthew, Thomas, Paul so that Petes
and Paul stand hue to face at One extremity of the
circle, and Simon and Bartholomew back to back at tho
;

All

Other.
in

tlnir

war

pointed Caps, and carry the oUation
Peter has a yellow vest and white

hands.

mantle; Paul, a white rest and a yellow mantle, and
The name of each is inscribed
so all round alternately.
over his head, and without the title ScUKtUS, which,

though admitted into the Calendar
adopted in works of art till some years
In

next

the

Keen admitted, except
St.

the

instance,

in the

in

449, was not

about
had not

later,

attributes

figures of St.

-472.

yet
Peter and

Paul.

MOSAN

(A.

i>

B16).

Christ,

in the

centre, stands

on an eminence; in one hand he holds an open hook,
St. Peter, with the
on which is inscribed Pax vobia.
keys and a CTOSS, stands on the right; and Christ,
St. Paul is on
with his righl hand points to the cross
the left, With his sword
he\ond, there are five apostles
on one side, and lour on the other: in all eleven
;

Bach holds a hook,
(Judas being properly omitted).
ami all are robed in while: underneath the whole is
inscribed, in Latin, the words of our Saviour, "Go _\e,
»n the
arch to the light,
Bnd teach all nations."
Christ i- seated on a throne, ami presents the keys to
81
Peter, who kneels on one gjdo, mid the standard ui
i

•

a

i>.

4&i.

flamptnt,

v.-t.

Hon.

p.

l. c.

iv.
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who

Constantino,
course, to the
left,

St. Peter

kneels

18

1

on the other

(alluding, of
the arch to the

famous standard).
On
throned, and presents the

is

stole to

Pope

This
and the standard to Charlemagne.
singular monument, a kind of resume' of the power of

Leo

III.,

a restoration of the old mosaic, executed
III. in the Triclinium of the old palace of the Lateran, and now on one side of the Scala
Santa, the side facing the Porta San Giovanni.
Mosaic, in the old basilica of St. Paul (a. d. 1206).
In the centre an altar veiled, on which are the Gospels
the Church,
by order of

is

Leo

(or perhaps, rather, the Book of Life, the seven-sealed
in the Revelations) and the instruments of the

book

Behind it rises a large Greek cross, adorned
Passion.
with gold and jewels.
Underneath, at the foot of the
altar, five small figures standing and bearing palms,
representing those who suffered for the cause of Christ
and on each side, kneeling, the monk Aginulph, and
Giovanni Gaetano Orsini, afterwards Nicholas III.
On each side of the altar, a majestic angel one bears
a scroll, inscribed Gloria in excelsis Deo
the
other, Et in terra pax hominibus bon^e voluntatis.
Beyond these the apostles, six on each side, bearing scrolls with the articles of the Creed.
They are
much alike, all in white robes, and alternately with
each stands a palm-tree, the symbol of victory and
This composition, of a colossal size,
resurrection.
formed a kind of frieze (taking the place of the emblematical lamb and twelve sheep) round the apsis of
;

:

;

the Basilica.

In sculpture, the Apostles, as a

series,

entered into

sometimes on
In
the exterior of the edifice, always in the interior.
our English cathedrals they are seldom found uumutisuch
lated, except when out of the reach of the spoiler
was the indiscriminate rage which confounded the venall

decorative ecclesiastical architecture

:

;

erable effigies of these delegated teachers of the truth
with the images which were supposed to belong exclusively to the repudiated religion

!
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Where

the scheme of decoration is purely theologiproper place of the Apostles i- after the Angi Is,
Prophets, and Evangelists; but when the motif, or
leading idea, implies a special signification, gnch as the
Last Judgment, Paradise, the Coronation of the Madonna, or the apotheosis <>f a saint, then the order is
cal, the

changed, and the apostles appear immediately alter the
Divine Personages and before the angels, as forminj
"When the
part of the council or court of heaven;

—

Son of Man

shall

come

in

bis

glory,

ye also Bbal]

.-it

on twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes Of Israel."*
Such is the arrangement in the Campo Santo, in Angelico's Paradiso in the Florence Gallery, in Raphael's

Disputa, and

many

other instances:

and

I

may add

the architectural treatment on the facade of Wells

Ca-

thedral, where, immediately under tin' Saviour sitting
in
judgment, stand the twelve apostles, and beneath

them

the hierarchy of angels, each of the nine choirs
Therefore to
being here expressed bj a angle angel.t
determine the proper place of the Apostles, it is neceswhat has been the
sary to observe well and to understand
design of the artist, and the leading idea of the whole

composition, whether strictly theological or partly wine
In all monuments which have a solemn or a sacred

—

purpose,

—

the Apostles find
pulpits, tombs,
cither in connection with other

altars,

an appropriate

place,

—

the hand
sacred personages, or as a company apart,
The range of .-tame.- alone the top of

of teachers.

the screen in front of the choir ol
ice will

remembered

be

all

bj

St.

Mark's

who have

at

Keen them

Ven;

in

the centre stand the Virgin and St. Mark, and then the
Apostles, .-i\ on each side, -rand, solemn figures, stand-

These are by
guard the sanctuary.
simple religious style of the fifteenth
In contrast with them, as
century, but quite Italian.
ing then; as

•

i

m
I

lit.

\ix

mint

38

\\

and Laka sxi

,

refer tii" reader

v
uf

to

if

in the

Jaoobelli,

.

i

lral.

li

ti

t"

Mi

<

ockerell'a Illustration

and mulUlarlous and ilgnlBcaol - ntpture
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example of German sculptural treatment, we
have the twelve apostles on the tomb of St. Sebald, in
his church at Nuremberg, cast in bronze
by Peter Vischer (about 1500).
These have become well known
the finest

by

the casts which have lately been brought to England ;
they are about two feet high, all remarkable for the
characteristic expression of the heads, and the
simplicity of the attitudes and draperies.

grand

There are instances of the Apostles introduced into
a scheme of ecclesiastical decoration as devotional figures, but assuming, from the style of treatment and
from being placed in relation with other personages, a
touch of the dramatic and picturesque.
Such are
Correggio's Apostles in the cupola of the duomo at
(1532), which may be considered as tbe most
striking instance that could be produced of studied con-

Parma

solemnity and simplicity of the ancient
treatment here the motif is essentially dramatic.
They
stand round the dome as spectators would stand in a
trast to the
:

gallery or balcony, all in picturesque attitudes, studiously varied (some, it must be confessed, rather extrav-

agant), and all looking up with amazement, or hope,
or joy, or adoration, to the figure of the glorified Virgin ascending into heaven.

Another series of Apostles in the San Giovanni at
Parma, which Correggio had painted earlier (1522),
are conceived, I think, in a finer spirit as to character,
Here
but, perhaps, not more appropriate to the scene.
the twelve apostles are seated on clouds round the glo-

Saviour, as they are supposed to be in heaven
In the heads but little
they are but partially draped.
attention has been paid to the ancient types, except in
those of St. Peter and St. Paul
but they are sublime
rified

:

;

as well as picturesque in the conception of character

and expression.

The Apostles

in Michael Angelo's Last Judgment
1540) exhibit a still further deviation from the
antique style of treatment.
They stand on each side
of the Saviour, who is not, here, Saviour and Redeem(a. d.

1
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They are grandly and artigrouped, all without any drapery whatever, and
with forma and attitudes which recall an assemblage of
Titans holding a council of war, rather than the glorified companions of Christ.
In early pictures of Christ
in
glory, the apostles, his companions in heaven as on
but inexorable Judge.

er,

ficially

and prophets, the celesto the righl
upon thrones
"

earth, form, with the patriarchs
tial

court or council

:

they

and
is

ail
••

to the left.*
Raphael's
Dispute
a grand example of this arrangement.
Sets of the Apostles in devotional

in

the Vatican

pictures and
prints an- so common, thai I Bhall particularise only a
few among the mosl interesting and celebrated.
En-

gravings of these can easilj be referred to.
1.
A set l>y Raphael, engraved by Marc Antonio:
grand, graceful figures, ami cadi with his appropriate
attribute.
Though admirably distinguished in form
ami bearing, very little attention lias been paid to the
ancienl

types, except

John.

Here

room

for St.

St.

perhaps in
.(aim- .Minor

Peter

Bt.

omitted

is

ami
to

St.

make

Paul.

by I. mas van Ley den, smaller than Ra
here also the anpbael's, but magnificent in feeling
These
cient types are for the most part neglected.
two sets should he compared as perfect examples of
2.

A

Bel

•

hot Italian ami the most characteristic German
manner.
Some of the German seta me very curious
ami grotesque.
a.
By II S. Beham, a most curious wt in what
may he called the ulna German style tiny stand two
and two together, like a procession of old beggars; the
Another set by Beham, in
workmanship exquisite.
which the Bguree stand singly, ami which includes the
Pour Evangelists, dressed like old burgomasters, with
the emblematical win^, has been
already mentioned.
A iet by Parmigiano, graceful ami mannered, as
the

:

i

i-

Usual with him.
5.

15

Agostino Caraccj
*

Luko

This
xxli. 30.

set,

famous as workt
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those of Raphael
art, must, when compared with
and Lucas van Leyden, be pronounced absolutely vulan
Here St. John is drinking out of his cup,
gar.
idea which might strike some people as picturesque;
Thaddeus has a saw as well as
but it is in vile taste.

of

—

Simon Peter has the papal tiara at his feet St. James
Minor, instead of Thomas, carries the builder's rule
and St Bartholomew has his skin thrown over his
Tins set is an example of the confusion
shoulders.
which prevailed with respect to the old religious types
;

;

;

and

attributes,

the

after

half of the

first

sixteenth

century.

"

6.

The Five

Disciples,"

by Albert

Diirer,

seem

We

have St.
intended to form part of a complete set.
Paul, St. Bartholomew, St. Thomas, St. Philip, and

The two
St. Simon.
grandly conceived.

last are the finest,

and are most

These are examples of the simplest devotional

treat-

ment.

When

the Apostles are grouped together in various
some Scriptural, some legendary,
they are more interesting as individual personages ;
and the treatment should be more characteristic. Some
of these subjects belong properly to the life of Christ
historical scenes,

—

—

:

the Transfiguraas the Delivery of the Keys to Peter
the Last Supper ; the
the Entry into Jerusalem
tion
Ascension.
Others, as the Death and Assumption of
the Virgin, will be considered in the legends of the,
Madonna. But there are others, again, which refer
more particularly to the personal history of the Aposin the Legends.
tles, as related in the Acts and
;

;

;

The Descent of the Holy Ghost was the first and
most important event after the Ascension of Christ.
" When the
It is thus described
day of Pentecost
was fully come, they were all with one accord in one
And suddenly there came a sound from heaven,
place.
as of a rushing, mighty wind, and it filled all the house
where they were sitting. And there appeared unto
:
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them cloven tcMiLMics, like as of fire, ami s:it upon each
of diem, ami they were all filled with the Holy Qhost,
ami began to Bpeak with other tongues, as the spirit
Ami there were dwelling at
gave them utterance.
Jerusalem Jews, devout men, out of every nation
Now when this was noised abroad tin'
under heaven.
multitude came together, ami were confounded, because
that every man heard them Bpeak in his own language.
But this is tliat which was Bpoken bj tin prophet
-

.

.

.

Joel."

first

1-12,

I'

to the usual

According
in the

ii.

(Art.

verse, does

not

interpretation, the word they,
signify the apostles merely,

hut with them, " the women, ami Mary the mother ol
"
heme in bo many represenJesus, ami his brethren
tations of this Bubjed the Virgin is not only present
Man Magdalene ami others
hut a principal person
;

:

are also frequently introduced.

have yet met with
Striking example I
-rand mosaic in the principal dome of St. Mark's
In the apex of the dome is Men tin Celesat Venice.
Dove in a -lory of light ; rays proceed from the
tial
centre on every side, ami fall on the heads of the Virgin
Lower
ami the twelve apo-tlc. seated in a circle.
down is a series of twelve figures Btanding all round
1.

is

The most

tin-

the

dome

the dwellParthians, Med.-, and islamites,

•'
:

Mesopotamia, Judaea, Cappadocio, Pontus, Asia,
each
and Arabians,"
Phrygia, Pamphylia, Crates,
and all in strange
nation
bj one person,

—

ers in

represented

and looking up with amazement
The Twelve Apostles and the Virgin

dresses,
2.

above seated
from Heaven

in

eral

in

persons

;

are Been

an enclosure
tongues of lire descend
beneath is a closed door, at which sev:

with turbans,
strange foreign dresses,
One of these is in
amazement.

&c., are listening with
the < Ibinese costume,

—

a curious circumstance, considof the picture, and which could have oc
ering the age
CUrred at that date liowdiere hut at Yen
3. In the interior of a temple, sustained by slendei
•

Vrnice Acad., fourteenth century.
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pillars, the Twelve Apostles are seated in a circle, and
in the midst the Virgin, tongues of tire on each head.

Sere the Virgin

An

4.

the principal person.*
Twelve Apostles seated in a cir-

is

interior, the

above them, the Celestial Dove in a glory, and
his beak proceed twelve tongues of flame
underneath, in a small arch, is the prophet Joel, as an old
man crowned with a kingly crown and holding twelve
cle

;

from

;

or scrolls, indicating the Gospel in so many differThe allusion is to the words of Joel,
" And I will
28
pour out my Spirit upon all

rolls

ent languages.
ii.

:

This is the Greek formula, and it is curious
should have beeu closely followed by Pinturic-

flesh." t

that

it

—

thus
In a rich landscape, with cypresses, palm-trees,
and birds, the Virgin is seen kneeling St. Peter on
chio

;

:

5.

;

the right, and James Minor on the left, also kneeling ;
five other apostles on each side.
The Celestial Dove,
with outspread wings, descends in a glory surrounded

there are no tongues of fire.
Joel is seen above, with the inscription,
Effundam de Spiritu meo super omnem carnem." I
6. The Virgin and the Apostles seated
flames of

cherubim

fifteen

by

:

The prophet
"

;

fire

stand on

their heads

above in a glory of

on every

side.

light,

;

the

Holy Ghost appears

from which rays are poured

Mary Magdalene, and another Mary,

are present behind

astonishment is the prevailing expression in every face, except in the Virgin and St.
Peter.
The composition is attributed to Raphael. §

The next event

;

of importance

is

the separation of the
to preach the Gas-

Twelve Apostles when they disperse

According to the ancient traditions,
pel in all lands.
the apostles determined by lot to what countries they
should go
Peter went to Antioch ; James the Great
:

remained in Jerusalem and the neighborhood
*

Rosini, vol.

iii.

;

p. 75.

t

Convent

J

Vatican, Sala del Pozzo.

of Chilantlari,

Mount Athos
§ Vatican.

Philip
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went

to

Phrypa

;

John, to

Kphesus

Thomas,

;

to

Parthla and Jadsa; Andrew, to Scythia; Bartholomew, to India and Judaea The Parting of the Apostles
I
18 a beautiful subject, of wliieli
have met with hut
liw examples
one is a woodcut alter Titian.
The
;

Mission of the Apostles I remember t<> have seen by
Bissoni over an altar in the Santa Ginstina at I'adua
one reads from a hook
they are preparing to depart
:

;

;

another looses his shoo from

bJS

feet,

in

allusion

to

the text, "Take neither pone nor scrip nor shoes";
This picture
Beveral are bidding adien to the Virgin.
its merits otherwise 1 do not
struck me as dramatic
;

remember.

We have next "The Twelve Baptisms."
In the
upper compartment f'hrist is standing in a majestic
attitude, and on each side arc six apostles, all alike,
The inscription above i> in
and in white garments.
Greek " Go ye, and preach the Gospel to all nations."
Below, in twelve smaller compartments, each of the
an attendant, in
apostles is seen baptizing a convert
4

:

:

white garments, stands b\ each font holding a napkin.
One of the con v erts and his attendant arc black, denotof Ethiopia.
ing clearl] the chamberlain of the Queen

This

is

Ami,

a rery
lastly,

uncommon

subject.

"

we have

The Twelve Martyrdoms."

This i- a more frequent series, in pictures ami in prints,
ami occurs in a set of large fresco compositions in tin'
In
church of San Nino e Sant' AchilleO at Rome.
snch representations the nsnal treatment is as follows:
his head downwards.
i.
St. Peter is crucified with
:t.
2.
St.
St. Andrew, bound on a transverse cross.
James Major, beheaded with a sword. 4. Si. .John, in
on a
Si.
Iron of boiling oil.
Philip, bound
.

I.

.'i

crosi in the form of a T.
7.

St.

Thomas

<ir»-.'k

St.

pierced with a -pear.

killed with a sword.
•

Bartholomew, Bayed.
St. Matthew,
8,
.lame- Minor, struck dow n

6.

9.

St.

M.S. nii.lh .•-i.lnry

Paris,

BtbL do Bot, No. 110
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with a club.

St.

Simon and

St.

Jude together

killed with a sword, the other with a club.
Matthias has his head cloven by a halbert.

one

Paul

The

is

.

1 1

is

St.
St.

10.
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.

12.

beheaded.*

authority for

many

of these martyrdoms

is

but
wholly apocryphal,! and they sometimes vary
this is the usual mode of representation in Western
In early Greek Art a series of the Deaths of the
Art.
not all suffer martyrApostles often occurs, but they do
dom ; and the subject of St. John in the caldron of
I believe,
boiling oil, so famous in the Latin Church, is,
unknown, or, at least, so rare, that I have not found it
;

in genuine Byzantine Art.

The most

ancient scries I have

met with

a Greek

(in

of the ninth century) shows us five apostles crucified
St. Peter and St. Philip with the head downwards St. Andrew on the transverse cross, as usual

MS.

:

;

;

St.

Simon aud

as our

and

St.

Saviour.

St.

John

is

Bartholomew, in the same manner
St. Thomas is pierced by a lance ;
buried, and then raised by angels,

according to the legend.

The same

series,

similarly

ornamented the doors of the old Basilica of
Paul, executed by Greek artists of the tenth cen-

treated,
St.

tury.}:

Wherever the Apostles appear as a series, we expect,
of course, some degree of discriminating propriety of
seek it when
character in each face and figure.
they merely form a part of the general scheme of significant decoration in the architectural arrangement of
a place of worship we seek it with more reason when
they stand before us as a series of devotional represen-

We

;

tations
*

A

;

and

set of

still

more when,

martyrdoms

is in

as actors in

the Frankfort

some

Museum

;

particuanother

is

mentioned in Bartsch, viii. 22.
t Eusebius says that all the apostles suffered martyrdom ; but
Lardner , s
this is not borne out by any ancient testimony.

—

Cred- of Gospel Hist., vol. viii. p. 81.
for D'Agincourt's Histoire
X They were fortunately engraved
ie PArt, before they were destroyed by fire.
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lar scene, they are
forth

ments called

.1/,'/

supposed to be animated by senti
by the occasion, and modified by the

character.
By what test shall we try the
ami propriety of such representations
We ought
to know both whal t<> require from the artist, and <>n
what grounds to require it, before we can rest satisfied.

individual
truth

'

lu the Gospel-histories the Apostles are consistently

ami beautifully distinguished in temper and bearing.
Their characters, whether exhibited at full length, or
merely touched upon, arc sustained with dramatic
The mediaeval legends, however wild, arc, as
character goes, in
traits, an<l

till

harmony with

truth.
far

as

these Scriptural por-

up the 'outline given.

It

becomes,

th<

speculation to observe how far
this variety of characteristic expression has been carried
out in the earlj types, how Car attended to, or neglected,
fore, a really interesting

by the great painters, Bince the revival of

Si

I'i

1

BB ash St.

Lat. S3. Petrnaet Paulas.
Fr.

s. Pierre, 8.

Paul.

it<ii

I'm

Ban Pletroor

Spa. Ban

Pedro,

Art

1

Plero,

Ban Paola

Ban Paolo.
June 30

and 30.

EU.VB already observed that, as apostles and preachword, St. Peter and St. Paul take the first
Even during their lives, i( superiority was acplace.
corded to them; and thi> superiority, as the acknowledged heads and founders of the Christian Church,
under Christ, has been allowed down to the present
I

ers of the

time.

The precedence

is

Peter; but they are
merit, and in sanctity.
St.

by

common

held

t"

consent given to

be equal in

faith, in

The early Christian Church was always considered
under tw> great divisions the church of the converted
.lens ami the church of the Gentiles.
The flrsi wu
represented by St Peter, the second by St. Paul. Stand
in_' together in this mutual
relation, they represent the
heme in works ol art they
universal Church ofChrisI
:

;

ST.

PETER AND

ST.

PAUL.

191

arc seldom separated, and are indispensable in all ecclesiastical decoration.
Their proper place is on each side

of the Saviour, or of the Virgin throned; or on each
or on each side of the arch over the

side of the altar

;

In any case, where they stand together, not
merely as Apostles, but Founders, their place is next
after the Evangelists and the Prophets.
Thus seen almost everywhere in companionship, it
becomes necessary to distinguish them from each other;
for St. Peter does not always bear his keys, nor St.
Paul his sword.
In the earliest examples, these attributes are wholly omitted; yet I scarcely know any instance in which a distinct type of head has not been
more or less attended to.
The ancient Greek type of the head of St. Peter,
choir.

"the Pilot of the Galilean lake," is so strongly charachave the air of a portrait.
It is either
taken from the description of Nicephorus, so ofteu
quoted, or his description is taken from some very ancient representation
it
certainly harmonizes with all
our preconceived notions of St. Peter's temperament
and character.
He is a robust old man, with a broad
forehead, and rather coarse features, an open, undaunted
countenance, short gray hair and short thick beard,
curled, and of a silvery white
according to the descriptive portrait of Nicephorus, he had red, weak eyes,
a
peculiarity which it has not been thought necessary to
terized as to

:

:

—

In some early pictures he is
preserve in his effigies.
bald on the top of the head, and the hair grows thick
around in a circle, somewhat like the priestly tonsure
and in some examples this tonsure has the form of a
triple row of curls close to the head, a kind of tiara.
;

A

curious exception to this predominant, almost uni-

versal, type is to be
St. Peter is always

found in Anglo-Saxon Art,* where
beardless, and wears the tonsure;

so that but for the keys, suspended to a ring
finger, one might take him for an elderly monk.

on

his

It is

a tradition that the Gentiles shaved the head of St
*

St.

Guthlac's Book.

Ethelwold's Benedictional.

I
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make him an object of derision, and
the origin of the priestly tonsure.
dress "t St Peter in the mosaics and Greek

Prior in order to
that this

The

is

pictures is a bine tunic, with white drapery thrown over
it, hut in
genera] the proper colors arc a bine or green
tunic with yellow
<>n the early sarcophagi,
drapery.
and in the most ancient church mosaics, lie hears mere-

a Scroll or book, anil, except in the character of the
is
a little later we find
exactly like St. Pan]
him with the cross in one hand, and the Qospel in tinly

head, he

:

The keys

his haml
appear as his peculiar
the eighth century.
I
have seen him
with <me great key, hut in general he carries two keys,
one of gold and one of siher, to absolve and to hind

other.

in

attribute about

;

according tn another interpretation, one is of gold
ami one of iron, opening the gates of heaven and hell

or,

:

rarely, he has s third key, expressing
over heaven and earth and hell.*

occasionally, but

dominion

the

Pan] presents a striking contrast tn St. Peter, in
as in character.
There must have existed
effigies of him in very early times, for St. Augustine
St.

features

-

that a certain Marcellina, living in the second cen-

tury, preserved in her

Lararinm, among her household
gods "the [mages of Homer, Pythagoras, Jesns Christ,
and Paul the apostle."
ChryBostom alludes to a portrait of Paul which hung in his chamber, but unfortu-

The earliesl allusion to
nately he does not describe it.
the persona] appearance of St. Paul occurs in Lncian,
where he is styled, in a tone of mocking disparagement,
"the bald-headed Galilean with a hook-nose."
The
description given by Nlcephorns, founded, we may presume, on tradition and on the existing portrait.-, has

been the authority followed in the early representations.
According to the ancient tradition, Paul was a man of
-mall and

lie

ttUTB,

with an aipiiline nose, a high

In the Greek type the
forehead, and sparkling eyeis
long and ovul, the nose aquiline, the forehead
high and hald, the hair hrown, the heard long, flowing
*

As

in thf

mosaic on the tomb of Ollio II (LaU-rau Mus.)

PETER AND

ST.

ST.

and pointed, and of a dark brown

PAUL.
the Greek

(in

193
for-

I
should be grayish
recollect no instance of St. Paul with a gray beard)
his dress is like St. Peter's, a blue tunic and white

mula

it

said that his beard

is

:

;

mantle

;

he has a book or scroll in one hand, sometimes

which designate his epistles. He bears the
sword, his attribute in a double sense it signifies the
manner of his martyrdom, and it is emblematical of
twelve

rolls,

;

armed
good fight fought by the faithful Christian,
with " the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of
The life of St. Paul, after his
God." (Ephes. vi. 17.)
the

conversion, was, as we know, one long spiritual com"
cast down, but
bat
perplexed, but not in despair
not destroyed."
These traditional characteristic types of the features
:

;

and persons of the two greatest apostles were long adWe find them most strictly followed in the
hered to.
old Greek mosaics, in the early Christian sculpture, and
in all which the sturdy dignity and
the early pictures
broad rustic features of St. Peter, and the elegant conlike a Greek
templative head of St. Paul, who looks
and suggestive
philosopher, form a most interesting
;

But, in later times, the old types, particularand degraded.
ly in the head of St. Paul, were neglected
The best painters took care not to deviate wholly from
contrast.

the square head and short gray beard of St. Peter;
but, from the time of Sixtus IV., we find substituted
the head of St. Paul an arbitrary representation,
which varied according to the model chosen by the
which was sometimes a Roman porter or a
artist,
German boor sometimes the antique Jupiter or the
bust of a Greek rhetorician.
for

—

;

I shall

now

order, of the

give

some examples,

in chronological

two great apostles represented together, as

Founders of the Church.

On the early sarcophagi (from a. d. 321 to 400), St.
Peter and St. Paul stand on each side of the Saviour.
The former bears a cross, and is generally on the left
The cross given to Peter, and often
band of Christ.
13

i
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set

with jewels,

St.

John xxi.

BuppOBed to refer to the passago in
"Signifying by what death he
should die": bat it may Barely bear another interpreis

19,

i. o. tile
s|iirit of Christianity transmitted to all
nations by the first and greatest of the apostles.
St.
Paul carries a roll of writing; he has a verj high bald

tation,

in other respects the two apostles are not
particularly discriminated
they wear the classical cosSimilar figures of Peter and Paul OCCUT on
tume.*

forehead

:

;

the ancient
in the

glass drinking-vessels and lamps preserved
Imt the workmanship is bo rude, thai

Vatican

;

the] are merely
authorities.

and

curiosities,

cannot

be

cited

as

Mosaic (Rome, \. d. 443) in Santa Maria Maggiore,
over the arch which BeparateS the sanctuary from the
We have in the centre a throne, on which lies
nave.
the roll, sealed with .-even seals;

above the throne

rises

precious stones; on each side of the
thnme, St. Peter and St Paul the] bare no attributes,
are habited in classical draperies, and the whole reprea

cross

Bel

with

:

sentation

is

antique

strictly

in

style,

without a trace of

This is
any of the characteristics of Mediaeval Art
the oldest representation
have met with next to those
on the Barcophagi.
MOSAIC (Rome, 6th century) in the church of Santa
We
Sabina on the interior of the arch over the door.
Unfind on one side St. Peter, on the other St. Paul.
I

der St. Peter stands a graceful female figure, veiled,
under St. Paid,
and inscribed EJcderia ex circumcirioru
;

a female figure, crowned, and inscribed Ecclesia

exgm-

lilms.

Mosaic (Rome, l.d. 596) in St. Cosmo and St.
Christ stand- in
Damian, on the vault of the apsis.
his right hand is raiat d
the centre, sustained by clouds
;

in

the attitude of one

the
life;

nana! manner)
at

his

of Baptism.

feet

On

;

who exhorts

the

left

Bows

the

each

side-,

Uirl.

(not blessing,

hand holds the
river

Jordan, the

but lower

Tab xxt.

I

ius

k

is

of

symbol

down and much
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stand St. Peter and St. Paul

they seem

ST.
smaller in

size,

ST.

;

present St. Cosmo and St. Damian to the Saviour.
Beyond these again, on either side, stand St. Theodore
and the pope (Felix 1.) who dedicated the church.
tn

Palm-trees, and a Phoenix crowned with a starry glory,
emblems of Victory and Immortality, close this majestic and significant composition on each side.
Here St.
Peter and St. Paul are dignified figures, in which the

Greek type is strongly characterized; they wear long
white mantles, nnrt have no attributes.
Mosaic (Milan, 9th century) in Sant Ambrogio.
Christ enthroned presents the Gospel to St. Paul, and
the two keys to St. Peter.
Mosaic (a. d. 936) on the

Peter and

tomb of Otho

St.

II.

Paul together, rather more than half
St. Peter has three keys,
length, and above life size.
St. Paul, the book and sword.
suspended on a ring
The original mosaic is preserved in the Vatican, and a
This relic is, as a document,
copy is in the Lateran.
St.

;

invaluable.

Mosaic

(a. d.

1216 - 1227), in the apsis of the old
Christ is seated on a throne,

of St. Paul.

basilica

with the cruciform glory and his name I C. XC. the
he
right hand gives the benediction in the Greek form
:

;

an open book, inscribed venite beneDICTI PATRIS MEI PERCIPITE REGNUM.
(Matt. XXV.
On the left, St. Peter with his right hand raised
34.)
to Christ, and an open scroll in his left hand, inscribed
tu es christus filius dei vivi. On the other side
of Christ, St. Paul; his right hand on his breast, and
in his left a scroll with these words, in nomine jesu
holds in his

left

OMNE GENU FLECTATUR
et infernorum.

Beyond St. Peter
Andrew and beyond St. Paul
Luke.
At the foot of the throne

stands his brother St.
his

favorite disciple

kneels

a

CffiLESTIUM TERRESTRIUM

(Phil. xi. 10.)
;

diminutive figure of the pope, Honorius
the mosaic was dedicated.
Palmtrees close the composition on each side; underneath

III.,

by

whom

i
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runs
p.

Twelve Apostles, described

frieze of the

the

nt

176.

Mosaic

(12th century) in the Cathedral ofMonreale
St. Peter and St. Paul arc seated on

Palermo.

nt

thrones on each side of the tribune

s|)lrtnli(l

;

St.

Peter

hand a hook, ami the riu'lit, which gives
the benediction, holds also the two keys: over his head
- i-l
1:1 is insirihi d - \\.
PBHM PS LFOBTOLOB1 m
MM. St.
OLAVBB KBOH1
0D1 TKADIT.E SIN
Paul holds the sword with the point upwards like a
usual: the intellectual Qreek
Bceptre, and the book as
holds

in his left

i

i

i

i

I

character of the head
inscription
l> II
I

ban*

is,

IB

I

the

Among

<.

and

I.N

rich

the church of St.

i

i

I

The
strongly discriminated.
a pbj dii ltob \ bbitapai
M ".1 ATI.

is
I

i

I

and curious

bas-reliefe in front

we have

at Aries,

Trophime

St.

of

Peter

Paul seated together receiving the souls of the

St.

Bach has two souls

just.

i

in his

lap,

gel Michael is bringing another.
In pictures, their proper place, as

and the Aivhan-

have observed, is
throne of the Redeemer, or on
each side of the Virgin ami Child: sometimes they are
standing together, or reading in the same book.

on each

This must

I

of the

side

sufltee for the

devotional treatment of St.

Peter and St. Paul, when represented as joint founders
and patrons of the universal Christian Church. Before
I

notice those historical subjects in which they appear
have to say a few words of the manner in

together,

I

which they are treated separatelj ami
fust of St.

The
eorded
they

From

rariOUS events of the
in

may

distinctly.

And

Peter.

the
l><-

CospcU and
presumed

to

we may deduce

life

of St. I'eter are

re-

the Acts SO minutely, that
be familiar to all readers.

f.is
character, remarkable
and energy, rather than sustained power. Bjs
traditional and legendary history is full of incidents
miracles, and wonderful and picturesque passages. Hi-

these

for fervor
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Prince of the
importance and popularity, considered as
of Rome, have
Apostles and Founder of the Church
extended with the influence of that powerful Church
of which he is the head and representative, and multo infinitude, pictures and effigies of him
tiplied, almost
in his individual character, as well as historical representations of his life and actions, wherever his para-

dignity is admitted.
struck me, when wandering over the grand old
churches of Ravenna, where the ecclesiastical mosaics

mount
It

are the most ancient that exist, and still in wonderful
Peter and St. Paul do not often
preservation, that St.
from the
appear, at least are in no respect distinguished
other apostles.
Ravenna, in the fifth century, did not
On the other hand,
look to Rome for her saints.

among

the earliest of the

Roman

mosaics, St. Peter

is

sometimes found sustaining the throne of Christ, without his companion St. Paul as in S. Maria-in-TrasteAt Rome, St. Peter
vere, S. Maria Nuova, and others.
;

is the

estant
tles

The secession of the ProtSaint, the Santissimo.
Church dimmed his glory as Prince of the Apos-

and universal Saint

;

he

fell

as identified with the See of

into a kind of disrepute

Rome, which exposed

his

England and Scotland particularly, to a
Those were disputatious days
sweeping destruction.
and Peter, the affectionate, enthusiastic, devoted, but
somewhat rash apostle, veiled his head to the intellect-

effigies,

in

;

ual, intrepid, subtle philosopher Paul.

Let us now see how Art has placed before us the
sturdy Prince of the Apostles.
I have already mentioned the characteristic type
the
which belongs to him, and his prevalent attributes,
When he figures among the
key, the cross, the book.
he sometimes holds the
disciples in the Gospel stories,
of his original vocation if the fish
fish as the

—

symbol

:

be given to him in single devotional figures, it signifies
also Christianity, or the rite of Baptism.
The figures "of St. Peter standing, as Apostle and

i

SACRED AND

V8

Patron Saint, with
occurrence as

ual

NDARY

I.U..

ART.

k and keys, are of such

1

to

perpet-

all

attempts t'> particularize
them, and so familiar as t" need no further illustradefy

tion.*

Representations of him

Head and Founder

common.

universal bishop, are less

throne; one
in the oilier

raised

in

He is Mated on a
ad of benediction;
and sometime a hook or
the

he holds the keVB,
with the text,

inscribed

ill,

Peter,

hand is

peculiar character <>f
Etonian Church, and lirst

in his

the

of

and on

rock have

this

I

Latin,

in

my

built

Bubject of the throned St. Peter
The u cll-kllou
older school.--.

"Thou

art

This

Church."

very frequent in the
picture hy GiOttO,

is
II

painted tor Cardinal Stefaneschi, now in the sacristy
In a
of the Vatican, i> very line, simple, and solemn.
picture h\ Cima 'la Conegliano,1 St. Peter is not only
the counthroned, hut wears the triple tiara BS pope
tenance is particularly earnest, fervent, almost fiery in
on one side stands
expression: the keys lie at his feet
St John the Baptist, on the other St. Paul.
As a deviation from the UBUal form of this subject, I must mention an old bas-relief, full of charac;

;

and

ter,

significantly appropriate to
I'ietro-in- Vincoli, at

church of San

—

the
locality,
St. Peter,

its

Rome.

enthroned, holds in one hand the keys and the t.
with the other he presents his chains to a kneelpel
this unusual treatment is verj poetical and
ing angel
;

:

suggestive.
There are gtanding figures of s-

Peter wearing the
as in a picture
papal tiara, and brandishing his keys,
And
should think Milton
by Cola dell' Amatrice.

—

1

•

<»i,.-

.,r

i

I.

.!-•

iii<

tip'

Bnest

Qaudenslo

tear," bj

for

bli

t

Mil:.,,,

ng his keys (both

Bn

re

Pater

Ii

very character

:i|ne.-i

i

No

'.

189.)

i

of

who probably

a
Bt.

ii,

pleading expression,
The Thole picture
rotary.

'.(..'.

/

i'

•

kneeling votary, :i
Tie- bead of

name.

tie

roqutros

have

I

Wm

munlim/
is

wleii

extremely

he

flue.
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had some such picture in his remembrance
painted his St. Peter
:

—

" Last came and

The

pilot of the Galilean

last did

Lake

when he

go

;

Two massy keys

he bore of metals twain,
(The golden opes, the iron shuts amain,)
H« shook his mitred locks, and stern bespake."

in devotional pictures, St. Peter is accompanby another apostle with no distinctive attributes, we
may suppose it to be St. Mark, who was his interpreter,
According to
companion, and amanuensis at Rome.
an early tradition, the Gospel of St. Mark was written
down from the dictation of St. Peter.* In a miniature
frontispiece to St. Mark's Gospel, the evangelist is
seated writing, and St. Peter stands opposite, as if dicIn a picture by Angelico,t Peter is preaching
tating.
from a pulpit to a crowd of people Mark, seated on
In a
one side is diligently taking down his words.
very fine picture by Bouvicino J they stand together ;
St. Peter is reading from a book; St. Mark holds a
he is submitting to St. Peter the
scroll and inkhorn
Gospel he has just penned, and which was afterwards

When,

ied

:

;

confirmed by the apostle.
Lastly, a magnificent Venetian picture § represents
St. Peter throned as bishop, with an earnest and rather
he holds a book in his hand two
stern countenance
angels with musical instruments are seated on the steps
of his throne on his right hand stand John the Bap;

;

:

*

"

What St. Clement says is to this purpose That St. Peter's
Rome were desirous of having his sermons writ down
that they made their request to Mark to leave them
their use
•.

hearers at
for

;

a written memorial of the doctrine they had received by word of
mouth that they did not desist from their entreaties till they had
;

prevailed

upon him and St. Peter confirmed that writing by his
it might be read in the churches."
Laboner,

—

•,

authority, that

Cred., vol. i. p. 250.
t PI. Gal.
Milan.
{ Brera,
§

Gian

Bellini

:

Venice.

S.

M. de'

Frari.
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and

ii>t,

St.

.drome as cardinal on lii> left St. AmMark bends over a book, as if reading
;

brose; while St.

to this majestic
auditory.

Those Bcenes and incidents related in the Gospels in
which St. Peter is a principal or conspicuous figure,
>hall enlarge upon when
treating of tin- life of Christ,
ami will only indicate a few of thini here, at illustrating the manner in which St. Peter is introduced and
I

treated in Buch subjects.
have, first, the

We

Calling of Peter and

Andrew

in

a picture by Basaiti,* where the two brothers are kneeltin'
ing at the feet of the Saviour
fishing-boats and the
;

Lake of Genesaretb
beautiful fresco bj

the

in

background:
in

Ghirlandajo

the

and

Sistine

in

the

Chapel,

where a number of contemporary personages are introSt. Andrew
duced as spectator--.
presenting St. Peter
to our Sa\ iour as in a
picture by 'avalucci, in the Vat<>r St.
ican), is another version of the same subject
<

I

;

Andrew

of Christ, while St. Peter is
sitting OD the edge of the I. oat. or descending from it in
i-

seen

at

the

ti-ct

haste.
"

«*

is a familiar and
Christ walking on the Bea
picThe most ancient
turesque Subject, not to he mistaken.

and most celebrated representation is Giotto's mosaic
(a. I). lL".t^), now placed in the portico of St. Peter's,
over the arch opposite to the principal door.
The sentiment in the composition of this suhject is. pencrally,
••
St. Peter it
Lord, help me j or I perish":
sinking,
and Chri>t |S Btretching out his hand to sa\c him.
considered as a type of the Church in danger,
by enemies, and saved by the miraculous
and in this sense musl
interposition of the Redeemer
It

i>

assailed

;

the

frequent

representations

in

chun hea

be

under-

"1.
••

In the
Miraculous Draught of Pishes," St Peter
usually oti his knees looking up with awe and gratitude: "Depart from me,
Lord for 1 am a sinful

is

I

•

\

ii
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man." The composition of Raphael (the cartoon
Hampton Court) is just what we should seek for

at

—

in

and

re-

the
Raphael, a masterpiece of dramatic expression,
the miraculous predominating.
significant, the poetical,
The composition of Rubens, at Malines, which deserves
the next place, should be looked at in contrast, as
an instance of the picturesque and vigorous treatment
the painter
equally characteristic of

;

—

all

lile

net.

even to the glittering fish which tumble in the
" St. Peter
finding the tribute money," is a sub-

ject I

have seldom met with

ality,

not to be mistaken.
In all the scenes of the

:

life

—

the motif

is

simple, and

of our Saviour in which

in the Transfiguration, in
the apostles are assembled,
the Last Supper, in the " Washing the Feet of the
and the betrayal
Disciples," in the scene of the agony
St. Peter is introduced as a more or less
of Christ,

—

from
figure, but always to be distinguished
In the third of these subjects, the
the other apostles.
washing of the feet, St. Peter generally looks up at
prominent

Christ with an expression of humble expostulation, his
the sentiment is, " Not my feet
his head

hand on

:

head."
only, but my hands and
In the scene of the betrayal of Christ, St. Peter cut-

my

a too promiting off the ear of Malchus is sometimes
nent group and I remember an old German print in
;

which

down

St.

Peter having cut off the ear, our Lord bends

to replace it.*

"
" St. Peter
is always one of
denying the Saviour
It
the subjects in the series of the Passion of Christ.
occurs frequently on the ancient sarcophagi as the
and
symbol of repentance, and is treated with classical
introduced
sculptural simplicity, the cock being always
it is here to be understood as a general emblem of hu:

As an action separaterepentance.
or as one of the series of the life and actions of Peit seems to have
ter, it has not been often painted
been avoided in general by the early Italian painters as

man weakness and
ly,

;

* Bartsch. vi. 92.
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character and dignity of the apostle.
I can recoiled are in
the later Italian and Flemish Bchools.
Tenters has adopted it as a
to the

derogatory

The

examples

onlj

vehicle

for

a

guard-room Bcene; Boldiers playing

Rembrandt bas taken
cards, bright armor, &c.
a vehicle for a fine artificial light; ami. for the

at

a>

it

Bame

The
Caravaggio Bchool delighted in it.
maiden, whose name in the old traditions is Balilla, is
always introduced with a look and gesture of reproach,
and the ruck is often perched in the background.
"Christ turned and looked upon Peter": of this
the

reason,

beautiful Bubject, worthy of Raphael himself,
can re
member do instance.
•
The
Repentance of Peter" is a snhjecl Beldom
\
treated in the earlier Bchools of Italy, but frequently
I

I

the
bcI

later
1

in

;

and

particularly by the
instances most beautifully.

painters,

Borne

Bologna
It

w:i- a

subject peculiarly suited t>> the genius of Guercino, who
excelled in the expression uf profound rather than ele-

vated feeling.

There is a manner of representing the repentance of
Peter which Beems peculiar to Spanish Art. and i- more
Christ is hound
ideal than is DSUal with that Bchool.
St. Peter kneels
to u column and crowned with thorn;

him

au attitude of the deepest anguish ami
humiliation, and appears to he supplicating forgiven*
ha\e ne\ er met with
Except in the Spanish school,
The little picture bj Murillo*
an
this treatment.
and in tin' Spanish Gallery arc
exquisite example;
two other-. h\ Pedro de Cordova and Juan Juanes:
before

in

I

i.-

(.inner,

St.

with which he

ha.-

in

the

perched on
bound.

is

Another
Dnercino
to

;

•

treatment

Peter

him the Virgin
Half-length

column

the

ideal
St.

Peter hold- a pocket-handkerchief
been Wiping hi- cms, and the cock

i-

is

to

we

weeping

which our Savioui
lind

in

bitterly,

seated in motionless

figures

a

picture

hv

and oppo
grit

I

of St. Peter looking up with an

" he ChrUt k la Ootonne "

Louvri.

•••»
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expression of repentant sorrow, and wringing

his hands,
especially in the later

are of frequent occurrence, more
followers of the Bologna and Neapolitan schools of the

seventeenth century
Ribera, Lanfranco, Caravaggio,
In most of these instances, the total
and Valentin.
absence of ideal or elevated sentiment is striking ;
any old bearded beggar out of the streets, who could
cast up his eyes and look pathetic, served as a model.
:

—

I recollect

Peter

is

no picture of the Crucifixion in which

St.

present.

"
" The
and " the
delivery of the keys to Peter
to Peter," (Feed my sheep,) either in separate pictures or combined into one subject, have been of course
favorite themes in a Church which founds its authority
on these particular circumstances. The bas-relief over
the principal door of St. Peter's at Rome represents
the two themes in one
Christ delivers the keys to
In the panels
Peter, and the sheep are standing by.
of the bronze doors beneath (A. d. 1431) we have the
chain of thought and incident continued Peter delivers
the emblematical keys to Pope Eugenius IV.

Charge

:

;

It is curious that, while the repentance of Peter is a
frequent subject on the sarcophagi of the fourth century, the delivery of the keys to Peter occurs but once.
Christ, as a beardless youth, presents to Peter two keys

crosswise one over the other.
Peter, in whose
head the traditional type is most distinctly marked, has
thrown his pallium over his outstretched hands, for,
according to the antique ceremonial, of which the early
sculpture and mosaics afford us so many examples,
things consecrated could only be touched with covered
hands. This singular example is engraved in Bottari.*
An example of beautiful and solemn treatment in paintlaid

It conPerugino's fresco in the Sistine Chapel.
the conception is quite ideal,
the composition regular even to formality, yet striking

ing

is

tains twenty-one figures

*

;

Tab. xxi.
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In the centre, PeteT kneeling on one

dramatic.

nuil

knee, receive, the keys from the hand of the Saviour;
the apostles and disciples are arranged on each ride,

behind Christ and
rebuilding of
this

.-tiny

and

tlic

St.

Peter;

Temple

temple,

I

will

;

in

—a

the

background

tin-

is

"
double allegory
"
build it up in three days
I

!

>•

:

perhaps, alluding to the building of the
chapel by Bixtus IV.
In Raphael's cartoon* the Bcene is an open plain:
in front, St. Peter kneels,
Christ Btands on the right
with the keys in his hand
Christ extends one hand to
Peter, and with the Other points t<> B flock of sheep in
also,

;

;

The introduction of the sheep into
the background.
this subject has been criticised as at once too literal

—

and

too allegorical,
a too literal transcript of the
words, a too allegorical version of the meaning; hut I
do not sec how the words of OUT Saviour could have
in
painting, whirh must speak
The other apostles,
through sensible objects.
Btanding behind Peter, show in each countenance the
different manner in which they are atl'eeted l.y the
word- of the Saviour.

been otherwise rendered
as

to

Bj Gian Bellini: a beautiful pictured St. Peter
kneeling, halt' length, receives the keys from Jeans
Behind Bt. Peter stand
Christ, seated on a throne.

Hope, and Charity.
of the Seven
raments,] to represent the Bacrament of Ordination.
In this instance again, the two themes are united
ami
we musl al-o remember, that the allegorical representahrist as sheep
tion of the disciples and follow, r- nf
the

three

Christian

Poussin has taken

graces,

faith,

this subject in his series

;

(

looking up to he

ted,

i,

consecrated

the earliest schools of Christian Art.

by the practice

Bubens has

ol

ren-

the subject retry simply, in a picture containing
only the two figures, Christ and St. Peter S ami again
>il
with live li-m.
Numerous other e\atn-

dered

;

.

•

J
II

Ihiinpton Court.

Bridgewator Oal.
Oal. of the Hague.

t

Hftdrid GtL,

V0. lli.

§ Cathedral ut HattDl

t,
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one

how-

that,
pies might be given ; but the subject
ever treated, cannot be easily mistaken.
is where St.
very ideal version of this subject
Peter kneels at the feet of the Madonna, and the Infant
is

A

him ;
Christ, bending from her lap, presents the keys to
as in a singularly fine and large composition by Crivelli,*
and
tiful

another by Andrea Salaino. Another, very beauand curious, is in the possession of Mr. Bromley

in

of Wootteu.t

After the ascension of our Saviour, the personal hiswith that of Sf. John,
tory of St. Peter is mingled first
and afterwards with that of St. Paul.
" Peter aud Johu
healing the lame man at the gate
"
is the subject of one of the finest of
called Beautiful

Perin del Vaga,
the cartoons at Hampton Court.
Niccolo Poussin, and others less renowned, have also
treated it; it is susceptible of much contrast and dramatic
'•

effect.

The

sick are brought out
John that they

of Peter and

and placed

may

in the

shadow

be healed," by Ma-

saccio.J

"
" Peter
the two
preaching to the early converts
most beautiful compositions I have seen, are the simple
group of Masaccio and another by Le Sueur, full of
variety and sentiment.
" Peter and John communicate the Holy Ghost by
I do
laying their hands on the disciples," by Vasari.§
not well remember this picture.
:

;

The Vision of Peter three angels sustain the curtain
or sheet which contains the various forbidden animals,
as pigs, rabbits, &c. (as in a print after Guercino).
"
" Peter
(very appropriately
baptizes the Centurion
:

* This
in the
picture, formerly in the Brera, is now in England,
gallery of Lord Ward. It is the finest and most characteristic
specimen of the master I have ever seen.
attributed to Giulio della Mendula
t It is signed Medcla, and
;

a painter (except through this picture)
t Brancacci Chapel, Florence.

unknown

to

me.

J Berlin Gal., 313.
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St. Peter
the Vatican).
placed in the baptistery of
meets the Centurion; he blesses the family of the
All commonplace versions of very inter
Centurion.

esting and picturesque subjects.

Death of Ananias."
Raphael's cartoon of
awful Bcene is a masterpiece of dramatic and Bcenic
inure admirably and compower; never was a Btory
Those who had to deal with
[i.l.l in

"The

this

painting.
pletely
the same Bubject, a-> if to avoid a too close

comparison

with his unapproachable excellence, have chosen the
death <>f Sapphira a.s the motif: as, for example,

Niccolb Poussin.*
" Dorcas or Tabitha restored to life."
One of the
finest and most effective of Gnercino's pictures, now in
the simple dignity of the apostle,
the Palazzo Pitti
and the look <>f sick amazement in the lace of the
:

restored n> consciousness, Bhow how Btrong
Guercino could be when he had to deal with natural
The same subject, by
emotions of no elevated kind.
St. Peter's.
Costanzi, is among the great mosaics in
i,e
Death of Dorcas," bj Le Sueur, is n beautiful
She lies extended on a couch; St. Peter
composition.
the |'<»>r
and two other apostles approach the foot of it
which
widows, weeping, Bhow to St. Peter the garments
Dorcas had made for them. (Art- ix. 39.)

woman

i

:

The imprisonment of Peter, and his deliverance by
the Angel, were incident bo important, and "tier such
of dramatic effect, that they have been
obvious
points

treated in ever) possible variety of style and sentiment,
from the simple formality of th<- early mosaics, where
Peter sitting on a stool, leaning his
the two figures
bead on his hand, and the Angel at his side
express

—

the

story

tectural

1 i

k.

t

a vision.t

—

down

to the

scenic and

gloomy

perspective

I/.uvp', 685.
t

K*

in the-

Palermo.

archi-

amid a vast
compositions of Steenwick, where,
vaults and pillars, a diminutive
oi

Greek mosaics

Id tht Oftthednl Of

Hoanall
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with an Angel or a sentinel placed somewhere in the foreground, just serves to give the picture
a name.*
St. Peter,

Some examples

of this

are

subject

of great

ce-

lebrity.

Masaccio, in the frescos of the Brancacci Chapel,
has represented Peter in prison, looking through his
grated window, and Paul outside communing with
him.
(The noble figure of St. Paul in this fresco was
imitated by Raphael in the " St. Paul preaching at
In the next compartment of the series,
Athens.")
Masaccio has given us the Angel leading forth Peter,
while the guard sleeps at the door
he sleeps as one
oppressed with an unnatural sleep.
Raphael's fresco
in the Vatican is not one of his best, but he has seized
on the obvious point of effect, both as to light and
grouping and we have three separate moments of the
:

;

same

which yet combine most happily into one
Thus in the centre, over the window, we
see through a grating the interior of the prison, where
St. Peter is sleeping between two guards, who, leaning
on their weapons, are sunk in a deep charmed slumber t
an angel, whose celestial radiance fills the dungeon with
incident,
grand scene.

;

on
light, is in the act of waking the apostle
the right of the spectator, the angel leads the apostle
out of the prison
two guards are sleeping on the
on the left, the soldiers are roused from sleep,
steps
a flood of

:

;

:

and one with a lighted torch appears to be giving the
alarm the crescent moon faintly illumines the back;

ground.

The deliverance of St. Peter has always been considered as figurative of the deliverance of the Church ;
and the two other frescos of this room, the Heliodorus
and the

Attila,

bear the

same

It

interpretation.

is

* Several such
pictures are in the royal collections at Windsor
and Hampton Court.
t Moore makes a characteristic remark on this fresco
he is
:

amazed
group

at the self-denial of the paiDter, who could cross this fine
with the black iron bars which represent the uriaon
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worth while to compare this dramatic composition of
Raphael with others wherein the Btory u merely a
vehicle for artificial effects

Honthorst

Gerard
vision,

as

Those

or

;

by that poet
historical

1

1'

in a picture

light, as
like

a

treated

Rembrandt

subjects

in

which

I

pii

come now
Peter;

to the

— an

le^rndan

Peter and

St.

Paul figure together will be noticed
St. Paul.
St.

St.

by
supernatural

in

tin-

lite

of

with

BtorieS CODTlBCted

Lnexhaustible source of popular and

torial interest.

late :>- \. d. 52
then at
according to the most ancient
Rome about k. t> 63 hut
the tradition, that he resided as biBhop in the city of
Home t.ir twentj five yean, first related by Jerome,
seems questionable.4
Among the legendary incidents
which marked bit sojourn in Koine, the first, and the

Peter was

Aiitioch

Jerusalem as

at

also in

Babylon
testimonies he was at
;

;

:

:

tin'
most important,
BtOiy of Simon MagUS.
Simon, a famous magician among the Jews, had
astonished the whole city of Jerusalem by Ins wonhut hi.- inventions and sorceries were
derful feati:-

;

overcome by the real miracles of Peter, as the EgypHe offered
tian magi had been conquered by Aaron.
the apostles money to buy the Becret of their power,
St. AugUStine
which Peter rejected with indignation.
tells us, as a
"
apostle, that

characteristic
if

would certainly have torn him
»

Protestant wrttan

8om'

trait

of the

fierj

spirited

he had fallen on the traitor Simon,

)i:>v'

lie

to pieces with hi- teeth

-

iviit'h ministry at

apocryphal; bol GHeMler, so author bj do
means endoloos, oontlden ttut the historical evidence Is la fcvor
Text-book of Boclei. B
of toe tradition
68.) ThUtsttM
it is not
,,,,, r
tgraeabU
i,.
v Bonn tad to !>< obliged t" reject oertain nssoci»U"NH
t,,
of
t/j
Interest
the religious
well n»
Which ml. tothl poottoal
[ether

-

I

.

i

,

I

w

>.
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The magician, vanquished by a superior power, flung
books into the Dead Sea, broke his wand, and fled
to Rome, where he became a great favorite of the Emhis

Peter, bent
peror Claudius, and afterwards of Nero.
on counteracting the wicked sorceries of Simon, followed him to Rome. About two years after his arrival
Simon
he was joined there by the Apostle Paul.
Magus having asserted that he was himself a god, and
could raise the dead, Peter and Paul rebuked his imhim to a trial of skill in presence
piety, and challenged

The

of the emperor.

arts of the

magician

failed

;

Peter

and Paul restored the youth to life and on many other
occasions Simon was vanquished and put to shame by
:

power of the apostles. At length he
up to heaven in sight of the emperor
and the people and, crowned with laurel, and supported
by demons, he flung himself from a tower, and apthe miraculous

undertook

to fly
;

peared for a while to

float

thus in the air

:

but

St.

Peter, falling on his knees, commanded the demons to
let go their hold, and Simon, precipitated to the ground,

was dashed

to pieces.

This romantic legend, so popular in the middle
traditions not wholly
ages, is founded on some antique

unsupported by historical testimony.
There can be no doubt that there existed in the first
divine
century a Simon, a Samaritan, a pretender to

and supernatural powers

authority

had

many

Christianity

more or

;

;

who,

for a time,

who stood in a certain relation to
and who may have held some opinions

followers

;

less similar to those entertained

by the most

Ireheretics of the early ages, the Gnostics.
" All
naeus calls this Simon the father of all heretics.

famous

" who in
those," he says,
any way corrupt the truth, 01
mar the preaching of the Church, are disciples and sucSimon
cessors of Simon, the Samaritan magician."
with
gave himself forth as a god, and carried about

him a

Helena, whom he reprethat is, of the
conception of his
mind, the symbol or manifestation of that
14

beautiful

sented as the
divine

—

woman named

first

—
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portion of spirituality which had
matter.*
The incidents of the Btory of

hccome entangled

Simon Magna have

been often and variously treated.
1.
By Quintin Malaya Peter refuses die

Simon Magus,

—

Thy money

Here Peter wears the mitre

a

bishop

:

of coarse but natural expression.
Paul accused before

full

is

<>f

fresco

the

in

thee

the

Brancacci Chapel, attributed

1 »

!

picture

Nero":

"Peter and

2.

"

with

perish

of

offer

:

••

in

n

tho

Kugler

Lippi, is certainly one of the moat perfect
pieces of art, as a dramatic composition, which we
T<> the right tho
have before the time of Raphael.
to Filippino

emperor is seated on his throne, on each side hi> minThe countenances arc finely
rs and
attendants.
varied
some of them nn mated by attention and eurisunk in deep thought
The \\ apostles,
osity, others
i

;

t

>

and their accuser Simon Magna, are in front.
Simon,
a magnificent figure, who mighl eerve for a Prospero,
<>n the \ <--t of Peter, as if t<>
drag him
lays bis hand
forward
Paul stand- aside with quiet dignity
Peter,
with a countenance lull of energetic expression, point*
t" the broken idol at his feet
For the
contemptuously
and animation with whirl, the gtorj IS told, and
felicity
for propriety, grace, and grandeur, Raphael has not
;

;

often exceeded thi> picture.
.•{.
Another of the series of the

life of Peter in the
the resuscitation of the youth, who
in the
legend is called the nephew of the emperor; n
In the centre stand.composition of numerous figures.

Brancacci Chapel

is

and before him kneel- the youth; a skull and
a naive method ofexpn
bones are near him
tic lite.
The variety of exing his return firom death
of the- assembled Bpectapression in the countenances
St.

a

Peter,

—

i'i-u

i-

\ci\

tine-.

Florentine school
1

1

many

time,

Helen*

In

t

ti«-

h.i-ouiI

are

t.
i

1

.

lie

|

of the

portrait- of

lion of the fiunoua

represented hci

1

uf

custom

the

to

According
at that

Helen

ol

tUoa

ST.

m

PETER AND ST PAUL.

and, considering that the fresco
distinguished persons
at a period most interesting in the Floren;

was painted

tine history (a. d. 1440), we have much reason to regret that these can no longer be discriminated.
4. "The Fall of Simon
Magus" is a favorite and

A most ancient
on the walls of the
Cathedral at Assisi, older than the time of Giotto, and
attributed to Giunta Pisano.
On one
(a. d. 1232.)
side is a pyramidical tower formed of wooden bars
Peter and Paul are kneeling in front the
figure of the
magician is seen floating in the air and sustained by
hideous demons;
very dreamy, poetical, and fanciful.
In Mr. Ottley's collection I saw a small ancient
picturesque subject, often repeated.

and most curious version

is

that

;

;

—

picture of the same subject, very curious, attributed to
Benozzo Gozzoli.
Raphael's composition in the Vatican has the simplicity of a classical bas-relief,
a

—

style

which does not appear suited to this romantic
legend.
The picture by L. Caracci at Naples I have not seen.
Over one of the altars of St. Peter we now see the
a
great mosaic, after Vanni's picture of this subject
clever commonplace treatment
the scene is an amphitheatre, the emperor above in his balcony
Peter and
Paul in front, invoking the name of Christ, and Simon
Magus tumbling headlong, forsaken by his demons in
the background sit the vestals.
Battoni's great picture
in the S. Maria
degli Angeli at Rome is considered
his best production
it is full of well-studied academic
drawing; but scenic and mannered.
;

:

;

;

;

The next subject in the order of events is styled the
"
After the burning of
Domine, quo vadis ?
Rome, Nero threw upon the Christians the accusation

"

of having fired the

This was the origin of the
city.
persecution, in which many perished by terrible
and hitherto unheard of deaths.
The Christian converts besought Peter not to
expose his life, which was
first

dear and necessary to the
well-being of all
he consented to depart from Rome.

length

;

and
But

at

as
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he

along the Appian Way, about two miles from
was met by a vision of our Saviour travelStruck with amazement, he axling towards the city.
'" to which the
claimed, "Lord! whither goesl thou
flc<l

the gates, he

Saviour, looking upon him with a mild Badness, replied,
•'
I ltd t<>
Rome to be crucified a Bee
time," and vanished.
Peter, i:ikiiiL this for a Bign that he was t"
submit himself to the Bufferings prepared for liim, imI

r

mediately turned back, and re-entered the city. Michael
Angelo's famous Btatue, now in the church of S. MariaBopra-Minerva at Borne, is Buppoeed to represent Christ
as he appeared to Peter <>n this occasion
and a cast
or copj of it is in the little church of "Domine, <|u>»
"
vadis ?
erected on the .-|>"t sanctified by this mysterious meeting.
;

It

surprising that this moat beautiful, picturesque,
my fancy, Bublime legend has been bo seldom

is

and, tu

and never, as it appears to me, in a manner
It
worthy of its capabilities and its high significance.
In- told
is Beldom that a whole
Btorj can
by two figun >,
and these t\\>> figures placed in Buch grand and dramatic contrast
Christ in lii> serene majesty, and radiant
with all the glorj of beatitude, yet with an expression
treated

;

j

of gentle reproach;

the apostle

at

his

feet,

arrested In

amazed, and yet filled with ;i trembling joj
and for tin- background the wide Campagna or the towthese are grand maering walls <>t imperial Rome
terials
bnt the pictures
bave met \\\\\\ are Jill inef
his flight,

.

—

;

1

;

Fective in conception.
The best fall Bhort of the sublime ideal
moat <>f them are theatrical and common
;

place.

Raphael has interpreted
f'u-.\\

it

in

for the spirit of the legend

;i

;

style rather

t<>"

clas

with great Bimplicit]

and dignity, but ;i^ tkfad, rather than n vision conjured
by the stricken conscience and tenderni u "i the
The small picture by An nibal
affectionate apostle.
icci in our National Ghillery is a carefull] finished
itudj and nothing more, but maj be n
1 1

•

1

ferred

until

t" as a

!iiir

example

<<i

the usual

mode

of treat
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Rome, persisted in his appointed
was seized with St.
baptizing

work, preaching and
Paul and thrown into the Mamertine dungeons under
The two centurions who guarded them,
the Capitol.
Proeessus and Martinian, and many of the criminals
confined in the same prison, were converted by the
and there being no water to
preaching of the apostle
baptize them, at the prayer of St. Peter a fountain
;

;

sprang up from the stone floor

;

which

may

be seen at

this day.

"

The Baptism

in the

of St. Processus and St. Martinian
is in the
baptistery of

Dungeon," by Trevisani,

Rome

they afterwards suffered for the
In the same church is the
scene of their martyrdom by Valentino
they are seen
bound and stretched on a hurdle, the head of one to
the feet of the other, and thus beaten to death.
The
former picture
the Baptism
is
commonplace the
St. Peter's at

faith,

;

and were canonized.

;

—

latter, terrible for

—

dark and

just one of those subjects

;

effective expression ; it is
in which the Caravaggio

school delighted.

A
St.

few days after their incarceration, St. Peter and
Paul were condemned to death.
According to one

tradition, St. Peter suffered

martyrdom in tire Circus
of Caligula at the foot of the Vatican, and was crucified between two metse, i. e. the goals or terminal in
the Circus, round which the chariots turned in the race

;

but, according to another tradition, he was put to death
in tire court-yard of a barrack or military station on

summit of Mons Janicula, where the church of San
now stands that is, on an eminence
above the site of the Circus of Caligula.
At his own
request, and that his death might be even more painful

the

Pietro in Montoreo

;

and ignominious than that of his Divine Master, he waa
crucified with his head downwards.
In the earliest representations I have met with,* St.
Peter is raised on the cross with his head downwards,
*

MS., Vatican,

No

5409, 10th century.
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and wears a

Iotilt

shirt

which

fastened

is

round

his

In

the picture of Giotto,* the local circumatances, according t«i the firat tradition, are carefully
attended to
we have the cross erected between the
ankles.

:

two

and about twenty soldiers and attendants
among them a woman who embraces the Foot of the
cross, as the
Magdalene embraces the cross of the
tnetss,

;

Above

Saviour.

are Been
in

cio's

rerj

composition

1

i-

who

angels,

of the martyred Bainl

a glory

to

simple;

bear the soul
heaven.
afasacthe scene is the

a military Btation (according to the
ond tradition).
Peter is already nailed upon a cross
three executioners are in the act of raising it with cords
<>f

court-yard

.

ami a pulley
n

I

ent,

to

it

Buspend

there are several

;

against

beam of

great

do women, presthere are only three

Guido's

iii

figures, the
hrateil a.s a

a

snMiei's, hut

composition J
two executioners
work of art, but it appeared to
apostle and

;

is

it

oele-

me most

in-

the other hand, Rubens has gone into
there are only three persons, the
the opposite extreme
whole of the canvas
principal figure filling nearly the

effective.

(

>n

;

it

full

is

of rigor, truth, ami

nature; hut the brutality

of the two executioners, and the agony of the aged
These simple
saint, too coarsely and painfully literal.
representations of the mere act or met should be com
pared with the fresco of .Michael Angelo,§ ill which the
event is evolved into a grand drama.
Here the scene
summit of the sfons Janiculum in the
i- en
idently the
midst of a crowd of soldiers and BpeCtatOTB, St. Peter
.

number of men arc uxntmosl strength to raise from the ground.

nailed to the cross, which a

lies

their

erting

The legend wlmh makes Si Peter the keeper of the
gate of Paradise, with power to grant or refuse admission, is fam led on tlm delivery of the keys to Peter.
*
t

In the Mcrlrtji "f

I

Um

Vatican.

Um Brum

in
i

Hi

\ .iii'

li.ill

.hi

Capclhi PaoUna

rimvnoe.
>a.
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In most of the pictures which represent the entrance of
the blessed into Paradise or the New Jerusalem, Peter
stands with his keys near the gate.
There is a beauti-

example in the great fresco of Simon Memmi in the
St. Peter stands at
chapel de' Spagjiuoli at Florence
the open portal with his great key, and two angels
crown with garlands the souls of the just as they enter
ful

:

joyously hand in hand.

The legend of

St. Petronilla, the daughter of St.
French, Sainte Pernelle-), has never been
popular as a subject of art, and I can remember no
scries of incidents from the life of St. Peter in which
she is introduced, except those in the Carmine at Florence.
It is apparently a Roman legend, and either
unknown to the earliest artists, or neglected by them.

Peter

(in

It is thus related

:

—

" The
Apostle Peter had a daughter born in lawful
wedlock, who accompanied him in his journey from the
East.
Being at Rome with him, she fell sick of a
grievous infirmity which deprived her of the use of her
limbs.
And it happened that as the disciples were at
meat with him in his house, one said to him, Master,
'

how

that thou, who healest the infirmities of others,
'
dost not heal thy daughter Petronilla ?
And St. Peter
is it

'

It is good for her to remain sick
but, that
they might see the power that was in the word of God,
he commanded her to get up and serve them at table,
which she did and having done so, she lay down again
'

answered,

:

;

but many years afterwards, being
perfected by her long suffering, and praying fervently,
she was healed.
and
Petronilla was wonderfully fair
helpless as before

;

;

Valerius Flaccus, a young and noble Romau, who was
a heathen, became enamored of her beaut}', and sought
her for his wife and he being very powerful, she feared
;

him she therefore desired him to return in
three days, and promised that he should then carry her
home.
But she prayed earnestly to be delivered from
this peril
and when Flaccus returned in three days

to refuse

;

;
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with great
her (lead.

pomp
Tin'

celebrate

t<>

<>!

company

the

nobles

l

marriage, be found
\\h<> attended him

carried her to the grave, in which they laid her, crowned

with rosea

and Flaccus lamented greatly."*

:

The legend

is,
it

places her death in the year os, that
thirty-four years after the death of St. Peter; but
would be in vain to attempt to reconcile the dates

and improbabilities of
Peter raising

St.

this Btorj

,

Petronilla from her Bick-bed

is

one

of the subjects by Masaccio In the Brancacci Chapel.
The scene of her entombment is the Bubject of a once
the copy
picture by Guercino
the altar dedicated to her in St.

celebrated and colossal

mosaic

in

Peter's

:

is

over

and

in front,

in the

lower part of the picture,

Been ;h they are letting her down into the
behind Btands Flaccus with
grave, crowned with roses
a handkerchief in hi> hand, ami a crowd of spectators
in the upper part <>t' the picture Petronilla is already in
Bhe

is

just

;

a rich drees, before the feet of
having exchanged an earthly for a heavenly
This great picture exhibit*, in a mh |uu>sbridegroom.
ing degree, the merits and defects of Guercino; it is
effective, dramatic, deeply and forcibly colored, and
on the other hand, it is coarse,
arrests attention
crowded, vulgar in sentiment, and repugnant t<> our
There is a atanding figure of Petronilla
better taste.
in tlic Duomo ai Lucca, bj Daniel di Vblterra, verj

Paradise, kneeling, in

Christ,

-

:

find
i

n

pertetl

Then win

i.

.

rin.

u

oratory In the church "f the Franciscans at
\
ltsJIo, In which they celebrated a yearlj PeetivRl In honor of St.
While Qmudensio Ferrari wat painting there
Pelronllla.
t

I

c.r

i

r

treecoa in the nhainl "f the crucifixion on tin- Bacra Uonta, bt
the taint,
lb
mun i" paint for thi
:

i

I

day arrived, and (till It wai not begun: the people mur•!
t.. treat
jestingly
mnred, and reproached htm, which he n ett
iiut be arose in the night, and with do other light than the beam

of the

:»

of

the full moon, executed
charming
Bhe itaodi holding
still exists.

which

bar head, and

yellow mantle

falling

In

;

agon
book,
rial

of Bt

Petronilla,

irhite roll ovai
is

no
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The life of St. Fetor, when represented as a series,
generally comprises the following subjects, commencing
with the

first

important incident after the Ascension of

Christ.

Peter and John heal the lame man at the Beau3.
2. Peter heals the paralytic Eneas.
The angel takes off the
4.
Peter raises Tabitha.
1

.

Gate.

tiful

5. He follows the angel out of the
7.
Peter and St. Paul meet at Rome.
Peter and Paul before Nero are accused by Simon Ma9. The crucifix8. The fall of Simon Magus.
gus.
This example is taken from the
ion of St. Peter.

chains of Peter.

mosaics in the Cathedral of Monreale, at

of

series

St.

6.

prison.

Palermo.

The
at

fine series of frescos in the

Florence

ute-money

Brancacci Chapel

differently arranged ; thus: 1.
found in the fish by St. Peter.
is

The
2.

trib-

Peter

3. Peter baptizes the conpreaching to the converts.
In this fresco, the youth, who has thrown off
verts.
his garments and is preparing for baptism, is famous
as the first really graceful and well-drawn undraped
since the revival of
figure which had been produced

Art.
tiful

4.

Peter and John heal the cripple at the Beau5.
is raised from her bed.

Gate, and Petronilla

6. Peter delivPeter in his prison is visited by Paul.
7. The resuscitation of the dead
ered by the angel.
8. The sick are laid in the way of Peter and
youth.
" that at the least the shadow of Peter
passing
John,
by might overshadow some of them." 9. Peter and
John distribute alms a dead figure lies at the feet of
The situation of the
the
perhaps Ananias.
;

apostles,

"Gaudenzio che in una bella notte d' estate
muraglie una Santa tutta grazia e pudore mentre
un pallido raggio di luna sbucato dalla frondosa chionia d' albero
dolcemente gl' irradia la fronte calva e la barba rossiccia, presenta
un non so che di ideale e di romanzesco che veramente rapisce."
Opere di Gaudenzio Ferrari, No. 21. (Maggi, Turin. It is to
be regretted that in this valuable work neither the page* nor the

distinctive

emblem.

ilipinse fra ruvide

—

plates are numbered.)

AND LEGENDAlt \

8ACR1 D

2 ,8

MiT.

oo is rorj dark, bo that it is difficult bo distinguish
l". Petal
the action and expression of the figures,

Paul accused before Nero.

and

11

The

crucifixion

of Peter.
In

St.

Peter's

Bcene from the

expressed
merit

by Art
interest

<>r

Borne, we have uf course every
of the apostle which could well be

at

life

;

:

but none of these are of great
most of them are from the schools

of the seventeenth century.
Si I'm i„ though called t" the apostleship after the
iscension of the Saviour, takes rank next to St. Peter
as one <>f the chief witnesses oi the Christian faith.

Of all the apostles he is the most interesting the one
of whose persona] character and history we know most,
and through the most direct and irrefragable testimony.
The events <>f his life, as conveyed in the oVcts and
the Epistles, arc so well known, thai 1 need Dot here
The legends connected with him
particularize them.
,

\crv

an-

The

tew.

earliesl single figure of St.

was found painted
of Priscilla, mar Rome.*
refer

arms,

in the act

<>n

Paul t" which

the walls of the

I

can

cemetery

Be stands, with outstretched
of prayer; (in the earlj ages of Chrisof supplication was expressed in the

tianity the act
classical manner,

that is, not with folded hands, bnl
with the arms extended;) be has the nimbus; his dress
il that of a traveller, the tunic and pallium being ihoit,

and his feet sandalled, perhaps to indicate his many
and celebrated travels; perhaps, also, it represents Paul
praying
to

for hi^ flock before be

departed from Macedon
over ihi> ancient

return to Jerusalem (Acta ax.):

ill
drawn, i> quite classical In
figure, which, though
pabtob
sentiment and costume, is inscribed pai lot
kPOBTOLOs; on his right band stands the Good shep.

herd, in reference to the
lii.s

effigy.

Another
nod

<>r

title "t

pastor, inscribed ovei
Paul, which appears

figure of St.
tliinl

oratory.

Boalo, p
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to be of later date, but anterior to the fifth century,
was found in the catacombs at Naples in this effigy
:

he wears the dress of a Greek philosopher; the style
in which the drapery is worn recalls the time of Hadrian
he has no nimbus, nor is the head bald he has
:

;

over his head is inscribed his
sandals on his feet
name, Paulus near him is a smaller figure similarly
in a vase ;
draped, who otters him fruit and flowers
:

;

probably the personage

who was entombed on

the spot.

period the sword was given to St. Paul as
with antiquaries a disputed
were given
certainly, much later than the keys

At what

his distinctive attribute is

point
to Peter.*
;

If

tomb of Otho

sure that the mosaic on the
and another mosaic already described,

we could be

II.,

had not been altered in successive restorations, these
would be evidence that the sword was given to St.
Paul as his attribute as early as the sixth century but
there are no monuments which can be absolutely trusted
as regards the introduction of the sword before the end
of the eleventh century since the end of the fourteenth
;

;

century, it has been so generally adopted, that in the
devotional effigies I can remember no instance in which
When St. Paul is leaning on the sword,
it is omitted.

when he holds it aloft, it
expresses his martyrdom
expresses also his warfare in the cause of Christ when
two swords are given to him, one is the attribute, the
other the emblem
but this doable allusion does not
it

;

:

;

In Italy I
occur in any of the older representations.
never met with St. Paul bearing two swords, and the
only instance I can call to mind is the bronze statue
by Peter Vischer, on the shrine of St. Sebald, at Nuremberg.

Although devotional representations of St. Paul sepfrom St. Peter and the other apostles occur very
rarely, pictures from his life and actions are commonly
met with
the principal events are so familiar, that
they are easily recognized and discriminated even by

arate

;

*

o.

MUnter's Sinnbilder, p. 35.
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the most unlearned in Biblical illustration

:

considered

and treated as a Beries, they form a most interesting
ami dramatic succession of Bcenes, often introduced
bnt the incidents chosen are
into tin' old churches
not always the Bame.
Paul, before his conversion, was present at the stoning of Stephen, and he is generally introduced holding
In
on his knees the garments of -the executioners.
;

some ancient pictures, he lias, even while looking on
and "consenting to the death "of the victim, the glory
round his head, as one who, while " breathing out
threatenings ami slaughter against the disciples of the
Lord," was already "a chosen vessel to hear His name
Bnt in a Bel of pictures which
before the Gentiles."
Paul the martyrdom of Stephen

relate expressly to St.

with proper feeling, omitted, and the series generally
in his charbegins with the Conversion <>i I'm i.,

is,

—

An
acter of apostle, the tirst great event in his life.
incident so important, so celebrated, and in all its aoories bo picturesque and dramatic, has of course
been a frequent subject of artistic treatment, even a- a
In some of the old mosaics,
separate composition.
the story is very Bimply, and at the tame tune \i%id \

examples, St. Paul has the
unconverted
he is prostrate
on the ground, grovelling on his hands and knei
rays of light tall upon him out oi heaven, where the
from
figure of Christ, half length, is seen emerging
sometimes j| \g a hand only, which is the emglorj
Mem of the Almighty Power; two or four attendants
rendered

the earliest

In

nimbus or glory while

yet

;

;

nt

most are Bying in tenor. It is not said in Scripture
St
Paul journeyed on horseback from Jerusalem

that
to

Damascus;

the time of
referred

to.

because the

on

loot,

and

hut

the

tradition

Pharisees
it

i-

so

made
repn-.

The expression, "
.

r

i

—t

i>

at

least

as

old as

as u i> then
Pope Dalmasius (a, d 184
St. Augustine says he journeyed on toot,

It

a

point

of religion to
(
ircek mO«

tiled in the old
is

hard lor thee

the pricks," ha- been oddl)

t<»

kick

enough assigned

as
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a reason for placing
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PAUL.

Paul on horseback * at
;

as he bore a military

command,

2,21

all

events,

has been thought
proper in later times so to represent him, and also as
This
surrounded by a numerous cortege of attendants.
treatment admits, of course, of endless variety, in the
it

disposition and number of the figures, in the attitudes
and expression but the moment chosen is generally
;

the same.
1.

The

oldest

example

I

can

cite,

next to the Greek

mosaics, is an old Italian print mentioned by Zani.
Paul, habited as a Roman warrior, kneels with his arms
crossed on his breast, and holding a scroll, on which is

"
Christ
inscribed in Latin, " Lord, what shall I do ?
stands opposite to him, also holding a scroll, on which

is

written,

"

Saul, Saul,

why

persecutest thou

me

"

?

There are no attendants. Zani does not give the date
of this quaint and simple version of the story.
2. Raphael.
Paul, habited .as a Roman soldier, is
he looks
lying on the ground, as thrown from his horse
upward to Christ, who appears in the clouds, attended
;

by three child-angels

:

his

attendants on foot and on

horseback arc represented as rushing to his assistance,
unconscious of the visiou, but panic struck by its effect
on him one attendant in the background seizes by the
bridle the terrified horse.
The original cartoon of this
fine composition (one of the tapestries in the Vatican)
.•

is lost.

3. Michael Angelo.
Paul, a noble figure, though
prostrate, appears to be struck motionless and senseless
Christ seems to be rushing down from heaven
:

surrounded by a host of angels
those of the attendants who are near to Paul are flying in all directions,
while a long train of soldiers is seen ascending from
This grand dramatic composition
the background.
forms the pendant to the Crucifixion of Peter in the
It is so darkened by age and the
Capella Paolina.
;

smoke of

tapers,
*

v.

and so
Zani.

ill

lighted, that

it

Enc. delle Belle Arti.

is

not easily
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"lit

;

hut there

a

is

tine

I

engraving, wliich tuny be

consulted.

Another wry celebrated composition of thi> iubthat of Rubens.*
Paul, lying in the foreground,
expresses in hi.- attitude the mosl helpless and groveli

is

jecl

The

ling prostration.

frightened

out

of

attendantB :i|']uar \rry literally
senses
and the gray hone

their

.

snorting and rearing behind is the Ones! part of the
picture: as is usual with Rubens, the effects of physi
cal fear and amazement are given with the utmost

ami truth
hut the Scriptural dignity, the supernatural terrors of the subject, are ill expressed, and InTo go a Btep lower, Cuyp
apostle himself i> degraded.
ha.given us a Conversion of St. Paul apparently for
;

Bpirit

t

the sole purpose of introducing horses in different attitndes
the favorite dapple-gray charger is Been bound» k > at St.
n<> one
Paul, -till less to
ing off in terror

— but

1 <

;

Christ above,
5. In Alhert

I

>

the hones are admirable.

>uier> print, a Bhower of stone*

is fall-

ing from heaven on St. Paul and his company.
6. There is a very curious and unusual version of
this Bubject in a rare print by Lucas van Leyden.
It
i-

a

i

omposition of numerous figures. St. Pan! is seen,
another
bewildered, led between i«n men

blind and

;

man

lead- In- frightened
horsemen follow, and the

Beveral warriors

i

whole procession seems

and

to be

In the far distance is
proceeding slowlj to the right
Paul struck down
represented the previous moment,
ami blinded by the celestial vision.

—

Paul, aihr his conversion, restored to Bight by
Ananias," as a separate subject, seldom occurs; but it
has been treated in the later Bchools by Vasari, by
iortona.
avallucci, and h_\ P.
<

<

"

I
know but
The .hw- flagellate Paul and Sdaone picture of this subject, thai of Nicolb Poussin
the
angry Jews are seen driving them forth with scourgi

••

;

:

•

In the (alter? "f

Mr

M

i

PETER AND

ST.

the Elders, who
council behind
:

ST.

PAUL.

of Poussin, the dignity of the apostles
but it is not one of his best pictures.

"
cus

;

he

is

let

is

maintained,

—

conversion, escapes from Damasthe
in a basket (Acts ix. 25)

Paul, after his

"
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have condemned them, are seated in
as we might expect from the character

down

:

incident forms, of course, one of the scenes in his life
when exhibited in a series, but I remember no separate
situation is so ludicrous
picture of this subject, and the

and so derogatory that we can understand how

it

came

to be avoided.

" The ecstatic vision of St. Paul, in which he was
Paul,
caught up to the third heaven." (2 Cor. xii. 2.)
who so frequently and familiarly speaks of angels, in
in
describing this event makes no mention of them, but
pictures he is represented as borne upwards by angels.
The
I find no early composition of this subject.
of

small

Domenichino

is

coldly

conceived.

picture
"
Poussin has painted the " Ravissement de St. Paul
in the first, the apostle is borne upon the arms
twice
of four angels, and in the second he is sustained by
In rendering this ecstatic vision, the
three angels.
here a
angels, always allowable as machinery, have
Paul is elevated only a few feet
particular propriety
;

;

lie his sword and
Here the sword serves to distinguish the personage and the roof of the house shows us that it is a
Both pictures are in the
vision, and not an apotheosis.

above the roof of his house, where
book.

;

Louvre.
" Paul
In a
preaching to the converts at Ephesus."
Raffaelesque composition by Le Sueur, the
incident of the magicians bringing their books of sorcery and burning them at the feet of the apostle is well
introduced.
It was long the custom to exhibit this
picture solemnly in Notre Dame every year on the 1st
It is now in the Louvre.
of May.
beautiful
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l':uil

• Paul
before Agrippa."
Felix," and
Bubjecta has ever been adequately
to me inconceivable thai the
masters

before

Neither of

these

treated.

is

so

Ii

«

overlooked

>

1 «

i

the

opportunity for grand
characteristic delineation afforded by both these Bcenes,

completely

the latter especially.
Perhaps, in estimating its capabilities, we are misled by the effect produced on the

imagination by the splendid eloquence of the apostle
were another Raphael to arise,
would Buggest the
Bubject as a pendant to the St. Pan! at Athens.
"
"
Paul performs miracles before the Emperor Nero
;

I

yet,

;

possessed woman are
This, though a legendary
brought to liim to be healed.
rather than a Scriptural subject, has been treated by Le

:i

liliml

man,

;i

sick child, unci

a

Sueur with Scriptural dignity and simplicity."
"
rate

The martyrdom
subject,

but

martyrdom of

St.

of

St Paul

generally
Peter.

it

"
is
is

sometimes

the

According

pendant
to

the

tradition, the two apostles Buffered at the
in different
for St Paul, being
places
t » 1 1

1

;

u seputo the

received

same

tune,

by birth a

Roman citizen, escaped the ignominy of the public eat
posure in the Circus, as well as the prolonged torture
of the cross.
Be was beheaded by the sword outside
the Ostian gate, about two miles from Rome, at a place
called the Aqua Salvias, now tl
Tre Fontane."
The legend of the death of St Paul relate.- that b cat
tain Roman matron named Plautilla, one of the converts of St. Peter, placed herself on the road by which
St. Paul passed to his martyrdom, in order to behold
him for the last time; and when -he saw him. .-he
The apostle
hi- blessing.
her faith, turned to her and begged that
eve- when he
give him her veil to hind hi-

wept greatly, and besought
then, -ceiiiLr

she would

should U- beheaded, promising to return it to her after
hi> death.
The attendants mocked at such a promise,
hut Plautilla, with a woman's faith and charity, taking
nil' her veil,
Alter In- martyrdom,
presented it to him.
Bt

Paul appeared to her, and restored the

veil

itained
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It is also related, that when he was
with his blood.
head made three hounds upon
decapitated the severed
the earth, and wherever it touched the ground a foun-

tain sprang forth.
In the most ancient representations of the martyrdom
of St. Paul, the legend of Plautilla is seldom omitted.

In the picture of Giotto preserved in the sacristy of St.
backPeter's, Plautilla is seen on an eminence in the
who
receiving the veil from the hand of Paul,

ground,
the same representation,
appears in the clouds above
hut little varied, is executed in bas-relief on the bronze
The three fountains gushing up
doors of St. Peter's.
beneath the severed head arc also frequently represented
as a literal fact, though a manifest and beautiful alle;

gory,

of the

figurative

fountains

of

Christian

faith

which should spring forth from his martyrdom.
In all the melancholy vicinity of Rome, there is not
a more melancholy spot than the " Tre Fontane."

A

monastery, rich with the offerings of all
the ravages of that
Christendom, once existed there
mysterious scourge of the Campagna, the malaria, have
three ancient churches and some
rendered it a desert
ruins still exist, and a few pale monks wander about
the swampy dismal confines of the hollow in which
In winter you approach them through
they stand.
in summer you dare not breathe in
a quagmire
and yet there is a sort of
their pestilential vicinity
dead beauty about the place, something hallowed as
In the church
well as sad, which seizes on the fancy.
splendid

:

;

;

;

" San Paolo delle Tre Fontane," and
properly called
which is so old that the date of the foundation is unknown, are three chapels with altars raised over as
many wells or fountains the altars are modern, and
The
have each the head of St. Paul carved in relief.
;

water, which appeared to me exactly the same in all
the three fountains, has a soft insipid taste, neither
The ancient frescos have
refreshing nor agreeable.
perished,

and the modern ones are

melancholy

spot.

15

perishing.

It is

a
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To
it

return, however, tu that event "Inch lias rendered
consecrated and memorable.
Among the

for ages

many

of

representations

decollation

the

Panl

of St.

which exist in Bcnlpture and in painting, I have nol
met with one which could take a high place as a work
of art, or which lias done justice t<> the tragic capabiliof the Bobject.

ties

martyrdom the body of St. Paul was inon a spot between the Ostian gate and the Aqna
Salvias, and there 0X006 the magnincenl church known
saw this church a few
as San Paolo-Jvon-le-iiiurn.
months before it was consumed by fire in 1823
saw
it again in 1S47, when the rote nation was far advanced.
Alter his

terred

1

1

;

magnificence, compared with the impressions
by the former structure, rich with inestimable remains of ancient art, and \encraUe from a thousand

Its cold
left

saddened and chilled me.
in the old church, which represented
the life and actions of St. Paul, were executed by the
saic masters of the eleventh century.
Greek
They
appear to have comprised the same subjects which still
exist as a series in the church of Mcmrcale near Pashall now describe.
lermo, and which
iations,

The mosaics

I

l.

Two
the

Saul
priests

sent

Saul stands before them
The Conversion of Saul, as alreadj described.

Temple

j.

by the bigh-priesl to Damascus.
are seated mi a raised throne in front ot

is

;

Saul, being blind,
>ama-' ugate of
.'!.

is

led

by

US

attendants to the

1

4.
".

m
in

Ananias enters and addresses him.

Saul seated.
Paul

il

lia|iti/.ed

a font, which

is

:

he

a large

i>

Standing, or rather Sitting,
and not much larger

\a.-e,

proportion than a punch-bowl.
St Paul disputes with the Jews.

6.

Bis attitude

is

three Jewish doctors stand
vehement and expressive
before him BS if confounded and put to silence by his

eloquent reasoning.
7

which

si
lie

lize oi a

Paul escapes from Damascus; the basket, in
is lowered down from a
parapet, i» about the
band-basket
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8. St. Paul delivers a scroll to Timothy and Silas
he consigns to their direction the deacons that were or;

dained by the apostles and elders.
9. St. Paul and St. Peter meet

(Acts xvi. 4.)
at Koine, and

em-

I believe this subject
brace with brotherly affection.
to represent the reconciliation of the two apostles after

the dispute at Antioch.
venit

tian

The

inscription

Romam et pacem fecit cum Petro.
Museum in the Vatican there is

is,

Hie Paulas

(In the Chrisa most beautiful

small Greek picture in which Peter and Paul are emit may
represent the reconciliation or the
bracing
the heads, though minute, are extremely
parting
;

:

characteristic. )
10.

The

decollation of St. Paul at the

Sal-

Aqua

one fountain only is introduced.
This is the earliest instance I can quote of the dramatic treatment of the life and actions of St. Paul in
The Greek type of the head of
a series of subjects.
St. Paul is retained throughout, strongly individualized,
and he appears as a man of about thirty-five or forty.
In the later schools of art, which afford some celebrated
examples of the life of St. Paul treated as series, the
Greek type has been abandoned.
The series by Raphael, executed for the tapestries

vias

;

of the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican, consists of five
large and seven small compositions.
the
1. The conversion of Saul, already described
2. Elymas the sorcerer struck blind
cartoon is lost.
:

:

3. St. Paul and Barwonderful for dramatic power.
nabas at Lystra. •*. Paul preaching at Athens. Of these
three magnificent compositions we have the cartoons at
Hampton Court. 5. St. Paul in prison at Philippi.
The earthquake through which he was liberated is here
corner
represented allegorically as a Titan in the lower

of the picture, with shoulders and arms heaving up the
earth.
This, which strikes us as rather pagan in conin the earliest Chrisception, has, however, a parallel
tian Art, where, in the baptism of Christ, the Jordan

sometimes represented by a classical river-god, sedgecrowned, and leaning on his urn.

is

I

S

21S

i

'7.7

D

\ND LEGl

VJ)

LBP

.I/.7*.

The

Beven small Bubjects, which in the Bel "i tapes
run underneath as borders t" the large compos
tions, arc thoa arranged
••
1.
As for Saul, In- made havoc of the church, entering into everj boose, and haling men ami women
At one
committed them to prison."
(Acta riii. 3.)
end nf u long narrow composition Saul is seated in the
tries

Roman

of a

dresfl

warrior, and attended

by a

lictOT

:

a Christian youth; farther on
they bring before
"
arc Been Boldiers • haling men and women
by the
hair; others lice in terror.
This WBS eiTOneousl] siipI

poBed to represenl the massacre
the adherents of the .Medici, ami

at
i-

Prato, in 1512, by
BO inscribed in the

of engravings by Bartoli ami Landon.
John ami Mark taking leave of the brethren at
(Acts xiii. .'i.)
Perga in Pamphylia.
2.

-

i.
Paul, teaching in the Bynagogue at Antioch, conA. i- wiii. :{.)
founds the .lewPaul at Corinth engaged in tent-making with his
This i> an uneointnon Bubject, hut
host
remember
another instance in a curious old German print, where,
m the lower part of the composition, the apostli
and above there is a kind of
teaching <>t" preaching
gallery or balcony, in which he is seen working at a
•

i

i

I

;

"

loom

Ion yourselves know

ministered

to

my

that

these

necessities, laboring

hands have

night ami

day,
(Acta

because we would not be chargeable unto you."
xviii. 6.
.'

i

Being

ictB
6.
7

\iii.

'

don
<nu.

he

Corinth,

mocked by

is

the

Jews

I

hand on the Christian converts
brought before the judgment coal of Gal

lie lays his
Hi- i>

Paul, in

from

at

IL'

bia

the

hand,''

island
t>

ThoM who consult

not

of Melita, shaking
a

common

tie

bear la mind thai almost
See Pusat

inii-t

BUbject,
i

all

the referen

the

riper

and yet
ml

it

Iad"
'ne-
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dramatic efcapable of the finest picturesque and
the storm and shipwreck in the background,
forts
the angry heavens above, the red firelight, the group
is

:

of astonished mariners, and, pre-eminent among them,
calm intellectual figure of the apostle shaking the

the

—

these are surely beaubeast from his hand,
and available materials for a scenic picture. Even
if treated as an allegory in a devotional sense, a single
majestic figure, throwing the evil thing innocuous from
him, which I have not yet seen, it would be an excel-

venomous

tiful

lent and a significant subject.
Elzheimer is the best example

The

little

picture by
of the pictuSueur has much dig-

I

can

cite

That of Le
resque treatment.
those of Pernio del Vaga, Thornhill, West, are
nity
;

all

commonplace.
Thornhill, as everybody knows, painted the eight

in the cupola
principal scenes of the life of the apostle
Few people, I should think, have
St. Paul's.*
strained their necks to examine them ; the eight original studies, small sketches en grisaille, are preserved in

of

the vestry,

and display that

heartless, mindless,

man-

nered mediocrity, which makes all criticism foolishness
I shall, however, give a list of the subjects.
2. Paul preaching
1. Paul and Barnabas at Lystra.
4. The converts
3. Elymas struck blind.
at Athens.
;

Paul before Festus. 6. A
presume the Conversion
7. Paul let down in a basket.
of Lydia of Tbyatira.
8. He shakes the viper from his hand.
At the time that Thornhill was covering the cupola
burn

their

woman

magical books.

seated at his feet

at " the rate of

in-law,

2l.

;

I

the square yard," Hogarth, his son-

He painted " St. Paul
also try his hand.
where
before Felix" for Lincoln's Inn Hall

would

pleading

;

The picture itself
appropriate.
curiously characteristic, not of the scene or of the

the subject, at least,
is

5.

is

* The
clergy who permitted Sir James Thornhill to paint the
cupola of St. Paul's with Scripture scenes refused to admit any
other paintings into the church.
Perhaps they were justified
the fear of idolatry.
but not by the plea of Bishop Terrick,
:

—
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chief personage, but <>f the painter.
St. Paul loaded
with chains, and his accuser Tertullus, stand in trout ;
and Felix, with his wife Drusilla, are Beated on a raked
tribunal

the

in

background

;

near

The composition

Felix

is

the

bigb-

The heads
good.
are rail of vivid expression,
wrath, terror, doubt,
but the conception of character most
fixed attention
Ananias.

prieat

—

is

;

and

commonplace
Sogarth was more at
took the same BUbjed BS a vehicle for a
witty caricature of the Dutch manner of treating Ba>
rc(l
their ludicrous anachronisms and mean
subjects,
ignoble

home when he

—

i

St.

incidentB.

mounted on
le^r

of

an angel

:

Tertullus

it;

allusion

Paul, in

a Btool

is

a

to

his

low stature,

is

sawing through one
barrister, in wig, hand, and
is

an old. doting justice of
peace, and his attendants like old beggars.
In the Florentine < iallerv there is a \erv etirious

gown

the

;

in

pictures,

animated,

abounding

Among

like

St.

Peter and

St Paul

in eight

genuine old German Btyle; fanciful,
of natural and dramatic expression, and

the

lull

finished,

exquisitely

St.

lives of

of the

series

is

judge

in

— hut

dry,

hard, grotesque, and

anachronisms.*

the few

Peter and

St.

separate historical subjects in which
Paul are represented together, the

—

a subject
most important i> the dispute at Antioch,
Si Paul says, «< When
avoided hy the earliest painters
« itbstood him to the face,
Peter »a^ come to Antioch,
Guido's picture in the
because he was to be blamed."
Peter is seated, looking
Brera at Milan is celebrated
thoughtful, with downcast cms, an open hook on his
knees
Paul, in an attitude of rebuke, stands over
There is another example bj Bo
tins!
him.
I

;

here both are standing
Peter is looking down
Paul,
with long hair and heard Boating hack, and a keen
;

;

reproving expression, "rebukes him to his hue."
*

Tti
id-it in,

is

not

I

mportanl w..rk of tat painter, Bain
n i< en.
mentioned In Kngler*i Handbook

outline In the

New

1

G dlery, publiihed

In

I

ST.

PETER

AX/) ST. PAUL.

same

subject to be represented
a rare and beautiful little

presume the

van Ley den in
which St. Peter and
earnest conversation.

St.
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by Lueas
in

print,

Paul are seated together

St. Peter

in

holds a hey in his right

hand, and points with the other to a book which lies on
his knees.
St. Paul is about to turn the leaf, and his
his left foot is
right hand appears to rebuke St. Peter
:

ou the sword which

lies at his feet.

" The
Parting of St. Peter and St. Paul before they
The scene is without the gates of
are led to death."
Home and as the soldiers drag Peter away, he turns
;

This picture,
back to Paul with a pathetic expression.
now in the Louvre, is one of Lanfranco's best compositions.*

When the crucifixion of St. Peter and the decollation of St. Paul are represented together in the same
as religious
picture, such a picture must be considered
and devotional, not

historical

;

it

does not express the

really occurred, but, like many pictures of
the crucifixion of our Saviour, it is placed before us as

action as

it

an excitement to piety, self-sacrifice, and repentance.
We have this kind of treatment in a picture by Niccolo
dell' Abate t St. Paul kneels before a block, and the
headsman stands with sword uplifted in act to strike
in the background, two other executioners grasp St.
Peter, who is kneeling on his cross, and praying fer:

;

vently

:

above, in a glory,

is

seen the Virgin

;

in her

Christ, who delivers to two angels
The genius of
palm-branches for the martyred saints.
Niccolo was not precisely fitted for this class of subjects.

arms the Iufant

But the composition
introduction of the

is

full

of poetical feeling.

Madonna and Child stamps

The
the

—

character of the picture as devotional, not historical,
it would otherwise be repulsive, and out of keeping

with the subject.
* "St. Paul prevents his jailer from killing himself" (Acts
been lately painted by Claude Halle, and is now in the
Louvre. (Ecole Francaise, 283.)
\ In the Dresden Gal., 821.

xvi.) has
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Tlicre

a

is

Martyrdom of

and

St. Peter

which

St.

shall

1

Paul en

ootioe

<>n

graved after Parmigiano,*
accoonl of its careless and erroneous treatment.
They
an executioner prepares t<>
are put to death together
St. Panl by the
decapitate St. Peter, and another drags
:

beard:

the incidents are

historicall)

false,

and,

mo

These arc the
mistakes that make us turn disgusted from the technical facility, elegance, and power of the sixteenth cenand reverential truth of the
tury, t>> the simplicity

over, in a degraded

and secular

taste.

fourteenth.

There are various traditions concerning the relics of
Peter and St. Paul.
According to Borne, the bodies
of the two apostles were, in the reign of Heliogabalus,
catacombs
deposited by the Christian converts in the
After
Of Rome, and were laid in the same .-cpulchre.
the lapse of about two hundred years, the Greek or
oriental Christians attempted to carry them off; but
St.

'The Romans
were opposed by the Roman Christians.
and the two bodies were transported n> the
conquered
church of the Vatican, when' thej reposed together in a
church.
Among the
magnificent Bhrine, beneath the
two
engravings in the work tit Ciampini and Bosio are
rude old pictures commemorating this event The first
the combat of the orientals and the Romans
;

represents
for the bodies of the
are

deposited

in

the

Saints

:

Vatican,

the other, the bodies
these two ancient

in

In

which were placed in the portico of the
representations,
old basilica <>( St. Peter, the traditional types may be
curled heard,
ognjzed, —the broad, full features, short,
and bald head of St. Peter, and the oval face and long
beard of St. Paul.

mutt conclude this summary of the lives and
two greatest apostles, as they have
to do justice to the
been exhibited in Christian Art
Ons
theme would haw- required a separate rolumi
Here

I

characters of the

;

•

Bartaeh,

v,.

PETER AND

ST.
observation,

ST.

however, suggests

PAUL.

itself,

z 33

and cannot ho

The

usual type of the head of St. Peter,
rendered and degraded by coarseness,
though often
but is
can in general he recognized as characteristic
there among the thousand representations of the Apostle
Paul one on which the imagination can rest completely
No doubt the suhlimest
I know not one.
satisfied ?

passed over.

ill

;

embodied eloquence that ever was expressed in
He
Raphael's St. Paul preaching at Athens.
stands there the delegated voice of the true God, the
antagonist and conqueror of the whole heathen world
" Whom
ye ignorantly worship, Him declare I unto
is not this what he says ?
Every feature, nay,
you,"
as in the other St.
every fold in his drapery, speaks
ideal of

Art

is

:

—

;

Paul leaning on his sword (in the famous St. Cecilia),
every feature and every fold of drapery meditates.

The

latter is as fine in its tranquil,

cur as the former in

melancholy grand-

in the
authoritative energy
one the orator, in the other the philosopher, were never
more finely rendered but is it, in either, the Paul of
its

:

:

Tarsus

whom we know ?

It

were certainly both un-

necessary and pedantic to adhere so closely to historic
fact as to make St. Paul of diminutive stature and St.

Peter weak-eyed

:

but has Raphael done well in wholly

rejecting the traditional portrait which reflected to us
the Paul of Scripture, the man of many toils and many

—

sorrows, wasted with vigils, worn down with travel,
whose high, bald forehead, thin, flowing hair, and long,
pointed beard, spoke so plainly the fervent and in-

—

domitable, yet meditative and delicate, organization,
and in substituting this Jupiter Ammon head, with the
dark, redundant hair, almost hiding the brow, and the

This is one of the instances in
bushy beard ?
which Raphael, in yielding to the fashion of his time,
has erred, as it seems to me,
though I say it with all
The St. Paul rending his garments at
reverence
Lystra, and rejecting the sacrifice of the misguided
full,

—

!

people, is more particularly false as to the character of
the man, though otherwise so grandly expressive, that
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we

are obliged to admire wfaal our better Benae
cannot wholly approve

eonaciena
I

—

now

Bhall

consider the

real

— obi

of the apostles in

t

lu-ir

proper order.

Avium

St.
Lat.

S.

Andreas.

saint

St.
tin'

\\

"i

Patron
Pr. 81 An.ln-.
Nov. 80, v d. TO.

Ital. Bant' Andrea.
Bcotl&nd and "f Russia.

Antjrbw was the
who was called

tir>t

brother of

Simon

Peter,

the apoBtleship.

to

and

Nothing

is
recorded of him in Bcriptare
he is afterwards merely included by name in the general account

Farther

:

of the apostles.
In the traditional

drew we

an

the apostles
St Andrew

tiuns,

and

and legendary history of St. Anour Lord's ascension, when

told, that, after
dispersed t"

n> all

the Gospel

preach

travelled

nu-

into

Scythia, Cappadocia,
Bithynia, everywhere converting multitudes to the

The Russians believe thai h«' was the Brat to
preach to the Muscovites in Sarmatia, and thence he
has been honored as titular saint of the empire of
After many Bufferings, be returned to Jern
Rossis

faith.

and theme travelled into Greece, and came at
to a <ity of Achaia, called
Patras.
Here he

sail-in,

length

made many converts; among
wife of the

make a

public

enraged, commanded
urged, and then crucified.

him

consul,
i

suffered
called
that

afaximilla,

The

to

be

Beused

and

cross on which be

:

ua> not fastened

—a

to

his CTOSS

with

circumstance always attended
It
is, however,
representations of his death.

with cords,

membered, that, while all million!
crucified, ami that tin- manner of
peculiar,

the

was of a peculiar form (crux denotata), since
Andrew's cross
and it i- express!} said

the St.

In-

others,

JSgeus, whom he persuaded to
The pro
profession of Christianity.

proconsul

tiny

are

not

agreed

as

his

hut

to in the
to

be

re-

was
crucifixion was
•

to

nails,

the

that

lie

form

of

hi«

ST.

ANDREW.
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cross.
St. Peter Chrysologos says that it was a tree
The
another author affirms that it was an olive-tree.
Ahlio' Me'ry remarks, that it is a mistake to give the
:

Andrew

it ought not to
His reasons are not
" II suffit
absolutely conclusive
pour montrer qu'ils
sont ladessus dans l'erreur, de voir la croix veritable de
St. Andre, conserve'e dans l'Eglise de St. Victor de
Marseille
on trouvera qu'elle est a angles droits,"

transverse cross to St.

difter

;

that

from the cross of our Lord.
:

;

&c. *

nevertheless, the form is
and usage, and ought not to be
departed from, though Michael Augelo has done so in
the figure of St. Andrew in the Last Judgment, and
there are several examples in the Italian masters. t
The legend goes on to relate, that St. Andrew, on ap-

Seeing

fixed

by

is

believing

;

tradition

proaching the cross prepared for his execution, saluted
and adored it on his knees, as being already consecrated
by the sufferings of the Redeemer, and met his death
Certain of his relics were brought from
triumphantly.
Patras to Scotland in the fourth century, and since that
time St. Andrew has been honored as the patron saint
He
of Scotland, and of its chief order of knighthood.
is also the patron saint of the famous
Burgundian
Order, the Golden Fleece ; and of Russia and its chief
Order, the Cross of St. Andrew.
Since the fourteenth century, St.

Andrew

is

gen-

erally distinguished in works of art by the transverse
cross
the devotional pictures in which he figures as
one of the series of apostles, or singly as patron saint,
;

represent

him

as a very old

man

with some kind of

his hair and beard
brotherly resemblance to St. Peter
silver white, long, loose, aud flowing, and in general
he leans upon his cross, and
the beard is divided
;

;

holds the Gospel in his right hand.
*

Theologie des Peintres.
t In several ancient pictures and bas-reliefs the cross has the
usual form, but he is not nailed,
always bound with cords, as in
the ancient bas-relief over the portal of his church at Vercelli.

—
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The

from the

historical subjects

separately from
\vw
lii> crucifixion

treated
\«i\

is

;

foand

treated

ancient

before

doors

down

tree split

that

»n

the

the

Paolo, the instrumenl of his
Bhape of a Y, and resembles a

The

the middle.

cross

rerj lofty, and resembles the
tree laid transversely.

Borne later

in

rough branches

know bul two other Bubjects relating to the
Andrew which have been separately treated

1

St.

bare

I

<

century.

is

pictures

of a

the only one

fifteenth

h«'

of St. Andrew,

life

of the apostles, are

San

of

martyrdom has

t

rest

th<

later Bchools of art,

— the

life

of
the

in

Adoration of the Cross, and

the Flagellation.
St. Andrew adoring his cross," by Andrea Sacchi,
remarkable for it- simplicity and fine expression; it
contains only three figures. St. Andrew, half undraped,
and with his silver hair and heard tl< >:it i^r dishevelled,
••

is

i

to

up

kneels, gazing

the cross with

i

ecstatic devotion;

—

is
"Salve,
addressing to it his famous invocation,
Croce preziosal che fosti consecrata dal corpo del mio
"
Dio
an executioner stands l.\ ami a fierce Boldier,
impatienl of delay, urges him on to death.*
••
St. Andrew taken down from the CZOS8
is n fine
effective picture by Ribenut

In-

—

!

When

,

Ghiido and

tion of each

Andrea

in the

is

Achaifl
St

church

oi

frescos

in

is

emula-

the chapel of Sant'

Ban Gregorio,

at

Rome, Quido

The
subject the Adoration of the
supposed to l>e outside the walls of Patras in

chose for
scene

Domenichino painted,

other, the

;

hi-*

I

the cross

Andrew,

a-

is

at

a distance

the instrumenl of
by the death of his Lord
dier on horseback, one on

his

before

the

in

he approaches, falls

down

background
in

;

adoration

martyrdom, consecrated

attended bj one -.1
and three executioners
a group of women and alarmed children in the
they are,
ground an- admirable tor grace and feeling,
;

he

Is

;

foot,

i-

—

in

fact, the
i'

best
rj

..f

part of the picture
ti„

Vatican.

<

•

»n

the opposite

Munich, 363
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Domenichino painted the Flagellar
Andrew, a subject most difficult to treat
and retain at the same time the dignity of

wall of the chapel
tiou of St.
effectively,

the Buffering apostle, while avoiding all resemblance to
Here he is bound
a similar scene in the life of Christ.
down on a sort of table; one man lifts a rod, another
seems to taunt the prostrate saint a lictor drives back
The group of the mother and frightened
the people.
introduces with
children, which Domenichino so often
;

little

the judge and
is here very beautiful
seen behind, with a temple and a city iu the
When Domenichino painted the same sub-

variation,

lietors are

distance.

;

of Sant' Andrea-della-Valle, he chose
ject in the church
another moment, and administered the torture after a
the apostle is bound by his hands
different manner
and feet to four short posts set firmly in the ground;
one of the executioners in tightening a cord breaks it
and falls back three men prepare to scourge him with
we have the usual group of
thongs : in the foreground
This is a
the mother and her frightened children.
life and movement, but
composition full of dramatic
Domenichino painted in the same church
onpleasing.
the crucifixion of the saint, and his apotheosis surmounts the whole.
:

;

All these compositions are of great celebrity in the
Lanzi
and for expression.
history of Art for color
" if endued with
speech,
says, that the personages,
could not say more to the ear than they do to the

But, in power and pathos, none of them equal
eve."
the picture of Murillo, of which we have the original
St. Andrew is suspended on the
study in England.*
but of the trunks
high cross, formed, not of planks,
He is bound with cords,
of trees laid transversely.
his silver hair and
a linen cloth

undraped, except by
his aged countebeard loosely streaming in the air
nance illuminated by a heavenly transport, as he looks
to the
skies, whence two angels of really
;

;

opening

up

beauty, like almost all

celestial
*

Murillo's angels, de-

In the collection of Mr- Miles at Leigh Court.
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In front, to the right,
Bceod with the crown and palm.
i- a
group of shrinking sympathizing women; and a
!iu\

the

turns away, crying with a truly boyish grief; on
are guards and Boldiem.
The Bubjecl is here

left

rendered poetical by mere force of feeling
tragic

my

reality
taste than

in the

whole Bcene,

more

far

;

there

more Btudied compositions of

the

Is

effective

a
to

the

Italian painters.
The martyrdom <>f St. Andrew, and
the saint preaching the Gospel, by Juan de Roelas, are
also mentioned as splendid productions of the Seville

school.
I

think

it

Andrew may owe

St

that

possible

his

popularity in the Spanish and Flemish schools of urt
to bis being the patron saint of the far-famed
BurgnnAt the time that
dian Order of the Golden Fleece.
Constantinople was taken, and the relics of St. Andrew
dispersed

consequence, a lively enthusiasm for

in

this

was excited throughout all Christendom.
Se
had been previously honored chiefly as the brother of

apostle

Peter; be obtained thenceforth a kind of personal
\. i>.
and consideration.
Philip of Burgundj
who had obtained at great cost a portion of the
138),
of his
precious relics, consisting chiefly of Borne pie©
St.

interesl

(

1

under the protection of the apostle his
new older of chivalry, which, according to the pream
Mr, was intended to revive the honor and the memory
Bis knights wore as their badge
of tin- Argonauts
cross, placed

the Cross Of St.

Andrew.

St

I

\

M

M.ij'ir.

Fr,

iri'ir.-.

Bl Tutelar.

I

-

I

III

Ital.

<

San

ii:i

Olai
-

Jacq
Patron saint of Spain.

r-t.

July

v

I

mo,

m

or Jaoopo,

Maa>

Jago,

36.

ld n

or the Elder, or St. James M<>was nearly plated t<> Christ, and, with his brother
John (the Evangelist) and Peter, beseems to have been

81

I

vmi m the

<

treat,

admitted to particular favor, travelled with the Lord,
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and was present at most of the events recorded in the
He was one of the three who were permitted
Gospels.
to witness the glorification of Christ on Mount Tabor,
and one of those who slept during the agony in the
is regarden. After our Saviour's ascension, nothing
corded concerning him, except the fact that Herod slew

him with

the sword.

In the ancient traditions he

is

described as being of a zealous and affectionate temper,
of this we have a particular
easily excited to anger
instance in his imprecation against the inhospitable Sa" Ye know^
maritans, for which Christ rebuked him
The Son of man
not what manner of spirit ye are of.
:

:

is

not

(Luke

come

to destroy

men's

lives,

but to save them."

ix. 55.)

As Scripture makes no further mention of one so
near relationship
distinguished by his zeal and by his
to the Saviour, the legends of the middle ages have
and so amply, that St. James,
supplied this deficiency
as St. Jago or Santiago, the military patron of Spain,
became one of the most renowned saints in Christen;

subjects of Western
of these subjects are so singular, that, in
order to render them intelligible, I must give the leartists of
gend at full length as it was followed by the
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

dom, and one of the most popular
Art.

Many

According to the Spanish legend, the Apostle James
was the son of Zebedee, an illustrious baron of Galilee,
who, being the proprietor of ships, was accustomed to
fish

Genesaalong the shores of a certain lake called

:
reth, but solely for his good pleasure and recreation
for who can suppose that. Spain, that nation of Hidalgos

and Caballeros, would ever have chosen for her patron,
or accepted as the leader and captain-general of her
It remains, therearmies, a poor ignoble fisherman 1
who was
fore, indisputable, that this glorious apostle,
our Lord's cousin-german, was of noble lineage, and

a gentleman
worthy of his spurs as a knight and
•o in Dante
:

*l
Ecco il Barone
"
Per cui laggiu si visita Galiaia

;

—
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But it pleased him, in his great humility, to follow,
while on earth, the example of his divine Lord, and
ri serve his warlike
prowess till called upon to slaughter,
by thousands and tens of thousands, those wicked
Moors, the perpetual enemies of Christ and his servants.
Now, a> James and his brother John were one day in
their lather'.-, ship with hi* hind servants, and were

employed in mending the nets, the Lord, who was
walking on the shines of the lake, called them; and
and became thenceforthey left all and followed him
ward bis most favored disciples, and the witnesses of
his miracles while <m earth.
After the ascension of
;

Christ, James preached the Gospel inJudaaa; then he
travelled over the whole world, and came at last to

Spain, where he

made vin few

converts,

l,\

reason of

and darkness of the people.
One day,
as he Bt
with his disciples on the hanks of the Ebro,
the blessed Virgin appeared to him seated on the top
of a pillar of jasper, and surrounded by a ehoir of
angels; and the apostle having thrown himself on his
face, she commanded him to build on that spot a chapel
the ignorance
I

worship, assuring him that all this province of
Saragossa, though now in the darkness of paganism,
would at a future time be distinguished by devotion to
her.
lie did as tin- holy Virgin had commanded, and
for her

of a famous church afterwards known
of Our Lady of the Pillar ("Nuatra Senoradd
Then St. James, having founded the ChrisPillar").
tian faith in Spam, returned to .luda a, w here he preached
for many years, and performed niiiii} wonders and mirand it happened that
acles in the Bight of the people
a certain sorcerer, whose name WBS Hermogene .' set
himself against the apostle, just as Simon Magus had
wickedly and vainly opposed St. Peter, and with the
this wa.s the origin

as that

:

like

Herraogenes sent

result.

his

scholar Philetus to

dispute with .lame-, and to compete with him in wondrous works
but, as yon will easily believe, he had no
;

•

Hennogenet was
>pber

|

thi

tbi

nun'

of
-

a,

famous Qnostlc teacher And

pted Into tin- legend.
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chance against the apostle, and, confessing himself vanquished, he returned to his master, to whom he an-

nounced

his

intention to follow henceforth

Then Hermogenes,

James and

a rage, hound
Philetus by his diabolical spells, so that he could not
move hand or foot, saying, " Let us now see if thy
"
and Philetus sent his
new master can deliver thee
Then the aposservant to St. James, praying for aid.
tle took off his cloak, and gave it to the servant to give
his master; and no sooner had Philetus touched it,
than he became free, and hastened to throw himself at
doctrine.

his

in

:

the feet of his deliverer.

Hermogenes, more furious than
and comand Phibut on their way the demons

ever, called to the demons who served him,
manded that they should bring to him James

bound in fetters;
met with a company of angels, who seized upon them,
and punished them for their wicked intentions, till they
" Go
cried for
Then St. James said to
letus,

them,
mercy.
back to him who sent ye, and bring him hither bound."
And they did so and having laid the sorcerer down at
the feet of St. James, they besought him, saying, "Now
"
give us power to be avenged of our enemy and thine
But St. James rebuked them, saying, " Christ hath
commanded us to do good for evil." So he delivered
Hermogenes from their hands and the magician, being
utterly confounded, cast his books into the sea, and desired of St. James that he would protect him against
the demons, his former servants.
Then St. James
;

!

;

gave him

his staff, as the

most

effectual

means of

de-

and Hermogenes
against the infernal spirits
became a faithful disciple and preacher of the word
from that day.
fence

But

;

the evil-minded Jews, being

more and more

in-

censed, took James and bound him, and brought him
before the tribunal of Herod Agrippa
and one of those
;

who dragged him

along, touched by the gentleness of
his demeanor, and by his miracles of mercy, was conand the aposverted, and supplicated to die with him
;

tle

gave him the
16

kiss of peace, saying,

"Pax

vobis!"
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ami the kiss and the words together have remained as
a form of benediction in the Church to this day. Then
they were both beheaded, and bo died.
A in the disciples <>t' St James came and t""k awaj
I

and, doI daring to burj it, for fear of the
bodj
Jews, thej carried it to Joppa, and placed it on board
of a Bhip Borne aaj thai the Bhip was "i marble, bnl
tins i> Dot authenticated
however, it is must certain
his

;

:

;

conducted the ship miraculously t<> the coast
of Spain, where they arrived in seven days; and, sailing through the Btraits called the Pillars <>i Bercules,
that angels

they landed at
l''la\ ia,

in

length

Galicia, at

a port called Iria

dow Padron.

days there reigned over the country acerqueen whose name was Lnpa, and she and all bet
people wire plunged in wickedness and idolatry. Now,
In those

tain

having come t<> shore, they laid the bodj of the apoatie
>n a
great Btone, which became like wax, and, re
this was a Bign that
ceiving the body, closed around it
the saint willed to remain there; but the wicked queen
Lupa was displeased, and she commanded that they
Bhould harness some wild bulls to a car, and place on
><

ii

;

:

it

the body, with the self-formed tomb, hoping that they
t" destruction.
it
But in this she «as nn--

would drag

i>ull>, when Bigned bj the en
Bheep, and they drew the bodj of
the apostie straight into the court of her palace.
When
Queen Lnpa beheld this miracle, Bhe was confounded,
and Bhe and all her people became Christians.
She

taken; for

became

the

wild

as docile

as

a magnificent church to receive the sacred remains, and dud in the odor iif sanctity.
Hut then came the darkness and ruin which during
the invasion of the Barbarians overshadowed all Spain;
luiilt

and the body of the apostle was lost, and do one knew
where t<' find it, till, in the yeai BOO, the place of sepulture was revealed t" a certain bolj friar.
Then they caused the bodj of the saint tu be transand, in consequence of the ini
ported to lompostella
prising miracles w hich gra< ed his shrine, he was hoi
'

;

I
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not merely in Galicia, but throughout all Spain.
He
became the patron saint of the Spaniards, and Compostella, as a place of pilgrimage, was renowned
From all countries bands of pilthroughout Europe.

grims resorted there, so that sometimes there were no
less than a hundred thousand in one
The miliyear
tary Order of Saint Jago, enrolled by Don Alphonso
for their protection, became one of the greatest and
richest in

Spain.
if I should proceed to recount all the wonderdeeds enacted by Santiago in behalf of his chosen
The Spanish histopeople, they would till a volume.

Now,

ful

number thirty-eight visible apparitions, in which
glorious saint descended from heaven in person,
and took the command of their armies against the
Moors. The first of these, and the most famous of all,
rians

this

now

I shall

relate.

In the year of our Lord 939, King Ramirez, having
vowed to deliver Castile from the shameful tribute imposed by the Moors, of one hundred virgins delivered
annually, collected his

Abdelraman,

to

battle

;

troops,
—

and defied

" The
king

their

king

called God to witness, that, came there weal or
woe,
Thenceforth no maiden tribute from out Castile should go.
'
At least I will do battle on God our Saviour's foe,
And die beneath my banner before I see it so ' "

—

!

Accordingly he charged the Moorish host on the
after a furious conflict,
plain of Alveida or Clavijo
:

the Christians were, by the permission of Heaven, defeated, and forced to retire.
Night separated the combatants,

and sad
slept.

and King Ramirez, overpowered with fatigue,
at heart, flung himself
upon his couch and

In his sleep he beheld the apostle St. Jago, who
to be with him next
morning in the field, and

promised

assured him of victory.

The king, waking up from
the glorious vision, sent for his
prelates and officers, to
whom he related it and the next morning, at the head
of his army, he recounted it to his soldiers, bidding
;
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on heavenly aid.
He then ordered the trumsound to battle.
The Boldiers, inspired with
fresh courage, rushed n> the fight.
Suddenly St Jago
was seen mounted <>m a milk-white charger, and waving
:ilut't a white
standard; he led <>n the Christians, w 1m

them
nt

rely

to

»

I

gained a decisive victory, leaving sixty thousand Munis
is battle of Cladead <m the field.
This was the fai
" Santiago 1" has been
and ever Bince that
viju
day,

;

the war-crj of the Spanish armies.

was not only on Buch great occasions thai the
patron of Spain was pleased t<> exhibit his
power he condescended oftentimes to interfere for the
«ill
of which
protection of the poor and oppressed
But

it

invincible
:

I

;

liHu

give a notable

Calixtus
I

instance, as

it

i.-

related

by Pope

II.

here was a certain

German, who with his wire and
t" St. James of
Compostella.

son went mi a pilgrimage
r

as

c

H;i\inL.

there

and

;

mi the

.-mi

-

1 1

j

«

Torlosa, thej lodged at an inn
bad a fair daughter, who, looking

far as

host

of the pilgrim, a

handsome and

a graceful

but he, being virtuleepl) enamored
youth, becai
ous, and, moreover, on his waj to a holj Bhrine, refu
tu listen to her allurements.
;

Then
Blight
father's

* i

i

Bhe thought Im>v\ Bhe mighl be avenged for tliis
hid in bis wallel her
ii|niii her charms, and
Bilver drinking-cup.
The next morning, no

i t

Booner were they departed, than the host, discovering
his loss, punned them, accused them before the ju'l -<.
and the cup being found in the young man's wallet,
In- u:h condemned to be
hung, and all they
i

onflscated

Then
ing,

and

ti>

the host.

the afflicted parents pursued tlnir way lamentmade their prayer and their complain) before

the altar of the blessed Sainl

Jago; and

thirty-sis

days

afterwards as they returned by the -i"it where their son
m
ur on the
gibbet, they stood beneath it, weeping
Then the sun spoke and said, "
lamenting bitterly.
1 1 1 1 1 1

< 1

.-

<

in\

mother

I

o my

father!

'In

not

lament

for

ui<-,

•

fbi
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have never been in better cheer

James

is

at

my

side, sustaining

"

comfort and joy
ished, hastened to the judge,

;
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the blessed apostle

me and

filling

me

with

The
who

parents, being astonat that moment was
seated at table, and the mother called out, " Our son
"
lives
The judge mocked at them " What sayest
If thy
thou, good woman ? thou art beside thyself
celestial

!

:

!

!

gon

lives,

so do those fowls in

my

And

dish."

lo

!

scarcely had he uttered the words, when the fowls (being a cock and a hen) rose up roll-feathered, in the
dish,

and the cock began

to crow, to the great admira-

Then the judge,
tion of the judge and his attendants.*
rose up from table hastily, and called together the
priests and the lawyers, and they went in procession to
the gibbet, took down the young man, and
him to his parents ; and the miraculous cock

restored

and hen
were placed under the protection of the Church, where
they and their posterity long flourished in testimony of
this

stupendous miracle.

the
There are many other legends of St. James
Spanish chroniclers in prose and verse abound in such
;

;

not merely incredible, but
and I have here confined mypuerile and unpoetical
self to those which I know to have been treated in
but, in

general, they are
;

Art.

Previous to the twelfth century, St. James is only
distinguished among the apostles by his place, which is
the fourth in the series, the second after St. Peter and
In some instances he is portrayed with a
St. Paul.
the
family resemblance to Christ, being his kinsman
thin beard, and the hair parted and flowing clown on
But from the thirteenth century it became
each side.
a fashion to characterize St. James as a pilgrim of
;

he bears the peculiar long staff, to which
is suspended
the cloak
with a long cape, the scollop-shell on his shoulder or

Compostella

:

the wallet or

on

gourd of water

his flapped hat.

shells are omitted,
*

v.

Where
the

Southey,

"

staff,

;

the cape, hat, and scallopborne as the first of the

Pilgrim of Compostella."
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who

apostles

mains

departed to fuliil his Gospel mission,
constant attribute, and \>y this lie ma)

his

re-

be

agnized in the Madonna pictures, and when grouped
with other saints.
The Bingle devotional figures of St. .lames represent

him

in

two

As
Moon.
l.

distinct characters

:

—

tutelar saint of Spain,
In his pilgrim habit,

and conqueror of the
mounted on a white

charger, and waring a white banner, with white hair
<>r sometimes
and beard streaming like a meteor,
armed in complete steel, spurred like a knight, his
he tramples over
casque shadowed by white plumes,
the prostrate Infidels
bo completely was the humble,
gentle-spirited apostle of Christ merged in the spirit of
the religious chivalry of the time.
This is a subject

—

—

;

in Spanish schools.
The figureover the high
Santiago is described as rerj grand when seen
in the solemn tw
ilight.
j. St. .lame- as
patron saint iii the general w
have met with is a picThe most beautiful example
tnre in the Florence Gallery, painted by Andrea <lel
Sarto for the Compagnia or Confraternita of Sant'
ODO, and intended to figure as a standard in their

frequent

altar of

l

The Madonna

processions.

was painted

commonly

tor a >imilar

di

San

purpose

:

Sisto of Raphael
and sneh are Mill

used in the religious processions

hut they have no longer

in

Raphaels and Andrea

Italy
del E

;

In this instance the picture baa a
to paint them.
n> its espeparticular form, high and narrow, adapted
St. .lames wear- a green tunic, and a
cial
t«.s

purpose
crimson mantle; and as one of the purposes of the
npagnia was i" educate poor orphans, they are repThis picture
rescnted by the two boys at his feet.
Buffered from the sun mid the weather, to which it had
Keen a hundred times exposed in yearly processions
but it has been well restored, and is admirable for its
as the benign attitude ami
II
rivid colorio
:

rich

;

ion.

3

St. -lane

-

seated

;

he hold- a large book bound

in
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vellum (the Gospels) in his left hand, and with his
tight points to heaven
by Guercino, in the gallery of
Count Harrach, at Vienna.
One of the finest pictures
by Guercino I have seen.
Pictures from the life of St. James
singly, or as a
hut anion"; those which rescries, are not common
main to us there are several of great beauty and in:

;

terest.

In the

series of frescos

painted in a side chapel of

the church of St.
called

the

Felice, the

followed

Antony of Padua (a. d. 1376), once
Capella di San Giacomo, and now San
old legend of St. James has been
exactly

anil though ruined in
many parts, and in
others coarsely repainted, these works remain as compositions amongst the most curious monuments of the
;

It appears that, towards the
Trecentisti,
year 1376,
Messer Bonifacio de' Lupi da Parma, Cavaliere e
Marchese di Serana, who boasted of his descent from

the

Queen Lupa of the legend, dedicated this chapel to
James of Spain (San Jacopo di Galizia), and employed M. Jacopo Avanzi to decorate it, who no doubt
bestowed his best workmanship on his patron saint.
St.

The subjects are thus arranged, beginning with the
lunette on the left hand, which is divided into three
compartments

:

—

Hermogenes sends Philetus to dispute with St.
James.
2. St. James in his
pulpit converts Philetus.
3. Hermogenes sends his demons to bind St. James
and Philetus. 4. Hermogenes
brought bound to St.
James.
5. He burns his books of
6. Hermomagic.
genes and Philetus are conversing in a friendly manner
witli St. James.
7. St. James is
8. The
martyred.
arrival of his body in
Spain in a marble ship steered
9. The
by an angel.
disciples lay the body on a rock,
while Queen Lupa and her sister and another
personaue
look on from a window in her
Then follow
palace.
two compartments on the side where the window is
1.

broken out, much ruined
the imprisonment of the

;

they represented apparently
disciples.

12.

The

disciples
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an panned,

ape and
horses

arc

drowned.

ami tlnir pursuers with tlnir

18.

The

wild

draw

bulla

the

Barcophagna into the court of Queen Lupa's palace.
14. Baptism of
15. and L6. (lower
Lupa,
compartments to the left)
St Jago appears to King Ramirez,
and the defeat of the Moon at Clavijo.
:

in

There is a rare and cm-ions print by Martin Bchoen,
which the apparition of St. James at Clavijo is rep-

resented, not in the Spanish, bul the

German

style.

It

an animated composition of many figures. The saint
appears on horseback in the midst, wearing liis pilgrim's
is

dress, with the cockle-shell

in his

bat

:

the infidels arc

trampled down, or fly before him.
<»n the road from
Spoleto to Foligno, about four
miles from Spoleto, there is a small chapel dedicated to

St James

of

miracles of

tin

The

Galiria.
1

saint

frescos

were painted

bj

the

representing

Lo Spagna

i

\.

d.

In the
1526), the friend and fellow-pupil of Raphael.
vault of the apsis is the Coronation of the
Virgin; she
kneels, attired in white drapery flowered with gold, and
the whole gronp, though inferior in power, appeared to

me

in
delicacj and taste far superior to the fresco of
Ira Filippo Lippi at Spoleto, from which Paaaavant
thinks it is borrowed.*
Immediately under the Coro-

nation, in the centre, is a figure of St. James as patron
saint, Btanding with Lis pilgrim's stall' in one hand and
the ei-pel in the other
hi- dn-, i- a
yellow tunic with
(

;

a blue mantle thrown over"

In the

it.

compartment on

BUSpended on the gibliet, while
St. .lames with his hand- under hi- feet sustains him
the father and mother look up at him with astonishthe

let't,

the youth

i-

.-ecu

;

ment

In

the

judge -eated
of

whom

is

compartment

the right,

to

we

see

the

dinner, attended by hi- servants, one
the two pilgrims ap>
bringing in a di.-h
at

:

pear to have just told their BtOiy, and the cock and hen

have risen up
»\'ith

-teat

in

*

These frescos are painted
animation, and the story is

the di-h.

elegance and

I'oMavant's Rafael.

I.

508.
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found the same legend
painted on one of the lower windows of the chureh of
St. Ouen, and on a window of the right-hand aisle in
told with

St. Vincent's at

I

naivety.

Kouen.

Of St. John, who is the fifth in the series, I have
6poken at large under the head of the Evangelists.

St. Philip.
ltal.

San Filippo Apostolo. Fr. Saint Philippe.
bant and Luxembourg. May 1.

Of

St. Philip there are

was horn

few notices

Patron of Bra-

He

in the Gospel.

and he was one of the

of
our Lord summoned to follow him. After
the ascension, he travelled into Scythia, and remained
he then
there preaching the Gospel for twenty years
preached at Hicropolis in Phrygia, where he found the
people addicted to the worship of a monstrous serpent
or dragon, or of the god Mars under that form.
Takthose

at Bethsaida,

first

whom

;

ing compassion on their hliudness, the apostle commanded the serpent, in the name of the cross he held
in his hand, to disappear, and immediately the reptile
glided out from beneath the altar, at the same time
emitting such a hideous stench that many people died,
and among them the king's son fell dead in the arms

but the apostle, by Divine power,
Then the priests of the dragon
were incensed against him, and they took him, and
of his attendants
restored

him

to

:

life.

him, and being bound on the cross they
thus he yielded up his spirit to God,
praying, like his Divine Master, for his enemies and

crucified

stoned him

;

tormentors.

According to the Scripture, St. Philip had four
daughters, who were prophetesses, and made many
converts to the faith of Christ.
Id
(Acts xxi. 9.)
the

Greek calendar,

St.

Mariamne,

his

sister,

and

AND LEC1
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Hermione,

mart]
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commemorated

are

daughter,

ns

rs.

When St. Philip is represented alone, or ms one of
the Beriea of apostles, he is generally a man in the
prime of

with little beard, and N\ith m benign
life,
countenance, being described ms of a remarkably cheer-

and affectionate nature.
He bears, as lii- attribute,
which varies in form
sometimes it is a small
sometimes a high
cross, which he carries in his hand
ful

a cross,

;

:

cross

Win

the

of a T, or a tall staff with a -mall
Latin cross at the t<>|> of it.
The cross of St. Philip
it
ma] have a treble signification
may allnde to his
in

:

martyrdom or to his conquest over the idols through
the power of the cross
or, when placed on the top of
the pilgrim's stall', it maj allude t<> Ms mission among
;

;

barbarians as preacher of the cross of salvation.
Single figures of St. Philip as patron arc not common
there is a fine Btatue of him on the facade of Ban Mithe

:

Florence

chele at

reading;*

;

and

a noble

and

Beated

another,

figure by

reading,

Beccafumi,
by

Ulrica

M.iir.t

Subjects from the
pictures or
he was the

in

life

called

first

of St. Philip, whether as single

series, are

a

follow him, and

his

also

rarely

by our Saviour

met with.
to leave all

vocation therefore a festival

in

As
and
the

think, have been treated apart; but
Church, it must,
have not met with it.
know hut of three historical
subjects taken from his life:
1.
St. Philip stands before the Saviour:
Bonifazio.
I

I

I

the attitude of the

latter

—

extremely dignified, that
the other apostles an- seen in
the coloring ami expression of the
i>

of Philip supplicatory ;
the

background
whole like Titian.
:

lure

1,

xiv.

U)

.

nobis."
nieiiui
•

}

:

The

subject of this splendid

pic-

by the inscription underneath (.John
"
Domine, ostende nobis Pattern, el aufficit
!

:

"Philippe, «]iii ridet me, vide!
Pater onum sumus."]
ego

iMi'.mn, Siena.

Venice A

at

Patrem

•

.!•

n

,

Vienna.
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St. Philip exorcises the serpent.
The scene is
the interior of a temple, an altar with the statue of the
2.

god Mars

a serpent, creeping from beneath the altar,
slays the attendants with his poisouous and fiery breath.
The ancient fresco in his chapel at Padua, described
:

by
Lord Lindsay, is extremely animated, but far inferior
to the same subject in the Santa Croce at Florence
by
Fra Filippo Lippi, where the dignified attitude of the
and the group of the king's son dying in the
arms of the attendants, are admirably effective and
dramatic.
St. Philip, it must be observed, was the
apostle,

patron saint of the painter.
3. The Crucifixion of St.
Philip.
According to the
old Greek traditions, he was crucified with his head
downwards, and he is so represented on the gates of
San Paolo also in an old picture over the tomb of
Cardinal Philippe d'Alcncon, where his patron, St.
Philip, is attached to the cross with cords, and head
;

downwards, like St. Peter * but in the old fresco by
Giusto da Padova, in the Capella di San Filippo, he is
crucified in the usual manner, arrayed in a
long red
garment which descends to his feet.
;

It is necessary to avoid
confounding St. Philip the
It was Philip the
apostle with St. Philip the deacon.
deacon who baptized the chamberlain of Queen Candace, though the action has sometimes been attributed

The incident of the baptism of
the Ethiopian, taking place in the road, by running
" on the
water,
way that goeth down from Jerusalem
to Gaza," has been introduced into several beautiful
to Philip the apostle.

Claude has
landscapes with much picturesque effect.
thus treated it; Salvator Rosa; Jan Both, in a most
beautiful picture iu the Queen's Gallery
Cuyp, and others.
*

Rome,

S. Maria-in-Trastevere.

;

Rembrandt,

a. d. 1397.
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Bartholomew.

St.
I, a

B.

BartholomeoB.

Bartholomew

St.

is

Bt.

BarthfttemL

24.

Aug.

As

/>.

/'"/ Ban Bartolomeo.

nowhere mentioned

in

the

canonical books, except by name in enumerating the
apostles, there has been large Bcope for legendary Btory,
Accordbut in works of art he is not a popular saint

son of a husbandman
ing i" one tradition, h<- was
t>>
another, he was the Bon of a prince Ptolo
incus.
After the ascension of Christ he travelled into
India, even to the confines of the habitable world, car-

1

1

1

«

:

according

returning
rying with him the Gospel of Bt Matthew
thence, he preached in Armenia and Cilicia; and comh«' was condemned to
ing tu the city <>t' Albanopolis,
he was first Bayed and then crudeath as a Christian
;

:

cified.

In Bingle figures ami devotional pictures, 8t Bartholomew sometimes carries in one band a l»»>k, the
Gospel of St Matthew; but bis peculiar attribute is a
<>f liiThe
martyrdom.
large knitV-. the instrument
legends describe him as having a quantity of strong

black
trait

and

hair

and a bushy grizzled beard

;

and

this

por-

being followed very literally by the old German
him, with his large knife,
Flemish painten

In the Italian pictures, though
the look of a butcher.
of a milder and more dignified appearance, he has fre'lark and resolute
quently black hair; and Bometimes
features; yet tli<- same legend describee him as of a
cheerful countenance, wearing a purple robe and at-

Sometimes St Bartholomew has
banging over hi> arm, as among the
a m Michael Angelo's Last Judgment, where he
his
iholding forth lii> skin in one hand, and grasping
knife in the other: and in the Btatue bj Marco Agrati

tended by angels.
hia

own

skin

in the .Milan

u ami
ted

M"

anatomical prePraxiteUt
(band In tin: church of

Cathedral, fiunous

its

boastful
i

i'<>r

inscription,

jratu.

1

its

Non

m

THOMAS.

ST.
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Notre Dame at Paris a picture of St. Bartholomew
healing the Princess of Armenia. With this exception,
I know not any historical subject where this apostle is
figure, except his
In the early Greek
gates of San Paolo, he is affixed
to a post, with a small transverse

the

principal

martyrdom.

revolting and cruel
representation on the
to a cross, or rather

bar at top, to which
hands are fastened above his head an executioner,
with a knife in his hand, stoops at his feet.
This is
very different from the representations in the modern
his

;

schools.

The

best, that is to say, the least disgusting,

representation I have
Agostino Caracci, in

met

with, is a small picture by
Sutherland Gallery, which
once belonged to King Charles I.
it is easy to see
that the painter had the antique Marsyas in his mind.
That dark, ferocious spirit, Ribera, found in it a theme
* he has not
congenial with his own temperament ;
only painted it several times with a horrible truth and
power, but etched it elaborately with his own hand a
small picture, copied from the etching, is at Hampton
Court.
the

:

:

St.
Ital.

San Tomaso.

Thomas.

Sp. San Tome\

Patron Saint of

Dec. 21.
Portugal and Parma.

St. Thomas, called Didymus (the twin), takes, as
He was a Galilean and a
apostle, the seventh place.
fisherman, and we find him distinguished among the
apostles on two occasions recorded in the Gospel.

•

When Jesus was going up to Bethany, being then in" Let us also
danger from the Jews, Thomas said,
go,
that we may die with him."
(John xi. 16, xx. 25.)
After the resurrection, he showed himself unwilling to
believe in the reappearance of the crucified Saviour
without ocular demonstration
this incident is styled
the Incredulity of Thomas.
From these two incidents
*

Stirling's "Artists of Spain,"

ii.

p.

753
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we may form some

idea of his character

ART.
:

courageous

and

affectionate, bat not inclined t<> take things fot
"
<>r, as a French writer expresses it,
granted
bnuque
;

After the ascenresolu, mais d'un esprit exigeant."
rion, St. Thomas travelled into tin' East, preaching the
Gospel in far distant countries towards the rising Bun.

el

It is a tradition

received

in the Church, thai In' peneIndia; that there meeting with the
that
three Wise Men of the East, he baptized them
there he founded a church in India, and suffered marIt is related, that the
Portuguese found
tyrdom there.
at
Meliapore an ancient inscription, purporting that
St. Tl
as had been pierced with a lanes at the tout
of a cross which he had erected in that city, and that

trated

a-

far

as

;

in

1

body was found

52*J his

there

and transported

to

(ioa.
In Correggio's fresco of Bt.

Parma
a.-

he

is

Thomas

as protector

Burrounded by angels bearing exotic

expressing his ministry in India.
a number of extravagant and

There arc

ds relating to St.

Thomas.

I

|

shall here

deal
limit

which were adopted in ecclesiastical
and treated by the artists of the middle a

self to those

ration,

of

fruits,

te-

mydt

Winn St. Thomas figures as apOStle, alone or with
others, in all the devotional representations which arc
not prior to the thirteenth century, he carries as bis at
tribute the builder's rule
Now. as he was a fisherman,

and neither a carpenter
nor a mason, the origin of this attribute must besought
in oik' of the mi .-t popular legends of which he i.> the

Bubject.

When
peared

to

St.

Thomas was

him and

-aid,

•

at

Cesarea, our

Lord ap-

'The king of the Indie-,

GoD-

provosl Abanes to >.-eh for
workmen well ver.-ed in the science of architecture,
who shall build for him a palace finer than that of the'
will send thee to
Behold, now,
Emperor of Rome.

doforus,

hath

seni

Ins

I

him.'

id

him

And Thomas
to build lor

went, and GondofOTUS

him

a

command

magnificenl palace, and gave

ST.

him much gold and

THOMAS.

z5 5

silver for the purpose.

The king

and was absent for two
and St. Thomas meanwhile, instead of building
years
a palace, distributed all the treasures intrusted to him
among the poor and sick and when the king returned,

went

into a distant country,
;

;

of wrath, and he commanded that St.
Thomas should be seized and cast into prison, and he
Meantime the
meditated for him a horrible death.

he was

full

brother of the king died

and

;

the king resolved to erect

him a most magnificent tomb

but the dead man,
he had been dead four days, suddenly arose and
sat upright, and said to the king, ' The man whom thou
wouldst torture is a servant of God behold I have
for

;

after that

:

been in Paradise, aud the augels showed to me a wonand
drous palace of gold and silver and precious stones
'
they said, This is the palace that Thomas the archiAud
tect hath built for thy brother King Gondoforus.'
when the king heard these words, he ran to the prison,
'

;

and delivered the apostle and Thomas said to him,
Knowest thou not that those who would possess
;

'

heavenly things, have

little

care for the things of this

There are in heaven rich palaces without number, which were prepared from the beginning of the
world for those who purchase the possession through
faith and charity.
Thy riches, O king, may prepare
earth

?

way for thee to such a palace, but they cannot
low thee thither.'"*

the

fol-

builder's rule in the hand of St. Thomas charachim as the spiritual architect of King Gondoforus, and for the same reason he has been chosen among
the saints as patron of architects and builders.

The

terizes

There is in this legend or allegory, fanciful as it is, an
obvious beauty and significance, which I need not point
out.
It appears to me to be one of those many legend?
which originally were not assumed to be facts, but were
related as parables, religious fictions invented for the
instruction of the people, like our Saviour's stories ot
the " Good Samaritan," the " Prodigal Son," &c., aud
*

Legenda Aurea
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were rendered more striking and impressive by the introduction of a celebrated and exalted personage
our
as hero
Saviour, the Virgin, or one of the apostles
of the tale.
This beautiful legend of St Thomas and
King Gondoforus is painted on one of the windows of
the Cathedra] at Bourges,
an appropriate offering
It
from the company of builders in that ancient city.
is also
the Bubjecl of one of the finest of the ancient
French mysteries, which was acted with great applause

—

—

—

at

Paris in the fourteenth century.
in the historical subjects from the

But,

life

of St.

place musl be given to the one Scriptural incident in which he li^'urcs as a principal poison.
"The Incredulity of St. Thomas " occurs in all the

Thomas,

the

first

early scries of the life of Christ, as <mc of the events
of his mission, and one of the proofs of his resurrec<>n the ancient gates of San I'aolo it is treated
tion.
with great Bimplicitj as a sacred mystery, St. Thou

being the principal personage

whose conviction was
Christ

verse.

cross

in the action, as

to bring conviction

to

the one

the uni-

stands on a pedestal .surmounted by a
ranged on each side, and St.

the apostles are

;

Thomas, approaching,

Btretches

forth

his

hand.

The

incident, as a separate suliject, is of frequent occurrence
in the later schools of Italy, and in the Flemish schools.

treatment, when given in this dramatic
admits of two variations: cither St. Thomas is
placing hii hand, with an expression of donbtandfear,
on the wounds of the Sa\ioiir; or. his doubts hi
>r
removed, he is gazing upwards in adoration and won-

The

general

style,

i

der.

known

<

>f

the Bret, one of the tiuc-t

4 one of

picture by Rubens,

examples
his

is

1

1

a well-

most beautiful

works and extraordinary tor the truth of the expression
countenance of the apostle, whose hand isonthe
of Christ; St. John and St. Peter arc behind.

in the

In
to
t"

Vandyck'a picture at Petersburg, St Thomas Btoopi
In a design ascribed
examine the Saviour's hand.
Raphael, we have the second version: the look of
•

U.'iii'

ry of

Uitwerp.

THOMAS.

ST.

astonished conviction in St.
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Thomas.*

Niccolo Foils-

painted it finely, introducing twelve figures.!
Gucrcino's picture is celebrated, but he has committed
the fault of representing the two principal figures both
sin

luis

in profile. J

The legendary subject styled " La Madonna dolla
Cintola" belongs properly to the legends of the Virgin,
hut as St. Thomas is always a principal 'personage I
shall mention it here.
The legend relates that when
the Madonna ascended into he:„ven, in the sight of the
but after three days he
apostles, Thomas was absent
;

returned, and, doubting the truth of her glorious translation, he desired- tnat her tomb should be opened ;

which was done, and

lo

the Virgin, taking pity
faith,

!

it

on

was found empty. Then
weakness and want of

his

threw down to him her girdle, that

this

tangible

proof remaining in his hands might remove all doubts
hence in many pictures of the
forever from his mind
Assumption and Coronation of the Virgin, St. Thomas
is seen below holding the sacred girdle in his hand.
For instance, in Raphael's beautiful " Coronation " in
and in Correggio's " Assumption " at
the Vatican
Parma, where St. Thomas holds the girdle, and an:

;

other apostle kisses it.
The belief that the girdle

is

preserved in the Cathe-

dral at Pistoia has rendered this legend a popular subject with the Florentine painters ; and we find it treated,

not merely as an incident in the scene of the Assumpbut in a manner purely mystic and devotional.

tion,

Tims,

in

a charming bas-relief by Luca della Robbia,§

the Virgin, surrounded by a choir of angels, presents
In a beautiful picture by
her girdle to the apostle.
Granacci,|| the Virgin is seated in the clouds ; beneath
her empty sepulchre
on one side kneels St. Thomas,

is

who

receives with reverence the sacred girdle

* Passavant's
Rafael,
t

Eng. by Audran.
Acad.

§ Fl.

17

ii.

;

on the

116.
% Gal. Vatican.
||

Fl.

Gal
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In simplicity of

Michael.

other kneels the Archangel

of expression, and tender harmony "t color, this picture has Beldom been exceeded.
Granacci has again treated thi> Bubject, and St Thomas

arrangement,

beauty

John the BapSt James Major, St Laurence, and St. Bartholomew.* We have the same Bubject by Paolino da
receives the girdle in the presence of St.
tist,

by^Rpgliani; ami by Mainardi, a large and
m tile church <>t' Santa Croce at Flor-

Pistoia;

very fine fresco
ence.

A

ami truly mystical version of

this subject
Infant Saviour, seated or standing
mi hi- mother's knee, looses her girdle ami presents it

poetical

that wherein

is

Of this

Thomas.

tn St.

one

the

in the

Duomo

1

have seen «4veral examples;

at

Viterbo.t
In the Martyrdom of St. Thomas, Beveral idolaters
It was
pierce him through with lame- ami javelins.

so

on the doors of San Paolo, with four

represented

Rubens, in his large picture, has followed
figures only.
the legend rery exactly; St. Thomas embraces the
cross, at the foot

by

A

Barrach

about

i.^

t" fall, transfixed

large

1

-

Jade,

I

1 1

Thomas.
with

of which he

picture in the gallery of Count
at Vienna, called there tin Martyrdom of St.
believe to represent
Martyrdom of St.

spears.

Two

lances.

of the

Albert

1

*

pierce him
beautiful print
holding tin' lance, tho

idolatrous
in

Durer,

St Thomas, represents him
instrument of his martyrdom

priests

his

hut this

:

is

very an-

as oaL

The

the
eighth in the order of the Apostles
St. Matthew, of whom
have spoken
i.-

I

Evangelist
at

length.

t

Tli'I

uf

tli'

!-.i BnooellaL
romantic Legend of thi
ill. of the Virgin," ti

Minimum."

•

<..<

i

fnto/a,

tfa

In the

" the

M

i

Legends

ST.

JAMES MINOR.

St.
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James Minor.

Gr. Adelphotheos.
S. Jacobus Frater Domini.
Jacopo or Giacomo Minore. Ft. S. Jacques Mineur.

Lot.

The

Ital.

San

May

1.

St. James Minor, or the Less, calledhe was a near relative of Christ, being
the son of Mary, the wife of Cleophas, who was the sishence he is styled " the Lord's
ter of the Virgin Mary
brother." Nothing particular is related of him till after

ninth

also the Just

is

:

;

He is regarded as first Christian bishop
of Jerusalem, and venerated for his self-denial, his piety,
These characteristics are
his wisdom, and his charity.
the ascension.

conspicuous in the beautiful Epistle which bears his
name. Having excited, by the fervor of his teaching,
the fury of the Scribes and Pharisees, and particularly
the enmity of the high-priest Ananus, they flung him
down from a terrace or parapet of the Temple, and one

of the infuriated populace below beat out his brains
with a fuller's club.
In single figures and devotional pictures, St. James
is generally leaning on this club, the instrument of his
martyrdom. According to an early tradition, he sonearly resembled our Lord in person, in features, and
deportment, that it was difficult to distinguish them.
"The Holy Virgin herself," says the legend, "had she

been capable of error, might have mistaken one for the
"
other
and this exact resemblance rendered necessary
the kiss of the traitor Judas, in order to point out his
:

victim to the soldiers.

This characteristic resemblance
earliest
this

he

is

and best representations of

attended to in the
St.

James, and by

usually be distinguished when he does not
club, which is often a thick stick or staff.

may

bear his

With the exception of those Scripture scenes in which
the apostles are present, I have met with few pictures
he does not
in which St. James Minor is introduced
:

appear

to

have been popular as a patron

saint.

The
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event of his martyrdom occurs verj seldom, and is wry
the Bcene is a court of the Temple,
literally rendered
with terraces and balconies
he is falling, or has fallen,
;

;

ground, and one of the crowd
to smite him.
to the

lifts

u]>

the club

in Bome instances confounded
James Major and St James Minor. The Capella

Ignorant artists have
St.

Belludi at

Padua, already mentioned, dedicated to
St. James, contains a Beries of frescos
life of St. James Minor, in which are Borne
of the miraculous incidents attributed in the Legends
dei
St.

Philip
from the

and

Atin-i tu St.

James

.Major.

Tin;

Council of the Apostles held at Jerusalem,
in which St. James was nominated chief <>r
bishop of
2. Our Saviour after his resurrecthe infant church.
tion appears t<> St. James, \\ lie
had rowed nol tu rat
till he should Bee Christ.*
St.. lames thrown down
4. He is
from the pulpit iii the court of the Temple.
slain by the fuller.
tit'
5. A certain merchant
Btript
1.

>

•'(.

i.-

He
goods by a tyrant, and cast into prison.
implores the protection of St. James, who, leading him
to the summit of the tower, commands the tower to
Low itself to the ground, ami the merchant steps from
it ami
escapes; or, according to the version followed in
the fresco, the apostle lilts the tower on one side from
all

it>

his

foundation, and the prisoner escapes from under it,
mouse out of a trap
6. A poor pilgrim, having

like a

neither money nor food, fell asleep by the wayside,
and, on waking, found that St. James bad placed besiile him a loaf of bread, which iniruculou>l\
BUpplied
his

wants

to the

eml of

stories are told also of St.

his

journey.

James of

These two

Galicia, but

I

last

have

never met with any pictures of his life in which they
included.
Here they undoubtedly refer to St.
.lame- Minor, tin' chapel being consecrated to bis honor.
are

*

"

\
t

••lit t.> James, and
K'>r Jamei had solemnly urorn that ho
bn ad Bran the time that he bad drank the cup of
be ihoold ice bun rlaen from among them that itoep

rj

blmaelf i" bun

iroald eat no

Lord

nil

-

1 1 .

5 T. SIM ON ZEL

St.

Simon Zelotes

Ital.

San Simone

TES.

— ST.

J VDE.

(or the Zealot).
(Thaddeus, or Lebbeus).
;

dee.

z6 1

St.

San Taddeo. Fr. S. Simon lc Zele.
Ger. Judas Thaddajus. Oct. 28.

S.

Jude

Thad-

The uncertainty, contradiction, and confusion which
I find in all the ecclesiastical biographies relative to
these apostles, make it impossible to give any clear
account of them and as subjects of art they are so
;

unimportant, and so uninteresting, that

it

is

the less

According to one tradition, they were the
same mentioned by Matthew as our Lord's brethren or
necessary.

kinsmen.
But, according to another tradition, they
were not the same, but two brothers who were among
the shepherds to whom the angel and the heavenly host
revealed the birth of the Saviour.
Those painters who

followed the

first

tradition represent

Simon and Jude

as

Those who
young, or at least in the prime of life.
adopt the second represent them as very old, taking it
for granted that at the birth of Christ they must have
been full-grown men and this, I think, is the legend
;

usually followed. It seems, however, generally agreed,
th&t they preached the Gospel together in Syria and

Mesopotamia, and together suffered martyrdom in Persia
in what manner they suffered is unknown
but it
is supposed that St. Simon was sawn asunder, and St.
:

;

Thaddeus

killed with a halberd.
In a series of apostles, St. Simon bears the saw, and
St. Thaddeus a halberd. In Greek art, Jude and Thaddeus are two different persons.
Jude is represented
St. Simon in extreme old age,
young, Thaddeus old.
with a bald head, and long white beard.
In the Greek
1
'Bring, saith the Lord, 'a table and bread.' He took bread, and
blessed and brake it, and then gave it to James the Just, and said
to him, ' My brother, eat thy bread
for the Son of man is risen
from among them that sleep ' "
St. Jerome, as quoted in Lard

—

ner,

Lives of the Apostles, chap.

;

16.
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.

to :i en
representation of his martyrdom, be is affixed
exactly like that of our Baviour, bo that, but for the
<»
CIMQN, be might be mistaken for
superscription

Clinsi.

not

«!i>

1

know of any

separate picture oft!

apostles.

There

however, one

manner of

treating them,
relationship to our
Saviour, which is peculiarly beautifuL
Assuming that
the three Last-named apostles, James, the boo of Mary

with

is,

reference

their

to

supposed

>
Simon and Jude Joseph or Joses the
Matthew among the brethren of Christ]
together with James and John, the bous of Mar} Sawere all marly related t<> the Saviour; it was
lome,
rarely a charming idea to group as children around him
(

lleopbaa
also named bj

. 1 1 1

;

t

.

;

—

in

infancy those

his

who were

the chosen ministers of his

has

ed

l:1<

womanhood and

Christianity,

t<»

be

which

childhood, never suggest-

more beautiful Buhject, nor
which it would be more easy, bj an unworthy <>r
picturesque treatment, to render merely pretty and

to the

one-

too

>riiiiil

afterwards called

Word.

Christian

artist

a

Thia version, however, ol the Sacra
There is an example in
Famiglia is rarely met with.
"
the Louvre, signed " Laurentins
(Lorenzo di Pavia,
\
i>.
1513), which ib remarkable as a religious representation; but tli<' most beautiful instance of this treat-

commonplace.

ment

Mux' at
chef-d'oeuvre of Perugino, in the
In the centre ii the Virgin, seated on a
1

is

a

Marseilles.

Bethrone; she holds the Infant Christ in her anna.
hind her ii St Anna, her two bands resting affectionIn front, at the
ately on the shoulders of the Virgin.
fool of the throne, are two lovely children, undraped,
their beads, on which are Inscribed
To the right is
names, Simon and Thaddeus.
an, holdii
Mary Salome, a beautiful young w
list
child in her arms,
St John, afterwards tl
At Ins
Near her is Joachim, the father of the Virgin.
To the left of the
another child, James Major.

with glories round
their

—

Virgin,
the

Mary

the

\\ii<:

of Cleopbas, standing, holds by

hand James Minor: behind her, Joseph, the hua-

MATTHIAS.— JUDAS ISCARIOT.

ST.
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band of the Virgin, and at his feet another child, Joseph
I have also seen this subject in illu(or Joses) Justus.
minated MSS., and, however treated, it is surely very
poetical and suggestive.*

St.
San Mattia.

Ital.

St.

Matthias.
Ft.

St.

Feb. 24.

Mathias.

Matthias, who was chosen by

lot

to

fill

the

place of the traitor Judas, is the last of the apostles.
He preached the Gospel in Judaea, and suf(Acts i.)
fered martyrdom at the hands of the Jews, either by

In the Italian series of the
the lance or by the axe.
in the Gerapostles, he bears as his attribute the lance
;

man

sets,

more commonly

The ceremony

the axc.t

St. Matthias by lot, is the
subject of a
mediocre picture by Boschi.
St. Denis says that the
apostles were directed in their choice by a beam of
divine splendor, for it were impious to suppose that
such an election was made by chance.
In this picture
of Boschi, a ray of light falls from heaven on the head
of St. Matthias.
There is a figure of this apostle by Cosirno Roselli,
holding a sword by the point : what might be the inten-

of choosing

it is now
impossible to
Separate pictures of St. Matthias are very
rare, and he is seldom included in sets of the apostles.

tion of that capricious painter

guess.

J

Judas Iscariot.
}tnl

The
word;

.

Giuda Seariota.

very name
his

Ft. Judas Iscariotte.

become a bycharacter an eternal type of

of Judas Iscariot has

person and

We

impiety, treachery, aud ingratitude.
* Matt. xiii.
| Fl.

Acad.

55

;

Mark

xv. 40,

\

shudder at

Fl. Gal.
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thr associations called

up by

bis

memory

;

his crime,

without a name, bo distances all possible human turpitude, thai he cannot even be held forth as a terror to
doers; we set aim aside as one cut <'f)'; we never
of him but in reference t" the Bole and unequalled
crime recorded of him.
Not so our ancestors; one
should have lived in the middle ages t" conceive the
evil

tliink

profound, the ever-present horror with which Judas Iwas then regarded.
The Devil himself did Dot
inspire the Bame passionate hatred and indignation.

cariot

His
Being the Devil, what could he be but devilish?
wickedness was according to his infernal nature: but
the crime of Judas remains the perpetual shame and
The Devil betrayed manreproach of our humanity.
kind, but Judas betrayed his God.

The Gospels
lie

became an

are

>i l»-nt

apostle, but

as to the

life of Judas before
our progenitors of the mid-

who could not conceive it possible that any
however perverse, would rush at once into such
an abyss of guilt, have filled up the omissions oi Scripture after their own fancy.
Thej picture Judas as a
wretch foredoomed from the beginning of the world,
and prepared by a long course of vice and crime for
that crowning guilt which filled the measure full.
According to this legend, he was of the tribe of Reuben.
Bi fore his mother brought him forth, .-he dreamed that
the --on who lay in her womb would he accursed, that
he would murder his lather, commit incest with his
Terrified at her dream, Bhe
mother, and Bell his God.
took counsel with her husband, ami the) agreed to
dle ages,

being,

avert

A

in

the threatened calamity by exposing the child.
the story of CEdipus, from which, indeed, this

strange wild legend seems partly borrowed, the means
taken to avert the threatened curse Caused it- fulfilment,
Judas, at his birth, i- enclosed in a chest, and flung
into the sea

;

the shore, he
their

own

son

him up, and, being round on
fostered by a certain king and queen as

tin
is
;

they have, however, another son,

whom

JUDAS ISCA RIOT.
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Judas, malignant from his birth, beats and oppresses,
and at Length kills in a quarrel over a game at chess.
He then flies to Judsea, where he enters the service of
Pontius Pilate as page.
In due time he commits the
other monstrous crimes to which he was predestined
and when he learns from his mother the secret of his
birth, he is filled with a sudden contrition and terror;
he hears of the prophet who has power on earth to for;

give sins; and seeking out Christ, throws himself at his
Our Saviour, not deceived, but seeing in him the
destined betrayer, and that all things may he accomfeet.

he becomes the
plished, accepts him as his apostle
seneschal or steward of Christ, bears the purse, and
:

In this position,
provides for the common wants.
avarice, the only vice to which he was not yet addicted,
takes possession of his soul, and makes the corruption
complete-.
Through avarice, he grudges every penny
given to the poor, and when Mary Magdalene anoints
the feet of our Lord he is full of wrath at what he con"
siders the waste of the precious perfume.
Why was
not this ointment sold for three hundred pence, and
given to the poor % This he said, not that he cared for
the poor, but because he was a thief."
Through avaThen
rice, he yields to the bribe offered by the Jews.
follow the scenes of the betrayal of Christ and the
late repentance and terrible suicide of the traitor, as recorded in Scripture.
But in the old Mystery of the
•'
Passion of Christ," the repentance and fate of Judas
are very dramatically worked out, and with all possible
circumstances of horror.
When he beholds the mild
Saviour before the judgment-scat of Herod, he repents:
Remorse, who figures as a real personage, seizes on the
fated wretch, and torments him till in his agony he invokes Despair.
Despair appears, almost in the guise
"
of the " accursed wight
in Spenser, and, with like

arguments, urges him to make away with his
"

And brings unto him swords, rope, poison,
And all that might him to perdition draw,
And bids him choose what death he would

life

fire,

desire."

;

—
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Or

more homely language of the old Branch

in the

mystery,

—

"

que tu passes
daguee <t cout

f:mt

11

le

pas

!

allumettes,
choisis lei plus. l>elles,
celles de mellleare forge,
.

—

•3,

i

r

or

Ou

t>-

lace

\ oiol

The
minds

cooper

tu almes

si

i-t

offer here of the

• oonp
mteui te pendre,
li

oordi

rendre."

-

bodkins and the allumettec p

as of the speech of Falconbridge
"

If tliou

Put but

And

:i

woulcNt

littlfl

:

—

ilri'un tlivsilf,

ITatet in a SJH)

shall be aa all the ocean,
Enough t" Btifle BUCh a villain up."
it

Judas chooses the rope, ami hangs himself forth"ami falling headlong, he burst asunder in the
"
which account
midst, ami all his bowels gushed out
an
that
tradition,
early
being found ami
[plained by
cut down, his body was thrown over the parapet of the
Temple into the ravine below, ami, in the fall, wae

with

:

:

riven anil dashed

I"

pieces.

There required but one more touch of horror to
complete the picture and this is furnished liy a sonnet
remember to have rend in my youth.
of Giani, which
When Judas falls from the fatal tree, his evil genius
seizes ti„- broken rope, and drags him down to the
;

1

at his approach, hell sends forth
Beething abyss below
Lucifer smooths Ins brow, corru*
:i
shout of rejoicing
with fire ami pain, and ti>e> from bis burning
.1
ater Binner than himself:
throne to welcomi
:

;

•

Pol

1

1

..

le

bracoia lucat

i

<;ii

The
l

in

i

rasa

ii

retribution
afraid,

on

notwithstanding.

imaged
si

\w I
Dera

baeto eh' area dato a
in

concetto;

trl

<

"?i

ri-t-

"
»

!

the last two lines borders,

but

it

makes one

shiver,
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Separate representations of the figure or of the life
of Judas Iscariot are not, of course, to be looked for;
they would have been regarded as profane, as omiIn those Scripture
worse than the evil-eye.
nous,
scenes in which he finds a place, it was the aim of the
early artists to give him. a countenance as hateful, as
expressive of treachery, meanness, malignity, as their
skill could compass,
the Italians having depended

—

—

more on expression, the German and Spanish painters
We have a conviction, that if the man had
on form.
really worn such a look, such features, he would have
been cast out from the company of the apostles the
legend already referred to says expressly that Judas
;

was of a comely appearance, and was recommended to
the service of Pontius Pilate by his beauty of person
:

but the painters, speaking to the people in the language
The
of form, were right to admit of no equivocation.
same feeling which induced them to concentrate on the
image of the Demon all they could conceive of hideous

and repulsive, made them picture the exterior of Judas
as deformed and hateful as the soul within
and, by an
exaggeration of the Jewish cast of features combined
with red hair and beard, they nattered themselves that
But as if this
they had attained the desired object.
were not enough, the ancient painters, particularly in
the old illuminations, and in Byzantine Art, represent
Judas as directly and literally possessed by the Devil
sometimes it is a little black demon seated on his shoulsometimes entering bis
der, anil whispering in his ear
mouth thus, in their simplicity, rendering the words
;

:

;

:

"

Then entered Satan into Judas."
of the Gospel,
The color proper to the dress of Judas is a dirty,
dingy yellow and in Spain this color is so intimately
associated with the image of the arch-traitor, as to bo
held in universal dislike
both in Spain and in Italy,
malefactors and galley-slaves are clothed in yellow*
;

:

At Venice the Jews were obliged

to

wear yellow

hats.

See Ford's Handbook of Spain
also Goethe's " Theory of
" When a
Colors,' translated by Sir C. Eastlake.
yellow color is
*

;

-
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In some of tin- Scriptural Bcenes in which Judi
mentioned <>r supposed to be present, it is worth while
to remark whether the painter has passed him over as
spoiling the harmony of the sacred composition by his
intrusive nglinese and wickedness, or has rendered him
conspicuous by a distinct and characteristic treatment.
In a picture by Niccolb Prumenti ' <>(' the Magdalene
at the feel <>f our Saviour, Judas Btands in the foreground, looking <m with a mosl diabolical expression

grudging malice mingled with scorn ; beseems to
teeth as he says, "To what purpose is tliis
grind his
"
In Perugino's beautiful picture of the washwaste
ing the feel of the disciplcs.l Judas is at oner distinr
guished, l<i<>kin:_ askance, with a wicked Bneer on his
nt'

'

I
which is not otherwise ngly.
Raphael's composition <if the Magdalene anointing the feel ol Christ,
Judas leans across the table with an angry look of ex-

face,

postulation.

Those subjects in which Judas
principal personage follow here.

Iscariot appears at

He i- bribed by the J
Angelico da Fiesole.j
high-priest pay- into the hand ul Judas the thirty
They arc standing before a doorway
pieces of silver.
l.

The

.-mile mc|>s
Judas is seen iii profile, and has the
nimbus a- one "t' the apostles three perrons arc behind,
one of whom expresses disapprobation ami anxiety. In
this Bubject, and in others wherein Judas is introduced,
Angelico has not given him ngly ami deformed fea-

nn

;

.

communlcated
felt,

or

tin-

oomnon doth,
and coarae larfat
on winch it doea nut appear with full energy]
dloded in i- apparent.
By a alight and

to doll

like,

the

beaatlrnl Impreaoion of tir
undeserving the epithet foul,
f
to that ef ignominy nml averhonor and Joj
ilon.
To this Impreaalon, the yellow bate "f bankrupt*, and the
uiunth-a
etrolea
on
ot
J<
their orithe
yellow
we, m ij
oebj
li

gold

perceptible change, thi

tranaformed Into

"in- not

:

i.

gin."
•

J

(p.

v\.

QaL

Fl.

Acad.

1

kUnrrinl

P.,

Venice.
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tures
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but in the scowling eye and bent
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brow

there

is

vicious expression.
" Passion of our Saviour,"
In Diu'cio's scries of the

Duomo

the

at Siena, he has, in this

and in other
and not ugly

scenes, represented Judas with regular
but he has a villanous, and at the
features
;

—

same time

he has a bad conscience.
anxious, expression
The scene between Judas and the high-priest is also
and in the
given by Schalken as a candlelight effect,
;

genuine Dutch

style.

This
his Master with a kiss."
in the Life of Christ.
subject will be noticed at large
The early Italians, in giving this scene with much dramatic power, never forgot the Scriptural dignity rewhile the early Germans, in their endeavor to
quired
render Judas as odious in physiognomy as in heart,
other instances, rendered the
as in
have in
2.

"Judas betrays

;

many

this,

We

must
awful and the pathetic merely grotesque.
infer from Scripture, that Judas, with all his perversity,
had a conscience he would not else have hanged himIn the physiognomy given to him by the old
self.
maGermans, there is no trace of this he is an ugly,
more.
lignant brute, and nothing
"Judas throws down the thirty
3. Rembrandt.
;

;

*
Temple, and departs."
He is seated and in
beside him
the act of putting the rope about his neck
about the
is seen the purse, and the money scattered
The design is by Bloemart, and, from the
in the
pieces of silver
4.

"

The remorse

of Judas."

;

ground.
Latin inscription

underneath, appears to be intended

warning to all unrighteous" dealers.
is sometimes intro5. " Judas hanging on a tree
duced into the background, in ancient pictures of the
there is one in the
Deposition and the Entombment

as a

:

Frankfort Museum.
from hand to
6. " Demons toss the soul of Judas
hand in the manner of a ball" in an old French min:

*

In the gallery

of

Lord Charlemont, Dublin.
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This

lnture.*

don

:

is

the

yet, in

in representaa restless, giddj horror

grotesque

sufficiently
idea, there

is

i- tx ttir than
which thrills us. At all events,
placing
Judas between the jaws of Satan with his \vj.> iii the
air, a~ Dante has done, and as Orcagna in bis Dant11

eeqne fresco baa very
of the

'I'm.

Hal.

II

rendered

literally

the description

pa

Labi

La Cena.

Cenacolo.

Si

pi

i

Yr. La Oene.

b

Das Abendmal

(lir.

Chrir-ti.

iiwi: already mentioned the principal scenes in
which the Twelve always appear together; then' i>,
however, "in- event hclini^iiiu properly to the life of
I

r

Christ, so important in itself, presenting the Apostles
miller an aspect >'> peculiar, ami throwing ><> much in-

around them collectively and individually,
must bring it under notice here.

that 1

terest

•

the Crucifixion, there i- no Subject taken
t>>
from the history "I our redemption bo consecrated in
The awful signification lent
Art as the Last Supper.
tn it
by Protestants as well as Catholics has given it a
deep religious import, ami caused its frequent represen•

Ma

ktf
I

ids

mlddl
.

it'.i.

Maria Novella. It La clear that tin- extravagant
which refer tn Jo
rlol irere tie- Invention* ol the
ttle countenanced by the writings o( the

Florence,

B.

Father*

arlj

'ir

hrUt

I

Jndai with the other anostli - thai or*
bad good li"i»--< of him mi ao
ml "f the power of the

like gift*

tn

;

mli

.1

i

nature

liis

i

ial>

might have been
ilncere and
God, and might have been
Ma>
good disciple." Quoted in Lardner, vol. vilL p. 77. —
hometans believe that Ohriat did not die, thai i" uoraded niive
int" heaven, and that Jutlaa waa crudfled in his likeneaa. Cunon,
ble

acted

iiy tin-

iik'-

j

Bon

"f

iii'-

other apostlea, hi

-t

"

'I

p. 186.

*

•
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it has heen, more particularly, the
of convents,
appropriate decoration of the refectories
a sacred charhospitals, and other institutions having
In our Protestant churches, it is generally the
acter.

tation in churches

;

we have one.
subject of the altar-piece, where
Besides being one of the most important and interit is one of the most difficult among the sacred
esting,

While the fixed number of
subjects treated in Art.
personages introduced, the divine and paramount dig-

One among them, the well-known character of
have limited the invention of the artist, they have
The
tasked to the utmost his power of expression.
occasion, that of a repast eaten by twelve persons, is,
under its material aspect, so commonplace, and, taken

nity of
all,

in the spiritual sense, so awful, that to elevate himself
to the height of his theme, while keeping the ideal con-

scientiously bounded within its frame of circumstance,
demanded in the artist aspirations of the grandest order,

tempered by the utmost sobriety of

reflection

;

and

the.

combined
deepest insight into the springs of character,
with the most perfect knowledge of the indications of
On the other
character as manifested through form.
hand, if it has been difficult to succeed, it has been
beequally difficult to fail signally and completely
cause the spectator is not here, as in the crucifixion, in
danger of being perpetually shocked by the intrusion
;

of anomalous incidents, and is always ready to supply
the dignity and meaning of a scene so familiar in itself,
It has followed, that
out of his own mind and heart.
mediocrity has been more prevalent and more endurable

any other of the more serious subjects
But where excellence has been in some few

in this than in

of Art.

instances attained, it has been attained in such a supreme degree, that these examples have become a per-

of emulation, and
petual source of contemplation and
rank among the most renowned productions of human
genius.

come to consider these analytically, it
which
necessary to premise one or two observations,

But, before I
is
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will

assist

us to discrimination

the genera]

is

treat-

ment.
Pictures and works of art, which represent the Lad
Bnpper of oar Lord, admit of the Bame classification
which
have adhered t" generally thronghonl this
work. Those which represent it a> a religions mystery
must be considered as devotional; those which represent
I

merely as a scene

it

in

/iisit,,i<;i/.

Eucharist

the

the
;

in

tection of Jndas.

of our Saviour are

in the passion

we have

the spiritual origin of
the Becond, the highlj dramatic deIt is evident that the
predominating

first,

in each must be
In paintii
widely different
which are intended for the altar, or for the chapels of
the Holy Sacrament, we have the Bret, the mystical
it
is the distribution of the
version;
spiritual food.

motif

—

In the Becond form, as the Last Snpper eaten by Christ
with his disciples, as leading the mind to an humble
and grateful sense of his sacrifice, its repressing all
sinful

indulgence

decorate

to

the

in food, it has been the subject chosen
refectory or common dining-room of

convents.
i> curious
It
l

a

that on the Christian BaiVOphagi the
There is, in the Vatican,
Supper does not occur.
rude >m nt ult taken from the catacombs representing
i

i

i

i

persons in a semicircle,
plates and dishes before them.

with

twelve

I

like

something

could not determine
and his apostles, or

whither this was our Saviour
merely one of those feasts or BUppers instituted by the
early

Christians

should think the

called

Agapa

«r

bat

lo

I

hitter.

<)u the Dalmatica (deacon's

robe)

preserved

in

the

he exact
sacristy of the Vatican, tin-re is, if the date
\. d. 7'.».">), the most ancient
representation I have sei o
i

The embroidery,
wonderfully beautiful, is a copy from Byzantine Art.
On one tide, our Saviour stand.- by a table
or altar, and presents the cup to QUI apOStleS, one of
of the institution of the Sacrament.

which

i-

whom
hit

approaches in a reverential attitude, ami with
on tin- other side-,
bands folded in his robe
:

i

i
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we

have the two

presents the wafer or host
separate

moments

There

exists in the

so that

Duomo

of Lodi the most ancient

have met with it
a bas-relief of the twelfth century, dated 1163, and

example of

sculptural
is

:

in separate groups.
this subject I

fixed in the wall to the

left

;

of the entrance.

Christ

apostles are in a straight row, all very much
alike ; six of the apostles lay their hands on their
"
"
and Christ presents the
Lord, is it 1 2
breast,
sop to Judas, who sits in front, and is as ugly as

and the

—

possible.

Although all the Byzantine pictures of the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries which have come under my
notice represent Christ breaking the bread or holding
the cup, that is, the institution of the Sacrament, the

Greek formula published by Didron distinguishes between this scene, and that of the repast in which Judas
is denounced as a traitor.
The earliest representation
to which I can refer in Western Art, as taking the historical form, is the Cenacolo of Giotto, the oldest and
the most important that has been preserved to us
it
was painted by him in the refectory of the convent of
Santa Croce at Floreuce.
This refectory, when I visited it in 1847, was a carpet manufactory, and it was
difficult to get a good view of the fresco
by reason of
;

the intervention of the carpet-looms. It has been often
restored, and is now in a bad state
still, enough remains to understand the original intention of the artist,
;

and that arrangement which has since been the groundwork of similar compositions.
A long table extends across the picture from side to
side
in the middle, and fronting the spectator, sits the
Redeemer to the right, St. John, his head reclining
on the lap of Christ next to him, Peter after Peter,
thus placing together the three faSt. James Major
vorite disciples.
Next to St. James, St. Matthew, St.
Bartholomew, and a young beardless apostle, probably
:

;

;

;

;

St. Philip.

On

the

left

hand of our Saviour
18

is St.

Andrew

;

and
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next to him,
the

bearing

St.

James Minor

(the

resemblance

traditional

two

St.

Jam

<'hrist); then

to

Simon and St. Jude and lastly, a young apostle,
St. Thomas.
(The reader will hare the good-

St.

;

probably

dial
give this explanation of the
position of the eleven apostles as my own,
and with dne deference to the opinion of those who on

ness to recollect

I

nanus and

a further Btudy of the fresco may dinar from me.) Opposite to the Saviour, and on the near tide of tin- table,
t-it> Judas,
apart from the rest, and in the act of dip>

i

1

1

I

his

_r

hand into the dish.

moment chosen
me in the dish,

by the

artist

It

•
is,

is

He

evident

the

that

that dippeth with

the same shall betray me."
Although the excuse may be found in the literal
adoption of the words of the Gospel,* it appears to
me a fault to make St. John leaning, as one half asleep,
on the lap of our Saviour, after such words lane been
uttered as must have roused, nr at hast ought to have
roused, the young and beloved apostle from his supine
attitude; therefore, we may suppose mat Christ is

about

speak the words, but 1:1 not yet spoken them.
of .1
is
caused by the necessity of
placing him sufficiently near to Christ t<> <lip his hand
in the same dish
while to have placed him on the

The

t<>

1

position

1

1« 1:

i

-~

--

;

Bame

of the table, so as t" u:i\'- him the pr
over the more favored disciples, would have

side

dence

the early artists nothing less than profane.
paid great attention t<> the heads, which an
individually characterized, but there i> little dramatic
expression; the attention is not yet directed to Judas

appeared

t<>

Giotto

has.

who

seen in profile, looking up, not uglj in feature,
mean, vicious countenance, and bent shoul-

is

hut \wth a
ders.

The arrangement of the table and figures, so pecufitted for a refectory, h.^ been generally adopted
since the time of Giotto in pictures painted for thii
liarlj

1
i

i

be taken I iterully, being n»cd
tan

il

Lo

till

lap,"
i
i

u>
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The

especial purpose.

wall of the chamber
the tallies of
side
:

subject is placed on the upper
the table extending from side to
the monks are placed, as in the

;

thus all can
dining-rooms of our colleges, lengthways
behold the divine assembly, and Christ appears to preside over and sanctify the meal.
In another Cenacolo by Giotto,* which forms one of
the scenes in the history of Christ, he has given us a
and, not being
totally different version of the subject
intended for a refectory, but as an action or event, it is
It is evident that our Saviour has
more dramatic.
" He that
dippeth with me in
just uttered the words,
;

;

same

the dish, the

shall betray

mean, ugly, irregular
seems in the act of
is

more or

fault if

Judas,

who

has

and the attention of
him.
This would be a
the subject were intended for a refectory, or to

(Philip, I think)
all

me."

features, looks up alarmed, and
One apostle
rising to escape.

points at him,

less directed

to

But here,
represent the celebration of the Eucharist.
where the subject is historical, it is a propriety.
The composition of Duccio of Siena, in the Duomo
must have been nearly contemporary with, if
did not precede, those of Giotto (a. d. 1308)
it
at Siena,

;

it

is

quite different, quite original in motif and arrangement.
Seven apostles sit on the same side with Christ, and
five opposite to him, turning their backs on the spectator ;

The attitude of St. John,
leaning against our Saviour with downcast eyes, is
much more graceful than in the composition of Giotto.
the faces are seen in profile.

St. Peter is on the right of Christ; next to hiin St.
James Minor two young apostles sit at the extreme
ends of the table, whom I suppose to be St. Philip and
:

the other apostles I am unable to discrimwith the exception of Judas, who, with regular
Christ
features, has a characteristic scowl on his brow.
holds out a piece of bread in his hand ; two of the
apostles likewise hold bread, and two others hold a cup
St.

Thomas

:

inate,

;

*

Florence Acad.
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dir rest

li>i»k

attentive

acter of the heads

is

ment chosen may be
win"'

I'm

:

it

t
i,

<>r

pensive, bul tbe general charin elevation.
The mo-

deficient

bread and

the distribution of the

rather expresses the

commencement

••
With desire
of the meal, and our Saviour's address
have I desired to eal thi> passover with yon before
:

I

xxii. 15.)
The nexl compartment of
series, whirl] represents the apostles seated

Buffer."

(Luke

Bame
a group before

the

Christ, and listening with upturned
and the most profound attention to hi> last words,
has much more of character, solemnity, and beauty
" for
than the Last Supper.
Judas is here omitted
he, having received the sop, went immediately out."
Angelico da Pieaole, in his Hie of Christ, has been
in

faces

;

careful to distinguish between the detection of Judas
and the institution of the Eucharist.*
He has given
n- both bi ties.
In the first compartment, John i> lean-

ing

down

with his face to the Saviour
the hack of his
i.Been, and he appears too unmindful of
The other apostles are will
going forward.
;

head only

what

is

discriminated, the usual type Btrictly followed in Peter,
Andrew, James Major, and .lane- Miimr. To the right
of Christ are Peter, Andrew, Bartholomew; to the left,
.(anus Minor.
Four turn tlnir backs, ami two

young

—

1
apostles stand on each Bide,
presume Thomas and
Judas
they Beera to he waiting on the rest
Philip
nent to hu
dips his hand in the dish.
BUppose the
;

:

l

I

the

Bame

a- in

tincomposition of Duccio.
next compartment the motif it different.
All have risen fir
table; it is no longer a repast, it is
a sacred mysterj
Christ i- in the act of administering

Cut

in the

;

John all kneel and Judas is seen
kneeling behind Christ, near an open door, and apart
from the rest, a- if he were watching for the opportunthe bread to St.

ity

to

ninny
*
it*'

I

In

v

escape.
is

always

lie-

,i

-• ri'--

;

;

To
a

dispose of Judas in this holy cen
difficulty.

To

of compcattloni fr.'in
.

represent him
ill.

lif.-

..r

Christ,

beautifully and faithful!]

a-

,v-

ii'>w in
I

bj
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ociving with the rest the sacred rite is an offence to the
The expression used by St. .John (xii. 30),
pious.
" After lie had received the
sop lie went out," implies
that Judas was not present at the Lord's Supper, which
succeeded the celebration of the paschal supper.
St.
Luke and St. Mark, neither of whom were present,
leave us to suppose that Judas partook with the other
disciples of the mystic bread and wine
yet we can
hardly believe that, after having been pointed out as
the betrayer, the conscience-stricken Judas should remain to receive the Eucharist. Sometimes he is omitted altogether
sometimes he is stealing out at the
In the composition of Luca Signorelli, which
door.
I saw at Cortona, all the twelve apostles are kneeling
;

;

;

Christ

is

distributing

the wafer;

and Judas, turning

away with a malignant

look, puts his wafer into his
In the composition of Palmezzano, in the
Duomo at Forli, our Saviour stands, holding a plate,
and is in the act of presenting the wafer to Peter, who
kneels
St. John stands by the side of Christ, holding
satchel.

:

the cup
Judas is in the background ; he kneels by the
door, and seems to be watching for the opportunity to
:

steal

away.

The

fine

composition, fine also in sentiment and

character, of Ghirlandajo, was painted for the small reThe arrangefectory in the San Marco at Florence.
is ingenious
the table is of what we call the
horse-shoe form, which allows all the figures to fare
and at the same time takes up less room
the spectator

ment

:

;

than where the table runs across the picture from side
Judas sits in front, alone ; Christ has just
" He it is to whom I shall
designated him.
give the

to side.

(John xiii. 26.) Judas
sop when I have dipped it."
holds the sop in his hand, with an alarmed conscious
look.
Behind sits an ill-omened cat, probably intended
for the fiend.
John, to the left of Christ, appears to

The other apostles express, in
have swooned away.
various ways, amazement and horror.
It has been a question amoug critics, whether the
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purse ought bo be placed in the hand of Judaa when
present at the Last Supper, because it is usually underbut this
stood as containing the thirty pieces of silver
;

is

mistake; and

s

leads t" the mistake

it

(if

representcontained the

him as hiding the purse, as if
Judas carries the purse openly,
price of his treachery.
fur he was the steward, or purse-bearer, of the party
••
he bad the bag, and bare what was put therein
it

ing

:

(John

ami as the money-bag is also
Matthew the tax-gatherer, we must
Confound him with the traitor ami thief.

xii. 6, xiii.

the attribute

<»t'

take care not t0

This brings

me

29)

:

St.

t<>

the

consideration of the Bubjecl

treated bj Allien 1 Hirer.
In the Beries of Large woodcuts from

the Passion

of

our Saviour (styled •• La grand* Passion "), the Cenaeolo is an event, and not a mystery.
John, as a beautiful youth, is leaning against our Saviour with downhe does uol look as if he had thrown himcast eyes
self down half-asleep, but as if Chrisl had put his arm
around him, and drawn and pressed him fondly towards
:

him.

'

easily

»n the right

is

discriminated,

the other apostles are not
they have all that sort of
so lull of character, and so

Peter
but

which

i>

;

grandiosi ugliness
particularly the characteristic of the artisl

seated

which

the apostle
a cowering attitude, holding the purse,
he seems anxious to conceal, and looking up
to he Judas.
;

in front, in

Buppoee
apprehensively,
Icuts ("La i»iit' Passion "i,
[n the smaller set of w
I
believe the apostle with the purse in the foreground
to he St. Matthew; while the ugly, lank-haired person
age behind Christ, "ho looks a> if about tostealaway,
one of the apostles has
is
probably intended for Judas
laid hold of him, and seems to say, "Thou art the
"
mat,
There is a third Cenacolo, by Allien Diirer, which
1

:

!

the Eucharist.
plainly represents
the table, and JudaS if omitted.
In a
tin

ait

The cup only

Cenacolo by another old Gorman, Judas
of receiving the gop, which Chrisl

is

i>

i^

putting

on
in
in
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purse

:

and

at the

— a mistake, as
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same time he

is

fading

tlio

have already observed.

These examples must suffice to give some idea of the
in which this Bubject was generally treated by
the early German and Italian artists.
But, whether

manner

presented before us as a dramatic scene expressing individual character, or as an historical event memorable
in the life of Christ, or as a religious rite of awful and

—

all the examples I have menmysterious import,
have the
tioned are in some respects deficient.
feeling, that, whatever may be the merit in sentiment,
in intention, in detail, what has been attempted has

We

not

been achieved.

"When Leonardo da Vinci, the greatest thinker as well
as the greatest painter of his age, brought all the resources of his wonderful mind to bear on the subject,
then sprang forth a creation so consummate, that since
it has been at once the wonder and the despair of those who have followed in the same path.
will soon
True, the work of his hand is perishing,
that time

—

I remember well, standing behave perished utterly.
fore this wreck of a glorious presence, so touched by its

shadowy, and yet divine significance, and by its
hopelessly impending ruin, that the tears sprang involFortunately for us, multiplied copies have
untarily.
preserved at least the intention of the artist in his work.
pale,

We

can judge of what it has been, and take that for
our text and for our theme.
The purpose being the decoration of a refectory in a

rich convent, the

chamber

lofty

and spacious, Leonardo

arrangement the table runs
across from side to side, filling up the whole extent of
the wall, and the figures, being above the eye, and to
be viewed from a distance, are colossal they would
otherwise have appeared smaller than the real personhas adopted the usual

:

;

The moment selected
ages seated at the tables below.
the utterance of the words, " Verily, verily, I say

is
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unto you, that one of you shall betray me " or mtbei
words have just been ottered, and the picture rxIt ia of
pre88e8 their effect on the different auditors.
these auditors, his apostles, thai
have to speak, and
not of Christ himself j for tin- full considered
f the
:

the

I

the inBubject, as it regards Him, must be deferred
tellectual elevation, the fineness of nature, the benign
God-like dignity, Buffused with the profoundest sorrow,
;

in this divine head, surpassed all 1 could have conceived as possible in Art
and, faded as it i-, the character then', being Btamped <>n it by the Bonl, not the
;

hand, of the

main-

remain while a line or hue rea divine shallow, and, until it

artist, will
It

visible.

is

into nothing, and disappears utterly, will have
lineaments of divinity.
Next to Christ is St.
John
he has just been addressed by Peter, who
lea

the

;

beckons to him that he Bhonld ask "of whom the
his disconsolate attitude, as he has
Lord Spake":
raised himself to reply, and leans his clasped hands
on the table, the almost feminine Bweetness of his
countenance, express the character of this gentle and
amiable apostle.
Peter, leaning from behind, is all
fire and
Judas, who knows full well of whom
energj
the Saviour spake, starts hark amazed, oversetting the
hi- fingers clutch the bag, of which he has the
salt

—

;

;

charge, with that action which Dante describes a- characteristic of the avaricious
:

—

"QoeaM rtsurgeraono
Col pOgDO

"These from
face

11

i.

tin:

tomb

Been

in

daJ sepolcro

rliiiiSO."

«itii olenobi

profile,

and

east

shadow:

into

without being vulgar, or even ugly, it is hateful.
St.
Andrew, with hi- long gray heard, lift- op hi- hands
expressing the wonder of a simple-hearted old man.
St. .lame- Minor, resembling the Saviour in hi- mild
Urea, and the liiiiu of In- beard and hair, lay.- hi*
the expression is,
hand on the shoulder of St. Peter,

—

/

it

he

'

possible

have we heard aright

"

I

Bar
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I

tholomew, at the extreme end of the tahle, has risen
he leans forward with a look
perturbed from his seat
of eager attention, the lips parted
he is impatient to
hear more.
(The fiue copy of Uggionc, in the Royal
he is atAcademy, does not give this anxious look,
tentive only.)
On the left of our Saviour is St. James
Major, who has also a family resemblance to Christ
his arms are outstretched, he shrinks back, he repels
the thought with horror.
The vivacity of the action
;

;

—

;

and expression are wonderfully true and characteristic.
(Morghen, the engraver, erroneously supposed this to
represent St. Thomas, and placed on the border of his
robe an inscription fixing the identity
which inscrip;

Bossi asserts, never did exist in the original
St. Thomas is behind St. James, rather
picture.)
he holds up his hand,
young, with a short beard
" If there be indeed such a
wretch, let
threatening,
him look to it." Philip, young and with a beautiful
tion, as

—

;

head, lays his hand on his heart

:

he protests

his

love,

Matthew, also beardless, has more elegance,
as one who belonged to a more educated class than the
rest
he turns to Jude and points to our Saviour, as
If about to repeat his words, " Do you hear what he
"
Simon and Jude sit together (Leonardo has
says 1
followed the tradition which makes them old and
Jude expresses consternation Simon, with
brothers)
his hands stretched out, a painful anxiety.
his truth.

;

;

;

To understand the wonderful skill with which this
composition has been arranged, it ought to be studied
long and minutely and, to appreciate its relative excellence, it ought to be compared with other productions of the same period.
Leonardo has contrived to
break the formality of the line of heads without any
apparent artifice, and without disturbing the grand
and he has vanquished
simplicity of the usual order
;

;

the difficulties in regard to the position of Judas, withHe has imparted to
out making him too prominent.

a solemn scene sufficient

movement and

variety of

ac
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lion,

he

without detracting from

has

kepi

the expression

its
dignity and pathos,
of each head true to tho

traditional character, without exaggeration, without
fort
To have done this, to have been the r> t to

ef-

do

t i

this,

required the far-reaching philosophic mind, not
than the excelling hand, of this " miracle of na-

ture," a>
to

his

Mr. Hallam styles

scientific

Ami now

as

well as

to turn to

Leonardo, with reference
his

artistic

powers.

another miracle of nature, Ra-

lie has
phael,
given as three compositions for the
The fresco lately discovered in the reLast Supper.

fectory of Saut' Onofrio, at Florence,
in his twenty-third year (a.

painted

authenticity of this picture

has

is
i>.

an early work

The

1505).

been

-

s
vehemently
far as
puted; for
my opinion is worth
I never, alter the firel five minutes, had a
anything
doubt on the subject
As to its being the work of
Neri ile' Bicci,
do not believe
and as for
possible
the written documents brought forward to
prove thi-,
turn from them to " the handwriting on the wall," anil
there
ami
Bee, in characters of light, Raphael,
It is, however, a
him only.
youthful work, full of sentiment ami grace, hut deficient,
appears t" me. in
that depth ami discrimination of character
displayed
It
that he hail studied
in his later works.
is evident
Giotto's fresco in the neighboring Santa Croce.
The
arrangement is nearly the Bame.
Christ is in the centre
his right hand Is raised, ami
he is about to speak
the led hand is laid, with
treme tenderness in the attitude ami expression on the

—

— as
myself
1

it

<

1

i

;

I

—

1

it

;

;

.shoulder of
right

John,

of Christ

i-

who
St

reclines
Peter,

upon him.
head

the

To

of the

the

usual

character; next to him St. Andrew, with the flowing
St. dame- Minor,
gray hair and long divided heard
the head declined and
resembling Christ: behold
St. Philip is seen in profile with a white heard
rap.
;

(this is

contrary to the received tradition, which makes
I
doubt the correctness of tin- appet

him young; and
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the extreme end of the

St. James Major, at
looks out of the picture
Raphael has apparOn the left
ently represented himself in this apostle.
of Christ, after St. John, is St. Bartholomew he holds
a knife, and has the black beard and dark complexion

lation).
table,

;

;

usually given to him.
Peter, but milder and

Then Matthew, something like
more refined. Thomas, young

and handsome, pours wine into a cup last, on the
Raphael has followed
right, are Simon and Jude
the tradition which supposes them young, and the
kinsmen of our Saviour. Judas sits on a stool on
the near side of the table, opposite to Christ, and
while he dips his hand into the dish he looks round
he has the Jewish features, red hair
to the spectators
and beard, and a bad expression. All have glorieshut the glory round the head of Judas is much smaller
;

:

;

than the others.*

In the second composition, one of the series of the
of Christ, in the Loggie of the Vatican, Raphael
has placed the apostles round a table, four on each of
our Saviour presiding in the centre.
the three sides
life

;

John and Peter, who are, as usual, nearest to Christ,
look to him with an animated appealing expression.
Judas is in front, looking away from the rest, and as

The

other heads are not well diswell expressed
there
unis, indeed, something confused and inharmonious,
I pass it
like Raphael, in the whole composition.
over, therefore, without further remark, to come to

about to

if

rise.

criminated, nor

is

the

moment

:

—

a masterpiece of his later years,
the third example,
worthy as a composition of being compared with Leonardo's
but, never having been painted, we can only
The original
pronounce it perfect as far as it goes.
drawing enriches the collection of the Queen of Eng;

the admirable engraving of Marc Antonio, said
have been touched by Raphael, is before me while I

land
to
*

:

This

is

also observable

the San Francesco at Pisa.

ir>

ttie

Last Supper by Niccold Petri in
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From

write.

under the
"

from the arrangement of the table and figures
was probably designed for a refectory.
In the centre is Christ, with both hands
resting
:

piedi
it

the disposition of the unshod feet as seen
it
is
Btyled by collectors "U pezzo </-<

table,

mi the table
in
head, a melancholy resignation.
Peter is on the right, his hand <>n his breast.
John,
mi the left, places both hands on hi> breast, with a
t

;

r i

«-

most animated expression,
"

— ••Von

cannot believe

it

Andrew

has laid his hand on the Bhoulder of
Peter, and leans forward with a sad interrogative exThe head of Judas has features akin to
pression.
i-

-

1

those of the antique Batyr, with the look askance of
detected villain
he has heard the words, but In-

a

:

dun: uot meet the eye, of his Divine blaster: he has
no purse.
James Minor, next to John, with ins hands
extended, seems to speak Badly to Philip: "And thej
hi tu inquire among themselves, which of them
Tin' whole
Bhould do this thing?"
composition is
b is dramatic, has less
variety of action and attitude,
than that of Leonardo, hut

is

of deep melancholy

full

feeling.

The Cenacolo of Andrea
of the Salvi

del

Convent

Barto, in the

mar

Florence, takes,
rank after those of Leonardo and

I

believe, the

third

He has
Raphael.
chosen the selfsame moment, "(Mir of yon shall be-

The figures an-, as usual, ranged on one
tray inc."
Bide of a long table.
Christ, in tin- centre, holds .i
hand

on

piece of bread

in

and on

James Major, both seen in
John expresses interrogation

his right
face "f St.

The
St.

James,
i

t..

Bt.

his

;

his

left

is

St.

St.

;

John,

profile.
that of

interrogation and a Btart of amazement
are Peter, Thomas, Andrew; then
ha- a -mall CTOSS upon hi> lnva-t.
Alter

James

Philip, who
Bt. John come

.hum. Minor, Simon, Jude, Judas lw. Judas, with his hands folded
and Barthol
together, leans forward, ami lunk> down, with a round
lie an faee, ill which there is no
Jiuwcr of any kind.

cariot,
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In passing almost immediately
not even of malignity.
from the Cenacolo in the St. Onofrio to that in the
Salvi, we feel strongly all the difference between the
mental and moral superiority of Raphael at the age
of twenty, and the artistie greatness of Andrea in the
This fresco deserves
maturity of his age and talent.
It is impossible to look on it withits high celebrity.
The
out admiration, considered as a work of art.
variety of the attitudes, the disposition of the limbs
beneath the table, the ample, tasteful draperies, deserve
but the heads are deficient in charthe highest praise
;

acter

and

elevation,

and the whole composition wants

that solemnity of feeling proper to the subject.

The Cenacolo of Titian, painted for Philip II. for
the altar of his chapel in the Escurial, is also a notable
example of the want of proper reverential feeling two
:

Judas is in front, averting
a dog is under the
his head, which is in deep shadow
table, and the Holy Ghost is descending from above.
Niccolb Poussin has three times painted the Cenacolo.
In the two series of the Seven Sacraments, he
has, of course, represented the institution of the Euservants are in attendance

;

;

proper to his subject ; in both instances, in
In the
that pure and classical taste proper to himself.
best and largest composition, the apostles are reclining
Christ holds a plate full
on couches round the table.
Four
of bread, and appears as saying " Take, eat."
charist, as

Judas is
are putting the morsel into their mouths.
seen behind, with an abject look, stealing out of the
room.

The

faults

which I have observed in pictures of this
met with in the Venetian, Flemish,

subject are chiefly

When the motif selected
later Bolognese schools.
the institution of the Eucharist, it is a fault to sacrifice the solemnity and religious import of the scene in
it ought not to be
order to render it more dramatic
and
is

:

dramatic

;

but the pervading sentiment should be

one,

SACRED AND LEGl
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Winn Christ la distributa deep ami awful reverence.
ing the bread and wine, the apostles Bhonld ool be
Dor Bhonld the figures
conversing with each other
••I
twelve in number, for it appears to me that
;

the introduction of

Judas disturbs the sacred harmony

When 1
nm/ti is the
luatiun of the Passover, or the detection of Judas,
a more dramatic and varied arrangement is necessarj
and tranquillity

the scene.

<>f

-

1

1

*

(ili

;

but, here, to

make

the

apostles

intent

on eating and

German pictures, ii a fault.
drinking, as in Borne
Even Albano has represented one >t" the apostles
peeping into an empty wine-pitcher with a disappointed
«

» 1 <

1

»

look.

It
appears to me, also, a gross fault to introduce
dogs ami cats, ami Other animals
although I have
heard it observed, that a dog LmauinLr a bone is introduced with propriety, to show that the supper is over,
;

the

Paschal

Lamb

eaten,

before

the

momem

repre-

sented.

Vulgar heads, taken from vulgar models, or sell
without any regard either to the ancient types, or the
traditional character of the different apostles, are de*
frequent occurrence, especially in the older
schools; ami in Titian, Paul Veronese, and
Rubens, even where the heads are otherwise tine ami
expressive, the Scriptural truth of character is in gennt'

German

eral sacrificed.
It is a fault, as
have already observed,
Judas anxiously concealing the purse.

to

I

in his

Holbein,

famous Last Supper, at Basle, and

the small one in the Louvre, has adopted
the heads all want elevation
rangement
:

Judas

attention fixes at once
ideal of

represent

upon
—
can
scoundrelism,
1

use

in

the usual ar;

but hen

tscariot,

— the

the

verj
no other wool to

unmitigated ugliness, vulgarity, and !>ruLavater has referred to
as an
of tin' face.
the

tality

example of

ii

the

physiognomy

proper to cruelly ami
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This base,
wanting.
eager, hungry-looking villain stands betrayed by his
own looks he is too prominent he is in fact tin;
avarice

;

but the dissimulation

:

principal figure

;

—a

is

;

fault in taste, feeling,

and pro-

priety.

The introduction of a great number of figures, aa
excusable, perhaps,
spectators or attendants, is a fault
where the subject is decorative and intended for the
wall of a refectory, but not otherwise.
In the compo;

sition

of Paul Veronese, there are twenty-three figures;
in that of Baroccio,
;

in that of Zucchero, forty-five

twenty-one. These supernumerary persons detract from
the dignity and solemnity of the scene.

introduced several spectators, and
old woman spinning in a corner,
who, while she turns her spindle, looks on with an
observant eye.
This alludes to an early tradition,
Tintoretto has

among them an

that the Last

the mother of

Supper was eaten

Mark

in the

the Evangelist.

house of Mary,

But

it

is

no-

where said that she was present, and therefore it is
an impropriety to introduce her. Magnificent architecture, as in the picture by B. Peruzzi (who, by
the way, was an architect), seems objectionable
but
equally unsuitable is the poor dismantled garret in
this picture of Tintoretto
for the chamber in which
the scene took place was " the guest-chamber," a large
upper room, ready prepared and as it was afterwards
the scene of the Pentecost, it must have held more
than a hundred persons.
:

;

;

It is

John

a

fault, as I

as asleep

have already observed,

to represent

on the breast or the shoulder of our

Saviour.

Though countenanced by
Art, I believe
least

it

the highest authorities in
as a fault, or at

must be considered

a mistake, to represent our Saviour and his apos-
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Tt
of reclining round the table.
not merely because the use of the triclinium

ties as seatedj instead
is

a r:m

1

1,

or conch

at all

times,

fur the

meal.-, was
genera] in the antique
cnstom of Bitting npright was not ><>
entirely extinct among the Jews but that it might on
but, from
any other occasion have been admissible,
peculiar circumstances, it became in this instance an
We know that when the Passover was
impropriety.
lir.-.t
instituted the Jcwb were enjoined to eat it standing, a> men in haste, with girded loins and sandalled
feel
but afterwards it was made imperative that they
should rat it in an attitude of repose, lying upon
and the reason tor
couches, and as nun at ease
this was, that nil the circumstances of the meal, and
particularly the attitude in which it was eaten, should
indicate the condition of security and freedom which

—

>< ><i;tl

—

:

;

Israelites enjoyed after their deliverance from the
In the then imperfect state of
Egyptian bondage.
Biblical criticism, this feet seem! n> have been un-

the

known to tli«' earlier artists, or disregarded by tb
who employed and directed them. Among modern
artists,

tended

Pousain and Le Sueur have scrupulously ateven when the moment chosen is the
it,

to

mystical distribution of the bread and wine which
Commentators have
succeeded the Paschal Supper.
remarked, that if Christ and liis disciples reclined at
table, then, supposing Chris) to have the central place
of honor, the head of John would have been near to

bosom "t' Christ: but under these circumstan
Judas wen- sufficiently near to receive the sop from
the hand of Christ, then he must have reclined next to
him on the other side, and ha\e taken precedence of
Peter.
This supposed
propinquity which the early
Christian artists deemed offensive and inadmissible.

the
if

In the

composition by Stradano the arrangement of

all
the table and figures is particularly well managed
in the a utre ol the table is a dish,
recline on couches
:

i

to

which Chris) extends

his

hand, and Judas,

who
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otherwise, at the

moment

is

evidently,

same time
"

He

that

with me in the dish, the same shall betray
me." Two circumstances spoil this picture, and bring
it down to the level of the vulgar and the commonIn the background is seen a kitchen anil the
place.
Under Judas crouches a hidecooking of the supper.
dippetli

ous demon, with horns, hoof, and

tail, visible

only to

the spectator.

When the Cenacolo represents the Eucharist, it is,
perhaps, allowable to introduce angels, because it was,
and I believe is, an established belief, that, visible or
invisible,

they are always present at the Sacrament.

The Holy Ghost descending from above is unsanctioned by Scripture, but may serve to mark the mystical and peculiar solemnity of the moment chosen for
It may signify,
representation.
me, receiveth Him that sent me."

attend, or

where the Spiritual

"

He

that receiveth

But where angels
Comforter comes floating

down from

above, then the presence of Judas, or of
figures as spectators or servitors, or
of dogs or other animals, becomes a manifest impro-

any superfluous
priety.

The
Judas

introduction of the Devil in person as tempting
rendered pardonable by the naivete of the early

is

in the later schools of art
painters
ridiculous.
:

it

is

offensive

and

The Cenacolo of Baroccio, painted by order of
Clement VIII. (1594) for his family chapel in the
Santa Maria-sopra-Minerva, is remarkable for an anecdote relating to it.
Baroccio, who was not eminent
for a correct taste, had in his first sketch reverted to
the ancient fashion of placing Satan close behind Judas, whispering in his ear, and tempting him to betray
his Master.

The Pope expressed

" che non
gli piaceva

his dissatisfaction,

—

demonio si dimesticasse tanto con
and ordered him to remove the offenGesii Cristo,"
This is not the last example of the ansive figure.

—

19

il
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maimer of

cienl

Cenacoloof Fran

In the

treatment.

chini, painted nearly a century later, two angels are
attending <>n the Bacred repast, while Jndas is in the

act of leaving the r

n,

conducted by Satan

in

person.

is surely
a scene of Bucfa Bolemn and
sacred import, to make the head <>r Judas s vehicle for
public Or private satire, by giving him the features of
Borne obnoxious personage ol the time. 4
This, ac-

a fault, in

It

t" tradition, has been done in some instani
Perhaps the must remarkable example that eould be
cited is the Btory of Andrea del Castagno, who, after
having betrayed and assassinated his friend Domenico
Veneriano, painted himself in the character of Judas
a curions instance cifreuicir.se of conscience.

cording

:

Ice
written cm the Bubject of the
think and
extends before me, awrite, into endless Buggestive associations, which, for
tin'
hut I shull have
present, I dare nut follow cent

Volumes mighl

Last

It

Bupper.

I

:

to

lion

return to

St.
It«i

because

nabas,

wias.

June

11.

the Apottk Barwith the Apostles

usually entitled

is

he-

Babh

i

FV. Saint BarnabA

BanBarnabi.

Babrabas

St.

lien-alter,

it

mu

associated

high calling; "ami," according to Lardner,
"
though without that large measure of inspiration

in

their

and high authority which was peculiar

to the

A

to

1

ci-

1

[poatolical,
a I

to

them

in

is

1

1

\

1.

place

St
r

cif

...miI

pin. irk-

born

I

-

a signal examp

-

RCIIill

and next

him lure.
Barnabas ws

•

T«

be considered
Fur thi.s
Banctity."

lbs, properly so called, yet he

..ii

in

the

island

<>f

rung's" Artists of Spain,**]

the lubjed

c.r

tin-

Pentwast,

*•>•

"I*
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Cyprus, and the cousin-gentian of Mark the EvanThe notices of his life and character scattered
gelist.
through the Acts invest him with great personal inHe it was who, after the conversion of Paul,
terest.
was the first to believe in his sincerity, and took cour" who were
age to present him to the other apostles,
afraid of him, and would not believe that he was a

Barnabas afterwards be(Acts xv. 39.)
the fellow-laborer of Paul, and attended him to
are told that " he was a good man,
Antioch.
" and to this the
<ull of the Holy Ghost and of faith
disciple."

came

We

;

legendary traditions add, that he was a man of a most
comely countenance, of a noble presence, grave and

commanding in his step and deportment and thence,
when he and Paul were at Lystra together, " they
;

Subcalled Barnabas Jupiter, and Paul Mercurius."
sequently, however, Paul and Barnabas fell into a dispute concerning Mark, and separated.
relates

that Barnabas

The

and Mark remained

tradition

some

for

time together, being united by the ties of friendship,
Barnabas preached
as well as by those of kindred.

and
the Gospel in Asia Minor, Greece, and Italy
there is an old legendary tradition that he was the
The legend also relates that
first bishop of Milan.
everywhere he carried with him the Gospel of St.
;

written by the hand of the Evangelist,
and when any
preaching what was written therein
were sick, or possessed, he laid the sacred writing upon
their bosom, and they were healed
(a beautiful allegory this ) and it happened that as he preached in a

Matthew,

;

;

!

synagogue of Judaea against the Jews, they were seized
with fury, and took him and put him to a cruel death.
But Mark and the other Christians buried him with

many

tears.

The body

of St. Barnabas remained in its place of
the days of the Emperor Zeno, when,
according to Nicephorus, it was revealed in a dream
to Antemius. that the apostle rested in a certain spot,

sepulture

till

and would be found

there,

with the Gospel of St. Mat-
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Ami so it happened: tho
thew lying on hi>< bosom.
remains were (bond; the Gospel was carried to the
emperor at Constantinople; ami a church was built,
dedicated to St. Barnabas.
in consequence of his
being the
Mark, that Barnabas i> more popular
at Venice than elsewhere, ami that devotional
figures
of him are
rarely found except in Venetian pictures
It

is,

I

presume,

kinsman of

Be

1-

Lag

St.

represented as a

in his

man

of majestic presence, hold

in a line
tospel of St. Matthi « as
in his church at Venice he 1^
Bonifazio

hand

picture by

tin-

I

.

:

represented over tin' high altar,
while St. Peter stands below.

throned

lie often OCCUrS in BubjeCtS taken
life of St. Paul.
In the scene

the

as

bishop,

from the Acti and
in which he pre-

Paul to the other apostles, he is the principal
but in the scene at Paphos, where Elymas
struck blind, ami at Lystra, he is always secondary

sents

personage
to

his

;

great

companion.

THE DOCTORS OF THE CHURCH.

I.

— THE
HE
in

FOUR

LATEST FATHERS.

Evangelists and the Apostles represented
Art the Spiritual Church, and took their

among the heavenly influences. The
great Fathers or Doctors were the representas teachers
atives of the Church Militant on earth
place

:

and advocates, they wrote,
after a
argued, contended, suffered, and at length,
long and fierce struggle against opposing doctrines,
and

pastors, as

logicians

received in
they fixed the articles of faith thereafter
For ages, and down to the present
Christendom.
time, the prevailing creed has been that which was
founded on the interpretations of these venerable personages.

They have become,

and important
tenth century,
character,

in consequence, frequent

subjects of Art, particularly from the
the period when, in their personal
began to be regarded not merely as

—

they

and venerable, but as divinely inspired their
writings appealed to as infallible, their arguments acdistinguish them as the
cepted as demonstration.
In Western Art, we
Latin and the Greek Fathers.

gifted

;

We

find the Latin Fathers perpetually grouped together,
the Greek Fathers seldom occur except
or in a series
in their individual character, as saiuts rather than as
:

teachers.
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Doctors are St Jerome, St. AmWhen repreand St Gregory.
sented together, they are generally distinguished from
each other, and from the sacred personages who may

The

four Latin

brose, St. Augustine,

the same picture, by their conventional
Thus St Jerome is sometimes habited in

be grouped

in

attributes.

and crimson robes of a cardinal, with n
hand or he is a half-naked, bald-headed,
long-bearded, emaciated old man, with eager, wasted
features, holding a book and pen, and attended by a

t

red

In-

church

hat

in hi>

;

St. Ambrose wean the episcopal robes as bishop
Milan, with mitre and crosier, and holds liis book;
stimes, also, be carries a knotted Bcourge, and a
St. Augustine is also habited
bee-hive is near him.

lion.
it"

as a bishop, and carries a book

he has often books at
and sometimes a flaming heart transpierced l>y
The origin and signification of these lym
an arrow.
;

hi- feet,

bols

shall explain presently.

I

Ln the most ancient churches the

Four Doctors are

In the later chnn
placed alter the Evangelism.
tiny are seen combined or grouped with the Evanalso with the Bibyls
but this
gelists, occasionally
;

The

a mi-take.

appropriate place of the Bibyls
ineither with the Evangelists nor the Fathers, but
among the prophets, where Michael Angelo has placed
them.

seems

Where

the principal Bubject is the glory of Christ,
coronation or assumption of the Virgin, the
Four Fathers attend with their books as witnesses and
the

interpret!
t,

dome

A conspicuous instance of this treatment Is the
In the centre is
of San Giovanni at Parma.

around are the twelve apostles
below them, in the Bpandrils of the
uni
bearing record, are the Four Evangi
each with a Doctor of the Church -rated h_\ him as
Interpreter: St. .Matthew is attended by St Jerome;
the ascension of ('hri.-t,

sing

upwards
i

;
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Mark, by
Luke, by
Gregory
Augusand St. John, by St. Ambrose.
A picture in the Louvre by Pier-Francesco Sacchi
(a. d. 1040) represents the Four Doctors, attended, or
rather inspired, by the mystic symbols of the Four
Evangelists.
They arc seated at a table, under a
canopy sustained by slender pillars, and appear in
St.

tine

St.

;

St.

;

2.

near
deep consultation
St. Gregory has the ox

St.

:

;

Augustine is the eagle
Jerome, the angel ; and
;

St.

Ambrose, the lion.
In a well-known woodcut after Titian, " The
Triumph of Christ," the Redeemer is seated in a
car drawn by the Four Evangelists ; while the Four
St.

3.

Latin Doctors, one at each wheel, put forth all their
The patriarchs and prophets
strength to urge it on.
precede, the martyrs and confessors of the faith follow,
in grand procession.

In a Coronation of the Virgin, very singularly
we have Christ and the Virgin on a high platform or throne, sustained by columns in the space
underneath, between these columns, is a group of un4.

treated,

;

winged angels, holding the instruments of the Passion.
(Or, as I have sometimes thought, this beautiful group
be the souls of the Innocents, their proper place
being under the throne of Christ.) On each side a vast
company of prophets, apostles, saints, and martyrs,

may

ranged

tier

above

front, and on
Four Evangelists, seated
symbol and book behind them the Four
tier,

Immediately in

the steps of the throne, are the

each with his

:

Fathei-s, also seated.

This picture, which as a painting

singularly beautiful, the execution finished, and the
heads most characteristic and expressive, may be said
to comprise a complete system of the
theology of the
middle ages.*
5. We have the same idea carried out in the lower
is

The Four
part of Raphael's Disputa in the Vatican.
Doctors are in the centre of what may be called the
lublunary part of the picture
*

Acad. Venice.

:

they are the only seated

Giovanni ed Antonio da Murano.

1410.
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assembly of holy, wise, and learned
n the right
Gregorj and St. Jeroi
of the altar, St. Ambrose and St. Augustine on the
As the two latter wear the same paraphernalia,
left.
they are distinguished by having books Bcattered at
their feet, <m which arc inscribed the titles of their
respective works.
Bgnree

in the vast

Dim aroand

;

St.

The Madonna and Child enthroned, with the Da
ton of the Church Btanding on each Bide, is a >nl>ject which has Keen often, and sometimes beautifully',
treated
and here the contrast between all we can conceive of virginal ami infantine loveliness ami innocence
ami these solenshrined in heavenlj peace ami glory
;

—

emn, bearded, grand-looking old Fathers, attending in
humble reverence, as types of earthly wisdom
ought
tn produce a magnificent effect, when conceived in the

—

I
ean
right spirit.
which the
stances

remember, however, but few intreatment is complete ami Bads-

m

factory.

One of these is a picture by A. Vivarini i\
now in the Academy at Venice.
Here,

1.

1446),

Virgin
tained

upon a throne under a rich canopj
little
She looks out of
angels.

sits

by four

picture

with a

expression

;

she

d.

the
it

the

most

dignified, tranquil, goddess-like
wears, as QBual, the crimson tunic

ami blue mantle, the
azure
on her brow,

latter

l>ciuLr

nf a most

brilliant

magnificent jewelled crown
the Divine Child stands mi her knee, ami raises his
little hand t>> bless the worshipper.
To the right of
the Virgin, ami on the platform of her throne, Btands
St. Jerome, robed as cardinal, ami bearing bis church;
with St. Gregory, habited as Pope.
To the left Btands
;

a

;

ami

Ambrose, holding his crosier ami knotted bcoui
St. Augustine with his book.
This i> a wonder-

ful

picture, ami, as

St.

a

specimen of the early Venetian

The

accuracy of imitation, tho
the
dazzling color, the splendid dresses and ao
cjrave beauty of the Madonna, the divine benignitj of
ool,

unequalled.
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the Infant Redeemer, and the sternly thoughtful heads
of the old Doctors, are not only positively line, but
have a relative interest and value as being stamped

with that very peculiar character which belonged to
It was
the Yivarini and their immediate followers.
painted for the Scuola della Carita.*
2.
different and a Bingular treatment of the Four
Christ
Fathers occurs in another Venetian picture. t
is represented seated on a throne, and disputing with
the Jewish doctors, who are eagerly arguing or search-

A

In front of the composition stand St.
Jerome, St. Ambrose, St. Augustine, and St. Gregory;
who, with looks fixed on the youthful Saviour, appear
to be reverentially listening to, and recording, his
This wholly poetical and ideal treatment of
words.
a familiar passage in the life of Christ I have never
seen but in this one instance.
3.
third example is a picture by Moretto, of extraordinary beauty 4 The Virgin sits on a lofty throne,
the Child
to which there is an ascent of several steps
she presses him to her with mastands on her right
ing their books.

A

;

;

ternal tenderness, and his arms are
At the foot of the throne stand St.

round her neck.

Ambrose with

his

St. Gregory, wearing the
scourge, and St. Augustine
papal tiara, and without a beard, is seated on a step of
;

the throne, holding an open book

;

and

St.

Jerome,

*

As I have frequent occasion to refer to pictures painted for
the Scuole of Venice, it may be as well to observe that the word
scuola, which we translate school, is not a place of education,
but a confraternity for charitable purposes,
visiting the sick,

—

providing hospitals, adopting orphans, redeeming prisoners and
In the days of the republic these schools were
captives, &c.

supported and endowed, and the halls, churches, and
chapels attached to them were often galleries of art: such were
the schools of St. Mark, St. Ursula, St. Roch, the Cariti, and
others.
Unhappily, they exist no longer ; the French seized on
their funds, and Austria does not like confraternities of auy kind,
richly

The Scuola
r

della Carita

Acad. Venice.

% Frankfort

Museum.

now the Academy
da Udine.

is

Gio.

of Arts.
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he
kneeling on one knee, points to a passage in it
wean the cardinal's dress complete. This picture \a
worthy of Titian in tli>' richness of the effect, with a
;

more sober grandeur

much

like a portrait

in the

this

;

<•>

is

t

The Virgin

>!or.

San Lorenzo,

In the Chapel of

is

too

ho onlj fault.*
in

the Vatican,

An-

Doctors of the Church, .-in^'le
Acmajestic figures Btanding under Gothic canopies.
cording i" tin- name.-, now to be Been inscribed on the
pedestals beneath, these figures represent St. Jerome/I
St. Ambrose, St.
Augustine, St. Gregory, St. Athanagelico has painted eight

Leo, St. John Chrysostom, and St. Thomas
St. .John Chrysostom and St. AUianasins

sius, St.

Aquinas.

the

represent

Greek

St.

doctors.

Borne

from Atula,
the Vatican
and

i>

Leo,

with peculiar

who

saved

propriety placed

St. Thomas Aquinas, the
in
angelic
doctor, naturally finds a place in a chapel painted l>y a
Dominican for a Pope «ln> particularly favored the
;

J

— Nicholas

lominicans,

The Pour

V.

communing on

Fathers

the

mysterf

of

Trinity, <n- the Immaonlatfi Conception, were favorite Bubjects in the beginning <>t' the seventeenth

the

century, when Church pictures, instead
ious and devotional, became more and

<<t

being relig-

more

theologi-

There is an admirable picture of this Bubject by
Dosso Dot i.i Above is seen the Messiah, as Creator,

cal.

\\

•

>

i

sing

—

•

the opportunity, n<>w never

-. 1

admirable picture win d

iiiiri

it

more

eras f"'M

t"
•

be recalled, "f
the ! Kb

n 1 1 of

lion.
t

the Bgure called
dai

belli re

I

are

i

ii»—

-

niit

i

.

.

:

i

>•

idi

i

n

QaL

trlng the

.

cord.

i

Dn

n-ii. ii

i"

M-ip

ri

me

ol

ill'

under the
,

» nil the

greatest "f the fmir l.iim btfheri would
place, and the cardlnal'i hat and the long Bowing
attribute
whereae there la no example of a
|
proper

tion,

r.

BonaTentura

ft

i

i

The Arundel Society have engi

name

of 81

B

.

i.turu.

ibll trttb•
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he lays his hand on the head of the Virhumility before him

kneels in deep

St.

;

Gregory sits in profound thought, a pen in one hand,
a tablet in the other; St. Ambrose and St. Augustine
St. Jerome, to whom alone the
are similarly engaged
;

appears to lie visible, is looking up with
awe and wonder. Guido, in a celebrated picture,* has
represented the Doctors of the Church communing on
celestial vision

the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin.
The figurcs are admirable for thoughtful depth of character in
the expression,

and

for the noble

arrangement of the

above is seen the Virgin, floating amid
draperies
clouds, in snow-white drapery, and sustained by an;

gels

visible,

;

however, to

St.

Jerome and

St.

Ambrose

only.

Rubens has

treated the Fathers several times

;

the

colossal picture in the Grosvenor Gallery is well known,
where they appear before us as moving along in a

grand procession St. Jerome comes last (he should
be first
but on these points Rubens was not partiche seems in deep contemplation, enveloped in
ular)
:

;

:

the rich scarlet robes of a cardinal of the seventeenth

In
century, and turning the leaves of his great book.
another picture we have the Four Fathers seated, disSt. Jerome
cussing the mystery of the Eucharist
;

points to a passage in the Scriptures ; St. Gregory is
turning the page
they appear to be engaged in argument the other two are listening earnestly. There is
;

;

another picture by Rubens in which the usual attributes
of the Fathers are borne aloft by angels, while they sit
communing below.

These examples will suffice to give a general idea of
manner in which the four great Doctors of the
Western Church are grouped in devotional pictures.
We will now consider them separately, each according
to his individual character and history.

the

*

Imp. Gal

,

St-

Petersburg.
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Si

Lot. Banctua
niiims.

.Ii

.

Hleronymua.

VDAS7 AS T

Gl

I

BOHB.

Itnl.

Qeronimo or Oirolnmo.

Fr.

Dei Beiligi
G<
Hierome, mi- Qi roil mi
Patron of scholars and atadenta, and more particularly

mi

of

J

-

.

si

theologj

.

Bept

80,

i.

I

d.

<>i the four Latin Doctors, St. Jerome, as a Bubject
The reasons
of painting, is bj far the most popular.
for this are not merely the exceedingly interesting and

striking character of the man, and the picturesque in<iilniis dt' \\\> life, but also his greal importance and dig
as aunity as founder of Monachism in the West, and

thor of the universally received

and

New Testament

into the

translation

of the

<

* I

«

1

Latin

language (called
"The Vulgate"), There is scarcely a collection of
pictures in which we il" n<>t find a Si. Jerome either
in the desert, nr writing bis famous
translation, or meditating on the mysterj of the [nearnation.

doing penance

Jerome was born about *
Dalmatia.

Bhowed

the

i>. "•!-'. at Stridonium, in
His father, Eusehius, was rich; and as be

bappiesl disposition

Rome

t'<

n-

learning,

he was

There, through his
n passions, and the evil
example of his companions,
liim»r a time abandoned
he fell into temptation, and
.-c-lf to
Bui the love "i virtue, aa
worldly pleasures.
well as the love of learning, was Mill strong within him
he took up the profession of law, and became celebratBent to

t

<

»

finish

lii.->

studies.

f'<

:

ed for

eloquence in pleading before the tribunals.
than thirty, he travelled into Gaul, and
Ii was about this
visited the schools of learning there.
time that he was baptized, and vowed himself to per
bis

When more

petual celibacy.

In 878,

he travelled into the East,

to

animate hi- piety by dwelling for a time among tin*
hallowed by the presence of the Saviour; and,
on his waj thither, he visited some <>t the famous >n
<

JEROME.

ST.
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hermits and ascetics, of whom he has given us
such a graphic account, and whose example inspired
him with a passion for solitude and a monastic life.
Shortly after his arrival in Syria, he retired to a desert
in Chalcis, on the confines of Arabia, and there he
cntal

spent four years in study and seclusion, supporting
He has left us a
himself by the labor of his hands.
must vivid picture of his life of penance in the wilderness
of his trials and temptations, his fastings, his
and we must dwell for a
sickness of soul and body
;

:

own

description, in order to show with
what literal and circumstantial truth the painters have
rendered it.
He says, in one of his epistles, " O, how

moment on

his

often in the desert, in that vast solitude which, parched
by the sultry sun, affords a dwelling to the monks, did
I fancy myself in the midst of the luxuries of Rome!
I sat alone, for I

was

full

of

My

bitterness.

mis-

shapen limbs were rough with sackcloth, and my skin
so squalid that I might have been mistaken for an EthiTears and groans were my occupation every
opian.
If sleep surprised me unawares,
day and all day long.
rattled
my naked bones, which scarcely held together,
on the earth." His companions, he says, " were scorhis home, "a recess among
pions and wild beasts"
rocks and precipices."
Yet, in the midst of this horrible self-torture and self-abasement, he describes him;

self as frequently

beset

by temptations

to sin

and

sen-

sual indulgence, and haunted by demons at other times,
Beas consoled by voices and visions from heaven.
sides these trials of the flesh and the spirit, he had others
:

His love of learning, his admiration
of the intellect.
of Plato
of the great writers of classical antiquity,
made him impatient of the rude simpliand Cicero,
He describes himself
city of the Christian historians.
as fasting before he opened Cicero
and, as a further

—

—

;

which at
penance, he forced himself to study Hebrew,
Srst filled him with disgust, and this disgust appeared
In one of his distempered visto him a capital sin.
ions,

he fancied he heard the

last

trumpet sounded in
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by an angel, and summoning bin" before the
" Who art thou ?
demanded
judgment-seal of God.
the awful voice.
Christian," replied the trembling
"
"
••
'T is Raise
Jerome.
thon art
replied the voice,
no 'hrisiian
thou art a < !iceronian.
Where the treashis car

"A

!

<

ure

:

is,

there will the heart

be also."

Be

persevered,

and conquered the difficulties of Hebrew
ami then,
wearied by the religious controversies in the Bast,
:

after ten Mar.-' residence there, be returned

t<>

Rome.

But neither the opposition he bad met with, nor his
four years of Bolitude and penance in the desert, bad
Bubdued the fierj enthusiasm of temperament which
At Rome he boldly
characterized tliis celebrated man.
combated the luxurious self-indulgence of the clergy,
and preached religious abstinence and mortification.
Be was particularly remarkable for the influence he
obtained over the Roman women
we find them, Bubdued or excited by bis eloquent exhortations, devoting
;

themselves to perpetual chastity, distributing their

p

>«m mr their days in atrions among the poor, or
tendance on the sick, and ready to follow their teacher
to the Holy Land,
to the desert,
even to death. Ilis
most celebrated female convert was Paula, a noble Ro
man matron, a descendant of the Bcipios and the Gracchi.
Marcella, another of these Roman ladies, was the
s-

1 i

j

—

—

number of
dwell together in community
hence
>)ie is, l.\ some author-, considered as the first nun
but others contend that Martha, the sister of Mary
fire!

who,

in

women

pious

the East, collected together a
to

:

;

Magdalene, was the
munity of women.

first

who founded

a religious

com

After three year-' sojourn at Rome, St. Jerome reto Palestine, and took
up hi- residence in a
When, in
nastery he had founded at Bethlehem.

turned

extreme old age, he became sensible of the approach
of (hath, he raised with effort his emaciated limbs, and,

commanding himself

to

he carried into the chapel of
tin' sacrament for the last

monastery, he received
time 1' >i ri the hand- of the

the

1

priest,

and soon

after

|

ST.

He
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besides his famous

died in

420, leaving,
of the Scriptures, numerous controversial

pired.
translation

writings, epistles,

and commentaries.

Wo

read in the legendary history of St. Jerome,
one evening, as he sat within the gates of his
monastery at Bethlehem, a lion entered, limping, as in
pain and all the brethren, when they saw the lion, fled
but Jerome arose, and went forward to meet
in terror
And the lion
him, as though he had been a guest.
lifted up his paw, and St. Jerome, on examining it,
found that it was wounded by a thorn, which he extractThe
ed and he tended the lion till he was healed.
grateful beast remained with his benefactor, and Jerome
confided to him the task of guarding an ass which was
On
employed in bringing firewood from the forest.
one occasion, the lion having gone to sleep while the
ass was at pasture, some merchants passing by carried
away the latter and the lion after searching for him
that

;

:

;

;

in vain, returned to the monastery with drooping head,
as one ashamed.
St. Jerome, believing that he had

companion, commanded that the daily
upon the lion, and that the
fagots should be bound on his back, to which he mag=
nanimously submitted, until the ass was recovered
which was in this wise. One day, the lion, having finished his task, ran hither and thither, still seeking his
companion and he saw a caravan of merchants approaching, and a string of camels, which, according to
the Arabian custom, were led by an ass ; and when the
lion recognized his friend, he drove the camels into the
convent, and so terrified the merchants, that they confessed the theft, and received pardon from St. Jerome.
devoured

his

task of the ass should be laid

;

;

The
Jerome

introduction of the lion into
is

supposed

to refer to this

pictures of St.

legend

;

but in this

others, the reverse was really the
case.
The lion was in very ancient times adopted
as the symbol befiting St. Jerome, from his fervid,

instance, as in

fiery nature,

many

and

his

life

in

the

wilderness

;

and

in
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invented to explain the Bymbol
was gradually expanded into the Btory as given above.
later times, the legend

Representations of St. Jerome, in pictures, prints,
and sculpture, arc bo numerous thai
were in vain t<>
attempt to give any detailed account of them, even of
the in"-! remarkable.
All, however, may be inclnded
under the following classification, and, according to the
it

descriptions given,

may

be easily

recognized.

The devotional subjects and ringle figures represent
St. Jerome in one of his three great characters.
1.
A- Patron Saint and Donor of the Church.
As
Translator and Commentator of the Scriptures.
•_'.

•'(.

A- Penitent
he enters

As

Dim!.. rot' the Church, and teacher,
into every scheme of decoration, and finds a

As Sainl and Penitent,
place in all Bacred buildings.
he is chiefly to be found in the convents and churches
of the Jeronymites, who claim him as their Patriarch.

When placed before us a- the patron saint ami lather
of divinity, he is usually Btanding full length, either
habited in the cardinal's robes, or with the cardinal's
It
hat lying al his feet
may be necessarj to observe,
historical authority for making St. Jeis no
r
e a cardinal.
Cardinal-priests were not ordained

that there

till

three centuries later

I.

ut a> the

;

other Fathers w<

re

of high ecclesiastical rank, ami as St. Jerome obstinately refused all Buch distinction, it has been thought
make him a
necessary, for the sake of his dignity, to
all

cardinal

:

the court

another reason maj be, that he performed, in
of rope Dalmasius, those offices since dis-

In s.
of the old
charged by the cardinal-deacon.
Venetian pictures, instead of the official robes of a cardinal, he is habited in
ample red drapery, part of
When represented
which is thrown over his head.
with his head uncovered, hi- forehead is lofty and bald,
his K.ar. is very long, flowing even to hi> girdle; his
In his hand
features line and sharp, his nose aquiline.
he holds a hook or a scroll, and frequently the emble
al church, of which he was the great support am)
I

i,

I
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the application stronger and
luminary
door of
clearer, rays of light are seen issuing from the
the church.
Jerome as
1.
signal instance of the treatment of
:

and, to

make

A

fine picture hy Wohlgemuth,
patron saint occurs in a
It is an altar-piece repthe master of Albert Diirer*
the glorification of the saint, and consists of

resenting
three compartments.

In the centre, St. Jerome stands
on a magnificent throne, and lays his left hand on the
head of a lion, raised up on his hind legs the donors
of the picture, a man and a woman, kneel in front on
each side are windows opening on a landscape, wherein
various incidents of the life of St. Jerome are represented; on the right, his Penance in the Wilderness
and his Landing at Cyprus and on the left, the merchants who had carried off the ass, bring propitiatory
and other men are seen
gifts, which the saint rejects,
On the inner shutfellinw wood and loading the lion.
tcrs or wings of the central picture are represented, on
:

;

;

—

St. Augustine,
the right, the three other doctors,
with the flaming heart; St. Ambrose, with the beeand St. Gregory, wearhive both habited as bishops
;

;

book (his famous
ing his tiara, and holding a large
Homilies) in his hand. On the left, three apostles with

and
proper attributes, St. Andrew, St. Thomas,
Bartholomew on the other side are represented to
the right, St. Henry II. holding a church (the cathedral
and
of Bamberg), and a sword, his proper attributes
On the left St. Elizabeth of
his wife St. Cunegunda.t
Hungary and St. Martin. There are besides, to close
on the inner side, to
in the whole, two outer doors
the right, St. Joseph and St. Kilian t on the left, St.
and on the exterior of the
Catherine and St. Ursula
whole the mass of St. Gregory, with various persontheir
St.

;

;

:

;

;

*

Vienna Gal.
In the catalogue, St. Cunegunda is styled St. Elizabeth,
Queen of Hungary, and St. Elizabeth of Hungary is styled St.
t

Elizabeth, Queen of Portugal.
and Patron,
% Irish Bishop of Wiirtzburg,

20

a. d.
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and

•

ted with the Passion of

obji

The whole

Clriot

high, dated L511, and may
bear a comparison, for elaborate and multifarious detail
and exquisite painting, with the famous Van Eyck

about six

is

John's Church

St.

in

altar-piece

feet

at

Ghent.*

character of patron, St Jerome is a freThere is a Gothic figure
quent Bubject of sculpture.
nt' him in
Henry the Seventh's Chapel, habited in the

In

2.

liis

cardinal's robes, the lion fawning

When

Jerome

upon him.

represented in liis Becond
character, as the translator of the Scriptures, lie is
usually Boated in a cave or in a cell, busied in reading
St.

or in writing

wasted form
tion

he wears a loose robe thrown over
and either he looks down intent mi

;

;

lunik, or he

is

looks up as

Bomettmes an angel

:

it

is

his
liis

awaiting heavenly inspiradictating to him.

In nn old Italian print, which

1
have Been, he is
an anBeated on the ground reading, in spectacles;
achronism frequent in the old painters.
Sometimes

1.

he

under the Bhade of a tree;

Beated

is

—

<>r

within a

cavern, writing at a rude table formed of a Btump of a
tree, or a board laid across two fragments of rock
in n beautiful picture by Ghirlandajo, remarkable for
2.

olemn and tranquil foeling.1
Very celebrated ia an engraving of

tins

Bubject

The Bcene is the interior of a cell,
by Albert Diirer.
twowindowson the left pour across the
at Bethlehem
of sunshine, which is represented with
pi< ture a Btream
wonderful effect. St Jerome is seen in the background,
ed at a desk, most intently writing his translation
lion is crouching, and a
of the Scriptures; in front
:

1

i

Diirer

:-

pii

tore ire

ru indebted

for hli
ir

,i

irh in

tii

1

1*-

to

i

whom

Albert

education; indeed, Wohlgemuth here
in

iH'l -iiii-

the cx|
-I

the female laloU."

—

Painting German, Ftemuk,and Dutch Schoolt,
i

p. ill.
i

iii.
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seen asleep.
These two animals aro hero emblems
the one, of the courage and vigilance, tho
The
other of the wisdom or acuteness, of the saint.
execution of this print is a miracle of Art, and it is
There is an exquisite little picture by Elzvery rare.

fox

is

;

—

heimer copied from it, and of the same size, at Hampton Court. I need hardly observe, that here the rosary
and the pot of holy water are anachronisms, as well as
the cardinal's hat.
By Albert Diirer we have also St.
Jerome writing in a cavern and St. Jerome reading
in his cell
both woodcuts.
3. Even more beautiful is a print by Lucas v. Leyden, in which St. Jerome is reclining in his cell and
;

:

reading intently; the lion licks his foot.
4. In a picture by Lucas Cranach, Albert of Brandenburg, elector of Mayence (1527), is represented in
the character of St. Jerome, seated in the wilderness,
and writing at a table formed of a plank laid across
two stumps of trees he is in the cardinal-robes ; and
in the foreground a lion, a hare, a beaver, a partridge,
and a hind, beautifully painted, express the solitude of
:

In the background the caravan of merchants
life.
seen entering the gate of the monastery, conducted

his
is

by the
5.

faithful lion.

The

little

picture

by Domenichino,

in

our Na-

tional Gallery, represents St. Jerome looking up from
his book, and listening to the accents of the angel.

In a picture by Tiarini,* it is St. John the Evanand not an angel, who dictates while he writes.
7. In a picture by Titian, St. Jerome, seated, holds a
book, and gazes up at a crucifix suspended in the skies
Out of twenty
the lion is drinking at a fountain.
6.

gelist,

;

Jerome after Titian, there are at
which represent him at study or writing.

prints of St.

eight

least

It is in the double character of Doctor of the Church,
and translator of the Scriptures, that we find St. Je-

rome so frequently introduced
*

Bologna,

S.

into

pictures

Maria Maggiore.

of the
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Two

Madonna, and grouped with other -aims.
most

celebrated

selves

Peace

the world

in

—

of the

suggest them-

1. "The Madonna della
as examples:
Raphael; where the Virgin, seated on a-

here

"

pictnres

<>('

raised throne, holds the Infant Christ in her arms; cm
right hand, the archangel Raphael presents the
young Tobias, who holds tin- fish, the emblem of < Chris-

lur

<>r
<>n the other Bide kneels St. JeBaptism.
rome, holding an open book, his beard Bweeping to his
girdle; the lion at his feet; the Infant Christ, while
he bends forward to greet Tobias, has one hand npon
St. Jerome's hook: the whole is a beautiful ami ex

tianity

pressive allegory.* 2. Correggio's picture, called "The
Jerome of Parma," represents the Infant Christ on

St.

the knees of his
kiss his feet

:

St.

mother: .Mary Magdalene bends to

Jerome Btands

in front,

presenting his

translation of the BcriptUT

The penitent St. Jerome seems to have been adopted
throughout the Christian Church as tin approved symbol of Christian penitence, self-denial, and self-aha.se1

No

inent.

devotional snhject,

donna ami Chile!" and
perpetual recurrence.
varied.

The

the

In

we except

if

the treatment

scene

is

the

••

Ma-

of such
ha- Keen ii-

"Magdalene,"
it

is

i

generally a wild,

roc

ky
St. Jerome, half naked, emaciated, with mat
and heard, is seen on his knees before a cruciThe lion is almost
beating his breast with a stone.

linitely

solitude:
ted hair
fix,

always introduced, sometimes asleep, or crouching at,
hi- feet
sometimes keeping guard, sometimes drinking
at a stream.
The most magnificent example of this
treatment i- by Titian :t St. Jerome, kneeling on one
knee, half supported by a craggy rock, and holding the
:

Btone, looks ii|) with eager devotion to a cross, artlessly
two hooks lie on a cliff
fixed into a cleft in the rock
;

•

Tti<I

i.y

!. the
•

M

picture, nrik'iiialiy at Naples,

Philip IV. for thu

JenuvmiteSi

Church

mi

of ti"-

punch**

BeourhU,

'i

"r

tp propri-

irhlofa i«

longed
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a skull and hour-glass and the
The feeling of deep solitude,
lion reposes in front.
and a kind of sacred horror breathed over this picture,
behind

;

at his feet are

;

Another by
are inconceivably fine and impressive.
and there are at
Titian, but inferior, is in the Louvre
:

Jerome doing penance,
after the same painter
among them a superb landa lioness prowling
scape, in which are seen a lion and
engravings of

least twelve

St.

:

doing penance in
Agostino Caracci there is a famous
" St. Jerome
doing penance in a cave,"
engraving of
But to parcalled from its size the great St. Jerome.
I know scarcely
ticularize further would be endless
in the wilderness, while the saint is

By

the foreground.

:

Italian painter since the fifteenth century
not treated this subject at least once.

any

who

has

The Spanish painters have rendered it with a gloomy
In the
power, and revelled in its mystic significance.
Spanish gallery of the Louvre I counted at least twenty
the old German painters and engravers
St. Jeromes
also delighted in it, on account of its picturesque capa:

bilities.

Albert Diirer represents St. Jerome kneeling before
a crucifix, which he has suspended against the trunk
an open book is near it he holds in
of a massy tree
his right hand a flint-stone, with which he is about to
;

;

strike his breast, all

blows already

and

wounded and bleeding from

inflicted

;

the

the lion crouches behind him,

a stag.

in the distance is

The

penitent St. Jerome is not a good subject for
the undraped, meagre form, and the abasesculpture
;

suffering, are disagreeable in this treatment
such representations are constantly met with in

ment of

:

yet
churches.

The famous

colossal statue by Torrigiano,

now

Museum

Seville, represents

in the

at

St.

Jerome

kneeling on a rock, a stone in one hand, a crucifix in
At Venice, in the Frari, there is a statue
the other.
of St. Jerome, standing, with the stone in his hand and
too majestic for the Penitent.
the lion at his feet
There are several other statues of St. Jerome at Ven;
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io

ice, iVuii)

statins

and Lombard]

the Libcri

but the penitent Baint
tron-eaint of penitents.
;

When

figures

St.

<>t'

Jerome

is

Bchoolfl, all flip

Idealised into

as

penitent

tin-

arc

jm-

intro-

duced in Madonna pictures, or in the Passion of Christ,
then such figures arc devotional, and symbolical, in a
general scum of Christian repentance.
There is an early picture of the Crucifixion, bj
Raphael,* in which he has placed St. Jerome at the
1

,

foot

of the cross, beating his breast with a stone.

The

pictures from the

—

variety of subjects:
"
hat from the Virgil]

of Bt. Jerome comprise a
" lie receives the cardinal's-

life

1.

sometimes it is the Infant Christ,
seated in the lap of the Virgin, who presents it to him.
" He
Jewish doctors on the truth
'2.
disputes with the
"
of the Ihristian religion
in a curious picture by Juan
:

<

;

Valdes.t

tie

stand* on one side of a table

lie

demon
l»pok>

in

an

the rabbi, eaeb of whom bat a
of authority
looking over his shoulder, are searching their
:\.
"St. Jerome-,
for arguments against him.

attitude

:

Hebrew in the solitude of ( haleida,
sound of the last trumpet, calling
men to judgment." This is a common subject, and
1 have met with
styled "The Vision of St. Jerome."
while
laars

Btndying

in a

vision the

In
no example earlier than the fifteenth century.
genhe is lying on the ground, and an angel sounds
in a composition by Ribera
the trumpet from above,
he bolds a pen in one hand and a penknife in the other
he Seems to have been arrested in the \et\ ad of menderal

:

the figure of
ing his pen by the blast of the trumpet
the saint, wasted e\en to skin and bone, and his look
:

of petrified amazement, are very fine, notwithstanding
In a picture b) Subleyn
the commonplace action.
in the Loavre, St. Jerome is gazing upwards, with an

sound then- trump
Antonio Pereda, at Ma
drid. St. Jerome not only hears in his vision the sound
from their
id' the
hiht trump, he .-" I the dead
nished look

from above.

;

In

three archangels
a

picture b)

-

; 1

•

OoUecttoo

Of Lor<l

Wart.

t

1

1

<

1-ouvre, Sp. Oft]

ST. J Ell

wound

ME.
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Lastly, by way of climax, \ may
mention a picture in the Louvre, by a modern Vhcnch

graves

him.

painter, Sigalon
the three angels,
:

are like furies

St.

Jerome

is

in

a convulsive

fit,

and

blowing their trumpets in his ears,
sent to torment and madden the 6inner,

rather than to rouse the saint.

While doing penance in the desert, St. Jerome was
sometimes haunted by temptations, as well as amazed
by

terrors.
4.

Domenichino,

one of the frescos in

in

St.

Ono-

of temptation by
represents the particular kind
which the saint was in imagination assailed while he
frio,

:

his breast, a circle of
fervently praying and beating
beautiful nymphs, seen in the background, weave a
Vasari has had the bad taste to give
graceful dance.
is

Jerome with Venus and Cupids in the
background one arch little Cupid takes aim at him
an offensive instance of the extent to which, in the
sixteenth century, classical ideas had mingled with aud
depraved Christian Art.*
" St. Jerome
5. Guido.
translating the Scriptures
"
life-size and very fine (exwhile an angel dictates
reminds one of a
cept the angel, who is weak, and
water-nymph) t in his pale manner.
us a penitent St.
:

—

;

:

;

6.

Domenichino.

"

St.

Jerome

is

flagellated

by an
"

angel for preferring Cicero to the Hebrew writings
The Cicero, torn from his
also in the St. Onofrio.
:

Here the saint is a young mau,
hand, lies at his feet.
and the whole scene is represented as a vision.
7. But St. Jerome was comforted by visions of
glory, as well as haunted by terrors and temptations.
In the picture by Parmigiano, in our National Gallery,
St. Jerome is sleeping in the background, while St.
John the Baptist points upwards to a celestial vision
of the Virgin and Child, seen in the opening heavens
above the upper part of this picture is beautiful, and
:

* P.

Pitti,

Florence.

t

Lichtenstein Gal-
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but the sunt

;

is

lying stretched on the

an attitude bo uneasy and distorted, that it
would seem as if he were condemned to do penance

earth

in

I'vcii

his

in

The

8.

Bleep

and the St. John has always apand theatrical

;

me mannered

peared to

story of the lion

is

often

represented.

St.

Jerome is seated in his cell, attired in the monk's habit
and cowl the lion approaches, and lays hi.- paw upon
;

his

hiin

knee; a cardinal's hat and books are Lying near
and, to express the self-denial of the saint, a
;

mouse

is
peeping into an empty cup.*
In another example, by Vittoiv Carpaccio, the lion
enters the cell, and time monks, attendants on St. Je-

rome,
9.

ject

flee in terror.

The Last Communion
of one

—

of

must

the

of St. Jerome

celebrated

is

pictures

the subIn

the

the St. Jerome of Domenichino, which his
world,
been thought worthy of being placed opposite to the
The
Transfiguration of Raphael, in the Vatican.

aged saint

—

emaciated,

feeble,

dying

—

borne

is

in

arms of his disciples to the chapel of hi> monaswithin the porch.
A young priest
tery, and placed
St. l'aula, kneeling, kisses one of his
sii-tains him
the

;

the saint Bxes his eager eyes on the
countenance of the priest, who is about to administer
the sacrament,
a noble, dignified figure in a rich
ecclesiastical dress
a deaCOTJ holds the cup, and an
the lion droops
attendant priest the hook and taper
his head with an expression of grief; the eyes and
attention of all are on the dying saint, while four anthin,

bony hands

;

—

;

;

gels,

hovering above, look
-tino Caracci, in a

down upon the scene.
grand picture now in the Bo

logna Gallery, had previously treated the game subject
Ian here the
with much feeling and dramatic power
:

saint

is

in,

not so wasted

and the hon

is

and SO feeble

;

St.

l'aula

tenderly licking his

i--

not

1>

•
Kngler pronounocB this to bo a Flemish pkttON
buok," p. 190).

(i

" Hand
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Older than cither, and very beautiful and solemn, is
a picture by Vittore Carpaccio, in which the saint is
his
kneeling in the porch of a church, surrounded by
seen outside.
disciples, and the lion is
In the picture
10. "The Death of St. Jerome."

by Stamina he is giving his last instructions to his disof solemn grief in the old
ciples, and the expression
In a Spanish picture he is
heads around is very fine.
extended on a couch, made of hurdles, and expires in
the arms of his monks.
In a very fine anonymous
is dying alone in his

rome

print,
cell

dated 1614, St. Jeversion of the

(this

and precedent): he
subject is contrary to all authority
and the crucifix the
presses to his bosom the Gospel
lion looks up in his face roaring, and angels bear away
;

his soul to heaven.

"The Obsequies of St. Jerome." In the picby Vittore Carpaccio, the saint is extended on the
ground before the high altar, and the priests around
11.

ture

are kneeling in various attitudes of grief or devotion.
The lion is seen on oue side.*

I will mention here some other pictures in which St.
figures as the principal personage.

Jerome

St. Jerome introducing Charles V. into Paradise is
the subject of a large fresco, by Luca Giordano, on the
staircase of the Escurial.
St. Jerome conversing with two nuns, probably in-

tended for St. Paula and St. Marcella.t
The sleep of St. Jerome. He is watched by two
with his finger on his lip, comangels, one of whom,

mands
It is
*

silence. J

worth remarking, that in the old Venetian

The three

frescos

by Carpaccio

are in the

gio de' Schiavoni at A'enice.
Louvre.
t It was in the Standish Gal. in the

% Engraved by Loli.

Church

of

pic-

Ban Gior-

3
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tures

St.

not wear the proper habit and
an ample scarlet robe, part of
thrown over hi* head as a hood.

Jerome

ilocs

hat of a cardinal, bat

which

is

The

history of St. Jerome, in a series, is often found
the churches and convents of the Jeronymites, and

in

generally consists of the following subjects, of which
the fourth and sixth are often omitted

—

:

He

2.
Be receives the cardinal's bat
baptized.
from the Virgin,
8. lie does penance in the desert,
4.
He meets St.
beating his breast with a stone.
5.
He is studying or writing in a cell.
Augustine.
l.

6.

the
'.t.

is

He builds the convent at Bethlehem. 7. He heals
wounded lion. 8. He receives the Last Sacrament.
He dies in the presence of his disciples. 10. He in

buried.

Considering that

St.

Jerome has ever been venerated

as one of the great lights of the Church, it
that so few churches are dedicated to him.

one

is

singular

There

is

according to tradition, oil the
very spot where stood the house of Santa Paula, when
she entertained St. Jerome during Ids sojourn at Rome
in 382.
For the high altar of this church, Doineniat

Kotlie, elected,

cbino painted
Saint
to

hi-

the

ommunion of
The embarkation of

masterpiece of the

Jerome already described.

St.

(

Paula, to follow her spiritual teacher St. Jerome
Holy Land, is the subject of one of Claude's

most beautiful sea pieces, now in the collection of the
Duke of Wellington; another picture of this subject,
the iiL'ure- as large a- hte,

demoness
St.
are,-

i«

painter, Gruiseppe

in

the Brera,
by a clever

Bottom.

Jerome has detained us long

us subjects of Art,

much

;

the other Fathers

lets interesting.
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Ambrose

Fr. St. Ambrose.
Ital. Saut' Ambrogio.
hat. S. Ambrosiua.
Ger. Der Heilige Ambrosiua. Patron saint of Milan. April 4,
a. d. 397.

We

can hardly imagine a greater contrast than between the stern, enthusiastic, dreaming, ascetic Jerome,

and the statesmanlike,

somewhat despotic

practical,

This extraordinary man, in whose person
the priestly character assumed an importance and digof
nity till then unknown, was the son of a prefect
Gaul, bearing the same name, and was born at Treves
It is said, that, when an infant in the
in the year 340.
cradle, a swarm of bees alighted on his mouth, without
The same story was told of Plato and
injuring him.

Ambrose.

of Archilochus, and considered prophetic of future eloquence. It is from this circumstance that St. Ambrose
is represented with the beehive near him.

Young Ambrose, after pursuing his studies at Rome
with success, was appointed prefect of ^Emilia and Liguria (Piedmont and Genoa), and took up his residence
at Milan.
Shortly afterwards the Bishop of Milan
and the succession was hotly disputed between Iht
Ambrose appeared in his
Catholics and the Arians.
he harangued
character of prefect, to allay the tumult
the people with such persuasive eloquence that they
were hushed into respectful silence and in the midst a
died,

;

;

child's voice

"
bishop

!

was heard

to exclaim, "

The multitude took up

Ambrose

shall

be

the cry as though

had been a voice from heaven, and compelled him to
assume the sacred office. He attempted to avoid the
honor thus laid upon him by flight, by entreaties,
he had
pleading that, though a professed Christian,
it

—

In vain!
The command of the
never been baptized.
emperor enforced the wishes of the people and Ambrose, being baptized, was, within eight days afterwards,
He has since been resonsecrated bishop of Milan.
garded as the patron saint of that city.
;

3
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He hegan

l>y distrihuting all his worldly poods to
he then Bet himself to study the Bacred Writings, and to render himself in all respects worthy of

the poor;

his high dignity.
says Mr. Milman,

"The Md and
(

"met

the

in

the

New Testament,"

person

of

Ambrose:

the

implacable hostility to idolatry, the abhorrence of
every deviation from the established formulary of bethe wise and courageous benevolence, the genlief;
erous and unselfish devotion to the great interests of

—

humanity."
He was memorahle for the grandeur and magnificence with which he invested the ceremonies of worship
;

He part ieiilarly culthey hail never heen so imposing.
tivated music, and introduced from tin' Bast the manner of chanting the service BUtOS called the Ainhrosian
chant.

Two things were especially remarkable in the life
and character of St. Ambrose.
The first WBS the enthusia.-m with which he advocated
celibacy in both
(-.exes
on this topic, as we are as.-urcd, he was so per:

thiit mothen .-hut
up their daughters lest they
should he sfiliirtil hy their eloquent hi.-hop into vows
of chastity.
The other was hi- determination to set

suasive,

the ecclesiastical
this principle, so

ahovc the sovereign or civil power:
abused in later times, was in the dayi

of Ambrose the assertion of the might of Christianity,
of mercy, of justice, of freedom, over heathenism, tyrThe dignity with which he
anny, cruelty, slavery.
hold any communication with the Emperor
he was stained with the blood of

refused to

Maximus, because
Gratian, and
Justina,

who

were two

bis

iii.stani

i-

of this

brated Incident of his
the

life

— a man

That

In

the feet of an

his

the

of an iron

should bend

unarmed

Hut the mOSt
conduct with regard

spirit.

i-

Emperor Theodosins,

tiomej
rior.

opposition to the Ernpr
with hi- sacerdotal privileges,

resolute

interfered

hut

will, a
in

priest,

to

emperor of
depot, and a wargreat

trembling submission

and shrink before

al

his n

ST.

supremacy
the

Hildebrands,

the

With regard

times.
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the whole world with an awful idea of the
of the Church, and prepared the way for

filled

buke,

AMBROSE.

Perettis,
to

St.

the

of later

Caraffas

Ambrose,

this

assumption

of moral power, this high prerogative of the priesthood, had hitherto been without precedent, and in this
application it certainly commands our respect,
our admiration, and our sympathy.
Theodosius, with all his great qualities, was subject
to fits of violent passion.
sedition, or rather a popone of
ular affray, had taken place in Thessalonica
its first

A

;

his officers

was

ill-treated,

and some

lives lost.

Theo-

dosius, in the first moment of indignation, ordered an
indiscriminate massacre of the inhabitants, and seven
thousand human beings
men, women, and children

— were

—

The conduct

sacrificed.

of

Ambrose on

this

he retired
occasion was worthy of a Christian prelate
from the presence of the Emperor, and wrote to him a
of Christ, of his Church,
letter, in which, in the name
:

and of all the bishops over whom he had any influence,
he denounced this inhuman act with the strongest exto allow the sovpressions of abhorrence, and refused
to participate
ereign, thus stained with innocent blood,
in fact, excommuin the sacraments of the Church ;

—

In vain the emperor threatened, suppliin vain he appeared with all his imperial state
cated
before the doors of the cathedral of Milan, and comThe doors were
manded and entreated entrance.
and even on Christmas-day, when he again as
closed
nicated him.
;

;

a supplicant presented himself, Ambrose appeared at
the porch, and absolutely forbade his entrance, unless
he should choose to pass into the sanctuary over the

dead body of the intrepid bishop.

At

leugth, after

months of interdict, Ambrose consented to relent,
on two conditions the first, that the emperor should
could
publish an edict by which no capital punishment

eight

:

be executed

till

thirty days after conviction of a crime

;

the second, that he should perform a public penance.
The emperor submitted; and, clothed in sackcloth,

3
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grovelling on the earth, with dust ami ashes on his
head, lay the master of the world before the altar of
Christ, because of innocent blood hastily and wrongThis
a great triumph, ami one of inrally shed.

wu

—

calculable results,
Borne evil, some good.
Another incident in the life of St. Amhrose should
In his time, " the fust Mood
be recorded to his honor.

was judicially shed
first

man who

Spaniard

for

religious opinion,"

— and

the

heresy was Priscilian, a coble
on this occasion, Si. Amhrose and St. Mar-

:

sutfereil for

of Tours raised their protest in tin' name of Chrisbut the animostianity against this dreadful precedent
ity of the Spanish bishops prevailed, and Priscilian was
tin

:

so early were hijrotry and cruelty the
characteristics of the Spanish hierarchy
Ambrose re
fosed to communicate with the tew bishops who had

put to death

;

!

countenanced this transaction: the general voice of the
Church «ax against it.
The man who had thus raised himself alcove all
worldly power was endued by popnlar enthusiasm
In
privileges:
performed cures; he
vision-.
At the time- of the consecration of the
cathedral at Milan, a miraculons dream revealed to
the martyrdom of two holy men, Gervasius and
1

supernatural

with

saw
new
him

Pro
ami the place where their hodies reposed.
The
remains were disinterred, conveyed in solemn proo
sion to the cathedral, and deposited beneath the high
altar: ami St. QervasiuS ami St. I'rota.-iiis became, on
tSSiuS,

the faith of a dream, distinguished saint- in tin- Roman
Ambrose died at Milan in 897, in the atti-

calendar.

tude ami the BCt

«

•

t

pra

There were many poetical legends ami apologues relating to St. Ambrose current in the middle ag<
iIt
related that an obstinate heretic who went to
hear him preach,

an angel

he Uttered
converted

;

;

<>nl\

tec

confute ami

i

k him, beheld

ami prompting the words
on secine; which, the .sculler was of COU1
a subji ct represented in his church at Milan.

risible

at

his

tide,

AMBROSE.

ST.

One

day, Ambrose went
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to the prefect

Macedonius,

poor condemned wretch but the
doors were shut against him, and he was refused access.
to entreat favor for a

;

"

Then he said, Thou, even thou, shalt fly to the
church for refuge, and shalt not enter " and a short
time afterwards, Macedonius, being pursued by his enebut though the
mies, fled for sanctuary to the church
doors were wide open, he could not find the entrance,
but wandered around in blind perplexity till he was
slain.
Of this incident I have seen no picture.
On another occasion, St. Ambrose, coming to the
house of a nobleman of Tuscany, was hospitably re!

;

ceived
host

:

;

and he inquired concerning the state of his
nobleman replied: " I have never known ad-

the

versity ; every day hath seen me increasing in fortune,
in honors, in possessions.
I have a numerous family

of sons and daughters, who have never cost me a pang
of sorrow I have a multitude of slaves, to whom my
word is law and I have never suffered either sickness
or pain."
Then Ambrose rose hastily from table, and
said to his companions, " Arise
fly from this roof, ere
"
it fall
and scarceupon us for the Lord is not here
had
he left the house when an earthquake shook the
ly
;

;

!

!

;

ground, and swallowed up the palace with all its inhabitants.
I have seen this
story in a miniature, but cannot at this moment refer to it.
St. Ambrose falls asleep, or into a trance, while celebrating mass, and sees in the spirit the obsequies of
St. Martin of Tours
the sacristan strikes him on the
shoulder to wake him.
This is the subject of a very
old mosaic in his church at Milan.
:

When

St. Ambrose was on his death-bed, Christ vishim and comforted him Honorat, bishop of Vercelli, was then in attendance on him, and having gone
to sleep, an
angel waked him, saying, "Arise, for he
"
and Honorat was just in time
departs in this hour
to administer the sacrament and see him
Othexpire.
ers who were present beheld him iwcend to
heaven,
borne in the arms of angels.

ited

;

;
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Devotional pictures of 8t

do not often occur.

Bain]

Ambrose alone
In

general

be

as patron
the

wean

episcopal pallium with the mitre and crosier aa bishop-.
the hcchive is sometimes placed at Ins feet
bat iv more
frequent attribute is the knotted Bcourge with three
;

The scourge is a received emblem of the casof sin
in the hand of St. Ambrose it may

thongs.
tigation

:

signify the penance indicted on the Emperor Theodosius ; or, as Others interpret it, the expulsion of the
Allans from Italy, anil the triumph of the Trinitarians.
It has always this
meaning, we may presume, when the
I have smi
SCOUrge has three knots, 01 three thongs.
figures of St. Ambrose holding two human hones in
Winn this attribute occurs (as in a picture
his hand.

Viiiuini, Venice Aead.), it alludes to the discovery
of the relics of Gervasins and I'rotasius.

by

Among

the

few representations of

patron saint, the

finest

beyond

all

St Ambrose

comparison

is

as

that

which adorns bis chapel in the Frari at Venice, painted
conjointly by B. Yivarini and Hasaiti (a. i>. 1498).
lie is seated On B throne, raised 0D Seven] steps, attired in his
episcopal robes
triple scourge in his hand.

and mitre, and bearing the
lie has a short e;ray U'ard,

and looks straight out of the picture with an expression of stern power
nothing here of the benignity
Around his
and humility of the Christian teacher!
on the
throne stands a glorious company of saints
;

—

;

complete armor; St. John the
a young saint, bearing a sword and palm,
Baptist
with long hair, and the must beautiful expression of
mild, serene faith, whom I suppose to be St. Thru
St. Sebastian
dore
and another figure behind, part
On the left, St. Maurice,
Of the head Only seen.
right,

St.

George

in

;

;

;

armed

tin- three Doctors, St.
Gregory, St. Augustine,
Jerome, and two other saints partly seen behind,
All these wail round
whose personality is doubtful.
st.
Ambrose, as guards and counsellors round s sovereign; tWO lovely little Bllgels .-it on the lower step
ni the throne
hymning his praise. The whole picture

St.

;

ST.

AMBROSE.
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depth, and expression, and
shows to what a pitch of excellence the Vivarini family
had attained in these characteristics of the Venetian

wonderful

is

for

color,

school, long before it had become a school.
Most of the single figures of St. Ambrose represent
him in his most popular character, that of the stern

adversary of the Arians.

I

remember

(in the

Frari

a picture in which St. Ambrose in his episcopal robes is mounted on a white charger, and flourThe Arians are
ishing on high his triple scourge.
I have
trampled under his feet, or fly before him.
seen an old print, in which he is represented with a
at Venice)

short gray beard, stern countenance, and wearing the
underneath is the inscription " Antibishoip's mitre
:

imaginibus Mediolani olim depictis ad vivum
expressa" ; but it seems certain that no authentic porques ejus

of

trait

him

exists.

His church at Milan, the Basilica of Sant' Ambrcgio Maggiore, one of the oldest and most interesting
churches in Christendom, was founded by him in 387,

and dedicated

to all the Saints.
Though rebuilt in the
ninth century and restored in the seventeenth, it still
retains the form of the primitive Christian churches
(like some of those at Rome and Ravenna), and the

doors of cypress wood are traditionally regarded as the
very doors which St. Ambrose closed against the Emperor Theodosius, brought hither from the ancient cathedral.
Within this venerable and solemn old church
may be seen one of the most extraordinary and bestit is the golden
preserved specimens of Mediaeval Art
shrine or covering of the high altar, much older than
the famous pala d' oro at Venice
and the work, or at
:

;

man *

least the design, of one
work of several different

On
*

was

the front of the altar,

:

whereas the pala

artists

which

at different
is

all

is

the

periods.

of plates of

" His name seems to indicate that he
Wolvinus, a. d. 832.
of Teutonic race, a circumstance which has excited much

controversy amongst the modern Italian antiquaries."
ray's

Handbook.
21
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gold, enamelled and set with precious stones, are represented in relief B0GO68 from the lift of our Saviour;

on tli<' rides, which are of silver-gilt, angels, archangels,
and medallionB of .Milanese saints. On the back, alao
of rilver-gilt, we have the whole life of St. Ambrose,
in a series of small
compartments, most curious and
important as a record of COBtmne and manners, as well
as an example of the state of Art at that time. 1 have
never seen any engraving of

amined

it

gela Michael

monument, hut

this

I

ex-

In the centre Btand the Archan-

carefully.

and Gabriel,

Byzantine style; and
the donor, Bishop
Around,
AngelbertOB, and the goldsmith Wolvinus.
in twelve compartments, we have the principal Inci-

below them,

in

Ambrose

St.

the

blesses

dents of the life of St. Ambrose, the figures being,
as nearly as I can recollect, about six inches high.
1.
Bees swarm round his head as be lies in his
u.

cradle,

Be

4.

is

Bleeps,

Be
S.

provinces.

is

baptized.
beholds

Martin of Tours.

prefect

elected

Is

and

inspired

of the Lignrian
Bishop of Milan in 375.

appointed

He

Me

5.

9.

lie

and

6.

7.

Il<

the obsequies of St.

Be preaches

B.

by angels.

ordained.

is

a vision

In

the

in

eathednd,

heals the rick and lame.

LI. An angel wakes the
10. He is visited by Christ
Bishop of Vcrcclli and sends him to St. Amhrosc.
IS. Amhrosc dies, and angels l>ear away his soul to

heaven.

was surprised not to find in his church what we
his magconsider as the principal evenl of his life,
In
nanimous resistance to the Emperor Theodorins.
1

—

grand scene between Ambrose and Theodonever been so popular as it deserves to be
considered merely as a subject of painting, it is full of
(act, the

bas

.

splendid picturesque capabilities
contrast,
the great

background,
picture

of the church.
\>y

I

y

<)n

all

l

for

grouping, color,
be

Rubens,* the scene
the

desired.
is

In

the

porch
the emperor, surrounded

left

hi* guards, stands irresolute,
•

;

could

thai

J

.

and

in

Vienna.

a supplicatory

AMBROSE.

ST,

St.
on the right,
steps
seen, attended by the ministering priests,
stretches out his hand to repel the intruder. There

attitude,

Ambrose
and
is a
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and above,

on the

;

is

del Sarto, representing Theoprint, after Andrea
In
dosius on his knees before the relenting prelate.
the Louvre is a small picture, by Subleyras, of the

In our
a small and beautiful copy, by
Rubens.
Vandyck, of the great picture by
As joint patrons of Milan, St. Ambrose and St.
Carlo Borromeo are sometimes represented together,
of

reconciliation

National Gallery

Ambrose and Theodosius.
is

but only in late pictures.
There is a statue of St. Ambrose, by Falconet* in
the act of repelling Theodosius, which is mentioned by
Diderot, with a commentary so characteristic of the

—

a feeling
French anti-religious feeling of that time,
as narrow and one-sided in its way as the most bigoted
that I am tempted to extract it
only
Puritauism,

—

;

at Ismael, Cathpremising, that if, after the slaughter
erine of Russia had been placed under the ban of
Christendom, the world would not have been the
worse for such an exertion of the priestly power.

" C'est ce fougueux eveque qui osa fermer les portes de Peglise
a Theodose, et a qui un certain souverain de par le monde (Frederic of Prussia) qui dans la guerre passee avoit une si bonne envie
de faire un tour dans la rue des pretres, et une certaine souveraine
son clerge de toute
(Catherine of Russia) qui vient de debarrasser
cette richesse inutile qui Pempechoit d'etre respectable, auroient
'
Apprenez, moncouper la barbe et les oreilles, en lui disant
le temple de votre Dieu est sur mon domaine, et
a
accorde
vous
mon
par grace les trois arpens
predecesseur
que si
de terrain qu'il occupe, je puis les reprendre et vous envoyer por-

fait

:

sieur l'abbe, que

ter vos autels et votre fanatisme ailleurs.

Ce

lieu-ci la

maisou du

commun des hommes, bons ou mechans, et je veux entrer
quand il me plaira. Je ne m'accuse point a vous quand je
assez pour me
daignerois vous consulter, vous n'en savez pas
conseiller sur ma conduite, et de quel front vous immiscez-vous
Pere

,

Mais le plat empereur ne parla pas ainsi, et
Peveque savoit bien a qui il avoit a faire. Le statuaire nous Pa
d'en juger ?

'

montre dans

1«

moment de son
*

insolent apostrophe."

Paris, Invalides.

3
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In

Diderot's

AM>

l.i'/,'/

on

criticisms

YOARY

ART.

which

Art,

arc

often

qnoted even now, there is in genera] a far letter
his time, and much good
in
taste than prevailed
sense
hut a low tone of sentiment when he had to
deal with imaginative or religions Art, and an intol;

erable

coarseness,

— "most

mischievous

sin

foul

in

chilling sin."

St. AUGI'STINB.
St.

Lat. Sanctus Augustinus. Hal. Sant' Agostino.
S. Augustin.
Aug. 28, A. D. 430.

Austin.

Ft.

St. Acgustin!:, the third of the Doctors of the
Church, was horn ;it Ta-a-te, in Numidia. in .'(54.
His father was a heathen
his mother, .Monica, a
;

Endowed

Christian.

and

imagination,

with

Btrong

Bplendid

passions,

talents,

a

vivid

Augustine pnnnod

youth in dissipated pleasures, in desultory
changing from one faith to another, dissatisfied
with himself and unsettled in mind.
Bk mother,
Monica, wepl and prayed for him, and, in the exhis

restless

studies,

of her anguish, repaired to the Bishop of
After listening to her sorrows, he dismissed
Carthage.
her with these words: " Go in peace; the son of so
"
Augustine soon aftermany tears will not perish

tremity

!

he gained fame and riches
by his eloquence at the liar; but he was still unhappy
ami restless, nowhere finding peace either in labor or
in pleasure.
From Koine he went to Milan tin re.
after listening for some time to the preaching of Am

wards went

to

Rome, when-

;

brose,

he was, after

man}

struggles, converted

to

the

and was baptised bj the Bi&hop of Milan, in
<>n this occasion
presence of bis mother, Monica.

faith,

iras

composed the

in use in

our

hymn

Ihurcfa

called

St.

the

"Te Deum,"

Ambrose and

St.

still

Augustine
advanced to the
reciting the verses alternately as they
altar.
in
time
study, was
spent
Augustine, after tome
ordained priest, and then Bishop of Hipp", a small
(

;

ST.

AUGUSTINE.

3*b

Once interritory not far from Carthage.
stalled in his bishopric, he ever afterwards refused to
leave the flock intrusted to his care, or to accept of
town and

His

any higher dignity.
tice

of every virtue

:

all

was passed

life

in the prac-

was spent in
time was devoted to

that he possessed

hospitality and charity, and his
the instruction of his flock, either

by preaching or

In 430, after he had presided over his diowriting.
cese for thirty-five years, the city of Hippo was beof the horrors
sieged by the Vandals ; in the midst
that ensued, Augustine refused to leave
and died during the siege, being then in

people,

remains were afterwards

It is said that his

sixth year.

his

his seventy-

removed from Africa to Pavia, by Luitprand, King of
His writings in defence of Christianity
the Lombards.
and he is regarded as
are numerous and celebrated
the patron saint of theologians and learned men.
;

Of his glorious tomb, in the Cathedral of Pavia, I
can only say that its beauty as a work of art astonished
I had not been prepared for anything so rich, so
me.
It is
elegant in taste, and so elaborate in invention.
of the finest florid Gothic, worked in white marble,

Augustine lies upon a
scarcely discolored by time.
his
bier, and angels of exquisite grace are folding
The basso-relievos represent the
shroud around him.
events of his
tles,

Church, are

the statues of the evangelists, apos;
saints connected with the history of the

life

and other

full

of dignity and character.

It

comprises

in all 290 figures. This magnificent shrine is attributed
by Cicognara to the Jacobelli of Venice, and by Vasari
to the two brothers Agostino and Aguolo of Siena;
but he does not speak with certainty, and the date, 1362,
seems to justify the supposition of Cicognara, the Sienese brothers being then eighty or ninety years old.
Single figures of St. Augustine are not common ;
and when grouped with others in devotional pictures,
it is not easy to distinguish him from other bishops
for his proper attribute, the heart flaming or transor the poigpierced, to express the ardor of his piety
;
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nancy of

his repentance,

hut when

ii

bishop

is

very Beldom

introduced.

book in his hand,
Jerome, and with no par-

standing with

is

it

or a pen, accompanied bj St.
ticular attribute, we may suppose it to be St. Angusand when the title of one i>f his famous writings
tine
is inscribed on the honk, it of couree fixes the
identity
;

beyond a doubt.
B. Vivarini.

1.

as patron

Augustine Bested on a throne,
ami rohed alone, stern, and

St.

mitred

saint,

;

majestic*
l>iisxi

2.

attended

I

>y

Dossi,

St.

two angels

Augustine throned as patron,

;

lie

looks like a jovial patri-

St.

Augustine writing

arch. t

P, Filippo Lippi.

.•}.

in

his

chamber; no emblem, no mure; yet the permmalih so
marked that one could not mistake him either for Am-

Jerome
Andrea del

brose or
4.

him stand

fore

|

Sarto.
St.

St.

Aupustine as doctor

Dominic and

;

he-

Peter .Martyr;
front kneel St.

St.

in
trim St. Laurence, listening
Sebastian and Mary Magdalen. §
V. Carpaccio.
St. Augustine Btanding; a fine,
5.
stem, majestic figure; he holds his book and scourge.)

beside

;

The Virgin and Child enthroned;
6. Paris Bordone.
the Virgin places on the head of St. Augustine, who
kneel- before her, the jewelled mitre. "j
St.
7.
St. Augustine, as hishop, and
Florigerio.
veiled, stand

Monica,

As

a

of subjects, the history of St. Augustine
yet certain events in his

teriei

commonly met with;

not

i-

on each side of the Madonna.**

frequenl occurrence.
begin with the earliest
Monica brings her .-on to school

are of rery

lite

-hall

I

].

* SS.

Glovan

<

"ice.

;

the master re-

linns

t

Miliin.

QaL
This flue picture won painted

I'Uli I'al.

B

*

II.

t-r tha AsjostlnL

ri, Mil.in.

rlin

ti

M.

**

aead.

\- nice.

ST.

him
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the scholars are sitting in a row conning
their hornbooks.
The names of Monica and Augusreives

are

tine

This

;

inscribed

in

a very curious

the

glories

round

their heads.

oval picture of the early
part of the fourteenth century.*
Benozzo Gozzoli has painted the same subject in a
large fresco in the church of S. Agostino at San Giniignano (a. d. 1460). Monica presents her son to the
is

little

who caresses him in the background a
boy is being whipped, precisely in the same attitude in which correction is administered, to this day, in
some of our schools.
2. St. Augustine under the fig-tree meditating, with
"
the inscription, " Dolores aninue salutera parturientes ;
and the same subject varied, with the inscription, Tolle,
schoolmaster,

;

little

He tells us in his Confessions, that while still
unconverted, and in deep communion with his friend
Alypius on the subject of the Scriptures, the contest
within his mind was such that he rushed from the
lege.

presence of his friend and threw himself down beneath
a fig-tree, pouring forth torrents of repentant tears ;

and he heard a

voice, as it were the voice of a child,
"
" Take and
Tolle, lege,"
repeating several times,
"
read
and returning to the place where he had left
;

his friend, and taking up the sacred volume, he opened
it at the verse of St. Paul's
Epistle to the Romans,

" Not in
rioting and drunkenness, not in chambering
and wantonness, not in strife and envying but put ye
on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for
the flesh."
Considering that this was the voice of
God, he took up the religious profession, to the great
joy of his mother and his friend.
;

3.

in

The Baptism of St. Augustine
of St. Monica. This is a common
chapels dedicated to St. Augubtine or St.

C. Procaccino.

the

presence

subject in

Monica.t
4.

As

ieligious
*

the supposed founder of one of the four great
communities, St. Augustine is sometimes rep-

Vatican, Christian

Museum.

1

Cremona-
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u

resented

giving tin- rules to his Order: or in the
them, while his iinmk> stand aronnd, as
*
both arc common
by Carletto Cagliari
the houses df the Augustine friam.
The

tut of writing
in ;i picture

:

Bubjects in
habit is blackvt

St.
Augustine dispensing alms, generally in a
black hnhit, and with a hishop's mitre (in his head.
r,.
St.
Augustine, washing tin- feel of the pilgrims,
sees Christ descend from above to have his tin washed
.">.

with the

a
rest
large picture in the Bologna Academy
by Desnbleo, a painter whose works, with this one ex
The saint wears the
ccption, arc unknown to inc.
black habit of an Augustine friar, ami is attended by a
monk with a napkin in his hand. 1 found the game
:

BUbjeCt it) the LoUTre, in a Spanish picture of the seventeenth century above is seen a church (like the Pan*
;

theon) in a glory, and Christ is supposed to utter tlio
words, • Til, in, ,11111 lulu Eccletiam meant."]
7.
St.
Augustine, borne aloft by angels in an ecstatic
i

vision, beholds Christ in die opening heavens above,
St. Bionics kneeling below,
This fine picture, by Vandyck, is or was in the gallery of Lord Metbnen at
at Madrid there is another example,
by
Augustine kneeling in an ecstasy Bees a
on
one
hand
the
on
Saviour crucified,
celestial vision
the other the Virgin and atejels.

Corsliam
Mnrillo

and

:

:

St.

;

'Phis, however, is not the famous Bubject called, in
general, B. "The Vision of St. Augustine," which replie tells
resents a dream or vision related l>\ himself.
it,

while busied

in

writing his

Discourse on the

wandered along the seashore lost in meditation.
Suddenly he beheld a child, who, having dug
s hole in the .-ami, appeared to be bringing water from
Trinity, he

•

una.

I'..
|

t

r.
i

I

"

Legend!

believe

Denniitoun,

pecimen

"t

tiii-

ot

i>

"t

tie

Moo

otic Oi

li

picture iras BAerwardi In the ixwacwion of Mr
Hr BUrllng mentloni it mt h flue

UauUkf

tyle.
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Augustine inquired what was the
He replied, that he intended to

1
object of his task
into this cavity all the waters of the great deep

empty
"

"

Impossible

!

exclaimed Augustine.

" Not more im-

O

" than for
thee,
Auguspossible," replied the child,
tine
to explain the mystery ou which thou art now
!

meditating."

No subject from the history of St. Augustine has
been so often treated, yet I do not remember any very
It was adopted as a favorite theme
early example.
when Art became rather theological than religious, and
more intent on illustrating the dogmas of churchmen
thau the teaching of Christ.

During the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries we find it everywhere, and treated
but the motif does not vary,
in every variety of style
and the same fault prevails too generally, of giving us
a material fact, rather than a spiritual vision or revelation.
Augustine, arrayed in his black habit or his
;

with an
episcopal robes, stands on the sea-shore, gazing
astonished air on the Infant Christ, who pauses, and
looks up from his task, holding a bowl, a cup, a ladle,
Thus we have it in Murillo's
or a shell in his hand.
the
the most beautiful example I have seen
picture,

—

:

"
palpable to feelheavenly, but not visionary,
ing as to sense."
In Garofalo's picture of this subject, now in our Na^
tioual Gallery, Augustine is seated on a rock by the
child

is

margin of the

and

sea, habited in his episcopal robes,

with his books and writing implements near him and
while he gazes on the mysterious child, the Virgin apbehind Augustine
pears amid a choir of angels above
stauds St. Catherine, the patron saint of theologians
and scholars the little red figure in the background
;

:

:

elorepresents St. Stephen, whose life and actions are
quently set forth in the homilies of St. Augustine the
introduction of St. Catherine, St. Stephen, and the
:

whole court of heaven, gives the picture a visionary
Rubens has painted this subject with all his
powerful reality here Augustine wears the black habit
character.

:
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of his Order.
Vandyck in his large grand picture has
introduced St. Monica kneeling, thus giving at mice the
Albert Diner has
devotional or visionary character.*

The most
designed ami engraved the same Bnbject.
singular treatment is the classical composition of Kapbael, in one of the .small chiaro-scuro pictures placed
under the "Dispute of the Sacrament."
is in a Roman dress, bare-headed, and
on horseback his horse starts and rear.- at the Bight
of the miraculous child.
There is something at once picturesque and mystical
in this Bnbject, which has rendered it a favorite with
artists and theologians
yet there is always, at least in
significantly
St.

Augustine

;

;

every instance
the

in

literal

1

can

recollect,

something prosaic

Mild

treatment which spoils the poetry of the

conception.

" St.

9.

and

Augustine
— the
masterpiece

r

<»rL :i/,"

St.

Stephen bury Count

of l)oincnico

el

(

ireco, onci

Cathedral of Toledo, now in the .Madrid GalThis Conde de Orgaz, as Mr. Ford tells us in
lery.
his Handbook, lived in 1312, and had repaired a church

in

the

in his lifetime,

and therefan

St.

came down from heaven

tine

Stephen and
to

in

heaven.

Count

is

him

St.

Augus-

in his

tomb,
and all
"The hlack and gold armor of the dead
equal to Titian; the red brocades and copes

presence of Christ, the Virgin,

lay

the court of

are admirable; less good are the Virgin
I
have before mentioned tin'
groups."
reason why St. Augustine and St. Stephen are often
represented in companionship.

oi

the

and

saints

celestial

St. Monica is
mi, where -he

introduced into pictures of her
of course, the secondary place;
her dress is usually a hlack robe, and a \eil or coif,
white or gray, resembling that of a nun or a widow.
I
have nut with hut one picture where she is supreme;
often

has,

St. Monica is seated
('arminc at Florence.
throne and attended \,\ twelve holy women or
The \cr\ dark situafemale saints, six on each side

it

in the

is

en a

*

.ini-i

in

Lord

M-tflnu'ii's

Oallery at Corobam.
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me

from distinguishing
tion of this picture prevented
herself
individually the saints around her, but Monica
as well as th« other figures have that grandiose air

—

which belongs to the painter,
Filippo Lippi.
I saw in the atelier of the painter Ary Scheffer, in
of
St.
an
admirable
1845,
Augustine and his
picture
mother Monica. The two figures, not quite full-length,
she holds his hand in both hers, looking up
are seated
to heaven witli an expression of enthusiastic, undoubt;

— " the son of so

many tears cannot be cast
looking up with an ardent, eager,
but anxious, doubtful expression, which seems to say,
"
"
For profound and truthHelp thou my unbelief
ful feeling and significance, I know few things in the
compass of modern Art that can be compared to this

ing faith

away

"

;

!

He

also

is

!

picture.*

Gregory.

St.

Lat. Sanctus Gregoriua Magnus. Hal. San Gregorio Magno or
March
Ger. Der Heilige Gregor.
Papa. Fr. St. Gregoire.
12, a. D. 604.

The

fourth Doctor of the Latin Church, St. Gregand not without reason, Gregory the Great,
was one of those extraordinary men whose influence is
not only felt in their own time, but through long sucory, styled,

ceeding ages. The events of his troubled and splendid
and I shall merely throw
pontificate belong to history
together here such particulars of his life and character
as may serve to render the multiplied representations
He was born
of him both intelligible and interesting.
;

Rome

His father, Gordian, was
mother, Sylvia, who, in the
history of St. Gregory, is almost as important as St.
Monica in the story of St. Augustine, was a woman of
rare endowments, and, during his childish years, the

at

in the year

of senatorial rank

* It

:

540.

his

was in the possession of Her Majesty the Ex-Queen

French,

who paid

for

it

25,000f.

of the
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It is recorded that
watchful instructress of her son.
when In' was still an infant she was favored by a vision
i»f St.
Antony, in which lie promised to her son the

rapreme dignity of
menced his career

the tiara.

Gregory, however, com.'

and exercised
of prater or chief magistrate of his oative city
yet, while apparently engrossed
by secular affiuTB, he became deeply iinhllcd with the
his
religions enthusiasm which was characteristic of
in

life

daring twelve yean the

as a lawyer,

office

;

time
the

had

ami hereditary in his family.
death of his father he devoteil
pious ami

to

Immediately on
the wealth he

all

purposes, conCelian Hill into a
monastery ami hospital for the poor, which he dedicated
to St. Andrew
then, retiring to a little cell within it,
he took the habit of the Benedictine Order, and gave
up all his time to Study and preparation for the duties
inherited

verted

his

paternal

charitable

home on

the

:

which he had devoted himself
On the occasion of
plague which almost depopulated Home, ho
undertook the care of the poor and sick.
fearlessly
Pope Pelagius having died at this time, the people with
one voice called upon Gregory to Bucceed him
hot he
shrank from the high office, and wrote to the I'.mpcror
to

a

terrific

;

Maurice, entreating him not
people.
election,

The emperor
and thereupon

hid himself in a cave.

to ratify the choice

an

of the

confirming his
Gregory lied from Koine, and
Those who went in search of

sent

edict

him were directed to the place of big com -raiment hy a
and
light, and the fugitive was discovered
brought hack to Rome.
No sooner had be assumed the tiara, thus forced
upon him against his will, than he showed himself in
While he asserted
all
respects worthy of his elevation.
the dignity of his station, he was distinguished by his
he WBS the lir>t pope who took the
personal humility
title of "Servant of tin- Servants of
God"j he abolished slavery throughout Christendom on religions
grounds; though enthusiastic in making convert.--, hu
» himself against persecution and when the JeWI oi

celestial

:

;

;

GREG OR
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Sardinia appealed to him, he commanded
agogues which had been taken from them, and conHe was the
verted into churches, should be restored.
that the syn-

who sent missionaries to preach the Gospel in
England, roused to pity by the sight of some British
market at Rome.
captives exposed for sale in the
Shocked at the idea of an eternity of vengeance and
torment, if he did not originate the belief in purgatory,
he was at least the tirst who preached it publicly, and
first

made

it

an

article

of

faith.

In his hatred of war, of

in advance
persecution, of slavery, he stepped not only
He instituted the celiof his own time, but of ours.
bacy of the clergy, one of the boldest strokes of ecclesiastical power he reformed the services of the Church
;

;

defined the model of the Roman liturgy, such as it has
the offices of the priests, the
ever since remained,

—

and change of the sacerdotal garments he arranged the music of the chants, and he himself trained
" had
"
the choristers.
Experience," says Gibbon,
shown him the efficacy of these solemn and pompous
variety

rites to

;

soothe the distress, to confirm the faith, to mit-

igate the fierceness,

and

to

dispel the

dark enthusiasm

of the vulgar and he readily forgave their tendency to
promote the reign of priesthood and superstition." If,
at a period when credulity and ignorance were univer;

sal,

he showed himself in some instances credulous and
it seems hardly a
reproach to one in other

ignorant,

respects so

good and so

great.

His charity was boundless, and his vigilance indehe considered himself responsible for every
fatigable
and when a begsheep of the flock intrusted to him
gar died of hunger in the streets of Rome, he laid
:

;

himself under a sentence of penance and excommunication, and interdicted himself for several days from
the exercise of his sacerdotal functions.
Such was St. Gregory the Great, the last

Pope who

was canonized celestial honors and worldly titles have
bestowed.
seldom so well
often been worse
During the last two years of his life, his health,
:

—

—
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and vigils, failed entirely, and
from his coiieh. He died in t'.<>4,

early impaired by fasts

he was unable to
in

rise

fourteenth

the

year of

liis

They

pontificate.

still

preserve, in the church of the Lateral) at Home, his
lied, ami the little Bcourge with which he was wont to

keep the choristers in order.
The monastery of St. Andrew, which he founded on
the ('elian lliil, i> DOW the church of San Gregorio.

To

stand on the

which leads

summit of

the majestic
of steps
flight
the mined

to the portal, and look across
the CcBsara, makes the mind

t

c

i

palace of
giddy with
the rush i't' thoughts.
There, before us, the Palatine
Jlill,
1'apui Hume in dust
hen, the little eell, a
few feet square, where slept in sackcloth the man who

—

:

gave the
first

set

blow

last

power of the Csasan, and
mi the cradle and capital

the

t<>

font as sovereign

his

of their greatness.
St.
Gregory WBS in ]«rson tall and corpulent, and
of a dark complexion, with Mack hair, and very little
heard,
lie .-.peaks iii one "i his epistles of bis
huge
si/r, contrasted with his weakness and painful infirmiHe-

tn -.

bJS

own

mother
hundred

t"

presented

the

monastery of

St.

Andrew

portrait, and those Of his father, and his
St.
Sylvia: they were still in existence three

years

after

hi

-.

and

death,

the

portrait of

Gregory probably furnished that particular type of
physiognomy which we trace in all the best representations of him, in which he appears of a tall, large,
and dignified person, with a broad, lull face, black hair
and eyebrows, and little <>r DO heard.
A- in- was, next t<> St. Jerome, the must popular of
the Four Doctors, single figures of him abound.
Tiny

an

in general, he hears the tiara as
variously treated
Pope, and the crosier with the double cross, in common
hut bis peculiar attribute is
with other Papal saints
the dove, which in the old pictures is always close to
his car.
He is often seated on a throne, m the pon:

;

tifical

robes,

benediction

;

wearing the
in

the

tiara

other a

:

one

hand

hook, which

raised

in

representi

ST.
his

him

GREGORY.
works attributed

homilies, and other famous
the dove either rests on

his

:

He

hovering over his head.
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shoulder,

or

to
is

thus represented in

is

the tine statue, designed, as it is said, by M. An^elo,
and executed by Cordieri, in the chapel of St. Barbara,
and in the picture over the
in San Gregorio, Rome
of his chapel, to the right of the high altar.
;

altar-piece
In the Salviati

Chapel on the left,
by Annibal Caracci.

in prayer,"

is

the " St. Gregory
is seen in front

He

bareheaded, but arrayed in the pontifical habit, kneeling on a cushion, his hands outspread and uplifted
the tiara is at his
the dove descends from on high
a grand, finely
feet, and eight angels hover around
colored, but, in sentiment, rather cold and mannered
;

;

:

—

picture.*

By Guercino, St. Gregory seated on a throne, lookact to turn
ing upwards, his hand on an open book, in
to the
the dove hovers at his shoulder
the leaves
on the right, and more
left stands St. Francis Xavier
:

;

;

Behind St. Gregory is
an angel playing on the viol, in allusion to his love
in front an infant
and patronage of sacred music
in front, St. Ignatius Loyola.

;

angel holds the tiara.
figures of St. Gregory
ness,

The
is

type usually adopted in

here exaggerated into coarse-

and the picture altogether appears

remarkable for Guercino's faults than

to

me more

for his beauties.t

Several of the legends connected with the history of
Gregory are of singular interest and beauty, and
have afibrded a number of picturesque themes for Art
they appear to have arisen out of his exceeding popuThey are all expressive of the veneration in
St.

:

larity.

which he was held by the people of the deep impression left on their minds by his eloquence, his sanctity,
and of the authority imputed to his nuhis charity
merous writings, which were commonly said to have
;

;

been dictated by the Holy
*
\

Spirit.

There is a duplicate in the Bridgewater Gallery.
Sutherland Gal.
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1
John the deacon, his secretary, who has left a full
account <>f his life, dedans that he beheld the Holy
Ghosl in the form of a dove perched upon bis shoulder
while he was writing or dictating his broom homilies.
This virion, or rather figure of speech, has been interThus, in a
preted as a fact liy the earlj painters.
quaint old picture in the Bologna Gallery, we have
St.
Gregory Boated on a throne writing, the celestial
.

dove

his

at

A

ear.

little

behind

is

Been

John

the

deacon, drawing aside a curtain, and looking into the
room at his patron with an expression of the most

naive astonishment
'2.

Tin' Archangel Miehael, on the cessation of the
sheathes his sword on the summit of the

pestilence,

Mole of Hadrian.

I

have never seen even a tolerable

There is a picture
picture of this magnrficenl subject.
in the Vatican, in which Gregory and a procession of
are ringing litanies,

priests

Main

and

in

the

distance a

little

Adriano, with a little angel on the summit;
curious, hut without merit of any kind.
<l'i

—

is
:».
It
related that
The Supper of St. Gregory.
when Gregory was only a monk, in the Monastery of
St. Andrew, a beggar presented himself at the gate,
and requested alms
being relieved, he came again
:

and again, and

length nothing was left for the
charitable saint to bestow, but the silver porringer in
which his mother, Sylvia, had Bent him a potag* ; and
he commanded that this should be given to the mendi-

cant.

It

was

at

his

custom, when he became Pope, to

entertain every evening at bis
men, in remembrance of the

own table twelve \««<r
number of our Lord's

One night, as be sal at supper
guests, he saw, to liis surprise, not twelve,
And be called to his
teen tested at his table.
and Mid t>> him, " Did I UOt command thee
"
twelve ' and behold, there are thirteen

apostles.

!

with
but

bis
thir-

steward,
tO

mvitc

And

the

steward told them over, and replied, "Holy Bather,
then' are surely twelve only!" and Gregory held his
.

and

alter the meal, he called forth the

unbidden

ST.
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" Who art thou ? " And he reguest, and asked him,
the poor man whom thou didst formerly
plied, "I am
but my name is the Wonderful, and through
relieve
me thou shalt obtain whatever thou shalt ask of God."
Then Gregory knew that he had entertained an angel
to another version of the story, our
(or, according
This legend has been a frequent
Lord himself).
the title of " The Supper
subject in painting, under
of St. Gregory." In the fresco in his church at Rome,
;

is a winged angel who appears at the supper-table.
In the fresco of Paul Veronese, one of his famous
it

bancmet-scenes, the stranger seated at the table is the
Saviour habited as a pilgrim* In the picture painted
Vasari, his masterpiece, now in the Bologna Gal-

by

he has introduced a great number of figures and
of his own time,
portraits of distinguished personages
St. Gregory being represented under the likeness of
lery,

The unbidden guest, or angel, bears
Clement VII.
the features of the Saviour.
This is one of many beautiful mythic legends,
founded on the words of St. Paul in which he so
recommends

strongly
"
tues

hospitality

as

one of the

Be

vir-

for
not forgetful to entertain strangers
thereby some have entertained angels unawares." (Heb.
xiii. 2.)
Or, as Massinger has rendered the apostolic
:

precept,

:

—

" Learn
all,
example, to look on the poor
for
in
such habits often
With gentle eyes,

By

this

Angels desire an alms."

of St. Gregory. On a certain occasion
Gregory was officiating at the mass, one who
was near him doubted the real presence thereupon, at
the prayer of the saint, a vision is suddeuly revealed
4.

when

The Mass
St.

;

of the crucified Saviour himself, who descends upon
by the instruments of his passion.

the altar surrounded

This legend has been a popular subject of painting
from the beginning of the fifteenth century, and is
* Vicenza.

22

S.

Maria del Monte.
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"

The Mass

I
have met
of St. Gregory."
every variety of treatment and grouping
St.
but, however treated, it is not ;i pleasing Bubject
Gregory is seen officiating at the altar, Borronnded by

called

with

in

it

;

his attendant clergy.
Sometimes several saints arc introdueeil in a poetical maimer, as witnesses of the miracle
as in an old picture 1 saw in the gallery of Lord
:

—

the crucified Saviour descends from the
Nbrthwick;
cross, and stands on the altar, or i> npborne in the air
while all the incidental circnmBtancei and
by angels
instruments of the Passion,
not merely the crown

—

;

of thorns, the spear, the nails, but the kiss of Judas,
the .soldiers' dice, the cock that crew to Peter,
arc

—

As a Bpecimen of the utmost
Been floating in the air.
tuBoete in this representation may be mentioned Albert
hut.
Diirer's w

The least offensive and most elegant in treatment is
the marble bas-relief in front of the altar in the Chapel
of St.

I

rregory

Borne.

at

The Empress
5. The miracle of the Braiidcinn.
Constantia Bent to St. Gregory requesting home of the
He excused himself,
relics of St. Peter and St. l'aul.
Baying that he dared not disturb their sacred remains
for such a purpose, but he sent her part of a consecrated cloth [Brandaan) which had enfolded the body
The empress rejected this
of St. John the Evangelist
gift

with contempt

:

whereupon Gregory,

such things are hallowed not bo

to

show

thai

much m themselves as
the Brandeum on the

by the faith of believers, laid
and after praying he took up a knife and pierced
This inciit, ami blood flowed as from a living body.

altar,

dent, called

painted.

••miracle,/,/

the

Brandei," has also been

Andrea Bacchi has represented

picture now in
the altar of St.

the Vatican

Gregory

in

;

St

the mosaic
Peter's.

it

in a

cop)

grand
is

over

Gregory holds

view the bleeding cloth, and the expression of
u|i to
astonishment and conviction in the countenances of the
.int.- is

very

fine.

ST.
St.
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Emperor TraBologna Academy, he

releases the soul of the

In a little picture in the
seen praying before a tomb, on which is inscribed
Trajano Imperador; beneath are two angels raising
jan.

is

Such is the
the soul of Trajan out of the flames.
usual treatment of this curious and poetical legend,
" It
which is thus related in the Legenda Aurca.
happened on a time, as Trajan was hastening to battle
at the head of his legions, that a poor widow Hiiiilt
herself in his path, and cried aloud for justice, and the

emperor staved to listen to her; and she demanded
vengeance for the innocent blood of her son, killed by
the son of the emperor.
Trajan promised to do her
But,
justice when he returned from his expedition.
Sire,' answered the widow, 'should you be killed in
battle, who then will do me justice ?
My successor,'
'

'

'

And she said, ' What will it signify
replied Trajan.
to you, great Emperor, that any other than yourself
me justice? Is it not better that you should
good action yourself than leave another to do
And Trajan alighted, and having examined into

should do

do

this

it?'

in place of
affair, he gave up his own son to her
him she had lost, and bestowed on her likewise a rich
Now, it came to pass that as Gregory was one
dowry.

the

day meditating in his daily walk, this action of the
Emperor Trajan came into his mind, and he wept
be conbitterly to think that, a man so just should
as a heathen to eternal punishment. And enthat the
tering into a church he prayed most fervently
soul of the good emperor might be released from tor-

demned

ment.

Anil a voice said to him,

'

I

have granted thy

of Trajan for thy
prayer, and I have spared the soul
but because thou hast supplicated for one whom
sake
;

God had already condemned, thou shalt
either thou shalt endure for
choose one of two things
two days the fires of purgatory, or thou shalt be sick
and infirm for the remainder of thy life.' Gregory
chose the latter, which sufficiently accounts for the
the justice of

:

grievous

pains

and

infirmities

to

which

this

great

8ACR1

34°
and

man was

1

g
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subjected, even

ART.

the

to

day of

his

death."

This Btorj of Trajan \\a^ extremely popular in the
middle ages it is illustrative of the character of Or
ory, and the feeling which gave rise to his doctrine of
Dante twice alludes t<> it; he describes
purgatory.
it
as one of the subjects sculptured on the walls of
Purgatory, and takes occasion t<> relate the whole
:

Btory

:

—

"There was
exalted glory

Tli'

<>f

on

it iried

Roman

the

tin'

1

1

j

—

conquest,

nii^'ia>

widow

\

— Trajan

rock

prl

Whose might] worth moved Gregorj
the

to

earn

Bmpt

ror.

at liis bridle stood attired

la tears and mourning.
Full tlir<>n(/ of knights.

Round about them trooped
and overhead In gold

:

The eagles Boated, straggling with the wind.
The wretch appeared amid all theai to say
i

1

lira

Made
1..-

1

May
I I

\i

till

bast] bj
i

jmi

Ibr,

!

"

murdered

is

Wait now

I

1

rengi ance, Blre

it

i

son

Mj

Ana

return.'

I

hi r

grief

'0

:

return f — 'Where

rijv-lit

thee.'

—

woe

shrew

dk

tt

Be, replying

'

Whal

thou neglect thy own
length he answers.

V
'

it

she, as one

Sire,

II

am, who then

1

t" thee is othi

— 'Now comfort
beseemi

bo

well

iii

Mj duty bo performed, ere move hence.
and pity bids me it iy. ,M
justice wills
I

;

I'urij. X.

Car>'~ DAITB,

was through the efficacy of St. Gregory's inter*
Dante afterwards finds Trajan in Paradise,
ted
between King David and
King Hezekiahi

It

lion that

[Par. xx.)

A-

of Trajan was
an appropriate ornament fur a
hull nf justice.
We find it sculptured on one of the
capitals of the pillars of the Ducal Palace at Vcn
a

Bubject

of painting, the Btory

sometimes selected

there

is

till',

hut

rude

figure of the

the

very
ancienl
i,i

as

I

simple and
letters,

edo

—"

widow kneeling, somewhat
expressive, and

over

Trtijamt Impmtdor,
ciu u
In the
[all (.1
I

I

it,

in

chi
t

i

ia

Ma.
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near Bclluna, are the three Judgments

Pompco Amaltco

(i

tre

Givdizi),

the Judgment of Solomon,
Judgment of Daniel, and the Judgment of
It is painted in the Town Hull of Brescia by
Trajan.
Giulio Campi, one of a series of eight righteous judg-

painted by

:

the

ments.

same subject in the church of St.
" The son of the
of Canterbury at Verona.
Emperor Trajan trampling over the son of the widow,"
is a most curious composition by Hans Schaufeleiu.*
I

found the

Thomas

There was a monk, who,

7.

of poverty, secreted

in

his cell

in defiance of his

vow

three pieces of gold.

Gregory, on learning this, excommunicated him, and
shortly afterwards the monk died. When Gregory heard
that the monk had perished in his sin, without receiving

and
absolution, he was filled with grief and horror
he wrote upon a parchment a prayer and a form of
absolution, and gave it to one of his deacons, desiring
him to go to the grave of the deceased and read it
there
on the following night the monk appeared in a
vision, and revealed to him his release from torment.
This story is represented in the beautiful bas-relief,
in white marble, in front of the altar of his chapel it is
the last compartment on the right.
The obvious
intention of this wild legend is to give effect to the doctrine of purgatory, and the efficacy of prayers for the
;

:

;

dead.
St. Gregory's merciful doctrine of purgatory also
suggested those pictures so often found in chapels dedicated to the service of the dead, in which he is represented in the attitude of supplication, while on one side,

or in the background, angels arc raising the tormented
souls out of the flames.

In ecclesiastical
popes, St. Gclasius,
and St. Celestinus,

decoration I have seen the two
the calendar in 494,
the discipline of the

who reformed
who arranged

monastic orders, added to the series of beatified Doctors
of the Church.
*

Bartsch,

Lc

Pei-itre GratCur,

vii

204.
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II.— THE

FATHERS.

GREEK

FOU71

St. John ChryBostom, St
St Athanasios, and St. Gregorj

Tin: four Greek Fathers are
Basil

tin'

Great,

To

Nazianzen,

Greek

in

these,

pictures,

a fifth

is

added, St Cyril of Alexandria.
From the time of the schism between the Eastern
and Western churches, these venerable personages, who
rally

Mice exercised Bach an influence over

who preceded

the Latin Fathers,

teachers, have been al

all Christendom,
and were in fact their

banished

b1

from the religions

When they are
representations of the west of Europe.
introduced collectively as a part of the decoration of an
ecclesiastical

work

of

Ireek art

i

A

i-

artists

example

writing

I

<

are the

the

in

:

occupied by the Latin Doctors
each has his name inscribed
We haw exactly the ,-ame n;

Cathedral

of Monreale

The Greek Fathers have no
the
the

inscribing

unnecessary

Fathers seated,

remember), and in the purest ByzanThey OCCUpy the same places here

church decoration
Greek characters.

them, and

(ireek

vaull

we

Bentarion

dome of tin- bapireek
Venice, executed bj
In the four
1 8th
centuries.

the

style of art.
find usually

tine

that

thai

well

<>f

(if

general

the central

is

Mark's ;it
of the 12th ami

"f St.

Bpandrils

:lude in

c

i

Bignal

tistery

we may

edifice,

Byzantine and executed under the influeno

the

:

general

attributes

custom

in

name- over each
in

general,

each

at

in
ill

Palermo.

to

distinguish
Byzantine Art of

figure

renders

holds a hook,

this

or,

in

instances, a scroll, which represents his writinj
while the right hand i- raised in benediction, in the
k manner, the tiist nnd second finger extended,

gome

ami

thumb and

third finger forming a en
formula published by M. Didron,
each Of the (Jreck fathers heal- on a scroll the firSl
worth of -'inic remarkable
from hi works:

the

•I'litiL:

to

the

|
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John Chrysostom has " God, our God, who

hath given us for food the bread of
" None of those who are in the

life," &c.

:

St.

Basil,
bondage of fleshly
desires are worthy," &c,
St. Athanasius, " Often, and
anew, do we tlee to thee,
God," &c. St. Gregory
:

O

thrice

:

"

God, the holy among the holies, the
and St. Cyril, '• Above all, a Virgin
holy," &C.

Nazianzen,

:

without sin or blemish," &c.

The Greek bishops do not wear mitres
conse j
quently, when in the Italian or German pictures St.
Basil or any of his companions wear the mitre, it is a
mistake arising from the ignorance of the artist.
;

The Fathers of the Greek Church have been represented by Domenichino at Grotta Ferrata, placed over
the cornice, and under the evangelists, their proper'
place: they are majestic figures, with fine heads, and
correctly draped according to the Greek ecclesiastical
costume.
They are placed here with peculiar propri-

because the convent originally belonged to the
Greek order of St. Basil, and the founder, St. Nilus, was
a Greek.*
ety,

As separate devotional and historical representations
of these Fathers do sometimes, though rarely, occur, I
shall say a few words of them
individually.

St.

John Chrysostom.

hat. Sanctus Johannes Chrysostom.
tomo, San Giovanni Bocca d' Oro.

Ital. San Giovanni CrisosFr. St. Jean Chrysostome.
Died Sept. 14, A. D. 407.
His festival is celebrated by the
Greeks on the 13th of November, and by the Latin Church
on the 27th of January.

St. John, called Chrysostom, or of the Golden
AIouth, because of his extraordinary eloquence, was
*

For an account of St. Nilus, and the foundation of Grotta
"
Ferrata, see the
Legends of Monastic Orders."
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His parents wen' illustrious
born at Antiorli iii 344.
and the career opened to bitn was of arts and arms;
but from his infancy the bent of his mind was peculiar.
He lost his father when young; bis mother Arthusia,
Mill in the prime of her life, remained a widow tor his
sake, and superintended hi> education with care and
The remark of Sir James Mackintosh,
intelligence.
that " ;ill distinguished men have bad able mothers,"
appears especially true of the great churchmen and
The mother of St John ChrysoBtom ranks
poets.
with the Monicas and S\ 1\ i:i>, already described.
John, at the age of twenty, was already a renowned

At the age of twenty-six, the disbar.
Belf-abnegation and the passion for Bolitude,

at the

pleader
position

ti>

which had distinguished him from boyhood, became
strong, that he wished to retire altogether from the
his legal Btudies, his legal honors, had become
world
hateful t<> liim
he would turn hermit.
For a time liis
mother's tears and prayers restrained him.
He baa
himself recorded the pathetic remonstrance in which she
reminded hira of all she had done and Midi red in her
k
and besought him not
state of widowhood tor Ins
to leave her.
For the present he j ielded but two years
later he Bed from Bociety, and passed five or bix yi
.-I

;

:

.-

;

«

»

,

;

mar Antioch, devoting himself solely
Btudy of the Scriptures, to penance and prayer
feeding on the wild vegetables, and leading a life ol
Bucfa rigorous abstinence that his health sunk under it,
in the wilderness
to the

and

;

was obliged

Antioeh.
even an ordained priest
luit
shortly after lie had emerged from the desert,
Flavian, bishop of Antioch, ordained him, and apAt the moment of his conpointed him preacher.
secration, according to the tradition, a white dove descended on hi- bead, which was regarded a- the sign of
He then entered on his true
immediate inspiration.
lie

All

this

had

to return to

he was not

;

a Christian orator, the greatest next to
<>n one occasion, when the people of Antioeh
v..
the Emperor Theodosius, and
offended

vocation us
Paul.

time

ST.
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a punishment like that which had
fallen on Thessalonica, the eloquence of St. John
Chrysostom saved them lie was su adored by the peowas appointed patriarch of Constanple, that when he
threatened with

:

tinople, it was necessary to kidnap him, and carry him
off from Antioch by a force of armed soldiers, before

the citizens had time to interfere.

From the moment he entered on his high office at
Constantinople, he became the model of a Christian
Humble, self-denying, sleeping on a bare
bishop.
plank, content with a little bread and pulse, he enterindetained with hospitality the poor and strangers
fatigable as a preacher, he used his great gift of eloquence to convert his hearers to what he believed to be
:

the truth

:

he united the enthusiasm and the imagina-

tion of the poet, the elegant taste of the scholar, the
logic of the pleader, with the inspired earnestness of

who had authority from above. He was, like St.
Jerome, remarkable for his influence over women
and his correspondence with one of his female converts
and friends, Olympias, is considered one of the finest
of his works remaining to us
but, inexorable in his
denunciations of viee, without regard to sex or station,
he thundered against the irregularities of the monks,
one

;

:

the luxury and profligacy of the Empress Eudosia, and
the servility of her flatterers, and brought down upon
himself the vengeance of that haughty woman, with

whom

the rest of his

life

was one long

contest.

He

the voice of the people obliged the EmPersisting in the resolute defence
peror to recall him.
of his church privileges, and his animadversions on the

was banished

:

court and the clergy, he was again banished and, on his
way to his distant place of exile, sank under fatigue
and the cruel treatment of his guards, who exposed
;

him, bareheaded and barefooted, to the burning sun
and thus he perished, in the tenth year of his
of noon
:

bishopric,

and the

sixty-third of his age.

Gibbon adds,

" At the
pious solicitation of the clergy and people of Constantinople, his relics, thirty years after his

that,
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death, were transported from their obscnre Bepnlchn
the royal city.
The Emperor Theodosius advanced
receive

tc

to

them

as Far as Chalcedon, and, Falling prostrate
on the <'<>tlin, implored, in the name of Ms
guilty
parents, Arcadins and Endosia, the forgiveness of tlio
injured Baint."
is

It

owing,

with the

I

suppose, to the intercourse <>f Venice
one <>!' her beautiful churches is

Bast, that

Ban Gian Grisostomo, as they call him
and Bonorous as his own Greek.
Over the high altar a the grandest devotional picture
in which 1 have seen tln> Baint
figure as a chief persondedicated

to

there, in accents as soft

It

age.

the masterpiece of Sebastian del

i.s

and represents

St.

Piombo,*
John ChryBostom throned and in the

act of writing in a Lr i"<'at
In fn.nt, to the
right, Btands

k:

I

behind him,

Si.

Paul,

St. .!<>lm the BaptiBt,

and

St George,

behind him

as patron of Venice; to the
left
Marj Magdalene, with a beautiful Venetian (ace,
behind her St Catherine, patroness of Venice: close
St.

to

3.

lumjp; she

is

This

dom.t

Giorgione.
of

Btands

St. Lucia
holding her
type of celestial light or "i>picture was for a long time attributed to

ChrysoBtom

here the

There was also

a very fine majestic figure

M. Schamp
<>n<' hand he
holds the sacramental cup, and the left hand rests on
the Gospel: the celestial dove hovers near him, and
two angels are in attendance.
1 1

he

1

i

is

-s

Baint by Rubens, in the collection of
in tlir habit <>(' n Greek
bishop; in

:

cannot quit the history ol St John Chrytostom
without alluding t<> a subject well known t<> collectors
and amateurs, and popularly called " La Penitent* <l<
St. Jean Chryaostome."
I;
represents a unman an*
draped, Beated in a cave, <>r wilderness, «itli an infant
in her arms; or lying on the ground with a new-born
I

'riling to BaojOVtnO| beguii
iao.

I

t

Dante, Inf.

r.

n.

by (Jiorgioucaiid

fluishi.l

by

ST.
infant beside her
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in the distance

is

seen a
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man

with a

glory round his head, meagre, naked, bearded, crawling
on his hands and knees in the most abject attitude ;
beneath, or at the top, is inscribed S. Johanes Crisos-

tomus.
For a long time this subject, perplexed me exceedingly, as I was quite unable to trace it in any of the
the
biographies of Chrysostom, ancient or modern
:

kindness of a friend, learned in all the byways as well
as the highways of Italian literature, at length assisted
me to an explanation.
The bitter enmity excited against St. John Chrysos-

tom

in his lifetime, and the furious vituperations of his
adversary, Theophilus of Alexandria, who denounced
him as one stained by every vice, " hostem humanitatis,

sacrilegorum principem,

who had

immundum dcemonem,"

as a wretch

absolutely delivered

up his soul to Satan,
were apparently disseminated by the monks. Jerome
translated the abusive attack of Theophilus into Latin ;
after the slanders against Chrysostom had

and long

been silenced in the East, they survived in the West.
To this may be added the slaughter of the Egyptian
monks by the friends of Chrysostom in the streets of
Constantinople which, I suppose, was also retained in
the traditions, and mixed up with the monkish fictions.
It seems to have been forgotten who John
Chrysostom
;

really was ; his name only survived in the popular ballads and legends as an epitome of every horrible crime ;

and to account for his being,
a saint, was a difficulty which
mounted after a very original,
" I
a very audacious fashion.
" three editions of this

notwithstanding all this,
in the old legend is surand, I must needs add,

have," writes my friend,
legend in Italian, with the title
La Historia di San Giovanni Boccadoro. It is in ottava
rima thirty-six stanzas in all, occupying two leaves of
It was originally composed in the fifteenth
century, and reprinted again and again, like the ballads
and tales hawked by itinerant ballad-mongers, from that
day to this, and as well known to the lower orders as

Jetter-press.
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'

'.Turk

Giant-killer

th>'

ns Bucriiictlv

nml

of the

roads,

beriea

liiuli

licrc.

I will

a- properly a-

I

give you the story

named Schitano,

and murders

t'>

a

certain

A gentleman

ran.

confesses his rob-

who

Frate,

absolves

—

him, upon a solemn promise, not to do three things,
1

non

cIm- tu

N.

fan'i (also

sacramento,
homicidio, at adulti
i

Schitano thereupon takes possession of
turns Romito (Hermit) in the wilderness.

a

cave, and

A

neighbora
ing king takes hi- daughter out bunting with liiin
start.-,
deer
white
the king dashes
across their path
away in pursuit tin miles or more, forgetting hi.- daugh;

;

ter;

comes mi; the princess, left alone
wanders till sin- sees a light, ami knocks

night

forest,

mittance

at

He

the cave of Schitano.

in
fin-

fancies at

tin'

adfirst

it
must in- the Demonio,' hut at length he admits
her after long hesitation, ami turns bet horse oul tu
Hit beauty tempts him to break one of his
graze.

that

•

vows; thf fear of discovery induces him tu violate another by murdering her, ami throwing her body into a
cistern.
The horse, however, i> Been by one of the
cavaliers of tin- court, who knocks, ami inquires it ha
has -in a certain 'donzella' that way.
The hermit
Bwears that he has nut beheld a christian laif for three
Mars, thus breaking his third vow; hut, reflecting on
this threefold sin with horror, he imposes mi himself a
most Bevere penance (*un aspra penitenza'), to wit:

—

1

Di stare wtte

mmi

mil

Pane non mangero ne

v

in. ii

Non
Per

rlsguardi rt

ii

upro
i»

r<

oti

I

>

dlaerto.

rtno,
icopi rto,

Bebraioo at Latino,
che quel ch' i" dloo non
oorto,

parli i"
I'm

>

Che mi Iiuilin ili *'i ill |iorf.'ii f;ivi||;i,
" Perdonato t' ba Hi"-, ra alia tua cella."'
"

i-. In- -mar- that for Seven yr:ir- lir will mibread nor ilrink wine, nor look up in tin- face nl
heaven, nor speak either Hebrew or Latin, until it shah
come to pass that an infant of seven days' old .-hall

thir

That
i-at

ST.
open
—
go

its
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'

say,
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Heaven hath pardoned

thee,

in peace.'
So, stripping off his clothes, he crawls
on hands and knees like the beasts of the field, eating
grass and drinking water.
«•
Nor did his resolution fail him
he persists in
this

'

'

aspra penitenza
'

for seven years,

—
—

Sette anni e sette giorni ncl diserto
le bestie andava lui carpone,

;

Come

E mai

non risguardo

Peloso egli era a

ciel scoperto,

il

modo

d'

un montone

;

Spine e fango il suo letto era per certo,
Del suo peccato havea contrizione ;
E ogni cosa facea con gran fervore,
Per purgar il suo fallo e grand' errore.'

In the mean time

it

came

into the king's head to

was leading

the covers where the hermit

this

draw

The

life.

dogs of course found, but neither they nor the king
could make anything of this new species of animal,
'che pareva un orso.'
So they took him home in a
chain and deposited him in their zoological collection,
where he refused meat and bread, and persisted in
On New- Year's day the queen gives birth to
grazing.
a son, who, on the seventh day after he is born, says
distinctly to the hermit,
'

Che Dio

—

Torna alia tua
ha perdonato

t'

Levati su, Rotnito

!

cella,
il

tuo peccato,

ora favella

'
!

But the hermit does not speak as commanded he
makes signs that he will write. The king orders the
inkstand to be brought, but there is no ink in it so
Schitauo at once earns his surname of Boccadoro (Chryhe puts the pen to his
sostom) by a simple expedient
mouth, wets it with his saliva, and writes in letters of
;

:

:

—
gold,

'

Onde

la penna in bocca si metteva,
a scrivere comincio senza dimoro,
Col sputo, lettere che parevan d' oro

E

'
.'

" After seven
years and seven days, he opens his

35°
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mouth

to the kiiiL:

;

in speech, and confesses his fool crimes
cavaliers arc despatched iii search of tho

body of the princess as they approach the cavern they
bear celestial music, and in th<- end they bring the donBella <>nt of the cistern alive and well, and wry sorry
n> leave the blessed Virgin and the angels, with whom
Bh<
Bhe had been passing her time mosl agreeably
;

:

restored to her parents with universal fata
and she announces to the hermit thai he

and may return to his
and ends in leading the

The

fied.

ample,

—

allegrezza,

is
pardoned
which he dues forthwith,
of a saint, and being beati-

cell,
life

auditori' are invited

'diacreti

<

to

take ex-

Da iiacato Santo pten di leppi».iri:i
1
Hempr*' perdona a peocatori,'

Che Iddio

and arc

informed that tiny

finally

edifying history

'Due

The

price,

line

is

oil

quattrinidiasr117.il far pla parole.

however,

altered
•

may purchase

thus

i

:

—

—

this

terms, to wit, a halfpenny,

BBS]

;

for

the

in

—

1

next century the

1'i-r..
daeCQD che comparanir VQOle,
Ire qnattrlni ml dla 9rn7.11 pia parol
c

The woodcuts

prefixed

tO

the

liallad

represent this

Nebuchadnezzar on all four.-, surprised by the
bul do female figure,
kiiiL with his huntsmen and dogs
.1- in the German
prints, in which the German version
of the legend has evidently been in the mind of the
It
differs in some 1, spa 1- from the Italian
artists.
saintly
r

;

I
shall therefore give as much of it hen
explain the artistic treatment of the story.

ballad.
will

"When
I

*

l« ir

John Chrysostom was baptized, the Pope*
At seven war- old he went to school,

godfather.

Thi Greek irord Papa, hare translated d<r Paptt (the Pope),
1

.

thood, and nwani limply a prl
in

legend Into

•
I

J

Litle
1

"f

laths

ST.
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but he was so dull and backward that he became the
laughing-stock of his schoolfellows. Unable to enduro
their mockery, he took refuge in a neighboring church,
and prayed to the Virgin and a voice whispered,
;

Kiss me on the mouth, and thou shalt be endowed
He did so, and, returning to the
with all learning.'
'

school, he surpassed all his companions, so that they
remained in astonishment as they looked, they saw a
golden ring or streak round his mouth, and asked him
how it came there and when he told them, they wonThence he obtained the name of
dered yet more.
:

;

Chrysostom.

John was much beloved by

his godfather

the Pope, who ordained him priest at a very early age ;
but the first time he offered the sacrifice of the mass,
he was struck to the heart by his unworthincss, ancf

resolved to seek his salvation in solitude

;

therefore^

throwing off his priestly garments, he fled from the
his dwelling in a cavern of the rock,
city, and made
and lived there a long while in prayer and meditation.
" Now not far from the wilderness in which
Chrysosand it haptorn dwelt, was the capital of a great king
;

pened that one clay, as the princess his daughter, who
was young and very fair, was walking with her companions, there came a sudden and violent gust of wind,
which lifted her up and carried her away, and set hei
down in the forest, far off; and she wandered about
till she came to the cave of Chrysostom, aud knocked
He, fearing some temptation of the Devil,
would not let her in but she entreated, and said, 1
am no demon, but a Christian woman and if thou
So
leavest me here, the wild beasts will devour me.'
And ho
he yielded perforce, and arose and let her in.
drew a line down the middle of his cell, and said,
That is your part, this is mine and neither shall
But this precaution was in vain, for
pass this line.'
he
passion and temptation overpowered his virtue
Both repented soreoverstepped the line, and sinned.
and Chrysostom, thinking that if the damsel rely
mained longer in his cave it would only occasion further
at the door.

<

;

;

'

;

;

;
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her to a neighboring precipice, and flung
he had done ilii> deed, he was seized

6in, carried

When

her down.

and he departed and went to
godfather the Pope, and confessed all, and
Bnt his godfather knew him not
entreated absolution.
ami, being seized with horror, he drove him forth, and
with horror and remorse

Borne

;

his

t<>

;

refused to absolve him.

So

the

unhappy Binner

fled to

the wilderness, and made a solemn vow thai he
never rise from the earth nor look np, but crawl

wonld
<>n his

hand- and knees, until lie had expiated his great sin
and was absolved by Heaven.
" When lie had thus crawled on the earth for fifteen
years, the queen brought forth a son; and when the

Pope came
month and
by St. John

to

baptize the child, the infant opened its
I
will not he baptized
by thee, hut
;ind
and hi' repeated this three time'

said,
'

;

;

none could understand

In the

afraid to proceed.

men had gone

this miracle

;

but the

Pope was

mean time the king's
home game

huntstor the

to the forest to hrinj_r

there, as they rode, they beheld a
christening feast
and not knowBtrange beast creeping on the ground
ing what it might he, they threw a mantle over it and
:

;

bound

came

it

in

a chain and brought

it

to the

Many

palace.

and with them came
and immethe nurse with the king's son in her arms
it> month and spake,
John,
diately the child Opened
lie answered,
IT it be
come thou and baptize me
to look

on

this Btrange beast,

;

•

'

•

!

Ami the child Bpoke the
speak again 1'
a second and a third time.
Then John
stood np
and the hair and the mOSS fell from hi- body,
and they brought him garments; and he took the child
l's

will,

Bame words
;

and baptized him with great devotion.
•

When the king heard his confession, he thought,
Perhaps this was m) daughter, who was losl and never
into the forest to seek
found'; and he sent meat
for the remain- of hi- daughter, that her hole - at
ll

m

When thej came
consecrated ground.
a beautiful
to tie- foot of the
precipice, there tiny found
woman seated, naked, and holding a child in her aim-,
might

rest
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and John said
the wilderness

me

1

and

to her,

Why

sittest
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thou here alone in

And she said
Dost thou not know
woman who came to thy cave by night,

'

?

'

:

I am the
whom thou

they brought
ents."*

'

down this rock
home with great joy to

didst hurl

her

'
!

Then

her par-

This extravagant legend becomes interesting for two
it shows the existence of the popular feeling
and belief with regard to Chrysostom, long subsequent
to those events which aroused the hatred of the early
reasons

monks

:

and it has been, from its popular notoriety,
embodied in some rare and valuable works of art,
which all go under the name of " the Penance or Penitence of Johannes Chrysostom or Crisostomos."
1. A rare print by Lucas Cranach, composed and
In the centre is an unilraped
engraved by himself.
woman reclining on the ground against a rock, and
contemplating her sleeping infant, which is lying on
;

a stag, a hind crouching, a pheasant feeding
her lap
in the backnear her, express the solitude of her life
"
" the
on all fours, and browssavage man
ground is
here he has no glory round his head. The whole
ing
composition is exceedingly picturesque.
2. A rare and beautiful print by B. Beham, and repeated by Hans Sibald Beham, represents a woman
lying on the ground with her back turned to the speca child is near her
tator
Chrysostom is seen crawling in the background, with the glory round his head.
small print by Albert Diirer, also exquisitely
3.
Here the woman is sitting at the entrance
engraved.
in
of a rocky cave, feeding her child from her bosom
"
the background the " savage man
crawling on all
This subject has
fours, and a glory round his head
but it is evibeen called St. Genevieve of Brabant
dently the same as in the two last-named composi;

;

;

;

;

A

:

;

tions.
*

Koburgher, Legendensammlung, 14S8,
nd Werke Albrecht Diirer's, p. 440.

23

p. 325.

Heller's

Lebea
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All these prints, being nearly contemporaneous, show
the legend must have been particularly popular

that

Then' is also an old
about this time (1509
1580).
French version of the Btoiy which 1 have not seen.

sr
La*.

Basil rra Great.

8L BaaUina Magnua.
sile.

/'.//

Ba

June

14,

ttagno.
d.

\.

FV. Bt-Ba-

880.

St. Rash., called the Gnat, was born at Cesarea in
He was one of a family
in the year 328.

Cappadocia,
of Baints.

His father St

tWO brothel* St
Peter of Bebaste, and bis

melie, his

Basil, his mother St. Em(,iv_, ,r\ of N\»u ami St.

8t Macrina, were

Bister

all

distinguished for their sanctity, and renowned is the
The St. Basil who takes rank as the
k calendar.
of the Eastern church, and wl
Becond

luminary
dogmatical and theological works influenced the faith
whs the
bis
own
of
age, and consequently of ours,
itesf of all.
But, notwithstanding his importance
in the Greek Church, he figures so seldom in the proshall content myself
ductions of Western An, that
with relating just bo much of his lift ami actions
I

may

render the tew

representations of him interesting

ami

intelligible,
He owed bis

Macrina the

lir.-t

elder, a

attainments, to

education to his grandmother St.
woman of singular capacity ami

whom

he has

in

various

works acknowledged ms obligations.

parts of bis

For several yean

he pursued his studies in profane learning, philosophy,
law, ami eloquence, at Constantinople, and afterwards
ut Athens, where he had two companions ami fellowstudent- of very opposite characl
the Saints and
in, afterwards
the

of

Nad-

Apostate.

The
and

;j

Julian, afterwardi

success of the youthful Basil in all his studies,
a- an eloqOSBI
reputation he had ohtaimd

lie-

ST.

BASIL

THI-:

GREAT.
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swelled his heart with vanity, and
would have endangered his salvation but for the influpleader, for a time

enec of his

sister, St.

preserved him from

who in this emergency
and elevated his mind to
mere worldly science and
From that period, and he was
Macrina,

himself,
far higher aims than those of

worldly distinction.
then not more than twenty-eight,
thoughts solely to the edification

Church

among

turned

Basil

of

the

his

Christian

but first he spent some years in retreat
the hermits of the desert, as was the fashion
;

of that day, living, as they did, in abstinence, poverty,
and abstracted study acknowledging neither country,
;

family,
terests

on

home, nor friends, nor fortune, nor worldly inof any kind, but with his thoughts fixed solely

eternal

life

In these austerities

in another world.

was also usual, consumed and ruined his bodily
health
and remained to the end of his life a feeble,
wretched invalid,
a circumstance which was supHe was
posed to contribute greatly to his sanctity.
ordained priest in 362, and Bishop of Cesarea in 370
his ordination on the 14th of June being kept as one
he, as

—

;

;

of the great feasts of the Eastern Church.
On the episcopal throne he led the same life of abstinence and humility as in a cavern of the desert ;

and contended

for the doctrine of the Trinity against
the Arians, but with less of vehemence, and more of
charity, than the other Doctors engaged in the same

The principal event of his life was his
controversy.
opposition to the Emperor Valens, who professed Arianism, and required that, in the church of Cesarea,
Basil should perform the rites according to the custom
of the Arians.
The bishop refused he was threat:

death he persisted. The
emperor, fearing a tumult, resolved to appear in the
church on the day of the Epiphany, but not to com-

ened with

exile, confiscation,

:

He came, hoping to overawe the impracticable bishop, surrounded by all his state, his courtiers,
He found Basil so intent on his sacred
his guards.

municate.

office as to

take not the s'ightest notice of

him

:

those
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of the clergy around him continued to chant the service, keeping their eyes fixed in the profonndest
and respect <>n the countenance of their bishop. Valena,
in a situation new to him, became agitated
he had
:

he advanced with it; but the
not knowing whether Basil
;dt;ir,

his oblation;

brought
ministers

the

at

would accept it, dared
Valens stood there for

not
a

t:ik<-

from

it

moment

in

— be

people, rejected before the altar.
of mind, trembled, swooned, and

his

Bight

of

his

lost

bands.
all

the

presence

would have fallen to
one of the attendants had not received
A conference afterwards t< >k place
him in bis arms.
between Basil and the emperor; but the latter remained unconverted, and some concessions to the
Catholics was all that the bishop obtained.
the earth,

if

<•

St.

Basil

above

epistles,

nf orthodoxy,

Of St

in 379, worn out by disease, and
him many theological writings.
Bis

died

leaving behind

all,

are

but of

celebrated, not

onlj

as

models

Btj la.

Basil, a~ of St.

Gregory and

St.

John Chry-

Bostom, we have the storj of die Hoi) Ghost, in visible
form, as a dove of wonderful whiteness, perched on bis
shoulder, and inspiring his words when he preached.
St.

Basil

chism

i>

in the

Ka.-t.

vows of poverty,
became the modi
i-,

in

fact,

celebrated

also

He was

a>

the

the

first

founder of Monsv

who

enjoined the

and obedience; and

his Rule
of all other monastic Orders. There
no other Order in the Greek Church, and

chastity,
1

when

either monks or nuns appear in a Greek or n
Russian picture they must !»• Basilicans, and no other:

the habit is a plain black tunic with a cowl, the tunic
fastened round the waist with a girdle of cord or leather.
Such is the dress of the Greek caloyer, and it never
rarit

The
'it

devotional figures of
to

represent

him,

St

in the

Basil represent him, or
pontificals, bare-

Greek

headed, unci with u thin, worn coontcnanco, as he ap
m thv etching of tin
.

l

i
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"

The Emperor Valcns in the church at Cesarea,"
an admirably picturesque subject, 1ms received as little
justice as the scene between Ambrose and Theodosius.
When the French painter Subleyras was at Borne in
1745, he raised himself to name and fame by his portrait of Benedict XIV.,* and received, through the interest of his friend Cardinal Valenti, the commission
to paint a picture for one of the mosaics in St. Peter's.
The subject selected was the Emperor Valcns fainting
in presence of St. Basil.
We have all the pomp of
the scene
It

:

— the

on one

priests

altar, the

side

;

not easy to find

is

incense, the richly attired

on the other, the Imperial court.
for

fault,

the picture

is

well

drawn, well composed, in the mannered taste of that
time
well colored, rather tenderly than forcibly
and
Lanzi is enthusiastic in his praise of the draperies
;

;

;

yet, as a whole,

it

leaves the

mind unimpressed.

As

usual, the original sketch for this picture far excels the

large composition. t

The

prayers of St. Basil were supposed

menian Christians, partly from his
from his intellectual endowments,

sanctity,
to have

by the Arand partly
a peculiar,

so that he not only redeemed
souls from purgatory, but even lost angels from the
"On the sixth day of the creation,
abyss of hell.

almost

when

resistless,

power

;

the rebellious angels

fell

from heaven through

that opening in the firmament which
call Arocea, and we the Galaxy, one

the

Armenians

unlucky angel,
who had no participation in their sin, but seems to
have been entangled in the crowd, fell with them."
(A moral, I presume, on the consequences of keeping
" And this unfortunate
bad company. )
angel was not
restored till he had obtained, it is not said how, the
His condition meantime, from,
prayers of St. Basil.
the sixth day of the creation to the fourth century of
the Christian era, must have been even more uncom* Sutherland Gal.
t

"La messe

de Saint Basiie. r

Louvre, Ecole Framjaise, 508
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than that of

fbrtable

Klopstock's repentant

demon

in

The Messiah."
There are many other beautiful legendary Btoriea of
Basil, but, as I have never met with them in any
n 111 of Art,
One of the must
i>;i>s them over here.

Si
I «

I

striking has been versified by Southey in his ballad" All for Love."
It
would afford a great vapoem,
riety "t" picturesque subjects.

St.
Lit.

B.

Ath

\n wsii

Athanaalus, Pater Orthodoxla.
N
2
Fr. St. athanaw

a

n<ii.

Sant' Atanasio.

>

:•

St. Athawasius, whose famous Creed remains a
Btumbling-block in Christendom, was born at Alexanh.'
was consequently the
dria, about the year 298
eldest of the Greek Fathers, though he does n>>t in that
;

Church take

the first rank.
He, like the others, began
by the Btudy of profane literature, science,
and eloquence; but, sci/<-<l by the religious spirit of
the age, he, too, fled t<> the desert, and became, Cur a
He returned t'> Alextime, the pupil <>!' St. Anthony.
Ilis first
andria, and was ordained deacon.
appearance as a public character was at the celebrated council
of Niic- (a. d. 325), where he opposed Arias and his
was
partisans with bo much zeal ami eloquence, that he
his

career

thenceforth regarded as the great pillar of orthodoxy.
Hi' became Bishop of Alexandria tin following year;
jnd the rest of his life was a perpetual contest with the
1

The

Arians.
at this

time

great schism of tin- early Church blazed
Bast and in the Wot, ami Alhana-

in the

by his invincible perseverance and intrepidity,
He died
procured the rictory for the Catholic party.
in 372, after having Deen Bishop of Alexandria forty.
-.•.!' which
twenty years had been Bpent in

gins,

i

ami

tribulation.

GREGORY NAZIANZEN.

ST.
It is

curious that, notwithstanding his

j

fame and

59

his

importance in the Church, St. Athanasius should be,
as a patron and a subject of Art, of all saints the most
He figures, of course, as one of the series
unpopular.
but I have never met with anyof Greek Doctors
know not any
separate representation of him, and I
church dedicated to him, nor any picture representing
;

the vicissitudes of his unquiet life, fraught as it was
SucJ
with strange reverses and picturesque incidents.
exist, but in Western Art, at least, they hav\

may

never been prominent.
According to the Greek
inula, he ought to be represented old, bald-headed,
with a long white beard.

St.
Gr.

St.

ftal-jixse.

for.

and.

Gregory Nazianzen.

Lat. S. Gregorius Nazianzenus.
Gregory Theologos.
Fr. S. Gregoire de NaziSan Gregorio Nazianzeno.
Oer. S. Gregor von Nazianz. May 9, a. d. 390.

was one of a family of
Gregory, having been bishop of
his mother, St. Nonna, famous
Nazianzua before him
and two of his sisters, St. Gorgonia and
for her piety
St. Cesarea, also canonized.
Gregory was born about

This Doctor,

saints

;

like St. Basil,

his lather, St.

;

;

aud his mother, who fondly believed
the year 328
that he had been granted to her prayers, watched over his
in piety and
early education, and guided his first steps
;

When a boy, he had a singular dream,
He beheld in his sleep
which he has related himself.
two virgins of celestial beauty they were clothed in
white garmerts, and their faces shone upon him like
two stars out of heaven they took him in their arm*
and kissed him as if he had been their child. He,
charmed by their virgin beauty and their caresses,
One of
asked who they were, and whence they came
them replied, " I am called Chastity, and my sister
we come to thee from Paradise,
here is Temperance
literature

;

:

?

;

where we stand continually before the throne of Chris t,
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ineffable delights

t:»-tc

iiinl

dwell

with

ns

:

come

and

forever")

to as,

having

my

son,

and

dins,

Bpoken

left him and flew
He folupwards to hetfven.
lowed them with longing eyes till they disappeared,
and as he Btretched liis armB towards them he awoke.
This dream
how natural in a boy educated be
tween a tender mother, who had shielded him, as only
mothers can, against all Binful temptations, and a
he regarded a> a direct revlovely ami saintly Bister
elation from Heaven; it decided Ins future life, and ho
made a vow of perpetual continence and temperance.

they

—

!

—

Like the other Greek doctors, be began by the study of
He went to Athens,
profane literature and rhetoric.
where he formed an enduring friendship with St. Basil,

and pursued hi- studies with Julian, afterwards .e-;ir
and Apostate.
Alter leaving Athens, in his thirtieth
was baptized; and, devoting himself solemnly
year, he
to the >ervicc of God ami the study of the Scriptures,
<

Basil, he

destroyed his health by his
he confesses that they
a nature sensiwere wholly repugnant to his nature,
hut this of course only
tive, imaginative, poetical
like

bis

friend

austerities

and mortifications

:

—

;

Hi- aged father
added to their merit and efficacy.
withdrew him from Ins solitude, and ordained him Bl
in 362 he succeeded to the bishopric of
his coadjutor
hut great part of his time was Mill spent at
Xa/.ianus
to
preach
Constantinople, whither In- was invited
It was a
strange spectacle to Bee,
against the Arians.
from a distant provin the
capital of tin' world, a man,
ince and aii obscure town, of small, shiiinken stature,
bald-headed, wrinkled, haggard with vigils and fastii
and in hi- address unpolished and
r, ill-clothed,
:

:

I

a luxurious
abrupt, stand ti|i to oppose himself to
The people began by stoning
court and prevalent sect
hut at length In- earnestness and eloquence overhim
;

came

all
opposition.
time in
Religious disputes were the fashion at that
the priesthood, hut
ttantinople, not merelj among
tmong the laity, the lawyers, and above all the women,

ST.

who were

GREGORY NAZIANZEN.

heard, in assemblies

and

at
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leasts, at

home

and abroad, declaiming and arguing on

the most
abstruse mysteries of the evangelical doctrine, till they
lost temper and modesty
so true it is, that there is
This was in .'S7s, and St.
DOthing new under the sun.
:

—

Gregory found more

difficulty in silencing their squab.
than in healing the schisms of the Church,
lie
was ordained Bishop of Constantinople by the favor
of Theodosius
but, unable to endure the odious cabals
and uncharitable contests which at that time distracted
and disgraced Christianity, he resigned his sacred office,
and retired to a small paternal estate, where he lived,
with his usual self-denial and austerity, till his death.

hies

;

He composed in his retreat a number of beautiful
poems in his native Greek he was, in fact, the earliest Christian poet on record.
These poems are not
:

hymns

only, but lyrics, in which he poured forth his

soul, his aspirations, his temptations, his joys, his sufferings, his plaintive supplications to Christ, to aid him
in his perpetual combats against a too vivid

imagina-

tion, and feelings and passions which not even age
and penance had subdued.

St. Gregory Nazianzen ought to be represented as
an old man, wasted by fasting and vigils, with a bald
head, a long beard of a reddish color, and eyebrows
the same.
He is always the last in a series of the
Four Greek Fathers, and, though often occurring in
Greek Art, the popularity of St. Gregory the Gkeat

Poet from
Western Art.
There remains, however, a very valuable and singular monument to the honor of St. Gregory Nazianzen, in the Greek MS. of his sermons preserved in the
Imperial Library at Paris, and adorned with Byzantine
miniatures, which must once have been beautiful and
brilliant
ruined as they are, they present some of the
most ancient examples which remain to us of the
treatment of many sacred subjects from the Old and
has completely banished St. Gregory the

:

3
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New Testament, and

give a high idea of the classic
of the Byzantine Limnera of tli"
ninth century.
Besides th< b& red subjects, we have
numerons scenes interspersed from the life of Gregory
the

taste

and the

skill

himself, his friend, St. Basil, and the Emperor Theodosius.
As these are Bnbjects which are exceptional, I

need not describe them.
Of the
tures l hare already sunken.

Btyle

of the minia-

St. Cybix.
Lot.

S. Cyrillus.

Itnl

Ban

Cirillo.

Jan. 28, a. d. 41

Ft. 9. Cyrille.

J

St. Cyril, Patriarch of Alexandria from the year I) 2
was famous in hi> time as deeplj engaged in
contests which disturbed the early Christian
Be has left a great Dumber of theological
Church.
writings, which arc regarded as authority in matter- of

to 444,
all the

faith.
Be appears to have been violent against th<
called heresies of that day, and opposed Nestorius with
the Bame determined zeal and inexorable firmness with

The ascendwhich Athanasius had opposed Arius.
ency of Cyril was disgraced by the death of the famous
female mathematician and philosopher Bj patia, murdered with horrible cruelty, and within the walls of a
Church, by the fanatic follower- of the Patriarch, if he
Be is much more vendid not himself connive at it.
In the
erated in the Greek than in the Latin Church.
is
the only bishop who has
wears a veil or hood, coming
over his head, falling down on his shoulders, and the
front embroidered with a cross.
conclude the list of those
With the Greek Fathers

Greek representations he

his

bead covered

;

he

I

who

are generally represented
character, grouped, or in a series.

saints

in their collective

ST. MARY MAGDALENE, ST. MARTHA,
ST. LAZARUS, ST. MAXIMIN, ST. MARCELLA, ST. MARY OF EGYPT,

AND

THE BEATIFIED PENITENTS.

St.

Mart Magdalene.

Lat. Sancta Maria Magdalena. Ital. Santa Maria Maddalena.
Fr. La Madeleine. La Sainte Demoiselle pecheresse. July 22,
Patroness of Provence, of Marseilles, and of frail and
a. d. 68
penitent

women.

F

the personages

all

who

figure in history,
at

poetry, in art, Mary Magdalene is
once the most unreal and the most real
in

the

most

unreal, if

we attempt

to

fix

:

—

her

which has been a subject of dispute for ages
real, if we consider her as having been, for
and accepted in every Christian heart
ages, recognized
;

identity,

the most

as the impersonation of the penitent sinner absolved
In this, her mythic character,
through faith and love.
she has been surrounded by associations which have

become fixed
ing,

in the imagination,

no array of

facts,

can

and which no reasonThis is not the

dispel.

criticism ;
place to enter into disputed points of Biblical
Whether
they are quite beside our present purpose.
" out of whom Jesus cast seven
Mary Magdalene,
"
woman who
devils," Mary of Bethany, and the
be, as some authorities
distinct persons, or, as others affirm, one

was a sinner,"

assert, three

and the same
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individual nnder different designations, remains

open to dispute, nothing having been demonstrated
on either side, from Scripture or from tradition
and
cannot presume even to give an opinion where docand doctors of the Church, too
tors
disagree;
Origen and St. Chrysostom taking one Bide of the
St.
and
St.
Clement
other.
the
question,
Gregory
tion

;

I

—

—

Fleury, after citing the opinions of both sides, thus
"II irabeautifully stuns up the whole question
porte de ae pas croire tenie'rairement ce que I'Evangile
ne ilit point, et de ue pas mettre la religion a suivre
:

aveuglement toutes

—

opinions populaires: la Jbi est
prodiguer ainti; mais la charite

les

1

trap /iriri,

n.-ir

/mm-

/n

encore plus; el ce qui est le plus important,
d'eViter les disputes qui peuvent I'alteYer tant soit pen."
And this is m08l true;
in bis time the fast hold
which the Magdalene had taken of the affections of
I'esl

i

—

the
pie was not
searches and doubts.

be shaken by theological reHere critical accuracy was noththan profanation and scepticism, and to have

|

t"

ing less
attacked the Banctity of the Blessed
would have embittered and alienated

many

Magdalene

;

and

i>

It

believing spirits.

Mary Magdalene

Itindlj and
difficult to treat of Mary

this difficulty

many

would be increased

in-

were absolutely necessarj to enter on the
much-vexed question of her Scriptural character and
one thing onlj appears certain,
thai Bucb
identity
a person, whatever might have been her veritable apThe woman who. under the nn.nc
pellation, did exist.
of Mar; Magdalene,
whether thai name he rightfinitely if

it

—

:

—

fully or
tified

in her
tin-

it;

wrongfully bestowed,
the imagination and

combined

Hrst-fruiti

and not a

— Btands

before as, sanc-

the faith of the people
character of sinner and of Sainl

of (hri>tian

fiction.

Even

if

in

penitence,

—

is

a

reality,

we would, we cannot do

away with the associations inseparably connected with
h
her name and her image. Of all those to whom

mm

been forgiven, she was tin- first
of all the n
since ruefullj shed at the font of the cross of suffering,
h

.-

MARY MAGDALENE.

ST.
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the hopes whieh the Resurrection has since diffused through nations and generaTo her sorrowful
tions of men, hers were the first.
hers were the first

:

of

all

image how many have looked up through tears, and
blessed the pardoning grace of which she was the symbol,

— or rather the impersonation! Of the female
some were the chosen patrons of certain
— others of certain vocations;
but the accepted
vir-

saints,

tues,

and

glorified penitent

threw her mantle over

all,

and

especially over those of her own sex who, having
gone astray, were recalled from error and from shame,
and laid down their wrongs, their sorrows, and their

more

sins

in

trembling

humility

at

the

feet

of

the

Re-

deemer.

Nor is it only the popularity of Mary Magdalene as
the representative ami the patroness of repentant sinners which has multiplied her image through all Christendom.

As a

subject for painting,

" Whether the

fair

one sinner

it

or saint it,"

It combines all
rich in picturesque capabilities.
that can inspire, with all that can chasten the fancy
it

is

;

yet,

when we review what has been done, how

inade-

In no class of subjects have the
quate the result
mistakes of the painters, even the most distinguished,
been so conspicuous as in the representation of the
and it must be allowed that,
penitent Magdalene
with all its advantages and attractions, it is a subject
!

;

Where the penitent preof perils and difficulties.
where the wasted,
appears degraded
unclad form is seen attenuated by vigils and exposed
in haggard unseemliness, it is a violation of that first

full

vails, the saint

;

great rule of Art which forbids the repulsive and the
painful. And herein lies the fault of the earlier schools,
and particularly of the old Greek and German paint-

—

their matter-of-fact ugliness would be intolerable,
On
not redeemed by the intention and sentiment.
the other hand, where sensual beauty has obviously
beeu the paramount idea in the artist's work, defeating
ers
if

;
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purpose and perverting

holiest

its

its

This

ing.

mure
togna

high significance,

yet more revoltespecially the ball of the Inter painters,
particularly of the schools of Venice and Bo

the violation of the m<>r:i] Bentiment

:

is

is

while the French painter- are yet worse, adding
to licentiousness of Bentiment
the Abbe"

affectation

;

Mery exclaims with reasonable " and pious indignation
against

that

"card* galanteru

which

in his

time was

The
regarded as characteristic of Mary Magdalene.
"
"
penitents of Greuze
larmoyantes
Magdalenes ./
fa

Pompadour

— are

—

more objectionable

to

my

taste

than those of Rubens.
I shall

give the legend of the Magdalene here a-

was accepted by
of

the people,

ami embodied by the

it

arts,

middle ages, Betting aside those Eastern tradiwhich represent the Mary of Bethany and the
Magdalene a- distinct personages, ami place the death
ami burial-place of Mar] Magdalene at Ephesus. 'Mir
l»n>iiic-.-s is with
the Western legend, which has been
the authority for Western Art.
This legend, besides
attributing to one individual, ami blending into one
tin;

tions

narrative, the very lew- scattered notices in the Gospels,
ha- added some other incidents, inconceivably wild ami
incredible, leaving her, however, the invariable attributes of the (Vail, loving woman, the Bo rro ing penitent, ami the devout, enthusiastic saint

w

Mary Magdalene was

,,f

the district of Magdala, on

Bhores of the sea of Galilee, when' stood her castle,
she was the Bister ol Lazarus ami
called Magdalon
tin-

;

'!

Martha, ami they were the children

ot parents re<>n the
puted noble, or, as some say, of royal race.
death of their father, Syrn>, they inherited VBSl riches
ami possessions in land, which were equally divided
between them.
Lazarus betook himself to the military

Martha ruled her possessions with great
ami was a model of virtue and propriety,
haps a little to<> much addicted to worldly can
life

;

tion,

-

on the contrary, uhiiml Hied

her.-elf to

discre-

— per-

luxurious

Mary,
pi'
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ures, and became
lute life, that she was

at length so notorious for her disso-

known through all the country
Her discreet sister,
round only as " thk Sinner."
Martha, frequently rebuked her for these disorders, and
at length persuaded her to listen to the exhortations of
Jesus, through which her heart was touched and converted.
The seven demons which possessed her, and
which were expelled by the power of the Lord, were
the seven deadly sins to which she was given over before her conversion.
On one occasion Martha entertained the Saviour in her house, and, being anxious to
feast him worthily, she was "cumbered with much
Mary, meanwhile, sat at the feet of Jesus,
his words, which completed the good work
and when, some time afterwards,
of her conversion
serving."

and heard

;

he supped in the house of

Simon

the Pharisee, she fol-

"

and she brought an alabaster box
of ointment, and began to wash his feet with tears, and
did wipe them with the hair of her head, and kissed
and He
his feet, and anointed them with ointment
She became
said unto her, Thy sins are forgiven."
afterwards one of the most devoted of his followers
" ministered to him of her substance " attended him
to Calvary, and stood weeping at the foot of the cross.
She, with the other Mary, watched by his tomb, and
was the first to whom he appeared after the resurrecher unfaltering faith, mingled as it was with the
tion
intensest grief and love, obtained for her this peculiar
mark of favor. It is assumed by several commentators
lowed him

thither,

;

;

;

;

that our Saviour appeared first to

Mary Magdalene

be-

cause she, of all those whom he had left on earth, had
" The
most need of consolation
disciples went away
:

to their

own home

;

but

Mary

stood without the sepulchre,

weeping."

Thus
tions of

far the notices in the

commentators

continues the story.
uis

two

sisters,

Gospel and the sugges-

the old Provencal legend then
After the ascension, Lazarus with
:

Martha and Mary

;

with Maximiu, one
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of the seventy-two disciples, from whom they had roCedon, the blind man whom our
baptism

oeived

;

had

Saviour

restored

t<>

r-iLrl«r

handmaiden who attended on

;

the

and
two

Marcella,
sisters,

the

— were

by the heathens Bel adrift in a vessel without Bails,
oars, <>r rudder
but, guided by Providence, they
were Barely borne over the sea till they landed in a
certain harbor which proved to be Marseilles, in the
;

The people of the land
country now called France.
were Pagans, and refused to give the holy pilgrims
food <>r shelter; bo they were fain to take refuge under
the porch of a temple ; and .Mary Magdalene preached
to the people, reproaching them for their senseless worship of dumb idols; and though at first they would
not listen, yet being alter a time convinced by her eloquence, ami by the miracles performed by her and by

And
Bister, they were converted and baptized.
Lazarus became, after the death of the good Maximin,
the !ir>t bishop of Marseilles.
her

These things being accomplished, Mary Magdalene
It
red to a desert not tar from the city.
wa
frightful, barren wilderness, in the
ami here lor thirty

and caves

midst of horrid rocks

yean

:

.--he

devoted her-

penance for tin' .-ins of her past life,
which she had never ceased to bewail bitterly.
During
this long seclusion, Bhe was never Been or heard of. and
She
was
dead.
it was
fasted BO ri^orSupposed that she

Belf to

solitary

of the angi
ously, that hut for the occasional visits
and the eoinfort hestowed hv Celestial \ i-ioti>, she

must have perished.
Every day, during the last yean
of her penance, the angels came down from heaven
and carried her up in their arms into regions where
She WBB ravished by the sounds of unearthly harmony,
and beheld the glory and tin' joy
for the sinner
that

repenteth.

One day

prepared
a certain hermit,

who

dwelt

on one of those wild mountain-, having wanderod farther than usual from his home, beheld this

in a cell

wondrous

vision,

ascending angels,

-

the

Magdalene

who wire

in

the

arma of

singing Bonga of triumph
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and the hermit, when he
upwards
recovered from his amazement, returned to
the city of Marseilles, and reported what he had seen.
According to some of the legends, Mary Magdalene

as they bore her

had a

;

little

walls of the Christian church, after
receiving the sacrament from the hand of St. Maximin ;
but the more popular accounts represent her as dying
in her solitude, while angels watched over and minis-

died within the

tered to her.

The middle

of the thirteenth century was an era of
South of Europe.

A

religious excitement all over the

—

"una subita compunzionc,"
sudden tit of penitence,
relics
as an Italian author calls it, seized all hearts
and pilgrimages, and penances and monastic ordi;

About this period, certain
tilled all minds.
remains, supposed to be those of Mary Magdalene and
Lazarus, were discovered at a place since called St
Maximin, about twenty miles north of Toulon. The
nances,

discovery strongly excited the devotion and enthusiasm
and a church was founded on the spot
of the people
by Charles, count of Provence (the brother of St.
;

A

few years afterwards, this
prince was vanquished and taken prisoner by the king
of Aragon, and when at length set free after a long
captivity, he ascribed his deliverance particularly to the

Louis), as early as 1279.

intercession of his chosen patroness, Maty Magdalene.
This incident greatly extended her fame as a saint of

power and from this time we may date her popularity,
and those sculptural and pictorial representations of
her, under various aspects, which, from the fomteenth
;

century to the present time, have so multiplied, that
scarcely any Catholic place of worship is to be found
In fact, it is difficult for us, in
without her image.
these days, to conceive, far more difficult to sympathize with, the passionate admiration and devotion with
which she was regarded by her votaries in the middle
ages.

The imputed

her nearer to them.

-4

sinfulness of her

life

only brought

Those who did not dare

to

lift
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>

i

more

their eves to the

—

models of purity and

saintly

martyrB who had Buffered in tho
took courage to invoke her Intercause of chastity,
urn.
The extravagant itl. - bestowed upon her in
"I'amantt <l< J&ut Christ," "la /</<>/the middle ages,
••
In tris-suinrt, demoUdU
tiiutr'i da
Sauueur,"
p&hens$e,"
holiness,

to

the

—
—

t

— and others

which I should hardly d:ue to transcribe,
the spirit in which she was worshipped, particularly in the Smith of France, and the kind of chivaln
sentiment which mingled with the devotion of her

Bhow

adorers.

of

an old French sermon aeuloginm
for its eloquence and ingewithout a parallel.
The preacher,

found

I

in

Mary Magdalene, which

nuity seems to me
while acknowledging the excesses which broughl her a
penitent to the feel of Christ, is perfectly scandalized
that she should be put 00 a par with common miiim
i

-

of the same class, and thai on the faith of a passage in
St. Luke, "On a ose fle*trir une dee plus belles fLmee
"
'n atcur
He
qui soil jamais sortie des main* 1 1 1

(

!

rather glorifies her as a kind of Aspasia, to
indeed, he in a manner compares her.*
•

'

whom,

Pour toui ramener
del Idtea plai Ittvorablea k la Madeinoei oa trecut
roui traneportant aa tempi
rona d
[.[-, ]e poanraii
qua
lie jugeant paa equitable d'exiger plui da rartu da
t'antiquitl,
i

leine,

i

eexe n

i>"iir

puta"

bona

\>-

i|»i

qu'elle

ii

d'ailleura

i

qu'elle

tr

i

gardeea eomma lei autrea talenta
que lea aul
:

beaut*

i<

i

:

H
r

her

nuk,

r

da

l'<

..!

•!

I

position in th<>
,

i

/

beauty,

ii'uri
i

lhlp« ! ck<

lolgnement,"
m>Ii.

'"

iperb
"

mi

alon

ber aaderatandlng, " droit, tolidt
••

t

etaienl

Part da plain, auaal au

|l

.i/,"

,

uti-

ma, lol paralaaalenJ one parti
a'attacha jamali aueune idee B<

mix inltet d'ane paaaloa qu'elle
ble que natan

world, bet Uluatrioui

>i\

bleu molni

<t>-

toujoan

m

menta qni,

ploa f&lble, ne croyall p
ne deehon
lea ii muni

Hi

|

ii

iir,

and

<

.

lamenting that

•/»
torn, nrri
ereature thai nobly

r,iut
:i

una r«-k which bad
""/' "li /
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penance of the Magdabetween Toulon ami Marseilles, is the

traditional scene of the

lene, a wild spot

he
'We fort Sam.ion, le preux David, le nayc Solomon"
goes on to describe, with real eloquence, and in a less offensive
strain of panegyric, her devotion at the foot of the cross, her pious
visit to the tomb by break of day, braving the fury of the guards,
,

the cruelty of the Jews, and taking the place of the apostles, who
were dispersed or fled. And thus he winds up with a moral, most
extraordinary when we recollect that it was preached from a pul-

—

by a grave doctor in theology
"Jeunes personnes qui vivez encore dans 1'innocence
apprenez done de la Madeleine, combien grands sont les perils de
la jeunesse, de la beaute, de tous les dons purement naturela
souvenez-vous que le desir excessif de plaire est toujours dangereux, rarement innocent, et qu'il est Men difficile de douner
beaucoup de sentiments, sans en prendre soimeme. A la vue des
faiblesses de la jeune Israelite, comprenez de quelle importance
pit

:

!

;

pour vous, la garde de votre cceur ; et a quels desordres il
vous expose, si vous ne vous accoutumez a le coutrarier sans
cesse, en tous ses penchants.
" Femmes
mondaines, et peut-etre voluptueuses apprenez de
Us ont ete, dans vous, le
la Madeleine i revenir de vos ecarts
fruit de la faiblesse humaine
que votre retour soit le fruit de
a
Et
la grace.
votre correspondance
pourriez-vous ou vous proposer un modele plus digne d'etre suivi que celui que vous
presente Madeleine, ou trouver ailleurs un motif plus puissant de
est,

!

;

;

le

suivre

?

" Et vous
qui, fieres d'une reserve que vous ne devez peutetre qu'i votre insensibilite, vous en faites un rempart, & l'abri
vous
croyez pouvoir mepriser toute la terre, et dont la
duquel
mondanite de Madeleine elle-meme a peut-etre scandalise la
femmes plus vaines que sages apprenez de
precieuse vertu
!

!

notre Sainte, qu'il n'y a que la grace de Dieu et une attention
continuelle sur nous-memes qui puissent nous aider constamment
et craignez qu'on
contre la pente qui nous precipite vers le mal
ne puisse vous dire, a son sujet, ce que Saint Augustin disait a
une devote de votre caractere, pleine d'elle-meme et medisante
;

:

Plut a Dieu que vous eussiez donne dans les memes exces dont
vous croyez-si volontiers les autres capables vous seriez moins
'

!

du moins vous auriez de
du royaume de Dieu
"
l'humanite
Le Brun's Magdalene is just the Magdalene described by this
preacher both one and the other are as like the Magdalene of
eloignee

;

'

!

:

Scripture, as Leo

X

was

like St.

Peter.
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famous convent called

of a

site

Beaame

Bainte

T.a

(which in the Provencal tongue signifies Hcly Cave),
It ia
formerly a much frequented place of pilgrimage.
buill on the verge of a formidable precipice; near it is
the grotto in which the saint resided; and to Mount
I'ilon, a rocky point abont six hundred feel above
grotto, the angels bore her seven tunes a day to pray.
This convent was destroyed and pillaged at the com-

1

mencement of
with

French Revolution.
works of art, referring

the

relics iinii

was

It

the

to

1

•

»

filled

life

and

worship of the Magdalene.
is lane ever erected
to her
Hut the most sumpl
special honor is that which, of late wars, has arisen
the

in the city

of La
not

of

The church,

l'aris.

modern piety,
on the model of

of

huilt

or rather

"That

of
the temple of Jupiter

noble type

In perfect form;

A

and dedicate

- i"

girl of lowlleel

i i

pitiful
in sin

f*-

Athens.

and (rail
and shame

'

—
"

I

11.

Mit

"
whether she were • the lowly Syrian ;_'irl
Princess of MagdaJa," would he equally aston
behold herself thus honored with a sort ol

saint,
••

to

ishcil

whom

name,

i:

The

at

if
is

realised again

ii

hapless creature,

As ever wore her

temple,

monument,
It
modern Art.

least

at

To a poor Syrian

or the

tile

Madeleine Btands an excelling

pagan magnificence in the midst of a luxurious capital,
and bj a people more remarkable tor Bcoffing than for
praying.

Even

splendid

edifice

which

now

few

is

in

the

successive

vicissitudes

of this

Btrange.

Thai

the temple' of the lowly penitent

WBS, a

there

is

something

years ago, /.•
TempL dt la Ghrire.
us now turn to those characteristic

Let

representa-

which painting and sculpture have made as
familiar, and for which both Scripture and lecfendai
tradition have furnished the authority and the groundThese are so numerous and so infinitely varied
work.
tions with

\

that

I

liud

it

of St. Jerome,
necessarj here, as in the case
andi
leveral heads.

range them

i
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devotional representations may be divided into
1. Those which represent the Magdalene
two classes
2. Those which represent her penias patron saint.
tence in the desert.
The historical subjects may also be divided into two

The

:

classes

1.

:

Those scenes from Gospel

story in

which

Mary Magdalene figures as a chief or conspicuous
from her legendary life.
personage. 2. The seeues taken
the accompanying
box of ointment which has a
which
it may be the perfume
nificance
over the feet of the Saviour, or the balm
which she had prepared to anoint his body.

In

all these subjects

the alabaster

;

:

attribute

double

is

sig-

she poured

and spices
Sometimes

she carries it in her hand, sometimes it stands at her
feet, or near her
frequently, in later pictures, it is
The shape varies with
an attendant angel.
borne
;

by

it
the fancy of the artist
box, a cup with a cover;
;

is

a small vase, a casket, a

more or

less

ornamented,

—

the
but always there,
symbol at once of her conversion and her love, and so
of her identity.
peculiar that it can leave no doubt

more or

less graceful in

form

;

Her drapery in the ancient pictures is usually red, to
express the fervor of her love in modern representations, and where she figures as penitent, it is either
blue or violet
violet, the color of mourning and penTo express
blue, the color of constancy.
itence,
both the love and the sorrow, she sometimes wears a
The luxuriant
violet-colored tunic and a red mantle.
;

—

;

hair ought to be fair or golden.
ienes, as far as I can
the Spanish school.

Dark-haired Magda-

remember, belong exclusively to

1. When exhibited to us as the patron saint of rea thin,
pentant sinners, Mary Magdalene is sometimes
wasted figure, with long, dishevelled hair, of a pale
golden hue, falling over her shoulders almost to the
ground sometimes a skin or a piece of linen is tied
Jound her loins, but not seldom her sole drapery is her
The most ancient single figure
long, redundant hair.
of this character to which I can refer is an old picture
;

8ACRii>
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i.v/;

u:t;i

xi>m;y art.

Byzantine manner, as old perhaps ai the thirteenth centniy, and now in the Academy at Florence.
she is Btanding as patroness, covered only by her long
the
hair, which falls in dark brown masses to her feel
L
sinripinr,
imagine, was originally mnch lighter,
is a
meagre, haggard, grim-looking figure, and holds
in her hand a Bcroll, on which is inscribed in ancient
in

the

:

(

Sothic

—

letters,

"

Nc
Vos

orsprctftfs
qui urcenre solrtls

IHynuplo mro

Von tenant e Deo."
liii'le

i-

*

specimen of an

this

withoni thinking how often
must have spoken hope anil peace to the BOUl of the

Art,
it

ami unattractive as

conld nut

1

l<">k at

in

trembling sinner,
ture-gallery to

lie

Around

Bhipped.

it

days when

hung, not

it

iii

a

pic-

criticised, hut in a shrine to he worthis figure, in the manner of the old

six small, Bquare compartments, con
from her life.
The famous .-tame carved in wood by Donatello, in

are

altar-pieces,

Bcenes

saining

point

of character maj he referred
she stamls over her altar

to
in

this

class

of

the

Baptistery
at
Florence, with clasped hands, the head raised in
of
wasting grief
prayer; the form is verj expressive
"
ami penance, bul too meagre tor beauty.
Egli I"
nJ/i sinii/iii) tillr peniienti, ""» incitamento <il/n iiijini

snbjects

:

com avenru <"l altn artisti," says Cicognara; and, allowing that beauty has been sacrificed to
he add.-, •• But if Donatello had done all,
expression,
That
what would have remained for Canova?"
he
which ret named lor CanOVB tO do, he ha.- done
made her as lovely as possible, and he has dramatised
dealt tguardi,

;

the sentiment

tron
*

The

.

-he

The

saint.

i.-

more

display

the penitent than th.' pathe beautiful limbs is

of

than
original Latin dtatlcb run*
•

:

—

v
i

»

i'
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chastened by the humility of the attitude, —half kneelby the expression of the drooping
" all sorrow's softness charmed from its del<-lv<1
Her eyes arc fixed on the cross which lies exspair."
not so much
and she weeps,
tended on her knees
her own past sins, as the sacrifice it has cost to redeem
This is the prevailing sentiment, or, as the
them.

ing, half prostrate
1

,

—

;

—

;

Germans would
to

which

I

call

should

it,

the motive of the representation,

feel inclined to object as deficient in

and severity, and bordering too much on the
and dramatic style but the execution is almost

dignity
genre

faultless.

:

Very

beautiful

is

another modern statue of

the penitent Magdalene, executed in marble for the
Count d'Espagnac, by M. Henri de Triqueti. She is
half seated, half reclining, on a fragment of rock, and
of thorns, at once the
pressing to her bosom a crown
mourner and the penitent the sorrow is not for her:

self alone.

But, in her character of patron saint, Mary Magdawas not always represented with the squalid or
She
humiliation and penance.
pathetic attributes of
became idealized as a noble, dignified creature, bearing
no traces of sin or of sorrow on her beautiful face her
her
luxuriant hair bound in tresses round her head
the vase of ointment in her
drapery rich and ample
hand or at her feet, or borne by an angel near her.
lene

;

;

;

with the utmost magformer state of
with the
worldly prosperity, or rather, perhaps, that
older painters, particularly those of the German school,

Not unfrequently she
nificence,

either

is

attired

in reference

to her

was a common custom to clothe all the ideal figures
In the fourteenth and
of female saints in rich habits.
fifteenth centuries such representations of the Magdalene are usual both in Italian and German Art.
beautiful instance may be seen in a picture by Signowhere she is standing
relli, in the Cathedral of Orvieto,
it

A

in a landscape, her

head uncovered, and the rich golden

hair partly braided, partly flowing over her shoulders ;
she wears a magnificent tunic, embroidered with gold,

8A
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M:

I

she
Dver it ;i flowing mantle descending t" her feel
holds the vase with her It- ft hand, and points t" it with
[f it were noi for the saintly aureole enher right
and others similar to it,
r<
her bead, tln>
lz
:

-

<

•

i

figure,

I i 1 1

Bee, for example, the
might be mistaken for Pandora.
famous print bj Lucas v. Leyden, where Bhe Btands on
clouds, with an embroidered coif and flowing mantle,
the cover
holding the vase in her left band, and lifting
with her right; and in the half-length bj Leonardo, or
The want of a religious sentiment
one of his school.
and Pandora look,
gives such figures a very heathen
This ii
so that the aureole alone fixes the identity.
noi the case with a noble Magdalene by Dennis CalShe is standvert, in the Manfrini Palace at Venice.
<>ne hand sn>tain.s her
in- iii a fine, bold landscape
:

ample crimson drapery,
lair

hair falls in

looks

down on

compassion.

the other

holds her vase;

her

masses over her shoulders, and she

her worshippers with a Berious, dignified
is one of the finest
pictures "t the
than
school, finer and truer iii sentiment

This

later Bologna
any of the Cancel and Quido Magdalenes.
In this her wholly divine and ideal character of saint
and intercessor, Mary Magdalene is often most beau*

introduced as standing near the throne of the
In two of
other saints.
Virgin, or a- grouped With
in
the world she i> thus
the most famous

tifully

pictures
In the St. Cecilia of Raphael, she stands
represented.
on the left, St. Paul being "n the righl of the principal
r
nitieant of the conversion of
figure; they are here ML_
the man through power, <•( the woman through A"'..

from a suite of reprobation t<> a state of reconcilement
St. Paul leans in deep meditation on hi*
and L'raec.
sword.
Mary Magdalene is habited in ample drapery
of blue and violet, which she sustains with one hand,
she looks out ol the
and bears the rase in the other,
with a
countenance and a particularly
benign

picture

graceful

turn of the head.

for this

picture

Raphael's original design
Mar. Antonio) >-. how
(engraved bj
t<> the
Magda
ever, preferable in the sentiment given
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lene
she does not look out of the picture, but she
looks up : she also hears the divine music which has
In the picture she is either unravished St. Cecilia.
:

conscious or inattentive.
In the not less celebrated St. Jerome of Correggio
she is on the left of the Madonna, bending down with
an expression of the deepest adoration to kiss the feet
of the Infant Christ, while an angel behind holds up
the vase of ointment

:

thus

recalling

to

our minds,

and shadowing forth in the most poetical manner
that memorable act of love and homage rendered at
the feet of the Saviour.

Parmigiano has represented

Madonna

picture, as standing on one side,
and the prophet Isaiah on the other. Lord Ashburton
has a fine picture by Correggio, in which we have the
her, in

same

a

ideal representation

:

she

is

here grouped with

Peter, St. Margaret, and St. Leonardo.
There are two classes of subjects in which

St.

Mary

richly habited, and which must be carefully distinguished ; those above described, in which
she figures as patron saint, and those which represent

Magdalene

is

her before her conversion, as the votary of luxury and
In the same manner we must be careful to
pleasure.
distinguish those figures of the penitent Magdalene
which are wholly devotional in character and intention,

and which have been described in the first class, from
those which represent her in the act of doing penance,
and which are rather dramatic and sentimental than
devotional.
2.

The penance of

the

Magdalene

is

a subject which

has become, like the penance of St. Jerome, a symbol
of Christian penitence, but still more endeared to the

popular imagination by more affecting and attractive
associations, and even more eminently picturesque,

—

so

tempting

to the artists, that

by their own predilec-

it they have assisted in making it universal.
In the display of luxuriant female forms, shadowed
^not hidden) by redundant fair hair, and flung in all

tion for
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of solitude, amid tin' depth ol leaf] re
or relieved by the dark umbrageous rocks
in
the association of 1<>\c and beaut] with the symbols "f
death and Borrow and niter humiliation
the painters
the abandon
lea,

;

;

had ample Boope, ample material, for the exercise of
their imagination and the display ol their skill
and
what has been die result
They have abused these
capabilities even to License
they have exhausted the
:

'

;

resources of Art in the attempt
and yel how Beldom has the
quisite

Bubjed

been

—

will

I

t<>

vary the delineation
of this most ex;

ideal

nol

Bay

realized

— but

We

have Magdalenes who look
as if they never could have Binned, and others who
we have
look as if they never could nave repented
Venetian Magdalenes with the air of courtesans, and
and
Florentine Magdalenes with the air of Ariadnes
and
Bolognese Magdalenes like sentimental Niobes
even

approached?

;

;

;

French Magdalenes,
Dutch Magdalenes,

galantes, rnoitu devotes; ami
wring their hands like repent-

rnoitii
v\li<>

The Magdalenes of Rubens rcmuch as <>i the " unfortunate
Mi— Bailey"; and the Magdalenes of Van Dyck are
Km Mar]
line ladies who have turned Methodists.

ant

washerwomen.

miii'l

us

<>!'

nothing bo

Magdalene, Buch as we have conceived

mournful

her,
— worn
with
ami fasting, yel radiant with the glow of love ami
an
and clothed with the beaut] of holiness, —

hopeful,

yet

— tender

yel dignified,

is

griel
faith,

ideal

1> it
which painting ha- nol yel realized.
beyond the
We might have answered this question,
reach of Art
hut he ha- net
His
had Raphael attempted it;
Magdalene at the feel of Chrisl i> yel unforgiven,
the forlorn castaway, nol the devoul penitent.
!

—

—

The Magdalene doing penance

in her
rocky di
popular subject in the sixteenth cenlurj
the seventeenth it was at the height of favor. Then

lir-i

in

became

a

;

air two distinct versions of the Bubject, infinitel] varied
either she is represented ai
as to detail ami sentiment
;

bewailing her Bins, or as reconciled t<> Heaven.
In the tunnel treatment she lies prostrate on the
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standing or kneeling at the entrance of
the cave (in some of the old illuminated missals the
upper part of her body is seen emerging from a cave,
or rather a hole in the ground), the hands clasped, or
earth, or she

is

extended towards heaven

the eyes

;

streaming with

the long yellow hair floating over the shoulders.
The crucifix, the skull, and sometimes the scourge, are
introduced as emblems of faith, mortality, and penance;
tears

;

weepiug angels present a crown of thorns.
In the latter treatment, she is reading or meditating
a book lies beside
the expression is serene or hopeful
the skull
angels present the palm, or scatter flowers;
a vision of glory is seen in the skies.
;

;

;

The

box is in all cases the indispensable
eyes are usually raised, if not in grief,
"
The " uplifted eye
in supplication or in aspiration.
"
became a characteristic
as well as the " loose hair
The conception of
but there are some exceptions.
alabaster

attribute.

The

;

character and situation, which was at

first

simple, be-

came more and more

picturesque, and at length theata mere vehicle for sentiment and attitude.
rical,
1
The earliest example I can remember of the Pen-

—

.

Magdalene, dramatically treated, remains as yet
the reading Magdalene of Correggio,
unsurpassed
This lovely creation has only
in the Dresden Gallery.
the virginal beauty is that of a Psyche or
one fault,
In Oelensehlager's drama of " Correggio,"
a Seraph.
there is a beautiful description of this far-famed picture
he calls it " Die Gottinn des Waldes Frommigitent

;

—

—

;

— the goddess of

the religious solitude. And in
could imagine Diana reading instead of
Oelenschlager
hunting, she might have looked thus.
has made poetical use of the tradition that Correggio
neit,"

truth, if

we

painted this Magdalene for a poor monk who was his
and thus he makes Silvestro
confessor or physician
;

comment on

the

work
"

:

What

—
a

fair picture

!

—

This dark o'erhanging shade, the loug- fair hair,
The delicate white skin, the azure robe,
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The full luxuriant life, the grim death 1! Iiead,
The wndor womanhood, and the great i»x>k

—

•.

These various contrasts have yon cunningly
Brought into sweetest harmoin ."

Km

truer, at

least

nobler in sentiment,

the

bj

but here standing
She lean- her elbow (ill

blue

;

ami appears

at

M

the

is

Bame painter (in the Manfrini
Venice), of the same size and Bimilarlj draped

ialene

i

Palace,

dark

in

the entrance of her cave

the

which

k

I

on

lies

the

meditating on its contents
The head, Been in front, is grand and earnest, with »
mass of fair hair, a large wide brow, and deep, deep
The expression of power in this
eyes lull of mystery.
head pleases me especially, because true to the cham
nick,

tcr, as

I

conceive

in

be

it.

"I)i«-ii ist is -c-iion

vim

liiHiii

Weibe, metn

Bloxoal gefallan wieder lion iu net*
jii.t -. hr »' n'ge Winner die daa
i

ich,
"

km

d

!

good to sec .1 hapless woman.
That once has (alien, redeem herself! In troth,
There lie few men, me thinks, could <i" ai much."

"Tea!

it is

Cum

\it

>i<jt<>,

I.

&

Ql

I

do not know why this lovely Manfrini picture
should be bo much less celebrated than the Dresden
I

Magdalene

while the latter has

:

been

multiplied

bj

do ool remember a single
There is a bad,
prim after the Manfrini .Magdalene.
knovj no other
feeble copy in the Louvre;*
i. There is a celebrated
picture by Timoteo della

copies

and engravings,

I

I

She is standing before
Yite, in the Bologna Gallery.
the entrance of her cavern, arrayed iii a crimson manher
hair is seen heneath descending tO her
tle
long

;

hands joined in prayer, the head declined on
and tin* whole expression that of girlish innoA
oence and simplicity, who a touch of the pathetic.

li-et

one

;

the

side,

mendicant, nol
and, for myself,
•
it was
•ml now d

in

a
I

Magdalene,

i>

confess thai

at

the

idea

suggested

the Aral glance

the Btandlah Qallerj belonging to

1

;

was

[ronls-Phllipae,
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reminded of the little Red-Riding-Hood, and could
think of no sin that could have been attributed to
such a face and figure, beyond the breaking of a pot
of butter
3.

yet the picture is very beautiful.
Titian was so celebrated in his

:

The Magdalene of

own time, that he painted at least five or six repetitions of it, and copies and engravings have since been
The eyes, swimming in tears, are raised
multiplied.
heaven

the long dishevelled hair floats over her
is pressed on her bosom,
the
other rests on the skull
the forms are full and round,
the coloring rich ; a book and a box of ointment lie
to

shoulders

;

one hand

;

;

before her

on a fragment of rock.

She

is

sufficiently

woeful, but seems rather to regret her past life than to
repent of it, nor is there anything in the expression
which can secure us against a relapse.
Titian painted
the original for Charles V.
His idea of the pose was

borrowed, as
his

we

are told, from an antique statue,

model was a young

long standing, the tears
Titian attained the desired expression."
therefore of St.

and

who being fatigued with
ran down her face, " and

girl,

Mary Magdalene was

(!)

His idea

the fusion of

an

antique statue and a girl taken out of the streets and
with all its beauties as a work of art
and very beautiful it is
this chef d'oeuvre of Titian is, to my taste,

—

—

;

most unsatisfactory.
4. Cigoli's Magdalene is seated on a rock, veiled
only by her long hair, which falls over the whole figure
the eyes, still wet with tears, are raised to heaven
one arm is round a skull, the right hand rests on a
book which is on her knees.
;

;

5. The Magdalene of Carlo Cignani, veiled in her
dishevelled hair, and wringing her hands, is also most
both
affecting for the fervent expression of sorrow
;

these are in

the Florence Gallery.*

*

There is a beautiful half-length female figure, attributed to
Correggio, and engraved under the title of" Gismunda" weeping
over the heart of her lover, in the collection of the Duke of New-

The duplicate in the Belvedere Gallery at Vienna is there
styled a Magdalene, and attributed correctly to Francesco Furinicastle.
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Goido, regarded as the painter of Magdalenes
has carried this mistake yet further; he
ever the classical Niobe in his mind, and his

f>.

jHir excellence,

had

with all their exceeding loveliness,
utterly devoid <>t' that beauty which has
"
the beanty of holiness
the reproachful

saintly

penitents,

appear

t<>

me

been called

••

;

grandeur of the Niobe

diluted into voluptuous feebleoess
the tearful face, with the loose golden hair and
uplifted eves, ot' which he has given us at least ten
is

;

repetitions,

however charming

as

as

art,

painting arc

I
cannot
religions representations.
except even the beautiful study in our National (inllcry, nor the admired full-length in the Sciarra Palace,

unsatisfactory

Koine

ut

me

r

|

as

the

;

when

latter,

and

saw

I

mannered, and

it

pale
head of

A
vapid.
lene reading,
apparently a study from
iu u grand style.*
merely delicate, but

last,

the

appeared
coloring

to

not

Mary Magda-

life,

is,

however,

7

Murillo's Magdalene, in the Louvre, kneeling,
hands crossed on her bosom, eyes upraised and
parted lips, has eager, devout hope as well as Borrow
in the countenance
8
But turn to the Magdaleni
Of Aloti/o
'ano, which hangs near: drooping, m-^r
ligent of Belf; the very hand- are nerveless, languid,

with

(

dead,
lace
face

Nothing hut woe, u'uilt, and miser] arc in the
and attitude
has not yet looked into the
sAl
of Christ, nor Bat at his feet, nor heard from his
f

•
li|ps,

Woman,

thy sins be forgiven

nor dared

thee,''

whole head is
9.
But the beautiful
Magdalene of Annibal Cancel has heard the words of
mercy: tfu has memories which are not of sin only;
angelic visions have already cum. tO her in that wild
to

is theit
hope
penitent only
faint, and the whole heart sick
;

:

the

she leans
Bhe is u ated at the foot of a tree
Inr cheek on her ri-rli hand, the other rests on a skull
hut her thoughts arc not
Bhe is in deep contemplation
solitude

:

;

t

;

;

•

l.i
t

'

!.!• i.-t.

in

Oil

Tips.- two pictures were

Philippe's plctai

»oM

out "(

thi

Loam

vrttti

King
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upward ardent look is full of hope, and
The fault of this beautiful little picfaith, arid love.
ture lies in the sacrifice of the truth of the situation to
the artistic feeling of beauty,
the common fault of the
of death

the

—

full, untouched by
and penance.
10. Vandyck'a Magdalenes have the same fault as

school

;

the forms are large, round,

grief

Madonnas they are not feeble nor voluptuous, but
I remember, for
they are too elegant and ladylike.
example, a Deposition by Vandyck, and one of his
his

;

in which Mary Magdalene kisses the
baud of the Saviour with quite the air of a princess.
The most beautiful of his penitent Magdalenes is the
finest pictures,

half-length figure with the face in profile, bending with

the skull and knotted
clasped hands over the crucifix
underneath is
scourge lie on a shelf of rock behind
;

;

the inscription, " Fall'it gratia et vana est pulchritudo ;
mulier timens Dominion ipsa laudabitwr."
(Pro v. xxxi.
11.

30.)

more or

Rubens has given us

thirteen

one picture * she

Magdalenes,

tearing her
another, the expression of grief is overpowering, but it is that of a
woman in the house of correction. From this sweepless

coarse

;

in

hair like a disappointed virago

;

is

in

ing condemnation I must make one exception
the picture known as " The Four Penitents."

it

;

t

is

In
her

front the Magdalene bows down her head on
clasped hands with such an expression of profound
humility as Rubens only, when painting out of nature
and his own heart, could give.
Christ, with an air

of tender yet sublime compassion, looks down upon
"
"
her
Behind Christ
Thy sins be forgiven thee
!

:

and the Magdalene stand Peter, David, and Didymus,
the penitent thief
the faces of these three, thrown into
shadow to relieve the two principal figures, have a selfabased, mournful expression. I have never seen anything from the hand of Rubens at once so pure and pa;

*
r

Turin Gallery.

Munich Gallery,

Royal Gallery

266.

at Turin.

There

is

an

inferior repetition in the
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as this picture, while the force and
No one
painting are, as asnal, wonderful.
should judge Rubens who has uol Btudied him in th«*
thetic in Beatimenl

truth of

tlic

Bfunich Gallerj

The Historical

Si BJBOTfl from the

of

lift

Man

and the
either Scriptural or legendary
character of the Magdalene, as conceived bj the great'

Magdalene are

est painters, is
tural scenes in

;

more

distinctly expressed in those Scrip-

which Bhe is an important figure, than
The illumithe Bingle and ideal representations.

in

nated Gospels of the ninth century furnish the oldest
sister <>f Lazarus,
type of Man, the penitent and the
but it differs from the modern conception of the Mag
She is in rocfa subjects a Becondarj Scriptural
dalene.
in the
history of
personage, one of the accessaries
was made to
Christ, and nothing more: no attempt
or dignity, or
give her importance, either by beauty,
of place, till the end of the thirteenth cen-

prominence

tury.

The

Bacred subjects

the following

.lous

1.

:

at

—

in

which Bhe

introduced are

is

Bupper with Simon the Pharisee,

—

And

••

Bhe began to wash liis feet with tears, and did wipe
them with the hair of her head, and kissed his feet, and

with ointment."
(Luke rii. 80.)
Christ is in the bouse of Martha and .Mary.
1
And she sat at JesUS feet, and heard hi- WOrdfl hut

anointed them

—

2.

|

Martha was cumbered with much serving."
."•.

40.)

:t.

4.

cross

56

—

••
of Lasarus.
Lord, if thoo hadat
xi.
brother had net died."
32.)
(John
•«
Now there Btood by the
Crucifixion.

The Raising

been here,

(Luke

my

—

The
Mary Magdalene."

(John xix. 25

i

;

Matt, xxvii.

—"And

Mar]
rhe Deposition from the Cross.
where he
Magdalene, and the mother of Jesus, beheld
(Mark x> t:
was laid."
" And there was
he Marys at the Bepulchre
i

I

—
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Magdalene and the other Mary,

sitting over

NT.

Man

against the sepulchre."
7. Christ appears to

xxvii.

(Matt,

61.)

Mary Magdalene in the Gar" Touch me
me tangere.
not, for

den, called the Noii
I am not vet ascended to

—

my

(John xx.

Father."

17.)

In the

second, and last of these subjects, the
one of the two principal figures, and ne-

first,

Magdalene

is

she is generally introcessary to the action in the others
and as all belong
duced* but in some instances omitted
I shall confine myself now
properly to the life of Christ,
to a few remarks on the characteristic treatment of the
;

;

Magdalene

in each.

The supper with Simon has been represented in
The earliest and simplest I
every variety of style.
can call to mind is the fresco of Taddco Gaddi in the
The Magdalene bends
Rinuccini Chapel at Florence.
down prostrate on the feet of the Saviour she is in a
red dress, and her long yellow hair flows down her back
1.

;

;

the seven devils

by which she was possessed are seen

above, flying out of the roof of the house in the shape of
little black monsters.
Raphael, when treating the same
of the
subject, thought only of the religious significance
utmost force
action, and how to express it with the

—

There are few figures,
and the utmost simplicity.
our Saviour, the Pharisee, four apostles, and two attendants
Mary Magdalene, in front, bends over the
:

of Christ, while her long hair half conceals her
face and almost sweeps the ground
nothing can exceed the tenderness and humility of the attitude and the
feet

;

As an example of the most
benign dignity of Christ.
turn to the gorgeous compoopposite treatment, let us
we have a stately banquetsition of Paul Veronese
room, rich architecture, a crowd of about thirty figures ;
;

and the Magdalene
loose

robes,

is

merely a beautiful female with

dishevelled tresses,

and the bosom

dis-

this gross fault of sentiment is more conspicplayed
uous in the large picture in the Durazzo Palace at
fienoa, than in the beautiful finished sketch in the col:

25

3

8ACR1 D

86

AND

of Mr. Ro

lection

painter, bnt quite

LEGl
A

'

different,

is

NDARI

at

AM
same

Bketch by the

fine

The

Alton Towers,

which a very fine sketch is
the Windsor collection, is exceedingly dramatic:
dignity <if (liri.st and the feneration and humility

in
ilic

Rubens,

<>t

composition

<>l

Magdalene arc admirably expressed

of the

but

;

the

disdainful surprise of some of the assistants, and the open
the old man iii spectacles
mockery of others,
peering

—

over to convince

himself of the

truth,

— disturb

i

hi-

and this fault is even more
solemnity of the feeling
apparent in the composition of Philippe de Champagne, where a young man puts up his finger with no
In these tw>
equivocal expression.
examples the
moment chosen is not " Thy aim an forgiven thee,"
tiut the
scepticism of the Pharisee becomes the leading
:

••

Thit man,ij Ju wen a prophet, would hatx known
who and what manner of woman iln>
in -t
2
in the bouse of Martha and
Of
.Mary.
this beautiful Bubjecl
bave never seen a satisfactory
idea

<

i

I

in the Rinuo
by Taddeo >:i<
mi Chapel the subject becomes
legendary rather than
Scriptural
Marj Magdalene is seated at the feel <>i
Christ in an attitude of attention; Martha seems i<>

version

;

in the fresco

<

!•

i i

>

three oi the disciples arc behind
a little
expostulate
out of tlic principal group, St. Manilla, ;iIm> with a
Ai Hampton
glory round her bead, is Been cooking.
'nun there is a curious picture "i this Bubject
bj Hans
.

;

(

Vries, which

an elaborate Btudy of architecture
of the interior has been criticised

is

rich decoration

i

the

but,
lived in
,

ording to the legend, Martha and Marj
and there is m> impropriety in repre
splendor
ting their dwelling as a palace, but a verj great
impropriety in rendering the decorations "I the palace
more important than the personages <>r the scene.
In
a
picture bj Old Bassano, Christ is seen entering iliw
great

•

the

;

The

R

great

lyle

Daren Pi
w In
wonderful for lite sad color, and
i the paint
otn

pietnre formerly In the
r>

dramatic

feeling,

,-ii

—

Turin

It

tt

i

•
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Mary Magdalene goes forward to meet him
Martha points to the table where Lazarus sits composedly cutting a slice of sausage, and in the corner St.
Marcella is cooking at a tire.
In a picture by Rubens
the treatment is similar.
The holy sisters arc like two
Flemish farm servants, and Christ
but I dare not
in both these instances, the coloring, the
proceed
the vegeexpression, the painting of the accessaries
;

;

:

—

—

and

—

and implements for
areas animated and true to nature,
cooking a feast
as the conception of the whole scene is trivial, vulgar,
tables

fruit,

—

the

materials

and, to a just taste, intolerably profane.
One of the most modern compositions of this scene
which has attracted attention is that of Overbeck, very

simple

and

poetical,

but deficient in

individual

ex-

pression.
3. The raising of Lazarus was selected
by the early
Christians as an emblem, both of the general resurrection, and the resurrection of our Saviour, at a time

that the resurrection of the Saviour in person was considered a subject much too solemn and mysterious to

be dealt with by the imitative arts.
In its primitive
the received emblem of the resurrection of the dead, we find this subject abounding in the
signification, as

catacombs, and on the sarcophagi of the third and
The usual manner of representation
shows the dead man swathed like a mummy, under the
porch of a temple resembling a tomb, to which there is
an ascent by a flight of steps.
Christ stands before
Sometimes there
him, and touches him with a wand.
are two figures only, but in general Mary Magdalene
fourth centuries.

There is one instance only in which
kneeling by.
Christ stands surrounded by the apostles, and the two
"
sisters are kneeling at his feet
Lord, hadst thou
is

:

been here,

my

brother had not died."

xxx.)
In more modern Art,

(Bottari,

this subject loses its

Tab.

mystic

signification, and becomes simply a Scriptural incident.
It is treated like a scene in a drama, and the
painters

AND LEOI ND

D

8 1-7.7

LR P

I

R

/

Km.
have done their utmost to vary tin- treatmenl
however varied as regards the style oi conception and
the number of personages, Martha and Mary are "alis
at the feet of
present, and, in general, Mary
The incident is of course one of the moal

ways

our Saviour.

in the life

important

of Christ, ami

is

never omitted

the series, nor yet in tin' miracles Of our Saviour.
from the beginning of the fourteenth century, it

one of

The

of

Marv

<

of

forms

Marv Magdalene.

Giovanni da Milano at A.--i.-i contains
ami the two sisters kneeling at the
hut
have a grand ami .-oleum simplicity

fresco of

thirteen
feet

sc.ncs of the storv

tin-

in

Hut,

figures,
'hrisi

;

not

is

here

in

any respect distinguished from

Martha, ami both are attired in red
In the picture in our National Gallery, the kneeling
in

figure Of Mary looking up
her grand, Bevere beauty ami

magnificent

but

:

here,

Marv Magdalene,

not

and

sinner";

again,
nor the

the

face of JeSUS, with

earnest

Marj

expression,
of Bethany

is

is

woman "who was a

doUDl whether Michael Am_'clo inOn the other hand,
her as such.

I

tended to represent

Rubens, ami the later painters are careful
the supposed identity, by the long fair
hair, exposed ami dishevelled, the superior beaut] and
the superior prominence and importance of the figure,
while Martha stands by, veiled, and BS a secondary
the Caracci,

I,,

point

out

personage.
Crucifixion, where more than the three
Redeemer, the Virgin, ami St. John) are
introduced, the Magdalene is almost always at the fool
of the cross, and it is -aid that Giotto gave the first
Sometime- she i- embracing the cross, and
example.
4.

In

the

(tin-

figures

looking

ii]'

which

grief,

the abandonment of despairing
all
moo- picturesque than true m tenti

with
is

finer in feeling ii the expression of serene hope
ment
In Rubens's famous "CrucHlx
tempering the grief
ion" at Antwerp, she has her arm- round the CP
and i- jja/ine. at the executioner with a look of horror
tin- i- very dramatic and striking, but the attention of
;
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on the dying Saviour

to

In
exclusion of every other thought or object.
"
Crucifixion," the face of the Magdalene
Vandyck's
seen in front is exquisite for its pathetic beauty. SomeThe box of
times the Virgin is fainting in her arms.
ointment is frequently placed near, to distinguish her
the

from the other Marys present.
5. In the Descent or Deposition from the Cross, and
in the Entombment, Mary Magdalene is generally conShe is often supporting the feet or one of
spicuous.
or she stands by weeping
the hands of the Saviour
or (which is very usual in
or she sustains the Virgin
;

;

;

the earlier pictures) she is seen lamenting aloud, with
her long tresses disordered, and her arms outspread in
an ecstasy of grief and passion or she bends down to
;

of the Saviour, or to kiss his hand
or contemplates with a mournful look one of the nails,
or the crown of thorns, which she holds in her hand.
In the Pieta of Fra Bartolomeo, in the Pitti Palace,
the prostrate abandonment in the figure of the Magdalene pressing the feet of Christ to her bosom, is full of

embrace the

feet

;

pathetic expression ; in the same gallery is the Pieta
by Andrea del Sarto, where the Magdalene, kneeling,
But in this, as in
wrings her hands in mute sorrow.

other instances, Raphael has shown himself supreme
there is a wonderful little drawing by him, in which
Nicodemus and others sustain the body of the Saviour,
while Mary Magdalene lies prostrate bending her head
:

the face is wholly
over his feet, which she embraces
concealed by the flowing hair, but never was the expression of overwhelming love and sorrow conveyed
with such artless truth.
;

6. The
Marys at the Sepulchre. The women who
carry the spices and perfumes to the tomb of Jesus are
called, in Greek Art, the Myrrhophores, or myrrh-bearers
with us there are usually three,
Mary Magdalene,
Mary the mother of James and John, and Mary Sa:

—

lome.

In Matthew, two

Mark, three

;

in

women

are mentioned

Luke, the number

is

indefinite

;

;

in

and

in

AND
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John, only one

is

I

EG1

D IRT
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mentioned,

ART

Mary

Magdalene

beautiful Bubjecl in tli«' whole
circle of Scripture story, than this of the three desolate,
affectionate women Btanding before the tomb in the

There

more

Bcarcely a

is

gray dawn, while the majestic angels are seen guarding
One of the earliest example.- is the
the hallowed spot.
composition of Duccio: the rules of perspective were
then

unknown,

— but

what a beautiful simplicity

in

—

group of women! how fine the seated angel
" The
angel of the Lord descended from heaven, and
came and rolled back the Btone from the 'lour and sal
I
have Been one instance, and only one, in
upon it."
in genwinch the angel is in the act of descending
eral, the version according to St. John is followed, and
the

1

;

m

"two men

the

sign

i> a
famous engraving, after a de••
The three Marys
Angelo," called
it
to the Sepulchre
represents three old
veiled, and with their backs turned,
verj

awful

—

:

women

but

;

or

Pates,

The

Michael

by

going

shining garments" are seated within

There

the tomb.

he called the three
the) might as Well
the three Witches, as the
three Marys

Bubjecl

never

has

more

been

treated

happily

Philip Wit, ;i modern German artist,
he has followed the
print which has become popular
ion of Matthew
»As it began to dawn, came
a

in

than by

;

;

Marj

Magdalene and

The

sepulchre."

other

the

Mary

>ec

to

motionless sorrow

attitude of

;

the
the

anxious, expectant looks, fixed on the tomb; the deep,
shadowy stillness the morning light just breaking in
;

the distance, an' very truly
7.

•

The

Nob me

they do

and
"

feelingly expressed
the subject of man]

is

tangere

vary in the simplicity
by tradition, and admits
The composition of Dsjccio, as
two persons.
the series .,f the Passion of 'hrist, is extremely
ami the figure of Mary, leaning forward a- s|„
pictures
motif,

:

which

is

not

fixed

<

witl

hands,

(stretched
i

l

raddi,

full

m

of expression.

of the
bnf

of

one

of

grand

'

the

Uiniiceini

(

;

kneels,
The old

lhapel
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conception and

treatment arc, notwithstanding, in striking contrast to
each other. One is the Titian in the collection of Mr.
* the
Magdalene, kneeling, bends forward

Rogers

:

expression, and one hand
the Saviour, drawing his linen garment
round him, shrinks back from her touch,
yet with
Besides the beauty and
the softest expression of pity.
truth of the expression, this picture is transcendent as
a piece of color and effect while the rich landscape
of morning over the blue distance
and the

with eager
touch him

extended

to

—

:

;

approach

Not less a
are conceived with a sublime simplicity.
miracle of Art, not less poetical, but in a far different
Rembrandt in the Queen's Gallery at the
style, is the
entrance of the sepulchre the Saviour is seen in the
:

habiliments of a gardener, and

Mary Magdalene

at his

This picture exhibits, in a striking deadoring.
and peculiar feeling of
gree, all the wild originality
Rembrandt the forms and characters arc common ;
but the deep shadow of the cavern tomb, the dimlyseen supernatural beings within it, the breaking of the
feet,

:

the distant city, are awfully sublime, and
Barroccio's great
worthy of the mysterious scene.
with the Duke
altar-piece, which came to England
of Lucca's pictures, once so famous, and well known
from the fine engraving of Raphael Morghen, is poor
compared with any of these Christ is effeminate and
Mary Magdalene all in a flutter.
commonplace,

dawn over

—

I

now

:

leave these. Scriptural incidents, to be

more

to the fourth
fully considered hereafter, and proceed
class of subjects pertaining to the life of the Magda-

—

those which are taken from the wild Provencal
legends of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
1. "La Danse de la Madeleine" is the title given

lene,

to

a very rare and beautiful print by Lucas v. Leyden.
Mary Magdalene abandoned to the pleas-

It represents

* This beautiful and valuable picture has been bequeathed by
the poet to the National Gallery.
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ores "i

the world.
in

the

The

Bcene

centre

is

a smiling

and varied

Mary Magdalene, with

the
anticipative glory round her head, is seen dancing
along i<> the Bound of a flute and tabor, while a man
in a lull dress leads her
the hand
several

landscape;

by

men and women

(if

an-

groups

diverting

themselves

in

the

in
the background, Mary
foreground
Magdalene,
with a Dumber of Lr ay companions, is chasing the
•-lie
is
mounted on horseback, and has again
stag
the glory round her bead
far in the distance she iBeen borne upwards by the angels.
This singular and
There i- a tine
suggestive composition i- dated 1519.
;

;

.

in the British Museum.
Mary Magdalene rebuked by

impression
••

her sister Martha
and luxury."
believe 1 am the first
in
Buggesl that the famous picture in the Sciarra Palace, by Leonardo da Vinci, known as
Modest] and
2.

for her vanity

I

••

Vanity,"

is

a version of this
Bubject.

When saw
filled my mind.
I

it,

was suggested, and no other
The Buhject is one often treated, and here treated in
Leonardo's peculiar manner.
The attitude of the
veiled figure is
distinctly thai of remonstrance and
rebuke
the other, decked and Bmiling, look.- out of
this idea

;

the

(lowers in her hand, as yet uncon-

picture, holding

tin- vase Of ointment stands near
vinced, unconverted
In other pictures there i- no doubt as to the
her.
gig.
:

nificance of the Bnbjecl

:

it

ha.-

been gracefully treated

Giovanni Lopicino, now in the gallery
of the Belvedere at Vienna.
She i- seated at her toiin a
picture bj

her maiil i- binding her luxuriant hair
Martha,
standing by, appears to he remonstrating with great
let

;

;

There i- a pretty picture by Blisabetta Sirani
of the same scene, similarly treated.
3. " M:n\
Magdalene conducted by her Bister Malfervor.

tha to the

feet

know

of Jesus."
hut

one

Of

tin-

most beautiful sub-

composition of distinguished
iIt
merit
by Raphael, and exists only in the draw
Christ
ing, and the ran- engraving by Marc Antonio,
within the porch of the Temple,
teaching four of
ject,

I

his disciples

8T.
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who

stand near him.
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Martha and Mary

seen ascending the steps which lead to the portico
Martha, who is veiled, seems to encourage her sister,
who looks down. I observe that Passavant and others
are uncertain as to the subject of this charming design" The
it has been styled
Virgin Mary presenting the
"
but with any one who lias
Magdalene to Christ
carefully considered the legend, there can be no doubt
-

ai c

:

;

as to the intention of the artist.

"

Mary Magdalene

listening to the preaching of our Saviour, with Martha
seated by her side," is one of the subjects in tVe series

by Gaudenzio Ferrari at Vercelli it is partly destroyed.
We have the same subject by F. Zucchero Mary, in
:

;

a rich dress,

who

is

kneeling at the feet of the Saviour,
seated under a portico
Martha, veiled, stands
is

;

near her, aud there are numerous spectators and accessaries.

"

4.
The Magdalene renouncing the Vanities of the
World," is also a very attractive subject. In a picture
by Guido she has partly divested herself of her rich
ornaments, and is taking some pearls from her hair,

while she looks up to heaven with tearful eyes.

In a

sketch by Rubens in the Dulwich Gallery, she is seated
in a forest solitude, still arrayed in her worldly finery,

blue satin, pearls, &c, and wringing her hands with
an expression of the bitterest grief. The treatment,

In his
but effective.
with the figures life-size,
Mary is spurning with her feet a casket of jewels, and
throwing herself back with her hands clasped in an
agony of penitence while Martha sits behind, gazing
on her with an expression so demurely triumphant as
to be almost comic.
There is an exquisite little picture by Gerard Douw in the Berlin Gallery, in which
the Magdalene, in a magnificent robe of crimson and
sables, is looking up to heaven with an expression of
the table before her is covered
sorrow and penitence
"
with gold and jewels.
Mary Magdalene i enouncing
Ae World," by Le Brun. is a famous picture, now in
as

usual with him,

large

picture

at

is

coarse,

Vienna,

:

;

-
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She
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heaven with tearful ej
up
ami is in the acl of tearing off a rich mantle
a casket
This picture is
of jewels lies overturned at her feet.
said in be the |>ortr:iit of Madame de la Valliere, by
whose order it was painted for the church of the Car
melites at Paris, where she had taken refuge from the
It
lias that Borl of theatcourt and from the world.
rical grace and grandeur, that mannered mediocrity,
characteristic of the painter and the time.*
There is
a Magdalene in the Gallery at Munich by Le Bran,
which is to me far preferable
and this, and not the
Paris one,
presume t" be the portrait of the Duchease
in a picture by Franceschini she has
de la Valliere.
ti utiLT
off her worldly ornaments, which lie scattered
on the ground, and holds a Bcourge in her hand, with
which she appears to have castigated herself: Bhe sinks
in the arms of one of her attendant maidens, while
.Martha, standing by, seems to speak of peace, and
None
points towards heaven: the figures are life-size. 1
the Louvre.

look.-

r<

>

;

;

I

of these pictures,

Leonardo

in

with

merit as pictures.
The
tha are capable of the
illustration, but
a.

••

of

the exception

the precii

Palace, have
Bcenes between

Sciarra

the

any remarkable
Marj and Marmost dramatic and effective

have never

The embarkation

vet

oi

been worthily treated

the

Magdalene

in

Tales-

Martha, Lazarus, ami tin- others, cast forth
by their enemies iii a \essel without -ails or rudder,
Imt miraculously conducted by an angel," is another
have seen no adequate representaBubject of which
There i- a mediocre picture by Curradi in the
tion.
Florence Gallery.
Among the beautiful frescos of
tine,

with

I

Gaudenzio Ferrari

in

the

Church of

St

Cristoforo

at

the royage "i the Magdalene ami her companions, ami then- disembarkation at Marseilles.
••
''i
ii' ne
Mai
6.
preaching to the inhabitants
\

•

rcelli,

is

i

•I

Marseilles,"
•

Tiii-

print la

Dn

Ii

has

.

•

-

i.

'iii

been several

RdeMnek
er.

Ii

times represented

ooniidered

;i-

tie

i

in
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the sculpture and stained glass of the old cathedrals in
the South of France.
In the lintel de Cltiny there is

a curious old picture in distemper attributed to King
Rene of Provence, the father of our Margaret of Anjou,

ami famous for

his skill as a limner.
Mary Magdalene
standing on some steps, arrayed in loose white draShe is addressing
pery, and a veil over her head.
is

earnestly a

crowd of

King Rene and
with crown and

sceptre

:

ahout 1400 years, hut

and

and among them we see
Jeanne de Laval on thrones
a trifling anachronism of
may be taken in a poetical

listeners,

his wife

it

—

The

allegorical sense.

port of Marseilles

seen

is

The same subject has been classibackground.
cally treated in a series of bas-reliefs in the porch of
the Certosa at Pa via
there is a mistake, however, in
exhibiting her as half naked, clothed only in a skin,
and her long hair flowing down over her person for
she was at this time the missionary saint, and not yet
in the

:

;

the penitent of the desert.
7. "
borne

by angels above the sumThe Assumption of
the Magdalene," is a charming subject when treated in
the right spirit. Unfortunately, we are oftener reminded
of a Pandora, sustained by a group of Cupids, or a Venus
rising out of the sea, than of the ecstatic trance of the
reconciled penitent. It was very early a popular theme.
In the treatment we find little variety.
She is seen
carried upwards very slightly draped, and often with
no other veil than her redundant hair, flowing over her
whole person.
She is in the arms of four, five, or six
Somstimes one of the angels bears the alaangels.
baster box of ointment
far below is a wild, mountainmit of

Mary Magdalene
Mount Pilon," called

also "

;

ous landscape, with a hermit looking up at the vision,
as

it is

In a

related in the legend.
hymn to the Magdalene,

by an old Provencal
poet (Balthazar de la Burle), there is a passage describing her ascent in the arms of angels, which, from
its vivid, graphic na'irete, is
worthy of being placed
under this print of Albert Diirer
:

—
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Ravenpat Ion Jour 1"- angea la purtavan
Urn pins haalt que loa roo.
Jamala par mauvats tempi que feaaa at beddtua,
Autre abil Don aria que la den cabellura,
Que comu an mantel d'or taut aram bela e blonds
Laoouvrla ili- la teata tin al bas lies talons."

The
clining

fresco

amid

her head

is

by Gialio

Romano,

in

which Bhe

re-

is

clouds, and sustained by six angels, while
raised and her arm- extended with the

most ecstatic expression, was col from the walls <>f a
now
chapel in the Trinita <li Monte, at Rome, and is
In our National
Gallery.
is
>iic of the tincst
pictures ever painted by Ribera
<

Magdalene in the Louvre, both
Assumption of
beauty of expression and color. 8he is here draped,
The Spanish painters
and her drapery well managed.
never fell int<> the mistake of the Italians
they L iv
us 110 Magdalenes which recall the idea of a Venus
The rules of
Meretrix.
Inquisition were here ab
-

the

1 1

1

*

fur

r

;

-

r

suliit.-,

1

1

<

and held the painten

dering Buch

unknown.

in

wholesome check,

ren-

and

irreligious innovations inadmissible
In the Turin Gallerj there is an Assump-

Magdalene by Dennis Calvert, admirably
>hr is carried up by four Apollo-like
painted, in which
outstretched arms, form a sort
angels, who, with their

tion of the

sin- is herself must
of throne on which Bhe is seated
and
thin undress <>f a Venus
lovely, draped in the
:

;

the

whole composition,

at

Brat

view, brought

t<>

my

the sea, throned
fancy the idea of a Venus rising from
in her shell and sustained by nymphs and rapids
In general, the early painters, Albert Durer, Viva-

Lorenzo di Credi, Benedetto Montagna, represent
her in an nprighl position, with hands folded in prayer,
>r crossed over ber bosom, and thus soaring upwards
without effort of will ur apparent consciousni

rini,

while

th<-

whom

tliis

painters

of the

seventeenth

century

(with

a favorite subject) strained tlnir imagi
nation t'> render the form and attitude voluptuously
t<>
vary the action of the attendant angela.
graceful, and

was
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one or two instances, the representation became at once absurdly prosaic and offensively theatuntil, in

F.

rical.

have

ratti,

Zucchero, Cambiasi, Lanfranco, Carlo Maall given us versions of this
subject in a

mannered
Over the high
the same subject
florid,

style.

altar of the Madeleine, at Paris, is
in a marble group, by Marochetti,

Two

rather above

life-size.

on each

an archangel kneels

8.

side

The Last Communion

angels bear her up, while
in adoration.
of the Magdalene is repre-

resented in two different ways, according to the two
different versions of the story
in the first, she expires
:

in her cave,

and angels administer the

last sacraments;
one holds a taper, another presents the cup, a third the
wafer.
This has been painted by Domenichino.
In
the other version she receives the sacrament from the
hand of St. Maximin, who wears the episcopal robes,
and the Magdalene kneels before him, half-naked, emathe scene is the porch
ciated, and sustained by angels
of a church.
:

9. The Magdalene
dying in the Wilderness, extended on the bare earth, and pressing the crucifix to her
bosom, is a frequent subject in the seventeenth century.
One of the finest examples is the picture of Rustichino
in the Florence Gallery.
The well-known " Dying
"
Magdalene of Canova has the same merits and defects as his Penitent Magdalene.

I

saw a picture

at

Bologna by

Tiarini, of

which the

conception appeared to me very striking and poetical.
The Virgin, " La Madre Addolorata," is seated, and
holds in her hand the crown of thorns, which she conat a little distemplates with a mournful expression
tance kneels Mary Magdalene with long, dishevelled
;

St. John stands
hair, in all the abandonment of grief.
behind, with his hands clasped, and his eyes raised to
heaven.

When the Magdalene is introduced into pictures of
the " Incredulity of Thomas," it is in allusion to a famous parallel in one of the Fathers, in which it is
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insisted,

" that

the faith of

doubts of Thomas,
cause of "hrist."

Mary Magdalene, and

were equally

Berviotable

to

the

the

<

Among

the manj miracles imputed to the
M«gdBone only has become popular as a Bubjed of Art.
Besides being extremely naive anil poetical, it itremely curious :ls illustrating the manners of the time.
It
was probably fabricated in the fourteenth
century,
ami intended a.- a kind of parable, t" show that those
lene,

Man

wlio trusted in
in all

might
Bion.

It

Soon

is

cases

Magdalene, ami invoked her aid,
reckon upon her powerful inter

thus

related

after

;

—

.Man Magdalene landed

in

Provence, a

prince of that country arrived in the city
Marseilles with his wile, for the purpose of

certain

«

>f

sacrificing

the gods
bul they were dissuaded from doing
ami the prince
by the preaching of Mary Magdalene
to

,

.

one

'lay saiil

son.

Cansl

God whom

the saint,

t<>

'

\\'e

thou obtain for
thou preachesl ''

greatly desire to hai
us that grace from the
Ami the Magdalene re'

'
it
thy prayer !« granted, wilt thou then believe
he answered, 'Yes, 1 will believe.'
But shortly
afterwards, as he still doubted, he resolved t" sail u>
•

plied,

And

Jerusalem

t"

%.

i

—

>

St

i

Peter,

and

to

find out

whether

preaching agreed with that of Mary Magdalene.
Hi- wife resolved t" accompany him
bul the husband
-aid,
How shall that he possible, seeing that thou ail
with child, and the dangers of the sea are very great
his

!

But .-he insisted, ami, throwing herself at his feet, she
obtained her desire.
Then, having laden a vessel with
that was necessary, thej Bet sail; and when a
day
and a night were
and gone, there arose a terrible
The poor woman was seized prematurely with
storm.
all

•

<

<

the pains "f childbirth
in the midst of the
tempest she
The
brought forth her first-born BOn, ami then died.
;

miserable father, seeing In- wife dead, ami his child de
prived ")' it-- natural solace, and crying fur loud, wrung
Ami
his hands in despair, and knew not what to do

MARY MAGDALENE.
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into the

Let us throw this dead body
the sailors said,
board the tempest will
sea, for as long as it remains on
'

But the prince, by his entreaties, and by
them for a while. Just
giving them money, restrained
then, for so it pleased God, they arrived at a rocky
his wife on the
island, and the prince laid the body of
he wept
shore, and, taking the infant in his arms,
not abate.'

and
and sorrow

said,

greatly,

'O Mary Magdalene!

my

to

grief

thou come to Marseilles
Why
didst thou ask thy God to give me a son only that I
?
Mary
might lose both son and wife together
Magdalene have pity on my grief, and, if thy prayers
didst

!

!

may

avail, save at

least the life of

my

child

'

!

Then

he laid down the infant on the bosom of the mother,
and covered them both with his cloak, and went on his

And when the prince and his attendway, weeping.
ants had arrived at Jerusalem, St. Peter showed him
all the places where our Saviour had performed his
miracles, and the hill on which he had been crucified,
and the spot from whence he had ascended into heaven.
Having been instructed in the faith by St. Peter,
two years the prince embarked to return

the end of
his

own

at
to

in
passing near to the island
his wife, he landed in order to weep

country, ami

which he had

left

upon her grave.

—

"
his infant child had
Now, wonderful to relate
been pi-eserved alive by the prayers of the blessed Mary
011
Magdalene and he was accustomed to run about
the sands of the sea-shore, to gather up pebbles ami
and when the child, who had never beheld a
shells
!

;

;

man, perceived the strangers, he was afraid, and ran
and hid himself under the cloak which covered his dead
mother and the father, and all who were with him,
were filled with astonishment but their surprise was
still greater when the woman opened her eyes, and
Then they
stretched out her arms to her husband.
offered up thanks, and all returned together to Marof Mary Magdaseilles, where they fell at the feet
From that time forth, all
lene, and received baptism.
;

;
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4 jo
tlic

people of Marseilles and the BUROOIlding country

became

<

Ihristians."

The

tliis
extravagant but
picturesque capabilities of
beautiful legend will immediately Buggest themselves to
the lovely naked inthe wild Bea-shore,
the fancy
:

—

wandering od the beach,

fant

—
— the

mother, Blumbering

drasleep of death, covered with the mysterious
what opportunity
the arrival of the mariners,
pery,
It
for scenery and grouping, color and expression

tlic

—

—

!

which arose and
flourished just about the period when the enthusiasm
but later paint
for Mary Magdalene was at its height
was not sufficiently
ers have avoided it. or, rather,
and 1 have met with
accredited for a Church legend
no example later than the end of the fourteenth cen
was popular

the

in

Giotto

Bchool,

;

it

;

tury.

The old fresco of Taddeo Gaddi in the B. Croce at
Florence will give Borne idea of the manner in which
In the foreground is a
the subject was usually mated.
round it.
space representing an island; water flowing
m
the water being indicated by main Btrange fishes.
the island a woman lic> extended with her hands
'

bosom an infant lifts up the mantle,
Bhow her to a man bending over her the

crossed upon her

and

Mem-

to

;

;

father on hia knees, with hands joined, looks devoutly
four others Btand behind expressing
up to heaven
;

tonishment or
-hip, in which

nd

fixed
Bits

a

attention,

man

the distance

tn

i

while heard, in
dark drapery
be-

with a long

beside him another In
drapery
is a view of a port with a lighthouse, intended,
:

;

I

yond

nine, for
sort

Marseilles.

The

story

is

here told

in

of Chinese manner as regards the drawing, com-

and perspective; but the figures and beads
position,
are expressive and significant
in the chapel of the Magdalene at Assisi, the same
some variation. The hark conBubjecl i- given with
an angel, and the intaining the pilgrims is guided bj
the head of the mother, as U watchfant i- seated
by

ing

her.
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The life of Mary Magdalene in a series of subjects,
mingling the Scriptural and legendary incidents, may
often he found in the old French and Italian churches,
and I
to her
especially in the chapels dedicated
should think that among the remains of ancient paintin our own sacred ediing now in course of discovery
In the mural frescos, in
fices they cannot fail to occur.*
the altar-pieces, the stained glass, and the sculpture of
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, such a series per-

more

:

and, well or ill executed, will in
petually presents itself
scenes
general be found to comprise the following
Her conversion at the feet of the Saviour. 2.
1.

—

;

:

Christ entertained in the house of
at his feet to hear his words.
rus.

4.

3.

Martha

The

Mary

:

sits

raising of Laza-

Mary Magdalene and her companions embark

a vessel without sails, oars, or rudder.
6.
by an angel, they land at Marseilles.
7. The
The penance of

Steered

5.

in

Mary Mag-

dalene preaches to the people.

miracle of the

mother and

the

child.

8.
9.

She

is

10. She
of angels.
hand of an angel or from St. Maximin.
and angels bear her spirit to heaven. t
*

Magdalene

carried up in the arms
receives the sacraments from the

a desert cave.

in

There are about 150 churches

in

11.

She

England dedicated

in

dies,

honor

Mary Magdalene.

of
t

There

is

a fine series

of frescos

from the

life

Mary Magda-

of

lene by Gaudenzio Ferrari, in the church of St. Cristoforo at Vercelli.
1. Mary and Martha are seated, with a crowd of others,

Martha is
listening to Christ, who is preaching in a pulpit.
veiled and thoughtful
Mary, richly dressed, looks up eagerly.
2. Mary anoints the feet of the Saviour : she
Half destroyed.

—

:

down on his foot with a tender humiliation: in the
background the Marys at the sepulchre and the Noli me tangere.
3. The legend of the Prince of
This also in great part ruined
Provence and his wife, who are kneeling before Lazarus and
Mary. Martha is to the left, and Marcella behind. In the backthe embarkation
ground are the various scenes of the legend
the return to
the arrival at Jerusalem
the scene on the island
This is one of the best preserved, and
Marseilles with the child.

lays her head

:

feet resting

26

;

4. Mary Magdalene sustained
between the wings of one of them, is

the heads are remarkably fine.

Dy angels, her

—

;

;
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The Bubjecta vary of course in number and in treatment, Nut, with Bome attention n> the foregoing legend,
8nch
they "ill easily be understood and discriminated.
b series was painted by Giotto in the Chapel of the
Bargello at Florence (where the portrait of Dante was
lately discovered), bnt

miracle of

th«'

they arc nearly obliterated

mother and

child

is,

;

the-

be dis-

t<>

however,

The treat
tinguished "ii the left near the entrance.
ment of the whole has been imitated by Taddeo Gaddi
in the Etinuccini Chapel al Florence, and by Giovanni
da Milano and Giottino in the Chapel of the Magda
mi the windows of the Cathedrals of
tone at Assisi
and in a series of bas-reliefs
Chartres ami Bonrges
round the porch of the (Vrtnsa of Pavia, executed in
;

;

the classical

sixteenth century.

Btyle of the

(in reviewing generally tin' infinite variety which
has been given to these favorite subjects, the life and

penance of the Magdalene,
gaii;

—

how tew

in

must

I

instances has

end when-

1

the result been satis'

bouI or sense
Many
factory tn mind or heart, or
have well represented the particular situation, the apthe hope, the devotion
propriate Bentiment, the Borrow,
hut

who

A

us the character?

has given

ture, .with

noble creawill, with

a strong
sympathies, and

strong

kind, working for good
powerful faculties of everj
Buch a woman Marj Magdalene musl have
or evil,
and the feeble, girlish,
been, even in her humiliation

—

;

women who appear
commonplace, and even vulgar

to

models by the artists,
have been usually selected
turned into Magdalenes by throwing up their eyes and
a-

letting

down

their

convert or the
borne upwards.
h> the

hair,

ill

represent

the enthusiastic

majestic patron
All the

background

;ir.

of the Bgun
munlon and burial

upper part

tl

rj

i

r,

1866.

They i

oi thi

M

iB

-

tl

i
,

:

|..

re Mi

Qsudensio

i

rrai

In thi

ir
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I must not quit the subject of the Magdalene without some allusion to those wild legends which suppose
a tender attachment (but of course wholly pure and
the
Platonic) to have existed between her and St. John

In the enthusiasm which Mary MagdaEvangelist.*
lene excited in the thirteenth century, no supposition
that tended to exalt her was deemed too extravagant
some of her panegyrists go so far as to insist that the
:

marriage at Cana, which our Saviour and his mother
honored by their presence, was the marriage of St.
John with the Magdalene and that Christ repaired to
;

the wedding-feast on purpose to prevent the accomplishment of the marriage, having destined both to a state

This fable was never accepted
and among the works of art consecrated to religious purposes I have never met with any
which placed St. John and the Magdalene in particular

of greater perfection.

by the Church

;

relation to each other, except when they are seen towith the
gether at the foot of the cross, or lamenting

Virgin over the body of the Saviour

:

but such was the

the end
popularity of these extraordinary legends towards
of the thirteenth and in the beginning of the fourteenth
century, that I think it possible such may exist, and, for

want of

this key,

may

appear hopelessly enigmatical.

series of eight subjects which exhibit the life of
St. John prefixed to a copy of the Revelations,! there

In a

one which

is

The

scene

tained by

I think admits of this interpretation.
the interior of a splendid building susSt. John is baptizing a beautiful
pillars.
is

woman, who

is

sitting in

a tub

;

she has long golden

the outside of the building seven men are
one peeps
endeavoring to see what is going forward
hair.

On

:

through the key-hole
*

Bayle, Diet Hist.

;

;

one has thrown himself

Molanus,

lib.

iv.,

de Hist. Sacrar.

cited is

century, and

whom

S.

Mag.,

have lived in the first
" the most impudent of legenBayle styles
to

dary impostors."
t

on

The authority usually

cap. xx. p. 428;

Thomasium, prefat. 78.
Abdius, a writer who pretended

flat

Paris Bibliotheque

du Roi, MS.

7013, fourteenth century.
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the ground, and bas his eve to an aperture

third

a

:

monnted on the Bhonldera of another, is trying u< look in
ata window;
fifth, who cannot gel Dear enough, tean
his hair in an
agony nt' impatience and another is bawling into tlif ear of a deaf and blind comrade a descrip:i

:

of

The execution

what he has seen.

tion of

fourteenth century
the taste,
French; the figures are drawn

tin'

also

slightly tinted

'

the design

is

will

it

;

with

incorrect

French,

is

be aaid, is
a pen and

bnl the vivaci-

;

and expression, though verging on caribo true, and so comically dramatic, and the

ty of gesture

cature,

i>

whole composition bo absurd, that
look at it without B smile.

St.
Hal. Saota

Miirt.i,

29,

\

i>.

Mm: ha
i

sister.

torj

of

••

11

\.

['iitruiicss

Chrlato.

Ft. Salute

uf cuoka anil

ImiiBewives.

ili

lias

shared

the veneration paid

in

The important part assigned to her
Mary has already >»•«! adverted to
I

of the Saviour.

.slnnilil

i

impossible to

si.

ways represented as
Mary was converted,
feet

\i:

Vergtne, Albergatrice

Martha, la Travailleiiee.

Jane

M

is

it

not

the
the
••

i

instrument

one who

Which

be accounted as

t'>

her

in the his:

she

through

led her first

is

al-

whom
to the

thing," Bays the Btory,
the least of her merits,

seeing that Martha was a chaste and prudent virgin,
and the other publicly contemned Cur her evil life;
notwithstanding which, Martha did iw>t despise her,
nor reject her a> a Bister, but wept fur her shame, and

admonished her gently and with persuasive words;
ami reminded her of her noble birth, t'> which she «;^
a disgrace, and that
Lazarus, their brother, being a
Boldier, would certainly e.ct into trouble on her account.
the prevailed and conducted her sister to the pi
is well known, she
ence uf Christ, and afterwards, as
lodged and entertained the Saviour in her own house."*
ii

*

II

Pi rfetto

Legendario.

ST.

MARTHA.

4o<,

According to the Provencal legend, while Mary
Magdalene converted the people of Marseilles, Martha
In
preached to the people of Aix and its vicinity.
those days the country was ravaged by a fearful dragon,
railed the Tarasque, which during the day lay conMartha overcame this
cealed in the river Rhone.
monster by sprinkling him with holy water, and having bound him with her girdle (or, as others say, her
The
an end to him.
garter), the people speedily put
scene of this legend is now the city of Tarascon, where
there

is,

or was, a magnificent church, dedicated to St.

Martha, and richly endowed by Louis XI.

The same legends assure us that St. Martha was
the
first who founded a monastery for women
who vowed
first, after the blessed Mother of Christ,
and that when she had passed
her virginity to God

the

;

;

prayer and good works, feeling that
her end was near, she desired to be carried to a spot
where she could see the glorious sun in heaven, and
that they should read to her the history of the passion
of Christ
and when they came to the words, " Father,
into thy hands I commend my spirit," she died.
As Mary Magdalene is the patroness of repentant
of female
frailty, so Martha is the especial patroness
In this character,
discretion and good housekeeping.
she is often represented with a skimmer or ladle in her
hand, or a large bunch of keys is attached to her girdle.

many

years in

;

For example,

in a beautiful old

German

altar-piece, at-

standing in a magnificent dress, a jewelled turban, and holding a wellknown implement of cookery in her hand. In a missal of Henry VIII.,t she is represented with the same
In genutensil, and her name is inscribed beneath.
eral, however, her dress is not rich, but homely, and her
usual attributes as patron saint are the pot of holywater, the asperge in her hand, and a dragon bound at
her feet. In the chapels dedicated to the Magdalene, she
finds her appropriate place as pendant to her sister,
tributed to Albert. Diircr,* she

*

Queen's Gal.

is

t

Bo

lleiuu

MSS., Oxfjid.
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generally distinguished by her close coif, and bj bang
while the Mag
draped in bine or dark brown orgraj
When attended bj
dalene is usually habited in red.
;

her dragon, Si. Martha
St.

who

i-

Bometimcs confounded with

also

is

accompanied bj a r:»u:< >n
moat be remembered that St. Margaret bears a
crucifix or palm, and St. Martha the pol of holy-water
and in general the early painters have been careful to
Margaret,

hut

•

1

ii

;

these attributes.

distinguish
St.

tion,

Martha, besides being a model of female discresobriety, and chastity, and the patroness of good

housewives, was, according n> the old legends, the same
woman wli<> was healed by Christ, and who in gratitude erected n> his honor a bronze statue, which statue
said ti> have existed in the time of Busebius, and to
have been thrown down by Julian the Apostati
When .Martlia and Mary stand together as patron
esses, one represents the active, the other the contempla
is

"

tivt

<

,

Christian

Martha

women who
of our

Life.

generally introduced among the holy
attend the crucifixion and entombment

is

In

l.onl.

Ambrogio

most

:i

Lorcnzetti,

Saviour, while

beautiful

Martha

kisses

Entombment
the

bj

hand of the

seen behind with
Mary Magdalene
Maximin Btand at the
is

Lazarus and
outspread arms
head of the Sai iour
:

Lazabus,

the brother of Martha and

Man,

bishop and patron saint of MarBcil
and is generally represented with the mitre and stole.
There are at least fifty saints vv ho wear the same attire
but when a figure in episcopal robes is introduced into
vered as the

first

;

the
*

same
it

11

perhaps

In

reference to thli tradition that

ha* become the pan
In

m

nth Martha and

picture, or the sam<

the

and

hospitals,

St.

Martha

an order of charitable women,
particularly

—
elaowhere,

lu-r

the

i>r..tlnr

i

military

who

boapttals,

In

LAZARUS.

ST.

may

it

Mary,

be presumed,
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not otherwise distinsometimes, but rarely,

if

guished, to be St. Lazarus
the introduction of a bier, or his resurrection, in the
Grouped with
background, serves to fix the identity.
:

we occasionally find St. Marcella
who accompanied them from the East,

these three saints,
(or Martilla),

who

but

is

not distinguished by any attribute

;

nor

is

anything particular related of her, except that she
wrote the life of Martha, and preached the Gospel in
Sclavonia.

There are

beautiful full-length figures of

Mary, Mar-

Lazarus, and Marcella, in the Brera at Milan,
painted by one of the Luini school, and treated in a
draped, and standing
very classical and noble style
in niches to represent statues.
At Munich are the
separate figures of Mary, Martha, and Lazarus, by
Gruenewald Lazarus is seen standing by his bier
Mary, in the rich costume of a German lady of rank,
and Martha is habited like a Gerpresents her vase
tha,

;

:

;

;

man hamfrau, with her dragon at
much larger than life, admirably

her

feet.

They

are

painted, and full of
character, though somewhat grotesque in treatment.
"
at MarOver the altar of the church " La

Major

stands Lazarus as bishop
Mary on the right,
and Martha on the left underneath these three statues
runs a series of bas-reliefs containing the history of
seilles,

;

:

Lazarus.

edge of

1.

his

He

is

recalled to

entertains Christ.

4.

The

preaches to the people.
7.

He

life.

tomb he addresses the

suffers

2.

Seated on the

spectators.
arrival at Marseilles.

6.

He

is

3.
5.

He
He

consecrated bishop.

martyrdom.

In a tabernacle or triptica by Niccolo Frumenti (a. d.
1461*), the central compartment represents the raising
of Lazarus, who has the truest and most horrid expression of death and dawning life I ever beheld. On
the volet to the right is the supper in the house of
Levi, and the Magdalene anointing the feet of the
' Fl.

Gal.
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Saviour; on the
arrival

at

left

volet,

"

Bethany:

Marilm meets him on

Lord,

if

thou badst

t

j*

-»-i»

his

lure,

brother had not died."

my

A—

In the chapel of Marj Magdalene at
besides the history of her life, mil-length

Mary, Martha, Lazarus, and Maximin.

i-i,

we

find,

figures of
Mary, a beau-

as usual in rich, red drapery,
of the altar, holding out her hand
to a kneeling Franciscan
on the left Martha standi in
Lazarus ami Maximin
gray drapery with a close hood
as bishops.
tiful,

dignified

Stands to the

figure,

r

lt

i

f

1

1

:

:

This will give an idea of the manner in which these
personages arc cither grouped together, or placed in
connection witli each other.

Maky of Egypt.

St.

Baata Maria BgUlaca Penitents. Vr. Balnta Maria I'KgypApril 2, a. d
ttenne, La Gipestsnne, La Jnssteniw.

Ital.

I

ii

m

the Btory of St.

though she had do
in work.- of art

Mary

of Egypt hen-, for

connection with the Magdalene,
they are perpetually associated as Ut
real

bienheurvuta p&JteresteB, and in their personal and pictorial attributes m>t nnfrequently confoonded.
The

Mary Egyptiaca is long anterior to thai of
Mary Magdalene. It was current in a written form

legend of

bo curly as the sixth century, being then received as
a true history
but it appears t" have been originally
;

of those instructive parables or religions romances
which, in the early ages "t the Church, were composed
In
and circulated ti>r the edification of the pious.
one-

isidering the manners of thai time, we maj easily
believe that it may have had some foundation in tact

That a female anchoret

of

the

name

of

Mary

lived

ami

—

died in a desetl of I'alc.-tinc mar the river .Ionian,
that she there bewailed her -ins in solitude for a long

COUrSe Of year-, and

WSJ accidentally di-'o\end.

—

is

ST.

MARY OF EGYPT.
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a very ancient tradition, supported by contemporary
The picturesque, miraculous, and romantic
evidence.
incidents with which the story lias been adorned, appear to have been added to enhance the interest
in its present form, the legend

is

;

and,

attributed to St. Je-

rome.
" Towards the
year of our Lord 365, there dwelt in
Alexandria a woman whose name was Mary, and who
in the infamy of her life far exceeded Mary Magdalene.
After passing seventeen years in every species of vice,
it happened that one day, while roving along the seashore, she beheld a ship ready to sail, and a large company preparing to embark. She inquired whither they
were going <
They replied that they were going up
to Jerusalem, to celebrate the feast of the true cross.

She was seized with a sudden desire to accompany
them but having no money, she paid the price of
her passage by selling herself to the sailors and pilgrims, whom she allured to sin by every means in her
;

On

power.

their arrival at Jerusalem, she joined the
to enter the

crowds of worshippers who had assembled

all her attempts to pass the threshold were
whenever she thought to enter the porch, a
supernatural power drove her back, in shame, in terror,
in despair.
Struck by the remembrance of her sins,
and rilled with repentance, she humbled herself and
the interdiction was removed, and
prayed for help
she entered the church of God, crawling on her knees.
Thenceforward she renounced her wicked and shameful

church; but
in vain

;

;

life,

and, buying at a baker's three small loaves, she
forth into solitude, and never stopped or re-

wandered

posed till she had penetrated into the deserts beyond
the Jordan, where she remained in severest penance,
living on roots and fruits, and drinking water only
her garments dropped away in rags piecemeal, leaving
and she prayed fervently not to be left
her unclothed
'

;

suddenly her hair grew sc long as to
form a covering for her whole person (or, according
to another version, an angel brought her a garment
thus exposed

;
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from heaven).
Thus -in- dwelt in die wilderness, in
prayer and penance, Bnpported onlj by her three small
loaves, which, like the widow's meal, foiled her not,
until, after the lapse <>t' forty-seven yean, Bhe was discovered by a prieel named Zosimns.
Of him she requested silence, and that he wonld return at the end of
a year, and bring with him the elements of the holy
Bacrament, that Bhe might confess and communicate,
before Bhe was released from earth.
And Zosimns
but nol being
obeyed her, and returned after a year
;

able to pass

the .Ionian,

the penitent, Bupernaturally
water i<> him
and, having

passed over the
received the Bacrament with tears, Bhe desired the pi
to leave her once more t'> her Botitude, and to return in

assisted,

;

a year from

that time.

And when

he returned he found

her dead, her hands crossed on her bosom.
And be
and. looking round, he saw written in
wept greatly
;

these words:

the Band

bodj of the

|

r

— 'O

Father Zosimns, bury the
of Egypt)
Give earth

Mary

sinner,

'

to earth, and dust t<> dust, Ibr < hri>i
Bake
He endeavored tu obey this last command, but being full of
years, and troubled and weak, his strength failed him,
and a lion came out of the wood and aided him, dig'.-

ging with

hi>

paws

till

the grave

was

!

Bufficientlj

receive the bod) "t the Baint, which, being
ted t'> the earth, the lion retired gently, and
to

man
mercy

returned
to

the

large

committhe old

heme, praising God, who had shown
penitent."

figures and devotional pictures, Mary of
portrayed a- a meagre, wasted, aged woman,
with long hair, and holding in her hand three small
Sometimes she is united with Mar} Magda
loaves.

In

Egypt

single
is

lene, as joint
in

emblems

painting only, but
"

Ukc

in

"i

female

poetry,

i-fii

.

—

penitence; and

med Mfi«ii

Egyptian penitent, whose t' in
fretted the rock, and moistened round her c»v»

or

Hi.

iii.it

[hint]

di

not
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Thus they stand together in a little, rare print by Marc
Antonio, the one distinguished by her vase, the other
Sometimes, when they stand toby her three loaves.
gether,

dressed

;

Mary Magdalene is young, beautiful, richly
and Mary of Egypt, a squalid, meagre, old

woman, covered with
print

rags

:

as in a rare

and curious

by Israel von Mecken.*

Pictures from her

life

are not

common.

The

earliest

the series painted on the walls of
the Chapel of the Bargello, at Florence, above the life
of Mary Magdalene they had been whitewashed over.

I have

met with

is

:

In seeking for the portrait of Dante this whitewash has
and it is only just possible for
been in part removed
those acquainted with the legend to trace in several
compartments the history of Mary of Egypt.
In
1. Detached subjects are sometimes met with.
;

the church of

Sau

serve relics said to

Pietro-in-Po, at Cremona, they preand
lie those of Mary of Egypt
:

a large picture by Malosso, representing the saint at the door of the Temple at JeruShe is
salem, and repulsed by a miraculous power.
richly dressed, with a broad-brimmed hat, and stands
on the step, as one endeavoring to enter, while several

over the altar there

is

—

some amazed, others mocking.
persons look on,
2. Mary of Egypt doing penance in the desert is
easily confounded with the penitent Magdalene. Where
is no skull,
no vase of ointment, no crucifix
near her, where the penitent is aged, or at least not
young and beautiful, with little or no drapery, and
black or gray hair, the picture may be presumed to

there

represent Mary of Egypt, and not the Magdalene, howThere is a large,
ever like in situation and seutiment.
fine picture of this subject at Alton Towers.
3. The first meeting of Mary and the hermit Zosi-

mus
hair

in this picture her
has been painted by Ribera
gray and short, her skin dark and sunburnt,
:

is

and she

is

clothed in rags.
*

B.

Museum.
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4. In another picture by the same painter Bhe is
she
passing over the Jordan by the help of angels
i< seen
floating in the air with her hands clasped, and
;

Zo8imus is kneeling by.
This Bnbjecl might easily be
confounded with die AssDrnption of the Magdalene,
nit the sentinwiit nu^lit I" distinguish them
for, ingtead nt' the ecstatic trance of the Magdalene, we have
1

;

the figure is but little
merely a miraculous incident
raised above the watera, and the hermit i> kneeling on
:

the shore.*
St.

r>.

lust communion from the
have known this Bubjecl to be
union of the Magdalast a

receives die

Mary

hands of Zosimus.
confounded with the

1

The circumstances

lene.

of the Bcene, as well as the
Mary of Egypt ri

character, should be attended to.
ceives the Bacramenl in the desert

;

a river

is

general!)

background Zosimus is an aged monk. Where
the Magdalene receives the Bacramenl from the hands
in the

:

of Maximin,
rich

Mine

the

architecture,

is

a

portico

and Maximin wears

bishop.
6. Tin- death of

Mary of Egypt

or chapel

with

habit

of a

the

Zosimus

is

kneel-

ing beside her, and th<- lion is licking her feet or dig
ging her grave. The presence of the lion distinguishes

from the death of Marj Magdalene.
Egypt was earlj ;i popular saint in
Prance, and particularly venerated by the Parisians,

this Bubject
St.

Mary of

by the increasing celebrity of the Magda
styled, familiarly, La Gipesienne (the
The
Gypsy), Boftened by time into La Jussienne.
a convent of reformed women
street In which bi
dedicated to her, i> .--till In Rut Jussienne.
Wc find her whole Btory in one of the richly painted

till

eclipsed

She was

lene.

I

windows of

the cathedral of Chartres; and again in
Vitraux de Bourges," where the inscription underneath is written " Segiptiaca."
Among the best modern frescos which I saw at
Paris, was the decoration of a chapel in the church

the

••

It

whs

in the

Bp QaL

In

the

Umvre, now dispa

ST.

MARY OF EGYPT.
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Merry, dedicated to Ste. Marie PEgyptienne
the religious sentiment and manner of Middle- Age Art
are as usual imitated, but with a certain unexpected
of some of the subjects,
originality in the conception
1
On the wall, to the right, she
which pleased me.
on the pedestal of the statue of the
stands
of St.

:

.

leaning

in a meditative attitude, and having the
and the dark complexion of an Egyptian dancinga crowd of people are seen behind entering the
girl
alone has been regates of the Temple, at which she
2. She receives the communion from the
pulsed.
hand of Zosimus, and is buried by a lion.
On the left-hand wall. 3. Her apotheosis. She is
borne aloft by many angels, two of whom swing censers, and below is seen the empty grave watched by a
4. Underneath is a group of hermits, to whom
lion.
the aged Zosimus is relating the story of the penitence
and death of St. Mary of Egypt.
I do not in general accept modern representations as

Madonna

dress
;

authorities, nor quote them as examples ; but this resuscitation of Mary of Egypt in a city where she was

so long a favorite saint, appears to me a curious fact.
Her real existence is doubted even by the writers of
that

Church which,

for

her conversion

brated

fourteen

and

centuries, has

glorified

her name.

cele-

Yet

the poetical, the moral significance of her story remains and, as I have reason to know, can still imwaken the
press the fancy, and, through the fancy,
conscience and touch the heart.
There were several other legends current in the
;

should
ages of Christianity, promulgated, it
seem, with the distinct purpose of calling the frail
If these were
ami sinning woman to repentance.
not pure inventions, if the names of these beatified
of the Church must
penitents retained in the offices
be taken as evidence that they did exist, it is not less
early

certain that the prototype in all these cases was the
reclaimed woman of the Scriptures, and that it was

the pitying charity of Christ which first taught men
and angels to rejoice over the sinner that repenteth.

SACRED AND LEGl VDARY MIT.

4,4

The

legend of

ham*

must not

Egypt

The

the niece of the hermit Abraconfounded with that of Mary of

Mast,
l>c

scene of this story

is

placed

in

the des-

Tin- anchoret Abraham had a brother,
erts of Syria.
who lived in the world and possessed great riches, and

when

he died, leaving an only daughter, she was
brought to her nncle Abraham, apparently because of
his great reputation for holiness, to be brought op as
The ideas of this holy man, with
he should think til.
regard to education, Been) to have been those entertained by many wise ami religious people since his
time
but then' was this difference, that he did not
;

her the stee|> ami thorny way to heaven, ami
choose tor himself "tin' primrose path of dalliance."
Instead of applying to his charge a code of morality
a- distinct as possible from his own, he, nioiv just,
BllOW

only brought up his niece in tin' Barae ascetic princitor the salvation <>r
ples which he deemed necessary

nun.

all

Mary, therefore, being brought to her nncle when she
was onh seven years old, he built a cell close to his
own, in which he shut her up ami, through a little
window, which opened between their cells, he taught
;

her prayers, to recite the Psalter, to sing
to a lite of holiness ami sol
he delivered
itude, praying continually that she might
from the snares of the arch-enemy, ami keeping her
tar, as he thought, from all possibility of temptation
her to

say

hymns, ami dedicated her

;

while he daily instructed her to despise ami hate all the
ami vanitii a of the world.
pleasures
Thus Man grew up in her cell nil she was twenty
then it happened that a certain youth, who
rears old
:

:

turned

hermit

and dwelt

that desert,

in

came

to

instructions; and be beheld through the window tin- lace of the maiden as she
her voice
she sang the
prayed in her cell, and heard
ami he was inflamed
and the evening hymn
\i-it

Abraham

to

receive

his

u

morning

;

with desire of her beauty,
•

i

m

his

till

whole heart became

•

,r

i

I'

-

ate,

MART OF EGYPT.

ST.

as a furnace for the love of her
ligious vocation,

;

415

and forgetting

his re-

and moved thereto by the Devil, he

tempted Mary, and she

When

fell.

she

came

to her-

was troubled she beat her breast and
wept bitterly, thinking of what she had been, what she
had now become and she despaired, and said in her
" For me there is no
shame
heart,
hope, no return
"
is
So she fled, not daring
my portion evermore
to meet the face of her ancle, and went to a distant
place, and lived a life of sin and shame for two years.
Now, on the same night that she fled from her cell
Abraham had a dream and he saw in his dream a
monstrous dragon, who came to his cell, and finding
there a beautiful white dove, devoured it, and returned
When the hermit awoke from his dream,
to his den.
he was perplexed, and knew not what it might portend
but again he dreamt, and he saw the same dragon, and he put his foot on its head, and crushed it,
and took from its maw the beautiful dove, and put it
in his bosom, and it came to life again, and spread its
wings and flew towards heaven.
Then the old man knew that this must relate to his
niece Mary
so he took up his staff, and went forth
through the world, seeking her everywhere. At length
he found her, and seeing her overpowered with shame
and despair, he exhorted her to take courage, and comforted her, and promised to take her sin and her penance on himself. vShe wept and embraced his knees, and
her heart

self,

;

;

;

!

;

;

;

said,

"

O my

father

!

if

thou thinkest that there

is

hope

follow thee whithersoever thou goest,
and kiss thy footsteps which lead me out of this gulf
"
of sin and death
So he prayed with her, and refor

me, I

will

!

minded her

that

God

did not desire the death of a siu-

from his wickedand she was comforted.
And the next
morning Abraham rose up and took his niece by the
hand, leaving behind them her gay attire and jewels
and ill-gotten wealth. And they returned together to

ner, but rather

ness and live

tht,

cell

in

that he' should turn

;

the wilderness.

8ACRED

4i6

From

time
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Mary lead a life of penitence and
of great humility, ministering to her n^ed uncle, who
died glorifying rod
after his death, she
mi many
tliis

diil

I

1 i

:

>.

t

-• 1

in humbleness and
yean, praising God and doing is
singleness of heart, and having favor with the people
so that from all the country round they
brought tin'
sick, and those who were possessed, ami Bhe healed
Buch virtue mu in her prayers, although she
them,
had been a sinner
Nay, it is written, that even the
I

;

—

I

tomh

of her garment restored health to the afflicted.
At length she died, and the
angels carried her >|>irit
out of the shadow and the cloud of sin, into the
glory
and the joy of heaven.

Although the legend of Mary the Penitent is acliy the Church, which celebrates her conversion
on the 29th of October, effigies of her must he rare;
1 have, never met with
any devotional representation of
cepted

A

her.

print attributed to Albert Durer represents the
bringing hack bis penitent niece to

hermit Abraham
his cell*

III the Louvre are two
large landscapes by Philippe
de Champagne, which in
poetry and grandeur of con
both
caption come near to those ,,f nj, •,•,,),, Poussin
represent scenes from the life .if Mary the penitent.
;

the

In

first,

amid

a wild

and rocky landscape,

is

the

Abraham, and Mary, Bitting within it. is visited
in the
by the young hermit who tempted her to sin
ml, we have the BS
wilderness, under another
aspect
Mary, in a rude secluded hut, embowered in
cell

of

:

;

risked by pilgrims ami votaries, ui„, bring to
on their shoulders and on litters, the sick and

trees,

her

is

!» healed
The daughter
by her prayers.
Of Champagne, Whom he tenderly loved, WSJ a nun at
think it probable that these pictui
Port Royal, and
dike others of his works) were painted for thai celeafflicted, to

I

convent

brated

Thais, a renowned (ireck saint,

St.
'

batten

is

another of

and Werka ron AJbreoht DUrer, Wo. 2067.

8T,

PELAGIA.

+>

,

these " bienkeureuses

p€cheresses," not the same who sat
at Alexander's feast, and tired Persepolis, but a fireSt. Pelagia, called Pelagia
brand in her own way.

Meretrix and Pelagia Mimra (for she was also an acThese I pass over without farther
tress), is another.
notice, because I have never seen nor read of any representation of them in Western Art.
Afra, who sealed her conversion with her blood,
be found among the Martyrs.
Poets have sung-, and moralists and sages have
taught, that for the frail woman there was nothing left
but to die
or if more remained for her to suffer, there
was at least nothing left for her to be or do no choice
St.

will

;

:

between sackcloth and ashes and the livery of

The

beatified penitents of the early Christian

sin.

Church

spoke another lesson spoke divinely of hope for the
fallen, hope without self-abasement or defiance.
We,
in these days, acknowledge no such saints
we have
even done our best to dethrone Mary Magdalene but
"
we have martyrs,
by the pang without the palm,"
;

:

— and one

—

;

at least among these who has not died without lifting up a voice of eloquent and solemn warning
who has borne her palm on earth, and whose starry
crown may be seen on high, even now, amid the con;

stellations of

Gen'

s
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